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Signet
Or Taking A Young Stallion into Open
Dressage
I live in North Carolina, a state with an active Open Dressage community, so when I leased a
young stallion from McCulloch Farm in Connecticut who was suitable for Dressage, it seemed like a good
idea to train him and show him in that field. I had the able help of a long time Dressage/Combined
Training rider and she was impressed with the colt’s ability.
Dutifully, we began the process. To make a Dressage
horse is a very long term proposition – between five and
eight years to reach the higher levels. The basics that
enable
a horse to compete in Training Levels can be done in a much
shorter time and we felt we had a good chance of winning at
those levels. The stallion, Whippoorwill Signet (Serenity
Marchtime x Whippoorwill Locket) was put together right to
do the job, he was willing and he really tried. My trainer’s
Dressage instructor also felt we had a good chance in Open
WHIPPOORWILL
SIGNET
Competition. There is no Morgan Dressage Competition in
NC so Open was our only option. By the way, Dressage is a
lot like psychiatry, riders must take lessons constantly, just as
psychiatrists must continue with analysis! We were warned
that 1) we would have to pull Signet’s mane – otherwise the judge would look at that long, flowing black
mass and say to himself “Must be an Arab or a Morgan and MUST be rump high and small”, and 2) Signet
would have to be absolutely perfect in all the movements required of him or we would be wasting our
time. Forewarned is forearmed, so we did indeed pull his beautiful mane and schooled him to perfection
and indeed as far beyond as we could go.
Our first show was interesting to say the least. Everyone just thought he was ‘adorable’ – boy did
I get tired of that word as well as the word ‘cute’! But, they had no idea of what he was, people would
come up to us and ask “Is he a small Swedish Warmblood?” Most of these folks had never seen a Morgan
before and Signet was a novelty to say the least. We also ran into our first example of prejudice in Open
Competition. The judge’s score card said “1) He is too small, and 2) Must track up more”. Now the second
comment is valid, a dressage horse should ‘track up’, that is when the footprint of the hind hoof lands on
the print of the front hoof. But the first comment is not valid, there is nothing whatsoever in any rule book
that governs the size of the horse competing. It was our first indication of what we were in for in the
months ahead.
We continued to school and to show, we became part of the local scene and the judge’s
comments
changed from show to show. No longer did we see “Too Small” or “Must Track Up”, we began to see
“Must be rounder in the frame”, “Too much height of action”, “Must extend more at the trot”, “Must reach
for the bit more”, those comment changed in time to “Uses his back nicely”, “Is very obedient”, “Good,
round frame”, “Solid working trot”. Of course along the way to achieve “That good round frame”, and
“Solid working trot”; we had switched from regular steel shoes to Aluminum shoes and from Aluminum
shoes to the even more exotic Titanium steelplates. All to help us get rid of his extreme Morgan action!
My farrier began to think I was insane! My husband would wince at the price of the exotic shoes and
know I was insane.
But we persevered and our scores got better and better, besides which Signet was doing the most
incredible job of breed promotion. People began to look for us at the shows, they even began to inquire
about stud services and the prices of Morgans. They loved his disposition, and his manners as well as his
complete lack of ‘studdy’ behavior. We were cruising for a fall and indeed it was a beaut. At the biggest
show we had yet entered (all the shows we attended were AHSA, and USDF (United States
Dressage

horse supple and listening to the rider; anyway Gloria (trainer/rider), was feeling very good about how
he was working and told me so as we waited our turn in the arena. The time was called and she started
across the way to the dressage arena, Signet looked magnificent, head carried properly, shining
and
muscles rippling, tail swinging as it should – indicating he was ‘using’ his back and off they went. That
is until someone lead a mare in raging heat in front of them! Bye, bye, Dressage Test Training Level 3!
Hello Spanish Riding School: Levades and Courbettes...of course this was his first appearance in front of
two international judges. The lady judge would not look at him, and her score card reflected it, the man
was much kinder, he told Gloria to keep on working the horse and to beat the bejesus out of the colt as
each transgression happened. We were mortified, never before had he reacted like this at home while
working near mares, or at other shows near mares. It was quite a ride, quite a test – much more of Gloria’s
ability to ride than his to do dressage.
We decided right then and there that our next show with Signet would be with Vicks in his nose!
So it was indeed. He was furious and did not mind letting us know it. But, the Vicks sure did the trick in
terms of ‘studdy’ behavior, not only that he did his best Test ever and came away from that show with a
blue ribbon for one test and a yellow for another.
That was our last show of the season. I returned Signet to McCulloch Farm shortly thereafter. He
did not set any world’s records, but he did well and I was proud of him and our efforts. Because of Signet
and our showing him in Open there are many, many folks down here who now know what a Morgan
looks like and what a Morgan can do.
Gloria, my trainer and Signet’s rider and a confirmed Thoroughbred person has bought a young
Morgan stallion that she intends to show in Dressage and Combined Training...when he is old enough.
Was it worth it? Yes, you bet. It is tough out there competing with the big Warmbloods, and TBs
and what-have-yous, but it is very, very gratifying to see a Morgan out there competing and doing well
against them. Acceptance of Morgans in the South in Open Dressage Competition will come in time as it
has in other parts of the country, it will be slow and there will be prejudice about size, way of going,
amount of action, but it can be done and I believe it will be done – dressage is a wonderful way to school
a young horse, or any horse and it truly is a pleasure to see a trained dressage horse work willingly – on
the bit, using his back and extending his trot. Not lugging on the forehand, or finding it impossible to

Post Script: Signet died in Sept of 1987, but before he did he put in a very solid show season
in
harness in New England. His dressage work gave him a very solid background to work with, and it helped
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Reclaiming Longstreet
Three and a half years ago, one of my mares foaled an exceptionally lovely black filly.
I breathed a sigh of relief that the foaling was over and the foal was normal. Here in North
Carolina just one year before the filly’s birth the entire state was affected by what I call The Corn Mess.
Somehow a particularly nasty fungus had infected all the locally grown corn and horsefeed
containing that contaminated corn had caused numerous horse deaths. All commercial horse feed had
been pulled from the market and horse owners in the state were still holding their breath about the health
of their horses. It couldn’t have happened at a nastier time so far as I was concerned. I had three
mares
in the last trimester of pregnancy and here we were going into breeding and foaling season with no
balanced horse feed available. In the interim (until commercial feed was again available) I had to of
necessity blend my own feed. After the mares foaled, with no ill effects and during the breeding season
I had to continue using my own blended feed. Eventually commercial feed was again available and I
switched back.
When Alicia was born and she was normal that was cause for celebration, and in fact when she
was two and one half months old I took a short vacation in New England, leaving good, competent help
here at home. Imagine my dismay when upon my return I found my lovely little filly standing on the toe
of her right front foot. I immediately called my vet, thinking we had a case of contracted tendons. The
vet checked the filly and assured me it was not a contracted tendon, but rather something he called a
Pedal-Coronal defect most likely caused by injury. In this sort of problem the lower pedal bone comes out
of alignment with the top of the bone at the coronet, normally this is kind of a tongue and groove
alignment. In Alicia’s hoof that alignment had slipped and the result was an upright foot. X-Rays
confirmed his opinion. The vet was confident he could realign the bones using a version of a Farnley type
brace. So I weaned the filly early and sent her over to the vet’s farm so the hoof and leg could be braced.
After two weeks the vet told me that we had achieved a 75% successful adjustment. In other
words Alicia did not have a clubfoot anymore, she now had a box-like hoof, a buttress hoof. At any rate,
the vet felt we could improve the hoof to almost 100% normal if I was willing to try another round of
orthopedic bracing. I, of course agreed to go ahead with this treatment. After all, I had started out with
a potential park horse filly and seen her value go from an estimated $5,000 to $0 in two weeks.
After another two weeks I went to pick her up and bring her home. The lady who trained the
filly’s father in dressage came with me. I had been told that all had not gone exactly as planned in that
the second brace made by the farrier was a little experimental because Alicia had ‘maxed’ out the obtuse
angles on the first brace and the farrier was trying to get more angle adjustment with this brace.
Unfortunately he succeeded too well. The increased angles had literally ripped my poor filly’s hoof in
half. All that held it together was a narrow strip down the toe of the hoof. The heels were completely
sheared in half. My friend and I were horrified by what we saw, neither of us had ever seen anything like
this before. I will say that the filly no longer had an upright hoof, the alignment was restored, but looking
at that hoof we told one another that we didn’t think the filly could possibly be sound again.
Over the course of the next year I battled incessant hoof abscesses in that poor foot, and all
the
problems the antibiotics caused to Alicia’s gut as well. My farrier came every two weeks and kept
trimming and balancing the hoof as best he could. There were behavioral problems as well, the filly was
incredibly head shy and it got to be impossible to use any topical antibiotic spray on her. She would
literally climb the walls at the sight of a can and the sound of a sprayer was no better. Indeed she was so
crazy and high-strung we began to call her Fruit Loop. As the hoof slowly grew out it became obvious
that she still was not putting the heel on the ground. There were days when it was very painful to watch
her gimp around on three legs.
I called the vet back out, yet another time to recheck the hoof and leg. This time I wanted a nerve
block done to determine exactly where the problem was. Alicia acted as if she were in great pain and she
certainly was lame. The nerve block showed that the pain was in the posterior digital nerve. As the heels
on that injured hoof grew down, they were very narrow and contracted. The contraction was pinching the
nerve. The only options open to me were to either put the filly down, keep her on Bute for the rest of her
life, or do a partial nerving on the hoof. I elected for the latter option.

Alicia was a yearling now and Bute daily for the rest of her life was out of the question. Putting
her down was also out of the question as long as she could lead a pain-free life. She has great value as
a
broodmare and I wanted to keep her bloodlines going.
So, within a week we had scheduled the operation and it was duly performed. A miracle it
seemed. Alicia was now a different horse, oh she was still lame, but she settled down in terms of her
behavior immediately. We no longer had reason to call her Fruit Loop. With a lot of work and patience
she had overcome her head-shy behavior and while she still did not trust men it became possible to get
your hands on her without a major trauma. She became much more relaxed and very affectionate.
It seemed to me over the winter of her yearling year that she was becoming more lame instead of
less lame. The farrier was still coming out every two weeks, we had a whole hoof again, and even the
beginnings of a cleft between frog and wall. Her heels were on the ground when we finished trimming
her feet and she should have been sound. Of course that hoof was smaller then the rest of her hooves
and
the heels still contracted, but with the use of a Theraflex pad they were improving.
I decided to have the vet do another set of x-rays on her to see what was happening and what the
comparison was with the set taken before the brace adjustments. Good thing I did. The coffin bone in that
bad hoof was about to come through the sole of the foot due to tremendous tension on it by the ligament.
The coffin bone was at a 90 degree angle - straight up and down instead of a normal angle reflecting the
outside hoof wall angle. In addition to that, the trauma to her heels had produced massive amounts of
excess material inside the hoof, likewise the wall at the toe of the hoof was about 2 and half times as thick
as normal and there was arthritic damage to the joint and coffin bone.
As a last resort, or as the vet put it ‘a last ditch salvage operation’ we agreed the thing to do was
cut the check ligaments on that leg. So we did, and as Alicia came out of the anesthetic she took the first
sound step I had seen her take since she was 2 and half months old. The vet and I just stood and
watchedwe were exhausted with relief. Alicia was two years old by now and while still very nervous and high
strung she was sound and had a chance at a normal life.
After letting her grow and play over the winter and spring I felt it was time for her to begin some
training. Driving was out of the question, I did not feel she was steady enough to drive safely, but I was
hopeful that she would be trainable under saddle. I was very fortunate in acquiring the services of a
young Scottish lady with a BHSAI, no fear, and a ton of patience. She started Alicia under saddle. That
was almost easy compared to what teaching her to stand for hosing and spraying was like. But, she
learned and in due time went over to the gentleman who is now training for me.
His barn is primarily Arabian and Alicia has really caused heads to swivel as he rides her out in
the fields with the sun glinting off her shiny black coat, mane and tail flying in the breeze and knees and
hocks just about level. No, Alicia will not grace the show ring as the Morgan Park Horse she was born to
be, but she is safe to ride, elegant to watch and will make a superb broodmare in a year or so.
I’m grateful to have her as the lovely young mare she is, and thankful for all the excellent help and
treatment she has gotten.
We do not know what caused Alicia’s original problem. Nor will we ever know for certain. It may
have been The Corn Mess in that her mother was not being fed a totally balanced ration when
she
conceived and throughout the critical first trimester; it may have indeed been an injury to the filly which
happened while I was away, or it may have been the thyroid medication her dam was on during breeding
and pregnancy. I called most of the vet schools in the country that were doing thyroid research and asked
them if they knew of this sort of thing happening to in-foal mares on thyroid medication. Though several
of the schools had researched the effects of thyroid medication on pregnant mares none of them had done
so on mares who had a functional thyroid gland! For their research they first removed the mare’s thyroid
gland, so they could tell me nothing definitive other then they had found that the medication will cross
the placental barrier! As a matter of fact several schools suggested quite seriously to me that I repeat the
breeding while duplicating the circumstances so I could tell them if it happened a second time!
Today, as I said Longstreet Alicia is safe to ride, she is sound and serviceable, her hoof is
not
perfect and another year or so will tell if it will ever be perfect. She has scar hair from the brace and scar
tissue from the surgeries, but she is happy, not in pain and can look forward to a normal life. It took a
tremendous amount of heart and courage on her part to make it through a very rough start, but she’s a
Morgan and those are breed characteristics. I’m proud of her, and she is in turn is proud of herself.

Civilizing a WILD
She wasn’t a Mustang, no, she was a coming four year old Registered Morgan mare. So far as
I
could tell, she had been conceived in the pasture, foaled in the pasture, and grew up in the pasture –
virtually untouched by human hands.
When I first saw her she was all rib, mud and shag. I knew she was a chestnut, but due to mud
coating, I couldn’t tell what shade of chestnut. Her feet were worn to nubbins, but nicely shaped. Her
legs were straight and she was a gaunt as a race horse in training. I estimated that she would be about
15
hands, but couldn’t say for sure because she was so shrunken due to lack of flesh.
You may well be asking “What on earth possessed me to buy such a creature?” It’s simple really
– Patizz was a full sister to the dam of my two foundation mares and I felt I knew enough about the family
to be able to assume certain things about the horse. I felt confident she would be basically kind, smart,
and when in good flesh very pretty. I knew she would have a huge trot and a great deal of heart. Besides,
I felt I could not pass up the chance to utilize the old, scarce bloodlines she represented. So I bought her.
In fairly short order Patizz was delivered to my farm. She had had a halter on her for a few days,
barely led and certainly was not what you could call halter broke. But, she didn’t try and fight or do
anything stupid or mean. She had been in a barn maybe twice in her life before and was very antsy about
being in a stall.
We (Patizz, the barn and I) survived the night and I managed to get her out to pasture the next
morning. I had put down five flakes of hay, widely spaced apart and put Patizz in with my three year old
filly and an eighteen month old filly. It was quite a scene. Poor Patizz was so famished and so afraid of
not having enough to eat that she claimed and guarded all five piles of hay. My other two looked on in
amazement, they had never known a hungry day in their lives and simply couldn’t fathom the strange
new mare’s behavior. Patizz would snatch a mouthful from one pile, the other two would settle in at
different piles when all of a sudden Patizz would charge over and steal the hay. This went on for several
hours, during which time my three year old decided the youngest one needed to be protected from the nut
mare and so she proceeded to put herself between Patizz and the younger filly all morning long. By the
time my boarder arrived to work with her horse all of us were tired out.
With the help of my boarder we managed to get Patizz back into the barn. What it took was one
person on the leadshank holding hay out in front of the mare, and the other person walking a safe distance
behind with their arms outstretched. Patizz just froze at the stall door and finally with a great deal of
coaxing and bribing I managed to get her into the stall. Her halter stayed on, Thank You.
Because she was so very thin and in such famished condition I decided it was safest to start her
on grain the way you introduce a foal to grain – in very small amounts and very slowly. Needless to say
Patizz loved to eat. I consulted with the manufacturer of the horse feed I was using and their nutritionist
worked up a feed amount schedule for Patizz to maximize weight gain safely.
All went well for about two months, Patizz was putting on weight, getting easier to handle, used
to the daily routine, even beginning to shed her shaggy unkempt coat. Then one warm morning I walked
into the barn to feed and looked at Patizz and ran for the phone. On her croup, right in the middle,
overnight Patizz had grown a mountain. I figured it had to be an abscess and had the vet come as soon
as he could. She had no open wounds or cuts or injuries anywhere. She had not had any injections within
the past month so we figured that wasn’t the cause. She wasn’t at all sick, no temperature, no discomfort.
As a matter of fact we couldn’t identify any cause of this mountainous, conical eruption on her croup. The
only clue we had was an old scar around her withers that had appeared as she shed out the matted coat
of hair.
The vet decided to operate and open the thing, get it draining and start her on antibiotics. His partner
came out with him the next day, and on the nice clean grass we laid Patizz down and went to work on the
mass. What came out was almost unbelievable – so much so that today over five years later my vets still talk
about the volume and texture of the contents of the abscess. Having drained it, and flushed it repeatedly, the
incision was carefully sewed up and I was left with instructions as to how to care for the incision.
Patizz made a fast recovery, and seemed to really begin to pick up condition and weight from that
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before, she was showing no signs of being the least bit sick, had plenty of energy, plenty of pep and lots
of stamina.
We operated again, and yet more of the noxious material drained out of her two abscessed sites.
This time the vet inserted two Penrose drains. One in each incision. A Penrose drain is a piece of surgical
tubing with holes poked in it. The tube is placed into the incision which is then sewed up over the tube,
so you have a fresh incision with a tube poking out each end of it – kind of like a hot dog overhanging the
bun. Anyway, I was to squirt Betadine into each Penrose drain twice a day to keep the things clean and
make sure that the incisions healed properly. What a scene. I do believe I will never forget how that went.
Patizz you remember was wild, she had settled in nicely it’s true, but she was not what one would call
calm or an easy horse to work on. I had discovered as she shed out completely, that she had old rope burn
marks on her butt, I didn’t think much about that at the time, (merely made a note to always be very
careful when working around her hind end as she was jumpy when folks were back there), until I tried to
cross tie her so I could squirt the Betadine in the drains. I had cross tied her in her stall once or twice, but
knew she didn’t like it much and figured it would be easier in the aisle. I had always held her for the
farrier and had been grooming her in her stall on a lead line.
Shall we say my attempts to put the Betadine into the drains with the mare on the cross ties was
a fiasco? It was a zoo actually, one broken halter and cross tie later, I came to realize this was not going
to
work. Back into the stall we went. I got a new halter for her, attached a lead shank and attempted the
drain flush again. No way was that going to work either. What to do, we had gone around and around
the stall with Patizz trying to leave as fast as she could. She in no way was trying to hurt me, but it was
never-the-less very unsettling for us both.
Finally, I gave up on the notion of any restraint at all. I figured well, the worst that could happen
was the mare could really trash me out, but maybe I could get the liquid in the drains if I wasn’t trying to
restrain her. She was after all very, very unused to restraint. O.K. I tried again, and wonder of wonders,
Patizz did nothing untoward really, she merely walked around the stall slowly in a big circle while I
walked around right with her holding the nozzle of the squeeze bottle of Betadine into the tubing end.
Then going through the whole procedure on the other drain site. Since that was on the other side Patizz
effectively ‘lounged’ herself in the stall twice a day on both sides equally!
Eventually the incisions healed and the tubes were removed. All went well till about a month
after the last operation. Lo and behold yet another abscess erupted, on her back this time. My
vet
suggested that we haul her to the Veterinary School of Medicine nearby and have her x-rayed for a
possible foreign body in the wither area, where that old scar was.
I called my friendly, intrepid dressage trainer and she and I, with a great deal of time and effort
managed to load Patizz onto a four-horse trailer. She still couldn’t be tied, so she rode loose the 35 miles
to the Vet School. That day at the vet school really proved me justified in my faith in that family’s dispositions and temperament. Poor Patizz, my barely civilized wild horse was as good as gold while she was
poked, prodded, x-rayed, examined and cultured by veterinarians and students. I held my breath for most
of the day it seemed as they would start another procedure on the mare. After all was done and material
from the abscess was being cultured, I was given a case of Trimethoprim antibiotic and instructions to feed
it all to Patizz over the next three weeks.
Oh joy, fortunately, as I said she loved to eat and eat cherry flavored food she did till it was all used
up. The cultures finally came back, the organism causing the problem was identified as a Pseudomonas
infection, systemic in scope and therefore very unusual. There was no foreign body in Patizz and in the
Petri dishes at the vet school the little bugs “ate the Genomycin like candy” to quote one of the vets. Indeed
the infection ate every antibiotic they tried just like candy and though it also ate the Trimethoprim the vet
school felt that we stood a good chance of knocking it out using that drug on the horse.
I guess they were right because there were no more eruptions on Patizz and she continued to gain
weight and condition and look very good. In due course of events I had to sell her before I ever got a
chance to breed her, but she produced a lovely colt for her new owner and never had a flair up of any kind
of abscess.
By the time she left my farm for good, she was a kind, gentle, very steady mare, and though it was
a very long and highly unusual way to gentle a horse her illness and the care she got during it all seemed
to have done the trick. She would cross tie, and much as she adored eating, she learned to adore
being
groomed and even learned to share a pasture and lead, and be a delightful mare to work with. She proved
to be a super mother and has passed on her sweet disposition and wonderful trot to her son. She learned
in time to be a credit to her breed and in time became an excellent representative of her breeding.

So You Want To Breed Morgan
Far be it for me to deter someone from a lifelong dream if that is the case, but before you take Old
Susy down the road to Handsome Herbie, or rush out and buy some mares to breed there are a few things
you should think about and a few questions you should ask yourself.
Perhaps the first question should be WHY do you want to breed Morgans? If it is ‘for profit’
which the IRS requires then I suggest you take up something less risky like skydiving without a parachute
or playing the stockmarket. All too many people are, in my opinion, sold a bill of goods about how they
can make money by buying this ‘good show mare’ and breeding her to a big name show stallion and
selling the babies for big bucks. Lots of luck folks. This may be the source of a phenomenon that results
in the five year life cycle of a horse breeder. The IRS says you must make a profit two out of seven years,
and the attrition rate after five years for Morgan Show Horse Breeders is really impressive. It is very, very
difficult to make a profit selling what is essentially a status item in a sluggish economy for two years out
of seven. Breeding horses, any kind of registered horse or unregistered horse is a high risk
business.
Heartbreakingly so at times.
Which brings me to the second question one should ask. It’s a compound question really, having
several parts. It is – do you have enough Space, Time, Money, and Energy to become a horse breeder?
Is
your health good? Think about it long and hard. Breeding horses takes great quantities of all of the above.
Most folks like to get away for a weekend or a week or even a day, unless you are one of the fortunate few
who can afford a full time live in trainer or farm manager getting off a breeding farm for a vacation or
whatever is a very difficult thing to do. It is far easier to hire a live in babysitter for your kids then it is to
hire a trustworthy live-in horse sitter for your stock. Having your good friend Sally drop in once a day to
feed and water and check on the mares and babies simply won’t do. A foal or two foals can get into more
trouble faster then anything I know of except possibly a couple of goat kids. Unfortunately, all too often
that innocent trouble turns out to be life threatening for a young horse.
Getting off the farm for a vacation or a break is one thing, another is the matter of weather. Horse
breeders especially with foals on the ground have been known to become obsessed with weather. It’s not
that any of us enjoy going out in the middle of a hellish thunderstorm or in sleet or hail or high wind, no,
it is simply that you MUST go out in bad weather; like it or not, if mares and foals have to be gotten from
the back field and put up in the barn. For that matter, stalls have to be mucked and horses fed and watered
no matter what the weather is doing. So forget the luxury of sleeping in till 9 or 10 in the morning and
remember – you wanted to breed horses as you stumble out the door into what seems the world’s worst
weather at 6:30 or 7 or 7:30 in the morning when it is wet, dark, and really unpleasant.
Health becomes very important to a horse breeder, almost as important as weather. A recent
article I encountered stated that horseback riding is The Most Dangerous sport going. More so then
motorcycle riding even. Well, if you are seriously breeding horses you generally don’t have much time to
ride, unless of course you can afford full time help, but even so you should remember that sooner or later
when you have horses around you are going to get hurt. Now I’m not talking about getting killed, that is
another topic, but I mean things like a rowdy six month old colt slamming you into a wall or an overly
affectionate filly taking a chunk out of your back because she was only trying to reciprocate the good
grooming job you were doing on her. She merely hasn’t learned to be tactful with her teeth yet. You know,
simple little every day bumps and bruises, these are the sort of things I mean. You should include rope
burns on your hands in this category and of course blue feet.
You see while the rest of the population generally enjoys four seasons to the year the horse breeder
has the added advantage of least four more seasons. They are 1) breeding season which physically
takes
place in the spring but really starts the previous fall – that is when you have the herd checked for any
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Number two season is foaling season which does happen usually,
in the spring. This is a great time, it is when you get to see if you have
made a great decision or a horrible choice. It is when you lose weight
by eating and sleeping in the barn waiting for the mare to foal. It is
when you pray a lot for your mare and for the foal. If you are
fortunate the mare and the foal have no problems and you can after
all the mares are foaled out, proceed into the second phase of breeding
season. Usually breeding season and foaling season are concurrent
LONGSTREET
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just to keep you on your toes. This is why health and energy are
important considerations.
The third season is Blue Footed Boobie Season. This happens also in the spring when the
horse
breeder is teaching the cute little babies to wear a halter and walk on a lead. By the way, foals do not pop
out of mom already halter broke. No, that is a true challenge the first time you encounter it. I call this the
Blue Footed Boobie season because your feet are blue from those adorable sharp, tiny little
hoofies
stepping all over them and the Boobie part comes in because one tends to develop a crick in the neck from
all the time spent in the stall sitting or kneeling down, looking up at a new foal while trying to make
friends with this creature who wants no part of people at all! Yes, that kind of foal does happen and
civilizing them is also a real challenge.
The fourth additional season is of course Weaning season. This is the most dreaded by
many
breeders. It is very noisy, requires a certain degree of thick skin, and a great deal of good management.
Usually, it is only the foals who are in an uproar and after you have effectively turned their stalls into an
escape proof, break-proof, non-damaging cage they are not too bad a problem. I have heard of mares who
go bonkers when the foal is removed from their sides. This is usually hormonal in nature and should be
easy to deal with. Though I did hear of a mare who went through the door of a solid two inch thick oak
stall. Calling the vet would seem in order in that situation.
Money is an ever important consideration when even thinking about breeding horses. It is
important to either be able to clip coupons from Gilt Edge Money Market investments or have a spouse
with a very adequate supply of the stuff. That supply should be constant and not subject to dry spells.
Horse breeding is expensive, horses are expensive, maintaining a farm is expensive.
Sending
those cute little potential world beaters off to training is very expensive. For that matter advertising the
beasties is expensive. Everything connected with horses or horse breeding is expensive I think it is fair to
say. That’s why money is important. Then again, when you go to sell the foal at a profit it is not
uncommon to find that potential buyers seem to think you, as a horse breeder are really a charitable
operation and that you can afford to basically give away the foal. That seems to be a standard attitude
among customers to be.
We have touched briefly on the important questions of Health, Energy, Money, Vacations, and
motive but two very important commodities remain. Space is crucial. In order to breed horses you must
have enough space. One acre in pasture for two horses may be fine, but for two mares and foals it is not
enough. You need at least two pastures (one of which is critical when weaning time comes) and if you
happen to have a foal crop of one filly and one colt, well, then you need three pastures. Colts get very
interested in fillies anywhere from six months of age up! Besides in order to meet your two in seven IRS
requirements you have to keep your overhead way down and no way can that be done if you cannot give
the horses adequate pasture time. Labor intensive small acreage farming is great for vegetables but is
a
definite drawback for a breeding farm. Bedding costs money and so does hay. Besides one can get
into
all kinds of leg and tendon problems with foals if they do not have enough running outside time.
That brings us back to Time. Time is a very special thing. Holding down a full time job, raising
kids, keeping a husband or wife doesn’t leave a great deal of the stuff left over. Horse breeding takes oodles
of time. It is by its very nature a long time operation and on a daily basis managing a breeding herd (be it
only a herd of two mares) takes great gobs of time. You need time to feed, time to muck, time to groom,

All and all you should carefully consider the questions I have asked. They could save you a lot of
time, money, aggravation, a marriage perhaps and your sanity. If you can answer positively to all the
questions then I have a few suggestions about what else will be useful to you as a new Morgan horsebreeder.
A college level course in genetics will be very useful. In time almost everyone breeding gets fascinated by the genetics of color and of white and of all kinds of things. If you know what the buzz words
mean you will be ahead of the pack.
A spouse that has a sense of humor and is tolerant is very important to your operation. He or she
will be called on to lend a hand at all sorts of strange things and will also have to make sacrifices of
lifestyle. Being a horse breeder means a definite change in lifestyle. That gorgeous cream colored
carpet
in the entrance way of the house will prove to be a real loss after one month of active horse breeding. It
will have to go. You will get used to and your spouse must as well, things like bridles hanging on the coat
racks, horsey vitamins in the kitchen, horse medication in the refrigerator, the collection of boots that line
the back door of the house and of course the little pieces of bedding that come in on your socks that just
love all that carpet. Horse equipment is ‘user friendly’ to a high degree and sooner or later almost all tack
will find its way into the house. Things like bucket hooks by the telephone and lead shanks on the dining
room chairs lend a high degree of charm to one’s daily life but tend to induce frowns from visitors and inlaws. Especially when they have to remove said article from the chair they wish to sit on.
One of the reasons I wanted to buy the farm we now own is that the sink in the kitchen is a full
size stainless steel restaurant sink and it will hold a saddle! Likewise the kitchen floor is quarry tile which
is easy to sponge up the spilled neatsfoot oil and Lexol from. Then again the room I adopted as MY office
has floor to ceiling bookshelves which hold all my horse books and magazines and reference material.
Perhaps the most important thing any horsebreeder’s house should have is a mud room. So if
you are living in a nice, new, formal house close in to town you had best consider buying a farm because
you are going to need one. Lifestyles for horse breeders are definitely unique. When and if we put a
basement under this old farmhouse I have plans for it. I have extracted a promise from my husband that
a 12 foot by 12 foot space is reserved for me. It will be a horse hospital if God forbid I ever need one!
My advice to future breeders would also include spending a considerable amount of time BEFORE
you buy breeding stock, researching the breed history and the bloodlines of different families. When you do
buy those mares take the time to inquire about the breeding history of the dams and the stallions on the
papers. Ask if the mare’s dam and granddam were easy foaling and breeding mares. Were they good
milkers? Were they good mothers? These are all standard questions among cattle breeders, but
often
prospective mare buyers don’t ask . And if you are buying a mare as breeding stock they are critical questions.
If all I have written about doesn’t
discourage you or at least make you think
twice then proceed with your plans and
good luck to you, you may not make a
profit or even break even but as many
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Intrepid Aemilia
In the late 1960’s I visited McCulloch Farm
in Old Lyme, CT. During that visit I vowed to
someday own a daughter of Whippoorwill Duke. It
was thirteen years before I was in the position to
fulfill that vow. The early spring of 1980 found me
living in Portland, Oregon and finally with enough
land to again have a horse. I called Mary Jean
Vasiloff and asked if she had any Duke daughters
for sale. She did, and I choose as my foundation
mares two chestnuts by Duke out of Funquest
Juzette, a Flyhawk granddaughter. They were
Whippoorwill
Juliet and
her full
sister
WHIPPOORWILL
AEMILIA
Whippoorwill Juliana. Before I could even make
arrangements to have the mares shipped out to me
in Oregon, the volcano Mt. Saint Helens blew up. Because I lived less then forty miles from Mt. Saint
Helens and was buried in ash it occurred to me that shipping two in foal Morgan mares across the country
to live in such a mess was not a very good idea. So, I arranged to have them boarded at their home farm
until I could decide what to do.
We ended up moving to North Carolina, and within a few days of our arrival here I went up to
CT to see my mares in the flesh for the very first time. While up at McCulloch Farm getting to know Juliet
and Juliana I met Juliet’s black two year old daughter by Bald Mt. Black Cloud - Whippoorwill Aemilia.
In due course I decided to lease her and bring her down to NC as well as her mother and aunt.
I had intended to breed one of the mares the previous year to Black Cloud but his untimely death
prevented that and since Aemilia was one of his very last daughters she was as close to him as I
ever
would get.
All of this transpired in late January. Mrs. Vasiloff and I decided to let the mares stay with her
until they foaled their 1981 babies and until I had found a farm in NC. Mid-May found me still without
a farm of my own, but my in-laws graciously offered to let me do my horse thing on their small farm. So,
a frantic time of putting up a fence, getting hay, and arranging for a barn began. When I left NC heading
to CT to pick up Aemilia we had 150 bales of hay under cover, a contract for a barn, a small paddock
fenced and posts delivered for a larger pasture.
I had a good visit in CT and decided to bring home a small goat to keep Aemilia company since
her mother and aunt would not be down for a while.
Mrs. Vasiloff’s son and I got underway with Aemilia in the trailer, along with Danny the goat and
scads of rubber fence material; plus a yearling stallion we were to deliver along the way in Maryland. Our
trip down was fairly uneventful, the horses were very good, the goat was most unhappy and the weather
while hot was clear.
We delivered the colt in Maryland and continued down to NC the next day. Upon arrival in
Chapel Hill with filly, goat and fence, we decided that Aemilia would need some kind of shelter till the
barn was up. So, we rigged a tent of canvas in a corner of the paddock using trees as tent poles and
put
Aemilia into the paddock with the goat in a roofed crate right next to the fence.
Aemilia was a bit skittish the first time the wind caught the canvas, but she soon settled down and
accepted her new home, peculiar as it was. Bringing the goat down was a good idea and they became fast
friends almost immediately. Melia lived in that tent and paddock for about four weeks until the barn was
built and the day she moved into the barn was the day her mom and half sister arrived in North Carolina.
In time Juliana and her son came down and the end of summer found me with two in-foal mares, a two
year old filly, two foals and a goat.

As the weather cooled off, I began to school Aemilia in ground driving. She had been started up
in CT and it was time to resume her training. I had never ground driven a horse before, let alone a two
year old, but Aemilia soon set me straight as to how it was done. We ground drove all over the farm and
had a grand time. Nothing fazed Aemilia. That’s when I began to suspect she really was intrepid.
Spring of her three year old year I bred her and after waiting a reasonable length of time she began
her under saddle work. She took to it beautifully, never doing a thing wrong. It was almost as if she
already knew what was wanted and what she should be doing.
She foaled a filly the following spring and after weaning she continued her training at home under
saddle. Aemilia was proving to be a delightful pleasure riding horse. She truly was a pleasure. You could
ride every day or once a month or twice a week; it made no difference to her – she was always pleasant
and willing.
She learned whatever was asked of her almost immediately. I took great delight in doing serpentines on her by weight shift alone. She learned turns on the forehand. She always picked up the correct
canter lead and had the most comfortable sitting trot you could want.
In addition to her on again off again training and working schedule she produced three fillies for
me. It was after the birth of her third daughter that Aemilia began to change a bit. She became rather
nervous and goosy. She began to be difficult to ride on the trails, shying and being very skittish. I could
not determine any reason for this change, she vetted out perfectly, but there it was.
After she dumped me rather unceremoniously on the ground one morning because I was asking
her to work at a time she didn’t think she should work; I decided to send her out for training. So off she
went and was gone for a few months. I figured being away from home and being handled by new people
would be good for her. At the very least she would learn more about the world in general and perhaps
her attitude would improve.
She came home after a while and I rode her and all was wonderful, she was a delight again, eager,
willing and pleasant. In general she seemed more mature and less goosy.
Shortly after her arrival back home we bought our current farm and that fall saw the move down
to Silk Hope. That is when I really discovered Aemilia’s intrepid nature.
Now, under saddle Aemilia despises puddles or mud. But, here on the new farm during a very
wet winter it was Aemilia who would happily march through the mud to the pasture. As a matter of fact
I began to take Aemilia out first, even though she is Second in Command in the herd. But, with Aemilia
already out I had a prayer of getting the other mares out through the mud. Without her being out first the
others would stop every few feet and park themselves out as if to say “But, I am much too pretty and
delicate to go through this awful mud!” But Aemilia marched through it all doing what a visitor calls some
very fancy stepping! After leading her through the ankle deep mud with her prancing along side me it
was very easy to visualize the Morgans of the early 1800’s in New England on Muster Day. She doesn’t
walk or slog or hesitate; Aemilia marches through the mud as if it were a well tended show ring!
That’s why I call her Intrepid Aemilia, she is afraid of no footing you can provide and her confidence in her sure-footed way of going is nothing less than just that - intrepid.
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Flyhawk - A Speed
When you are looking for a source of Trotting speed for a race breeding program Flyhawk must
not be ignored.
So, what about Flyhawk made and makes him special? Flyhawk was almost completely all
Sherman and Bulrush bred in so far as his Morgan blood goes. O.K., so what does that do for you? Well,
as Mary Jean Vasiloff so aptly pointed out in the August issue of The M organ Horse in order to be a
successful Trotter the animal must have speed, soundness, endurance and a competitive nature. Bulrush
and Sherman blood give you all of these things. Bulrush is legendary for his stamina and toughness;
Sherman gave soundness and competitiveness. Both gave speed!
The Bulrush horses were not as tractable as the Shermans, but the Shermans were high
mettled
horses, with a great deal of energy.
Let’s look at some of the horses behind Flyhawk in a little more detail. Go Hawk, his sire was by
Sunny Hawk by Morgan Star by Goldfinder by Pathfinder Jr., by Buell’s Pathfinder by Benedicts
Pathfinder by Black Hawk by Sherman. Direct tail male descent from Sherman in eight generations. The
Shermans were noted for their courage on the road and track. Black Hawk was a speed horse. He trotted
a five mile race in sixteen minutes and won $1,000 for doing so in 1842. Black Hawk had a harness record
of a mile in 2:51 1/2 minutes. Benedict’s Pathfinder could trot, untrained, in about 2:40 minutes for a mile
– his get were also known for their endurance and speed. There is no recorded time for Buell’s Pathfinder,
but his son Pathfinder Jr. had a record of 2:27 3/4! That’s fast!
The dam of Morgan Star was a mare named Thistle. Thistle was by Star of The West,
another
Black Hawk grandson who was out of a mare named Gray Fanny. Gray Fanny was a granddaughter of
Long Island Black Hawk. Guess who he was named after? In addition the the concentrated Black Hawk
blood on just this one line of Flyhawk’s pedigree Star of The West had the blood of Vincent’s Messenger
by Dover Messenger in his veins.
Messenger blood was very fast blood. Black Hawk founded a dynasty and a summary of the
racing tables for 2:30 trotters in 1892 shows that nearly fifteen hundred trace to Black Hawk! By the way,
a 2:30 trotter meant that the horse could trot a measured mile in 2 minutes and 30 seconds – that was
the
standard and from that comes the name Standardbred!
Also behind Sunny Hawk, sire of Go Hawk was a horse called Hercules. Hercules was the sire of
Whitefoot, dam of Sunny Hawk. Hercules who was black and sixteen hands, was by Herod who was also
black and fifteen hands. Herod made his trotting record of 2:24 1/2 at eighteen years of age in a six-heat race
on a slow track! Herod was a son of King Herod who was a son of Sherman Black Hawk by Black Hawk.
The above is just what pertains to Go Hawk’s sire line – the Sunny Hawk line. On Go Hawk’s
dam’s line we again find Herod and another son of King Herod. As a matter of fact Bombo, Go Hawk’s
dam, has three crosses to Herod and it is through Bombo that we find the Bulrush line in Flyhawk.
Bombo’s dam, Goldie, was by Hero of Manilla by Herod, but out of Morrill Queen who traces to Bulrush
through her sire Winnebago Chief. She also has TB blood through her granddam – Bird by the TB Bob
Draper. Goldie, Flyhawk’s great grandmother was out of Lil who in turn was out of a mare STB Arabian.
Winnebago Chief was by Mountain Chief by Morrill by The Jennison Colt by The Randolph Horse
by Bulrush. Winnebago Chief was 15 and a half hands and Morrill himself was 15 and 3/4 hands. Behind
Morrill was imported English blood - TB and Arabian blood. There is no recorded race time for Morrill,
but he sired a mare named Lady Norcross who had a time of 2:26 3/4! Morrill was known as a sire of sires,
his sons had speed and produced it and so did his daughters.
Flyhawk’s dam was Florette by Allen King out of Florence Chandler. This is all Sherman breeding
and fast Sherman at that. Allen King’s sire was Allen Franklin by Jasper Franklin by Ben Franklin by
Daniel Lambert by Ethan Allen 50 by Black Hawk by Sherman.

Ben Franklin got his record at six years of age in a four heat race and gaining a time of 2 minutes
39 seconds. Ben Franklin was out of a mare named Black Kate by Addison, a son of Black Hawk out of a
mare named Polly Smith by Sir Charles son of Duroc by imported Diomed. This is again, English TB
breeding and it was a pattern then to breed the very fast Black Hawks to the very fast Diomed’s and other
noted TB horses.
Allen King was the sire of Florette and a full brother to Penrod who was the sire of Jubilee King.
Allen King may have been the last of this family to trot the measured mile. He did it in 2 minutes 30
seconds when he was over ten years of age and standing at stud at the U.S. Government Farm.
Ben Franklin had a full brother named Jubilee Lambert who is also behind Flyhawk. Jubilee
Lambert was bred to the incomparable mare Lady de Jarnette. Their produce was Jubilee de Jarnette
sire
of Black Bess who in turn was the dam of Allen King. So this line of Flyhawk’s pedigree the Allen King
line is very concentrated Black Hawk breeding- almost pure Sherman blood.
Florette’s dam was Florence Chandler an own daughter of the Knox Morgan by Mountaineer
Morgan by the Vincent Horse. The Vincent Horse was by Shedd Horse by Vermont Morgan Champion by
Sherman. The dam of the Knox Morgan also traces to Sherman on top and bottom lines. Senata, dam
of
Florence Chandler was by Senator by Morgan Rupert who traces to both Sherman and Woodbury.
Senata’s dam – Daisy was by Billy Bodette out of a mare by Billy Folsum. Again, concentrated Sherman
blood and some would say better Sherman blood then through Black Hawk. Better perhaps, but not as
fast for sure!
This then is a somewhat in depth look at Flyhawk. And it tells us that he comes by his speed sire
ability very naturally. He is known to have been a tough, sound, fast horse with a big, wide open trot.
That is what you want when you are going to breed trotters for the race track.
He was an intensely Sherman bred horse with a predominance of Black Hawk breeding, along
with one very strong strong line to Bulrush through Morrill. All very fast horses behind him and hence
his ability to pass on that speed.
There are other horses whose blood is still available to us that also carry the Bulrush blood: Red
Correll, Ashbrook, Winnebago Chief, Major Gorden and The Admiral. We will look at some of them in
future articles. Some of these names are familiar to many as sires in The Working Western Families,
some
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Fabulous Frogs & Terrific
Shortly after we moved to this
farm I noticed a shallow depression
forming along side the front of the
barn.
No doubt I created the
depression when I dumped the
night’s left over water while doing
morning chores.
I made of mental note of the
fact, sort of filed it away under ‘things
to fix come spring’ and thought no
more about it. I continued dumping
the water there and watched the depression get a bit deeper with
time. “I really must fill that it or the mosquitoes will breed there”
was a common thought.
Well, spring arrived, foaling season came upon us, my life
got busier and busier and the depression did not get filled in.
One day as I was dumping water buckets into the now
about four inch deep by three foot wide puddle I noticed a frog. “Oh
neat” I thought, “I won’t have to worry about mosquitoes what with a
frog in the puddle”. That was the start of my organic first line of fly
defense, though I did not realize it at the time.
As the spring turned to summer and the days got hotter and drier my ‘frog pond’ continued to
exist and it became quite populated. We had green frogs and brown frogs and they seemed quite happy
to have mud and water and shade to live in. I began to notice the presence of toads as well. They would
reside in shallow little depressions right next to the frog’s puddle.
Because it gets very hot down here it is common practice to spray the barn aisles during the
summer with a light mist of water. It does seem to help. Cooling by evaporation I suppose. I noticed that
the toads would take up residence in the barn aisle. Seemingly they liked the shade and the damp clay.
Well, I thought that was kind of neat and did nothing to discourage them.
I have a built in fly spray system in the barn because North Carolina is one of the bug capitals of
the country. We have more varieties of flies than I have ever seen. Some I call 747’s, some 737’s,
some
727’s and of course the usual horse flies, bot flies, and face flies. That’s why the fly spray system. But,
I
had been informed of a study that warned of the possibility of creating Wobbler syndrome in foals by over
exposing them to Pyrethrins. Since I did not wish to create a problem where none existed, I cut down on
the number of times the sprayer would fog the barn. Having it come on only when the foals were outside.
Of course this meant a greater number of bugs flying around than I usually had. Frogs and Toads
to the rescue! Those fat little fellas really did the trick. No, they did not eliminate the fly population, but
as they grew fatter and fatter the flies grew fewer and fewer. Some toads even took up residence in stalls.
It seemed as though each stall had it’s very own toad. None of which ever got stepped on by the horses!
They did a grand job.
Summer finally ended and midway through September the fly season seemed to be done, the
frogs and toads still sat in the puddle and got no thinner. The colder weather arrived and they all left one
day. Where they went I don’t know, but they were gone.
Early this spring a friend was using our front-loader to remove the accrued manure pile and
thought he would do me a favor and level off the puddle in front of my barn. I was horrified, he had
demolished my frog puddle! I was so upset I had my husband use the backhoe to redig the puddle! Then
had a week’s worth of worry when the newly dug depression wouldn’t hold water overnight! I even put

pieces of roofing tin around the sides to hold the water. I had my poor husband tramp the earth around
the sides and eventually we succeeded! The puddle would hold water over night. Hooray.
The frogs and the toads seemed to be waiting and almost as soon as the puddle was secured
they
arrived for the season. It seems to me there are more this year. I just counted about a dozen frogs and
the
toads are too numerous to count and they are fat and happy. I have virtually no flies in the barn!
That’s not to say the little critters are all to the good. No, they have caused quite a traffic hazard
from time to time. One does have to watch where one walks. The yearling filly has been known to skitter
sideways as we go in the front barn doors and her shadow causes the frogs to jump all at once! But I figure
that’s good for her and keeps them exercised as well. Besides which, just think about the positive
ecological effects of having a truly organic fly system. As well as helping to establish a good habitat for
frogs – seemingly in trouble elsewhere.
This morning I spotted a Praying Mantis in the barn, now if I can encourage them as well I’ll have
a two-tiered first line of fly defense! Winged and amphibian! It goes without saying the barn swallows,
Martins, and bats are also welcome around here. You too can have an anti-fly ecosystem in your barn. Just
be careful about what kind of fly spray you use, and don’t be too quick to fill in the shallow depressions
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Where Have All The Golddusts
Gone?
What are Golddusts and why should I care about where they have gone?
If you breed Morgans in hopes of racing them on the Trotting tracks you should care about the
Golddusts because they are the Woodbury family that achieved fame as very fast Trotters. Most of the
Woodbury family were noted as good Road Horses when they were used in harness. That branch of
Woodburys can be very easily found through descendents of Gifford such as Hale’s Green Mountain.
Interestingly, it was a son of Gifford Morgan that was the grandsire of Golddust. That son was Barnard
Morgan. Barnard Morgan’s dam was sired by Bonaparte (Judevine Horse) who was said to be by the
Hawkins Horse by Justin Morgan. If true, that would have made Barnard Morgan very strong in the blood
of Justin Morgan himself. Gifford’s dam carried the standard admixture blood of the times, Thoroughbred
and Arabian blood. This was the normal blood mix available in those days and it all contributed to speed.
So what about Golddust? Well, Golddust was as stated a grandson of Barnard Morgan, he was
sired by Vermont Morgan (Dorsey’s) out of a mare named the Hoke mare. She was said to be Zilcaadi, an
imported Arabian horse. The second dam was by imported Barefoot, son of Tramp an early TB.
Golddust was reputed to be very beautiful and he was known as one of the very great sires of the
country. Golddust had a race record of 2:43 minutes for the mile. He out-ranked the great Hambletonian
as a speed sire. Hambletonian sired more than thirteen hundred foals, only three colts made a 2:20 time.
Golddust on the other hand sired only three hundred and two foals, of which two made the 2:20 list. The
best of those was the mare Lucille Golddust who had a time of 2:16 and 1/4. She in turn produced
Lucille’s Baby who had a time of 2:20 and 1/2 as well as producing Sprague Golddust who had a time of
2:16 and 1/2!
Golddust only lived to be sixteen years old. He was foaled in 1855 in Louisville, KY. and died in
1871 at L.L. Dorsey’s Eden Stock Farm near Louisville. Mr. Dorsey had bought Golddust as a weanling
for $1,000.
Golddust was a pure gold in color, off hind rear fetlock white, sixteen hands high and weighed
twelve hundred pounds.
The Golddust sons known as sires were: Brilliant Golddust, Dorsey Golddust, Eden Golddust,
Emerson Golddust, Fancy Golddust, Forest Golddust, Glencoe Golddust, Golddust Jr., Golddust,
Highland Golddust, Lexington Golddust, Longfellow Golddust, Messenger Golddust, Milo, Raven
Golddust, and Zilcaadi Golddust.
The get of these sons of Golddust went primarily to the Mid-West, one grandson Eclipse Golddust
went to the Deer Lodge, Montana farm of C.X. Larabee. Most went to Illinois or Iowa or Wisconsin and
Ohio. Some stayed in Kentucky.
The line comes down to us today along a slender thread of one mare primarily. That mare was
Gold Floss 03150. Gold Floss was by Golddust Abdallah a great grandson of Golddust on his dam’s side,
out of Flora by Goldsheen. Flora traces back to Golddust on both the top and bottom sides of her pedigree.
The heavy Golddust concentration behind Gold Floss explains why she was able to pass on the extreme
Golddust speed to her son Jack Sprat.
Jack Sprat had lots of daughters who bred on. Among them are Lizzieayr out of Elma Belle RM;
who produced Hazelayr and Liz Taylor who in turn produced Lizzie McClure, Windcrest Playboy,
Windcrest Benn Beau, Windcrest Major, Windcrest Harmony, Alezan Victoria and Alezan Ben Adhem:
Nellayr, dam of Slower Nell who in turn produced Gay Nell, Linell, Sammy Boy, and Lynden King:
Cissyayr dam of Ann Bolin who produced Major Bolin, Waer’s Monte Gates, Lava Henry, Majorette Bolin,
and March Majesty: Bessayr, dam of Fruita who was dam of Eethree Sherilette and Aaron Jay
among
others. The list goes on and on. For example Lizzie McClure daughter of Liz Taylor produced her own
family including Fox Hollow’s Gay; M-H Autumn Velvet; M-H Coriliz who has bred on. This is just a
partial listing of Jack Sprat’s daughters.
His sons include Allenayr, Benayr, Doctorayr, Franzayr, Jackayr, Jacksenayr, Josephayr, Majorayr,
Poplar Victory, Rileyayr, Romanayr, Spratayr and Victorayr. If you run across a horse with an AYR as part
of its name you have found another Jack Sprat descendent. You have found the legacy of the Golddusts

Hugo & The
When we first moved to North Carolina a newly met Morgan Horse lady cautioned me about the
Black Widow Spiders that lurk in the shavings piles. I dutifully kept the warning in mind and would use
the pitchfork to lift the tarp covering the pile - so as to not get my hand and a spider in close proximity. I
did that for months and never did see a Black Widow spider…but I did see many a Copperhead snake.
I tend to have a ‘live and let live’ philosophy about life so I did nothing to actively discourage the
Copperheads. At first, that is.
One day as I reached to pull some hay down to feed I saw out of the corner of my eye; a long
sinuous darkish form slithering away. I freaked out! I did manage to get a good look at the snake, good
enough to see that it was a Copperhead. Now, Copperheads outside were one thing, Copperheads in my
feed room were quite another.
I talked to several long time native farmers and asked each one “how do you get rid of
Copperheads?” I was told all kinds of things. These included “Pull it down with a hoe and cut it’s head
off”, “Stab it with a long-handled pitchfork”, “Where there is one, there are two”, and on and on. Other
than the caution that I was probably dealing with a PAIR of them, none of the advice was very useful.
I began to wage a war against the interloper in my feed room. First stage was benign; I would
approach the open bale of hay with a rake in hand and beat the bale repeatedly – to scare off the snake.
I
soon got bored with that routine. It took extra time, made a mess, scared me silly and did not solve my
problem - only put it off.
I had my husband sharpen a hoe blade to a knife-like edge and kept it close to hand. Now, having
a lethal weapon in hand may have given me some courage but it did not guarantee me a ‘clear’ shot at the
snake. I would swing wildly and the snake would just slither off between another set of bales. Nothing
I was doing seemed to avail. The reign of snake terror continued. I would not turn my back on that stack
of hay for love nor money.
I had my husband sharpen up a machete and began to keep that right by the feed room door. I would
grab it in one hand, the rake (for beating the bales) in the other and stalk into the feed room to the hay.
One day I got lucky; as I was beating the bale of hay the snake started to crawl out of it and into
safety. Quickly I slashed down with the machete and cut it in half. I managed to fish both halves out of
the hay, and since I was so freaked out I mashed the front end of the snake (the head) several times with
a sledge hammer. That was one several times killed Copperhead - but it was really dead.
Over the years at that farm I would average a score of two Copperheads a year removed from the
general population.
When we moved to the new farm I specifically asked the former owners about snakes. I was
assured that the only snakes they had ever seen were Black snakes. That was fine by me because
Black
snakes eat Copperheads.
Months went by and I never did see a snake. One day, however, as I was cleaning a stall I looked
up and dangling between two rafters was a humongous black snake skin. It disappeared up into the roof
and I could not determine if there was a snake still attached. Of course I freaked out, but did manage to
get a hold of myself and with the fork pulled the skin down. It was entire and about six feet long. Little
did I know it, but that was my first introduction to Hugo.
The spring progressed, the mares foaled and I saw no more of snakes or snakeskins. Come
the
day I put the two new mothers, their babies and Juliana out together for the first time that changed.
Of course both new foals immediately attached themselves to the wrong mothers and there was a
great freaking out scene as I tried to separate them and get them sorted out correctly. Horses racing all
around in circles screaming wildly, Ina racing around trying to get hold of someone - anyone, to break up
the insane mess. Out of the corner of my eye I saw Juliana come to a screeching halt and drop her nose
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still with her nose to the ground, sort of pushing the snake along. I just about freaked out, the ground was
shaking, the horses were still freaking – all except Juliana who was having great fun ‘kootching’ the snake.
Eventually, the mares and foals got sorted out, the snake (Hugo) made it to safety, Juliana went back to
eating and I relaxed. I figured that snake would never come back. I was wrong.
This spring I went to turn off the electric fence one afternoon and opened the corn crib, which is
where the fence charger lives, stepped up and reached out to hit the switch. Except what I hit was Hugo
instead. I screamed and yelled and the snake split. Hugo had come into the corn crib to shed his skin and
found it very peaceful and warm beneath the fence charger. At least he had survived the excitement of
the previous spring and was still in residence.
I have not seen him often this year, one evening he held up traffic leaving the farm by slowly
crossing the driveway as friends were trying to go home. He has grown again, and now is at least six and
half feet long. One day he was sunbathing in another part of the driveway and I had to drive over the
grass to avoid him and my final sight of Hugo this year was one morning as I was filling the wheelbarrow
with clean shavings and accidentally uncovered him as he lay in the bedding pile.
Though I am not in any way fond of snakes, Hugo has made a home here and we have learned to
live with one another. He eats rats and Copperheads and I try and keep the horses from trampling him,
or letting the dog chase him. I am curious as to how long he will be next spring and you can be sure I will
remember to watch where I put my hands when I go to turn off the fence charger!
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Longstreet Melody
or There’s A First Time for Everything!
Longstreet Melody (Green Bay Ragtime x Longstreet Cressida) was not the first foal born on the
farm during the daylight hours, no, but she sure was the first to be kicked and then rejected by her dam.
She is also the first foal of our second generation of breeding and the first foal to be born on the new farm.
She is the first foal of both her sire and dam. She is also the first foal I have pulled through a case of foal
pneumonia, not to forget that she is the first foal I’ve had who jumped the pasture fence as a suckling, as
well as having the dubious honor of being the first foal I’ve had who put me on the ground – but good!
Melody is quite a character. She is a bright red chestnut with a very quick mind. That mind,
though a very good one, is very much her own. As a baby she would have, what in the south are called
‘hissy fits’. If what-ever wasn’t to her liking, Melody would shake her head and fling it around in a circle,
rather like a yo-yo at the end of the string. She is a redhead and has the classic redhead temperament.
She
learns things as fast as she gets annoyed and though she was broke to lead like a dream with the aid of
a
Foal-Safe, up until she reached a year old that was the extent of her training. It was when I attempted to
teach her to tie that she put me on the ground. She put herself there as well, and being in rather precarious
health at the time I deemed it unwise to proceed with her training by myself. I figured it was cheaper to
send her out for training then to pay for a whole body-cast for me. Indeed, it was due to my poor health
that Melody was as ignorant as she was. Normally, all our foals get taught to tie and have their feet
handled, picked etc. just after weaning, but I was in no shape to give Melody those lessons and she was
the first (and last) foal who missed them at that critical point of life. So, for another first - Melody went
over to my trainer’s as a yearling. The trainer and I both assessed the situation as being fixable. The filly
simply had no real respect for people. In her mind, SHE was the center of the universe and she couldn’t
really see any reason to think otherwise.
In retrospect, the attitude may have developed due to her early rejection and subsequent illness.
She had a great deal of people attention very early on in her life. Her mother did not give her any discipline to speak of after she finally accepted the filly. Since Melody was the first of the foals to be born and
there was a long time gap before her brother was born; she learned very early to amuse herself and to be
a very independent sort of foal. Oh, she liked people and was very friendly, but she simply never learned
to be dependent on folks. No, she would look at you or her dam, for that matter, spike her tail, shake her
head and race off to another part of the pasture.
Racing off to another part of the pasture was I suppose, how she came to jump the fence. I’m sure
the fence simply loomed up all of a sudden and jumping it was better then running into it. Unfortunately,
she didn’t quite jump clean and so she became the first of my horses to be stapled back together! As I said,
there is a first time for everything and Melody seems determined to find a first of it all.
She came back from the trainer’s a perfect lady, no more ‘hissy fits’. It is now possible to pick her
feet in her stall without any restraint. She adores being groomed, and best of all, the trainer got her over
her abhorrence for having her nose touched, or anything like a tube of medicine, being put in her mouth.
That last little quirk was a direct result, I feel, of the measures taken to save her life as a baby.
Melody is also the first foal we have had whose mane has changed color twice! As a baby it was
mixed with lighter hair, as was her tail. Then as she shed her foal coat and grew her first coat for winter,
her mane changed to a solid red. Both her mane and tail came in considerably darker then her body. Now,
in the spring of her yearling year, though her tail is still dark, her mane is once again mixed in color. It is
quite striking.
I have high hopes for Melody, she is a beautiful yearling and a good mover. Just what she wants
to be is not clear to me yet. I am hoping for a Dressage horse, but maybe not. I do know that with her
mind, and new attitude toward things and people, she will be very good at what-ever she ends up being.
I also feel that her early experiences have influenced her greatly and caution others to be aware of just how
easily you can make or break a foal in the first month of life. There are plenty of articles out this spring
on ‘imprinting’ a foal and handling foals, etc., but each situation is different and circumstances vary a great
deal. So if you find you are having problems of attitude in your just purchased weanling or yearling, donít
give in or give up. With good handling and knowledge a great deal can be overcome. It sure is better to
reclaim a horse as a youngster then to try to do so with an adult animal.

Labels, Labels, Labels
Lippitts, Lamberts, Woodburys, Shermans, Old Government, Modern Morgan, Working Western
Family, Nocturnes – you’ve heard them all I’m sure.
Probably, you are also wondering why I have chosen to open this can of worms yet again instead
of letting the worms sleep peacefully.
Well, I would have been happy to let the worms slumber away but I got a phone call recently that
brought home to me the confusion our chosen labels can cause to someone who doesn’t know Morgans.
A man called me, wanting to buy a Morgan for his wife to trail ride. He owns Saddlebreds and
thought a Morgan would be more suited to his timid wife’s trail riding skill. He asked me if I bred ‘Lips’.
It took a minute or two for ‘Lips’ to translate in my head into Lippitts. Mind you, he didn’t know what a
‘Lip’ was, but he had heard of them. I dutifully tried to define Lippitts to him and in doing so it came to
me that perhaps some clear definitions of our myriad breed labels was in order. So here goes my version
of definition.
Lippitts are those Morgans which carry predominantly Woodbury sire lines, originally being bred
onto Sherman bred mares. Lippitts can also carry Bulrush sire lines. They are Morgans which can be
traced easily back to old Vermont mountain stock and carry no recent admixtures on the papers.
Lamberts are those Morgans who descend from Sherman Morgan primarily. They also carry no
recent admixtures on the papers. Within the label Lambert most commonly are found horses of Jubilee King
breeding. But also included frequently in this category are those who are known as Brunk bred Morgans.
Old Government Morgans in my mind refers to those horses bred by the US Government Farm
prior to the introduction of outside Saddlebred blood. In other words, Upwey Ben Don, his sire, or related
horses will not be on these papers. Within this group falls the sub set of horses known as Government
Remount bred. Commonly found in this group will be horses descended from Mansfield, Monterey,
Abbott, Linsley, Red Oak, etc. General Gates will be quite evident on the papers.
Modern Morgans are those who originally came from US Government Farm stock, but after the
introduction of Saddlebred blood. Horses fitting into this label will frequently carry the blood of Ben Don,
as well as U.C., UVM, prefixes, not to mention the private breeders such as almost any you can name!
Nocturnes are of course those Morgans who carry the blood of Waseeka’s Nocturne and all his
family. They are the family most currently popular within the breed and are most visible in the show ring.
They are a sub-set of Modern Morgans.
Working Western Family, this family is really a sub-set of a sub-set. They are the Morgans who
descend from the same lines as the Remount bred horses of the US Government Farm. But, frequently in
addition to the Old Government blood, the Flyhawk family will be represented. The breeding strength of
the WWF was not based on the East coast, instead they are mainly a product of the Mid-West and West.
In a very real sense all of these labels are nonsense. Since almost all of the horses are related
to
each other. With of course the exception of the Saddlebred admixture on the papers. But, we all tend to
have our likes and dislikes and over time certain families and groups of families have kept distinct characteristics and it is from this distinction that the need for labels has arisen. A Sherman bred Morgan does
not look like a Lippitt bred Morgan and neither of them look like a WWF nor at all like a Modern Morgan.
So labels persist as identifiers. But, it is all confusing to someone outside the breed trying to get into the
breed. Perhaps the best we can do as breeders and as folks trying to promote the Morgan to others is
to
be as informed as possible so we can speak intelligently and positively to potential Morgan owners. If you
are lucky enough to have a personal visit from such a person don’t hesitate to show him pictures of
various families of horses. Better to know out-front that what you have is not what is wanted than to do
as so often has been done; sell the new Morgan owner a horse - because you need to sell a horse –
and
have it be incompatible with the buyers needs. So what happens all too frequently is the the new buyer
can’t live with the animal, sends it out to a trainer, it doesn’t meet expectations, much money is spent and
the one time new Morgan owner can’t take it anymore - sells the animal and forever after bad mouths the
whole breed! I have seen this happen all too often. We are not so large a breed nor so popular we
can
afford to do this. So, take the time to educate yourself first, so you may educate the potential buyer and
help him or her buy the Right Morgan the first time. Make a breed convert, not merely a sale.
This has wandered pretty far afield from my title, but seemed to be the right thing to say here.

Live and Learn
Stallions are different, we all know that. Some of us know it from first hand experience, some of
us only intellectually. The stallion I currently own is the first one I raised from babyhood and it was
definitely different. I had his father on my farm for 18 months, but he was four when he arrived and had
had a great deal of professional handling. I had ridden stallions, though not continuously, and I had even
introduced a two year old stallion to breeding duty with the help of my veterinarians, but I had never
raised one. Oh, sure we had had colts foaled on the farm, but by 9 months or 12 months they were either
sold, gelded or in training. Nothing to quite prepare me for the day to day living experience.
I bought my stallion as a 9 month old colt. He was a thin, quiet, waif-like creature at the time.
That didn’t last long! The very first morning in my barn as I went to feed him, he snatched my cap off my
head. I don’t know who was more startled, he or me. We both jumped about four feet straight up. That
was the first and last time he did that to me. I soon found that as he picked up weight and condition his
energy level rose exponentially. Pretty soon his stall looked like a horse version of TOYS R US ! Of course,
all the official horse toys were ignored in favor of an old tire, a traffic cone, a dented soccer ball and a dog
choke chain firmly attached to the stall front.
The colt would ‘bap’ that tire around his stall endlessly. He would pick up the traffic cone and
throw it out of his stall, just like a toddler throwing his fork or food to the floor from the high chair. I
would find the traffic cone ten or fifteen feet down the barn aisle frequently. Outside he would use his
front legs to move the soccer ball around his paddock, it was quite a sight to behold.
I guess you could say he was ‘mouthy’, he was never mean or vicious about it, but everything and
anything had to go into his mouth - just like a small child. It got to the point where I seriously considered
going to a costume company and buying what I call a Brunhilde bra – a steel breastplate a la Wagner’s
Valkeries in the Ring Cycle operas.
Somehow though, I survived and he did too. At eighteen months he went out for harness training
and mannering, and that spring as a two year old I sent some of my mares over to him so he could learn
how to breed in a gentlemanly fashion. He did get harness trained, he got shown and even got some
ribbons, more importantly, he got manners and he became a good breeding horse.
He came home just after his second birthday, and life was uneventful for awhile. He grew and
was no problem to handle and his sense of humor remained intact. In the fall of that year we moved from
that farm to the one we are on currently. My trainer, a friend and I got all the horses and the goat loaded
and hauled to our new farm with no problems. Then they departed. Feeding that night was fine, the place
was new, but the whole herd was together so it seemed to be no big deal.
The next morning, the first morning on the new farm was very exciting and very different! My
husband had been working frantically to ready some turn out space for the horses and we had two areas
fenced. One for the stallion and the other for the mares. They are separated by about 150 feet.
I put the dog in the dog-pen, that seemed logical at the time, tied the goat to a tree and proceeded
to bring horses out. I took the colt out first and put him in his paddock. Then I went back for the first of
the mares. No problem, I put her out, fine, went and got another mare, no problem, got a third out and
all was fine. I was getting a trifle tired at this point so I did what I had never done and decided to take
two mares at once and save myself some walking. One of the mares was in heat, the other was in foal. I
should add here, that the dog in the dog pen began at this point to have hysterics and the goat began to
wind himself up around the tree with his rope like you used to wind up balsa wood aeroplane propellers!
As I came out the barn door with the two mares what should I see but the rear half of my colt flipping
forward over his head! He had decided to go and see the mares in the other area I guess and did
not
realize he had a fence between him and them so as he came charging down the paddock full tilt he hit the
fence and it flipped him. As he lay on the ground I quickly threw the two mares I had hold of into his
paddock, shut the gate and ran over to him. By then he was on his feet and running. Obviously not
seriously injured and with nothing broken – like a neck or spine!

I caught up with him at the mare pasture fence and got a shank on him, nothing needed
emergency vetting, so I figured, “Well, I had best put him back into his stall, and get the mares out of his
paddock.” Easier said than done it turned out. Both mares were high-tailing it around his paddock as if
it were a Roadster class. Tails up over the back, necks cranked as high as they would go, blowing
and
snorting and having a fine time. Of course they were not about to be caught! In the meantime, the dog
was freaking out, the goat was bellowing, the other mares were screaming, but all of that paled compared
to the racket going on the colt’s stall.
I eventually caught the errant mares and got them situated where they should be and went to get
the colt. Fools rush in where wisemen fear to tread is the adage, and surely I was being protected that day.
The colt was whirling, screaming, bucking and carrying on in his stall. Somehow, I got a shank
on him and got him back out to his paddock, having straightened the fence and put up several large red
visible barriers first. That was the first day on the farm!
Things did settle down and the colt went back into training for saddle work. The mares foaled
and he came back home. The routine was established and all was about as quiet as it could be.
Of course there was the day the neighboring cows came to visit and the colt screamed them into
leaving. He lunged at them, ears back bellowing a challenge. Whatever he said did the trick because they
left. That was my first indication of what a ‘watch-horse’ was. I had been mucking the barn when the
cows arrived and my first inkling of visitors was the colt screaming. I came to learn to trust him when he
screamed like that, there was always good reason.
The second time I heard him scream in that way, I dropped everything and went running out of
the barn just in time to see a largish red object, an animal of some sort, hit the ground on the other side of
the mare pasture. That red object turned out to be our filly foal who had decided to jump the fence, but
didn’t quite jump clean. By the time I got headed in that direction, she had picked herself up and jumped
back into the pasture - this time cleanly. Of course the other mares were having a fit, racing and screaming,
and so was the colt. Oh the peace and quiet of country living! But, you can bet, if I hear him scream like
that – whenever, I drop everything and run...
The colt is now coming four and has just had an introduction to pasture breeding. He is as good
to his mares as can be. He is a bit of a hypochondriac in that any injury, however slight, will be cause for
great rolling of eyes and sympathy seeking. But he is good as gold to vet and work on, seems to know
just how frail humans are and in his own inimitable way takes care of me. He still carries his end of the
lead shank, but no longer bothers with the other toys. He’s much more interested in girls!
For all his noise, and all his fuss, and all the extra effort it takes to keep him, and keep him happy
he contributes tremendously to the farm. It is always very peaceful when he is away, but it is kind of dull
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To Mother Or Not To Mother
You read about mares rejecting their foals, especially maiden mares, but somehow you always assume it
can’t happen to you – not your good mare; she would never do anything like that.

When I bred Longstreet Cressida (Serenity Marchtime x Whippoorwill Juliet) a year ago, it never
occurred to me that she would be anything be a super good mom. Granted, she was the one we called
‘The Career Gal’ in that she had competed in combined training and dressage, had been trained to harness
and generally loved to work; she was also the farm baby-sitter. Cressida could be put out with the new
weanlings and she would take excellent care of them. Besides, she comes from a long line of
excellent
mothers, so of course I assumed she would be an excellent mother in turn.
After eleven nights of sleeping in the barn for foal vigil, Cressida finally went into labor on a
Saturday afternoon – only one week late. I watched to see if it was going to be a normal foal presentation.
Having determined that it was, I decided to stick to my plan of minimal or (if possible) non-intervention.
After a reasonably quick delivery, and a relatively easy one for a first foal, the baby was finally on the
ground. I only entered the stall to wipe the bedding from the baby’s nostrils, disinfect the cord and do a
quick gender check. It was a filly! I had wanted a filly and here she was; big, chestnut and with the longest
legs I had ever seen on a Morgan baby. She was born making sucking noises and I was quite pleased.
The mare cleansed in forty-five minutes, after taking a bit longer than some to get to her feet. The
baby was up in no time flat, but mom was still recumbent. No problem, I think, give her another fifteen
minutes and she’ll get to her feet. I thought it a trifle odd that though Cressida nickered to her baby and
sniffed her all over, she made no attempt to lick her dry. It was about 65 degrees out, so I was not worried
about the baby taking a chill.
Finally, both mom and baby were on their feet and baby was busy trying to find that all-important
milk bar. I began to suspect we had a problem when it became apparent in addition to this being a first
foal, and a long-legged one at that, mom’s inexperience was no help. Baby would try and try to find the
nipple, and mom would walk off just as the foal came within range.
I was alone on the farm at the time, and though I went into the stall and held the mare, there was
no way I could direct the baby to the vital spot while doing so. I tried putting the mare on a short rope
tied to the wall. That didn’t work; it only made Cressida more nervous and antsy. Since she is a very large
mare, almost sixteen hands, I didn’t want her getting upset and lashing out so I untied her and kept trying
to get mom and baby together.
After a while it was obvious I would not be able to do much of anything by myself, so I called the
vet. He arrived, and the two of us tried to get the filly nursing – the mare was most determined at this
point that she wanted nothing to do with this small, insistent aggravation in her stall. In effect, Cressida
had partly rejected her foal. Although the vet and I persisted, we finally had to give the mare a light dose
of tranquilizer, and that seemed to do the trick. The long-legged awkward filly finally connected with the
short-nippled reluctant mother. Cressida had plenty of milk, but to make sure we milked her out to save
some colostrum in case I ran into further problems with her allowing the baby to nurse. After checking
both mother and baby and making sure all was okay, the vet left. I froze the milked-out liquid gold
colostrum, cleaned up a bit, offered the mare more tepid water, made sure she had plenty of fresh hay,
made sure baby was okay and went up to the house.
Frequently in the next few hours I went back down to the barn and made sure all was still okay.
Cressida still kept walking off as the baby would start to nurse, but as the baby had now figured out where
dinner was, I was able to hold the mare and let the baby nurse. I fed everyone, bedded them down for the
night, plugged in Cressie’s heat lamp and went to get people dinner underway.
After my husband got home and we had eaten, we went down to the barn so he could see the
baby. Once again I had to hold mom so the filly could nurse, but the filly was getting stronger and mom
seemed more content. As I was leaving the stall after a hold-mom session, Cressida wheeled about
and
landed a good solid kick on the baby’s right hind leg. I immediately caught the filly and checked for

broken bones. Thankfully nothing was broken but the poor baby was traumatized and somewhat shocky
after that. I showed my husband how to hold a newborn foal, positioned him and the baby under the heat
lamp and ran to the house for a people sweater.
My goat wears a foal blanket at night, but he was already shut up in his goat house and getting a
sweater on the filly seemed an easier alternative than stealing the foal blanket off the goat. I returned with
the sweater and while my husband held the filly I put it on her, buttoning it up her back. It fit rather well,
really; since she was so long-legged I didn't have to fold the sleeves up, and the body was a nice fit around
her barrel.
I opened up the barn the next morning with more than a little anxiety – I had no idea what I would
find. Fortunately, the baby was unhurt, and though a bit sluggish she came over and nursed as soon as I
had a good hold of mom. She was still wearing her sweater, but the disadvantages of such a sleeping
garment for a horse were obvious. When the filly would lie down and tuck her feet up under her, her
hooves slipped up the sleeves of the sweater, making getting up again difficult – and getting up was
difficult enough when one leg hurt so badly and she was so young! The filly – I decided to call her
Longstreet Melody, after a very special great-grandmother – was very sweet, and very frail looking at this
point. When she walked she dragged the toe of her right hind foot, and I was very concerned that we had
a case of neurological impairment.
Due to the nasty weather that day, turning the mare and foal out was impossible – and that may
have been our saving grace. Being confined in an enclosed space with her new daughter forced
Cressida
to be more accepting. Of course it did not hurt that I was right there mucking stalls and keeping a very
close eye on things.
By afternoon, when Melody was about a day old, she suddenly seemed to pick right up and start
acting like a normal foal. She was moving around better and getting up and down with more ease;
sometimes mom would allow her to nurse without me holding her.
Things were looking up, but I knew I needed something for the filly to wear overnight. After
cutting off a hood of a sweatshirt and trying that (she shed it almost immediately) I knew the goat would
have to give up his blanket for the night. He did, and I put it on the filly. She was very good for the
process, though I really began to wish people came with three hands instead of two when I was attempting
to hold a wriggling filly, and attach the girth and leg straps!
Monday morning brought me a much stronger filly foal and a mom who at least (though not
thrilled with her baby) was not trying to kick it to the moon. I managed to get them out into the sun and
kept an eye on them. Almost immediately I noticed that though Cressida was being super watchful of the
baby and very protective of her – in general not letting her get out of sight. But, she refused to nurse the
baby in the pasture. I made a panicked phone call to my friend Mary Jean Vasiloff in Connecticut, a very
experienced Morgan breeder. Actually, it was the first of many calls to Connecticut! Ms. Vasiloff’s advice:
“You will have to go and hold the mare out in the pasture every twenty to thirty minutes so the baby can
nurse, and consider yourself lucky she will nurse in the stall!”
So began the routine that was to last for the next five days – I would clean a stall, grab a bucket of
tempting munchies for the mare, head out to pasture, catch the mare and let the filly nurse, come back in
and do another stall, and go back out. Chores took forever, it seemed, and I was running very, very tired.
The problem seemed to be twofold. Not only did the mare feel insecure out in the open, but her
milk had not let down as it should have so nursing was still painful for her. On Wednesday I called the vet
asking for advice. I had first tried a pediatrician but they thought I was crazy when I explained the
problem, and had no help to offer. Fortunately, the vet did – and I dutifully followed it. On Thursday we
had a horrendous rainstorm, so the horses stayed in. Melody could nurse to her heart’s content – and she
did! By now she was beginning to ‘plump out’ a little and did not look so forlorn all the time. As a matter
of fact she was moving soundly, bucking and cavorting just as a normal foal should. I was relieved, but still
very tired. The vet had suggested giving the mare some Acepromazine in her feed. It seems Ace has
been
shown to encourage the milk of reluctant mares to let down. I had to do that for two days, but finally on
Saturday, Melody’s one week birthday, Cressie nursed the filly outside without any intervention from me.
It was quite a week, but it turned out well; Cressie is indeed the excellent mother I expected her
to be. I’m not sure I’d want to go through this again, but on the other hand, Longstreet Melody (Green
Bay Ragtime x Longstreet Cressida) is one spiffy little lady!

Please Let Me Know
How many times have you said that phrase to a new customer as he or she is taking away the
newly purchased Morgan? How many times have you had it said to you?
If you are (like me) a small breeder, chances are you care about what happen to the horses you
sell.
Often, they are babies when they leave your farm, and you want to know how they grow and develop.
Let’s face it, the economy is such today that we all try and sell our foals as soon as we can so we can
afford
to keep the older stock and breed more babies! The days of large foal crops seem to be gone. As are
the
farms that could afford to keep all youngsters till they were three or four. No, most of us have to sell early
and that leaves a large information gap in our breeding programs.
How are we going to know if we are heading in the right direction with our breeding programs
unless we can see the results of those breeding programs throughout their growth, age and into their
adulthood? So how do we do that?
One and maybe the only way in some cases, is to convince the new owners of the importance
of
sharing photos or videos with you. You, as a breeder, need to know how those sold Morgans are developing.
The ones that get sold for show get exposure in publications so they pose less of a problem. But
the horses sold as pleasure horses, what used to be called the ‘backyard horse’, they are the
toughies.
Unless you can jump in the car and visit, the chances are they are the ones who will remain a big question
mark in your mind.
It has been my experience that the new owner who regularly communicates with the breeder is an
endangered species. Oh, some very few do. I had one lady who was wonderful about sending pictures
to me. But for that one there are six more that have never let me know how the horse has grown or what
they do with it, etc.
After writing to the new owner what can you do? How many times can you make the effort to
make the contact? You must be careful about doing this. I had one customer write me nasty letters
accusing me of a proprietary attitude. I had contacted her via phone four times in three years! Of course
that did not preclude the same person from asking for my help in selling the horse! But tell me how it
grew and developed – never! So I ask again, what can you do?
I think perhaps the way to create a solution to the problem is at the very start of the relationship.
Be as helpful as you can possibly be. Let the customer see how much you care about your stock and
how
interested you are in the ones you have sold. A photo album or photo montage of sold horses that you
show a new customer will help convince them you still care about the ones you have sold. Make the offer
to help them with their farm or breeding program via advice or information. Beyond that I don’t know
what to suggest. All relationships are two way of course and as a breeder it is up to you to make the first
move if you do want to know what the horse develops into.
So that is maybe the breeder’s side, but what about the customer? Do they ‘owe’ the
breeder
anything besides money? I think that basic good manners come into action here. If you as a buyer care
enough about a breeder’s stock to buy it. If you have enough respect for that breeder’s opinion and know
how to want one of his or her horses, then I think you do have a responsibility to that breeder to keep them
informed of the horse’s growth and development.
If on the other hand you buy from a commercial auction or through an agent or some other
indirect means, no, you don’t have quite the same obligation. But, if you buy directly from a small breeder
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The Spa, The Shrink, Fashion &
Horses
The next time your spouse tells you “You have to get rid of a few horses, they are costing too
much” you can respond with a few sound arguments to the contrary.
“But dear, just look at how much they are saving you in the long run” you reply. And just how
are they saving your spouse money?
Take the Spa named in the title. Well, anybody who has a farm and breeds horses gets all
the
exercise any human could ever want or need. Those bales of hay which are consumed daily are great for
building biceps. Arnold Schwarzenegger – watch out! Especially biceps building is summer; that is when
the hay loft gets filled. Believe me after bucking 500 or 600 hundred bales of hay a horse owner will have
definite biceps! Good aerobic exercise too particularly when the bales come flying at you because the six
foot farm boy tossing to you gets energetic! Of course, if you survive putting in the year’s hay and if you
have time after mucking stalls and cleaning horses and feeding horses and carrying feed sacks into the
barn – the actual practice of horseback riding is wonderful exercise. The only thing your daily horse
exercise routine lacks that a spa has is a swimming pool. Now, if you can convince your spouse to put in
a pool with a ramp for horse access you will have provided yourself with all the Spa amenities. Right there
is a bundle of money saved, especially since you don’t have to buy those cute little exercise outfits!
Speaking of outfits is another argument why having horses is money saving. After you get done
with the daily chores and the daily horse work routine, fed yourself, family and spouse you are simply too
tired to want to go out dancing, visiting, attending the theater etc. So look at the gobs of money you save
on a wardrobe! You only need, sweatshirts, bluejeans, muck shoes and there you are! Scads saved.
This
is a very powerful argument and should be used sparingly.
The last argument for disgruntled and ‘poor’ feeling spouses is very subtle and requires an effort
on your part. When you hear the words of doom for Susy or Hank or whoever you can inform your
spouse that in reality he or she is saving oodles of money because by having a horse you do not have
to
have a shrink. You are working out your emotional problems and disturbances in a healthy, frugal manner
and since we all know that analysis is a very long term process you have bought considerable time when
you use this argument. Of course you will have to try and improve your mental attitude, but again, the
reality of horse keeping is such that unless you are a true basket case a certain amount of improvement
will take place merely because you will learn to survive.
In fact, the above mentioned reason really is a solid, true argument. If, like me you are afraid of
heights, having to climb up into the hay loft to pitch hay down – for the horses of course – is a sure fire
way to get a grip on the fear and take the first few steps toward getting over it. Or if not getting over it,
at least not letting the fear paralyze you. This is a legit aim of analysis so score one for horse-keeping.
Then of course the first time you handle your stallion at stud is bound to be a growth experience.
That is scary if you have never done it before and so another fear is confronted.
Likewise, foaling out a mare the first time is a growth experience. Or halter training a foal or just
plain handling yearlings are all growth experiences. Just think about the last horse handling experience
you had that set your adrenaline going and look at it as anxiety conquered.
Another area of self improvement available to horse keepers is the cultivation of patience! Surely
your spouse can see the advantage to this trait. You simply have to point out that what you develop in
patience can be applied to the family. Better yet, don’t say a word, just do it. The whole family will be
happier if you don’t freak out or have a temper tantrum as frequently as you used to!
You can also point out to your spouse the added savings on household furnishings. You don’t
need or want wall to wall carpet because of tracked in mud, bedding, hay etc. Just price out what decent
carpet costs and give your spouse a dollar amount. Dollar amounts always make spouses
happy,
especially when applied to money saved!

the greater environment by doing so. The same holds true for garden mulch. You now have quantities of
the stuff. You can even, if you are clever, sell the stuff. You have to get rid of it somehow anyway...
You can also point out to your spouse the savings you are creating by keeping horses in terms
of doctor bills. Be careful here however, because the medical bills you do incur are likely to be
humdingers! But, generally speaking you will no longer spend money or time going to the doctor’s for
a simple cold, sore throat, stomach ache etc. You don’t have the time and you can’t get farm help, so
you simply muddle through!
There you have it, at least five good arguments for your side as to how you are saving your spouse
money by keeping horses. They should stand you in good stead and I hope will provide Susy or Hank or
whoever a home with you for a good long time.
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Whippoorwill Juliana: Our Most
She’s a 17 year old, chestnut, 14.1
hand, rather rotund mare. She has not got
a wall full of ribbons, indeed she’s never
been shown. She’s been retired from the
broodmare band after producing six foals.
She has been ridden maybe a dozen times
in the past ten years. She was injured as a
young mare, and wearing a saddle is
uncomfortable for her and a bareback pad
is very inclined to slide around on her
very broad back with her wide barrel.
Ostensibly all she does is eat, sleep and
produce fertilizer.
So why is she my most valuable
mare?
Because she is her father’s
daughter!
Juliana’s
father
was
Whippoorwill Duke, a Jubilee King great
WHIPPOORWILL
JULIANA
grandson and a Mansfield grandson. He
was the fountainhead for McCulloch
Farm in Old Lyme, CT and he was the reason I am breeding Morgan horses today.
Whippoorwill Juliana is one of my foundation mares and just as her father was; she is as honest
as the day is long. She is a super easy keeper, she is kind, she is my best friend and she is my herd’s
sanity
control. Juliana is herd boss. It is not a job she ever sought, rather she inherited it when I sold her full
sister Whippoorwill Juliet. Ana found herself to be senior mare on my farm, and as the years have passed
since Juliet left, Juliana has developed into a superb herd boss. She is the benign despot personified.
She
is ‘grandma’ to the new foals, they can share hay and space with her with impunity - nobody else can!
Juliana never has to exert herself to make her wishes known. No, she simply walks slowly toward any
other herd member and they vacate the spot instantly! That holds true for the water container, the gate,
the run-in shed, the grazing spot, the favored rolling spot or anything else you can think of. Everybody
clears the decks when Juliana decides that is where she wants to be. That doesn’t mean she is a bully,
far
from it, but she brooks no nonsense and she keeps the peace in the herd.
Juliana is the one who trains the first time mothers in their responsibilities to the babies. She made
an honest mother out of Longstreet Cressida, and she instructed her daughter Longstreet Tiana as well.
When she herself had a foal at side she was an excellent mother.
One incident I recall happened when she had her son Longstreet Squire at her side. Squire
was
about six weeks old and when I came into the barn to feed one morning I found Juliana standing
catywampus across the front corner of the stall with Squire pushed up to the wall. I thought that was very
odd and opened the stall door to see what was going on. What I found was Squire firmly attached to a
feed bucket which was attached to the wall, with the bail of the bucket pierced through his cheek. How
long that mare had stood there keeping the foal up against the wall I will never know, but her good sense
and good mothering kept Squire from tearing a gaping hole in his face. Juliana kept that colt in that
position until I was able to get him separated from the bucket bail! Then she merely turned and went back
to eating! My vet was astonished at her behavior, but as I said she is her father’s daughter and has his
good mind and heart.
When Longstreet Alicia was going through the worst of her foot problems and was pitifully three
legged lame, it was Juliana who shared hay with her and kept her company and groomed with her. Alicia

Juliana who told me when Alicia could be considered ‘well’. That was the day that Ana refused to share
with the filly and would no longer groom her and keep her close company.
Juliana has a well developed sense of privacy, for several foals she simply would not allow me to
be present at foaling. The count was Juliana two, Ina zero. She managed to ‘pop’ Squire out during the
space of time it took me to shut the barn doors during a bad thunderstorm. I had checked her stall when
I got up from my cot in the barn aisle to shut up and keep the rain out of the aisle and by the time I had
readjusted the barn doors and come back up the aisle to go back to sleep, she had produced the foal!
There
he was and she had the world’s smuggest look on her face – as if it say “I got you again!” She finally
relented and allowed me to be present when she foaled her last two foals. That’s when I knew she had
really accepted me and trusted me.
Juliana is virtually unflappable and exerts a
calming influence on all of the herd. She keeps them
from getting into bad trouble or getting hurt. She has
trained two young stallions to stud duty, and the day
my vet strongly suggested she be retired from the
breeding herd was one of the saddest days I have had
as a horse breeder. She is after all, my favorite mare
– just don’t tell the rest of the herd that!
Whenever I get pictures of her kids I bring them
down and show them to her and I swear she looks at
them and is pleased. I think she does recognize them
as her babies all grown up. She sure is smart enough
to know her own.
So all and all that is why a little, fat, middle aged
chestnut mare is my most valuable horse. She
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Confessions of a Reluctant Stallion
Owner
Having a stallion was never really a dream of mine. I wasn't plagued with visions of an ideal
stallion – shiny, magnificent, powerful, spirited, awe-inspiring.
No, I was content with my small herd of broodmares. They were enough challenge to my horse
handling abilities and I was, if not content, at least resigned to paying stud fees. Let someone else with
more experience, more confidence handle the stallions, let them build and maintain the more secure
fencing and stabling.
I had ridden and worked stallions in the past and though I was willing to admit there really isn't
anything quite like the feeling one gets from riding a stallion I was, as I said, content. Being basically a
timid soul, I felt I wasn't up to stallion handling
Then, I was offered Whippoorwill Signet (Serenity Marchtime x Whippoorwill Locket) on lease.
Signet was a beautiful, bay stallion, young and impeccably mannered. His owner, Mary Jean Vasiloff
assured me he was less trouble to ‘live with’ then some of my mares. He certainly had attributes I wanted
in my herd and as I trusted Mrs. Vasiloff implicitly, after much discussion with my husband, I agreed to
take Signet on a two year lease.
Signet arrived at my farm in North Carolina and indeed he was all Mrs. Vasiloff had said he was
– a perfect gentleman as he came off the trailer and into the barn. A very tired, but alert young stallion.
No fire-breathing, snorting, screaming monster this! I felt reassured and proceeded to bed him down for
the night. After first having walked him around and gotten him settled in.
Next morning when I went down to feed the story was somewhat different. All the horses were
excited, the mares were hollering for food as usual and Signet was hollering, not just for food, but good
and loud and in general.
He was announcing his presence on the farm and challenging any and all stallions within earshot.
Of course there were no stallions within earshot or within a 10 mile radius for that matter, but Signet didn't
believe that. Boy was he loud! Anyway, I fed and entered his stall with more than a little trepidation, but
he quieted down and made no unfriendly moves so I felt encouraged. Come an hour later it was time to
turn the horses out. I haltered the mares and went to halter Signet, he was tearing around his stall like
loon, punctuating his circles with hair-raising screams
and I just stood there outside the door thinking “Dear
God, what have I done – how on earth am I going to
deal with this?” Taking more then one deep breath I
started talking to Signet and opened the door – half
expecting to be killed any second.
As soon as I opened the door, all the excited
behavior stopped and so did the noise, he came over
to me and quietly dropped his head so I could put his
halter on! Of course, first he had to eat the halter and
I had to disengage it from his mouth! Haltering
accomplished, I lead Signet out to his paddock and he
was a gem to lead, no problems, no hassles – except of
course he bellowed in my ear! Ears ringing I
proceeded to put the mares out without incident or
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Work out it did and Signet became a much loved
and trusted friend. He never did do a rude, nasty
thing to me or to his dressage trainer, or to anyone
else for the time I had him.
My dressage trainer and I used Signet at stud on
one of my mares, which was a first for both of us, but
not for Signet. He was incredibly good to handle at
stud and a great confidence builder as well as a
perfect gentleman.
After having Signet for one year of the two year
lease I closed my operation as a business due to
the
realization that I was in no way going to meet the IRS
profit requirements. Rather than changing bloodlines to the more lucrative modern show Morgans, I
elected to become a hobby rather than a
GREEN
B AY
RAGTIME
business.
My husband told me that as a hobby I could keep no
more then three horses, and as I had eight at the time,
five of them had to go.
So, I returned Signet to McCulloch Farm and dispersed the other four.
In the course of time Signet was sold and left McCulloch Farm. Tragically, a little less then a year
after his sale, he died as a result of a harness accident. He was seven years old, and had left as a
legacy a
total of ten living get. Plus one foal in utero.
I was very, very upset at his death, somehow though he wasn't on my farm any longer, it had
been alright because I knew I could ship a mare to him and breed again. With his death that was of
course, impossible.
I did get over his early death and went on with my herd and breeding plans. One day however
at a meeting of our local Morgan club as I was scanning the club's sales list, Signet's name caught my
eye.
The in-utero foal had been born and was a chestnut colt and was being offered for sale! At
that moment I KNEW I was going to get that colt. I felt I owed it to Signet to keep his bloodline alive
and reproducing.
Granted he had left at least two other entire sons and they were being used at stud. But, I really
felt I had to do this, I had to go out and buy a stallion! My husband thought I was mad. I told him that I
would only buy the colt if I was able to sell a mare, because then I would know that I was ‘supposed’ to
have the colt. Mind you, I had not seen the colt under discussion yet!
Well, the mare sold, and I did in fact buy the colt. Green Bay Ragtime came to my farm as a nine
month old shaggy, thin, little guy. My vet, the same one who had gone through numerous strange events
with me, looked at the colt and looked at me as if to say “well, this time she's slipped a cog!” Certainly
Ragtime was not a picture of beauty and potential at that point in his life. He was all angle and all bone.
But, the bones were in the right places and I knew his mother and his father and I knew he would be
elegant and handsome at maturity.
Ragtime is now a three year old stallion. He stands over 15 hands, is a bright shiny, magnificent,
powerful, spirited, awe-inspiring animal. He is kind, and he is as loving as his dad though still a bit on
the silly side. He has to grow up some more and settle down some more, but he loves people and has
never done a nasty, mean thing to me or anyone else. He has been trained to harness and is currently
in
training for saddle work. He is at an Arabian training barn and folks there are in awe of his huge Morgan
trot and his personality and his manners.
He goes on trail rides and comes back to the barn as eager for more as he was when he
initially
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So, You Volunteered...
Your local Morgan Horse Club has just held elections and you said you would be Secretary, or
Treasurer, or Promotions or Program Chairman or what-have-you, and now you are wondering just what
you agreed to do. So you thought you would check around and see if an ‘old timer’ can tell you.
Ask any fairly long time Morgan owner across the country and you will get a whole gamut of
answers. At one end of the spectrum your answer will be “jeeze, the local club will suck you dry, I’ll
never volunteer again.” At the other end will be “oh, itís a great way to get to meet more Morgan folks
and talk ‘horse’.”
Well, somewhere in the middle reality lies. Now I grant you I have never been club President or
Vice President or Secretary or Treasurer. I don’t want to be. But I have been Program
Chairman,
Newsletter Editor, Sport Horse Committee Chairman, on the Nominating Committee, organized the
Stallion Auction and in charge of the Sales List. I think that is a pretty good assortment of volunteer
positions of responsibility and qualifies me to address this issue.
Some things are constant when you volunteer for your local club. Perhaps the number one
constant is aggravation. Why aggravation? Well, if you have a deadline to meet and you are trying to get
folks to cooperate and get you the information you need to help benefit them; inertia seems to take over.
People who have never faced a deadline do not understand deadlines. To them, tomorrow is just as good
as today or yesterday. Add to that the U.S. Postal Service and you have all the ingredients needed to create
aggravation at the minimum or an ulcer at the max.
The only thing I can think of which can create just as much frustration and aggravation for the
volunteer is to try and get a large committee to reach consensus. Reach consensus HA, keeping them
on
the topic of conversation is a major accomplishment!
So that is the first constant. The second constant is expense. No matter what position you have
foolishly said you would fill, you will have expense. It can be minor, as in the case of postage to only half
a dozen folks or so, or it can be impressive. It usually gets impressive when it is expense that will impact
your phone bill. Some of the more picturesque phrases I have learned from former volunteers about their
phone bills include “My phone bill was like the National debt”, or “I bought stock in my phone company
so the bills wouldn’t hurt so bad!” Oh sure, someone will tell you to bill the club and you will be
reimbursed. In reality you will most likely decide the hassle involved in sorting through your monster
phone bill, copying the items in question and then billing the Treasurer for the total amount in question is
more trouble than it is worth. Hence, expense. At one point when I was Newsletter Editor I used to have
to front the entire printing and postage bill out of my checkbook and wait for reimbursement. That was
painful folks.
Another constant is time. For each job you take on, regardless of how efficient you are,
be
prepared for it to take three times as long as you had scheduled. This ties directly in with the first
constant – aggravation.
In retrospect, the job of Program Chairman was kind of fun, one gets to meet all kinds of interesting folks while trying to convince them to donate their time to your club.
A good program is educational, informative and fun. Providing such an event is a real challenge.
Things that have usually worked well are visits and tours and discussions at the local vet school. Talks by
the local agricultural extension agent on forage and feeds. Panel discussions by trainers on training
methods, hands on clinics covering such topics as grooming, foaling, foal handling ad infinitum.
Being Newsletter Editor is a real challenge, and not for the faint of heart. Having a computer, an
understanding spouse, a wide local calling area, no fear of using the phone, a great many
reference
materials, a good printer and a working relationship with Federal Express, UPS, the Post Office and an
accessible FAX machine all help. This is a very time consuming job, but it is a very important one. The
newsletter is the lifeline of the club after all. For all it’s hair raising, gut wrenching, temper tantrums it is

in the mail. That feeling usually lasts until the first irate advertiser calls to tell you that YOU messed
up his or her ad and they want the money back. Or until somebody who has neglected to mail you a
change of address card calls and complains because they are not getting the newsletter. Get the drift of
this job’s responsibilities?
The Stallion Auction and the Sales List are not too bad as jobs go. They are mainly ‘grunt work’.
You know, spend several hours trying to decipher someone’s chicken track handwriting and then enter it
into your computer and hope you got it right. Of course, both of these jobs are made easier by having all
the volumes of The Morgan Horse Register right at your fingertips. The Register is very handy for finding
things like Registration numbers or color or sire and dam. Little things that owners frequently forget to
include in the listings.
The Nominating Committee is different. This is a job a new member of a club should by all means
avoid. It is the kind of job that requires you to know most if not all of the other members. It helps to be
able to assess a person’s ability in this job. Likewise, the job requires a good sales ability on the part of the
committee members. After all, you have to talk some innocent into taking the job!
The Sport Horse Committee position in my situation was very open ended. There had never been
a Sport Horse committee so I had to make it up as we went along. We did a Dressage Clinic and in general
made ourselves available to the show committee of the club to assist in the Sport Horse divisions of our
club sponsored Regional show. In general, a committee like this is a good opportunity to inform and
educate folks. It is very discouraging however for the most part because you are trying to excite folks and
stimulate them in areas that are new to them and therefore scary. This job requires tons of patience and
oodles of enthusiasm.
That is the synopsis folks. Being a volunteer is hard work, aggravating work, frustrating work
and at the same time it can be very rewarding work. It does give you a broader circle of Morgan friends
and it does provide a chance to talk horse with those friends, but be careful, don’t over-commit yourself
or you will burn out. But if you do commit yourself, follow through and do the job right. It is for our own
benefit in the long run.
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Let The Seller Be
“ Check, double check and if possible re-check all the information your prospective purchaser offers”
By late spring of 1982 Longstreet Morgans’ second foal crop was on the ground. It consisted of
two chestnut colts: Longstreet Ariel (Whippoorwill Telstar x Whippoorwill Juliet) and Longstreet Squire
(Whippoorwill Courser x Whippoorwill Juliana). Though I was very pleased with the quality of the
colts I knew that marketing and selling them would not be easy. Everyone knows about trying to sell
chestnut colts!
The colts grew and developed and their personalities emerged. Ariel was a little on the timid side,
but very sweet and very willing. His deep red color and flaxen mane and tail made him very striking.
Squire was a clown; he could untie any knot known to man, would delight in trying to bluff people and
generally was the one of the two who was always into trouble. Squire’s iridescent copper color made him
very handsome.
By the time they had reached nine months of age, I knew a decision about gelding
was
imminent. I sent Squire to a friend of mine whose son is a trainer with the proviso that they could keep
him entire for the next three months, during which time they would try and sell him for me. Ariel I had
gelded at home.
With Squire gone, Ariel blossomed and became bolder and more sure of himself. In due course of
time, the three months were up and though both my friend and her son tried to convince me to leave
Squire as a stallion I did not feel comfortable or ready for stallion handling at home. Several folks had
expressed a great deal of interest in Squire, but always we heard the comment, “if only he wasn’t a
chestnut”. So he was gelded and came home.
Around the time the colts were eighteen months of age, my friend referred a lady to me who was
looking for a bold, big moving, athletic colt she could train and show. She came to the farm, saw Squire,
and fell in love. She bought him and took him home to Jacksonville, NC where her husband was stationed
at Fort Bragg. Squire lived in the base stables and was probably the only colt I know to acquire a fan club.
Non-horsey people would stop by to visit with Squire. He would amuse himself when in pasture by
jumping the fence and joining the riding lessons going on in the adjacent ring, never to do anything rowdy,
merely to join in and have company. After a short while, he always left the ring the same way he arrived,
by jumping the fence back into his own pasture. His owner was thrilled with him, gave him excellent care
and professed to love him dearly – “I would never part with Squire”, etc.
When Squire was three, almost coming four, I got a call from the lady who owned him. She and
her husband had built a house and decided they did not want to have a horse anymore, would I help her
sell Squire? I referred as many people to her as I could and she turned down offer after offer. She even
turned down an offer from my dressage trainer to take the colt on consignment, train him, and sell him
for a commission. I kept trying to find a new home for Squire. I was not in a position to buy him back at
that time. One day I called with yet another name and contact for her, and upon speaking with the owner
was told I did not have to worry about it anymore as she had traded Squire to a friendly local farmer (who
had always wanted a Morgan) for two cows. I was horrified, but, well, if the man had always wanted a
Morgan he sure had gotten a good one in Squire, and most likely things would work out for the best.
In the meantime, Ariel had also been sold. He went to a lady who lived fairly close to me, who was
introduced to me by my mother-in-law. They had met at the local botanical gardens. This lady was the sort
who took in baby birds and raised them. She had been an assistant zookeeper, and was madly in love with
horses. She and Ariel hit it off beautifully. I went to her farm and found a lovely little barn and pasture just
waiting for a horse. She purchased Ariel, and to make sure he was not lonely, went out and bought a pony
to keep him company. It seemed like a perfect home. I delivered Ariel to her along with fifty pounds of his
feed, a bale of hay, and complete instructions on his care; feeding, veterinary and farrier needs. This sale
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I went to see Ariel about one year after I had sold him. I wanted to know how the colt was doing,
and I wanted to see how he had developed. I was appalled by what l found. Ariel had not grown but an
inch or so in an entire year. His coat was rough and staring, and he was painfully ribby. I was so angry
that I could not speak for a few minutes; when I could I tried to politely point out to his owner that he was
in terrible shape. She had decided she liked his small size, so had taken him off the feed he was used
to
and bought him a much less expensive, lower protein feed and was feeding him that in addition to very
poor quality hay, in the hopes he wouldn’t grow any bigger! Oh yes, she had wormed him, but used the
same kind of paste wormer each time. So my poor Ariel was deliberately stunted. When I got home I got
in touch with her veterinarian and arranged for the vet to call and speak to the lady about proper horse
care, including tooth care.
A year went by from the time Squire had been traded for the cows, and I had a request from New
England for a matching horse to be a pair. I looked at the picture and thought it was Squire I was looking
at. I decided to track Squire down and see if he could be purchased to be the other horse for the pair.
Come to find out that the friendly local farmer was in reality a horse dealer. He had kept Squire for just
under the year and then had taken the colt to an auction house where he was bought by yet another horse
dealer. It took me six months to find Squire. He had eventually been sold to a young couple on the coast
who had never had a horse before. I contacted them and told them that should they ever wish to sell
Squire to get in touch with me before they did anything else.
About nine months went by; I rechecked on Ariel – his owner had taken the vet’s speech to heart
and the colt was looking good. Stunted in size, but in good condition, and all was well with him. I
breathed a sigh of relief. Very shortly after my second visit to Ariel, I got a call from the young couple who
owned Squire. They were having a baby and wanted to get rid of the horse, would I take him back? I told
them to deliver the colt pending the results of a clean Coggins test. The Coggins was negative, and one
sunny July day Squire came home. I agreed to pay them their asking price for Squire sight unseen. The
colt came off the trailer with no mane, no tail, stocked hind legs, feet that hadn’t seen a farrier in I don’t
know how long and teeth so in need of floating he couldn’t eat hay. The very next day I had my vet come
and give him all his shots, worm him, treat his fungus and float his teeth.
I had noticed that Squire seemed to stumble as he came off the trailer but attributed it to fatigue.
When the vet was there I asked him to watch the colt move, as he was still not right – he dragged one hind
foot. My vet did a quick neurological exam and determined that Squire – the bold clown who had jumped
fences for amusement – was now an injury-induced Wobbler. Someone along the line, somewhere, had
induced injury to one of his cervical vertebrae and it was causing the toe dragging and adduction
(swinging the hind leg forward with a circular motion) that Squire was exhibiting.
I was ready to have him put down immediately, but my vet’s assistant begged me not to – he
wanted the colt. I said he could have him, with my retaining the papers and after I had improved the colt’s
condition, IF: 1) the colt could carry any weight at all; 2) he would maintain him on the diet and vitamins
the vet and I thought might help; 3) if the colt should start to fail, he would put him down.
My vet was worried that in the process of finding out if Squire could carry any weight, the colt
might fall over on me while I was holding him. So with my permission Squire went to my vet’s farm
where my vet would hold him while his assistant mounted him from a mounting block. Praise be, the colt
did not fall over, and in fact moved off at a walk as nicely as could be expected. It looked like Squire had
at long last found a good home.
Mike and Squire had one lovely year together. They trail-rode all over, and Squire even did a tiny
bit of jumping – on his own initiative. Mike’s whole family enjoyed the colt and the colt enjoyed them.
But early this winter, Squire started to go downhill; he could no longer carry Mike comfortably and began
to be unhappy in his barn and pasture. The time had sadly come, and just a few weeks ago Squire was
put to sleep. He was eight years old.
Ariel, on the other hand, is still alive, but I don’t know who owns him. His owner had decided
since she was going to have another baby she no longer had time for him so she sold him to some folks in
a neighboring county. She called to tell me she had sold Ariel, but when I asked the name and address of
his new owners she refused to give me that information – she claimed it was privileged information, she
had given them my name and it was up to them to contact me! When I last checked with the AMHA about

Ariel’s owner of record, the original purchaser was listed. In other words, the papers were never transferred,
and it is likely they never will be. Thus I have no way of finding out where the colt is or who owns him.
So, indeed, you can see why I titled this article the way I did. A word of caution to breeders
seeking to sell horses – geldings in particular: check, double check and if possible recheck all the information your prospective purchaser offers. Even going to see the future home is no guarantee of a good
home, but it is all anyone can do.
Maybe this information will help prevent another horse from going through what Squire went
through. And maybe it will help keep another breeder from being in a hurry to sell those chestnut colts.
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Are You
Ready? Ready for what you ask. Why, Weaning Season of Course!
Weaning season is a thing unto itself as anybody who has bred horses can tell you.
It is a time of loud noise, great trauma, incredible acrobatics and great stress for most people and
foals going through it.
O.K., so what can you do to minimize the event. There are several tried and true procedures for
the actual process but before you actually do the deed there are things that absolutely should be done.
First of all CAREFULLY scrutinize the stall the new weanling will be in. Make certain there are
no protruding nails, hooks, latches in it.
If there are it is guaranteed that your foal will find them and there upon incur a hefty vet bill for
the sewing up job that will have to be done.
Next remove all sharp angled things from the stall. In essence you want a smooth walled, secure
see through cage. Babies tend to stand in a completely vertical position soon after weaning. You don’t
want the little critter to land on a sharp manger or hay rack when it finally does decide to stand on all
fours. If they do land on sharp edges it tends to cause bad damage to tendons and legs.
Thirdly, take a good long look at your stall dividers and stall fronts. Are the openings wide
enough for a little hoof to fit into. If so, fix it because if you don’t a hoof will be in it and frankly getting
that hoof out while still attached to a frantic foal is no fun indeed.
Next consider the strength of the door latch. Is it strong enough to withstand the weight of a small
horse body hurling against it?
Make sure that your windows have grill work over them that is tightly attached so a head or foot
cannot get under it and through the glass or window frame.
Likewise, check your bucket holders or hooks. Is there any way a foal can get cut or stuck on
them? If so, remove them and replace with safer kinds. Double ended snaps have not caused me any
problems at all. Be prepared to replace them however since foals standing in buckets tend to overstress them.
Alright, your stall is as safe as you can make it, it is time to check out the pasture or paddock
where the weanling will be. Also better check the fence in the pasture where the mom will be. Make sure
there are no broken or loose boards in the fence. If you use wire fence make sure the foal knows
where
the fence is. Put bright colored surveyors tape on it. In a frenzy foals forget where fence lines are! I do
not suggest an enclosure of hot wire only for weaning. It is far too easy to go through charged or not.
Some folks like small paddocks for weaning, others like big pasture. If you are weaning one foal
only a small paddock for the first week is often better. Have a ‘Nanny’ or baby-sitter for the foal. Someone
he or she knows and likes.
Check the size and fit of foal halters. It shouldn’t be too loose, nor too tight. In a frenzy better it
come off than not if the foal’s head gets caught on anything. Also check your lead shanks. You will need
strong ones, put the worn or frayed ones away for now.
Make sure your new weanling has been wormed and had shots prior to weaning. Weaning time
is not when you want to introduce a youngster to vets and farriers. Also make certain that the weanling
has already gotten a taste for solid food. Introducing grain at weaning for the first time is a good way to
welcome a colic.
Once your barn, fences, handling equipment all meet your safety check you can go ahead and do
it. There are many methods of weaning and each farm must find out what works for them. My purpose
in this article was not to tell you how to wean, rather, to help you get prepared for weaning. Good luck
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The Perils of Pauline or Longstreet Alicia
Revisited
Some of you may remember Longstreet Alicia from a previous article, but for those of you who
don't I will introduce her to you. Alicia (Whippoorwill Signet x Whippoorwill Aemilia) is a third generation black mare who stands 15.1 hands and is coming six this spring.
Alicia was a perfect, elegant, graceful foal until the age of 2 1/2 months when an injury or trauma
caused the beginnings of a long sad story. Somehow the bones in her right front leg, where the leg meets
the hoof at the coronet band went out of alignment causing her to stand on her toe. Orthopedic bracing
did indeed re-align the bones, but unfortunately the experimental nature of the brace also managed to rip
her hoof in half. All that held it together was a narrow strip right down the front of the hoof. Subsequent
hoof growth at the heels came in contracted causing the posterior digital nerves to be
pinched.
Consequently, to remove the pain the filly had a partial nerving operation. In time, it became obvious
more in the way of reconstruction needed to be done. X-rays showed the coffin bone rotation to be severe
and Alicia was in danger of having the coffin bone come through the the sole of her foot. An operation to
release the tension on the bone by cutting the check ligaments was done successfully.
Needless to say, all of operations and healing and constant hoof trimming and such took several
years to accomplish. So, when she was finally sound at three years of age she began training under
saddle.
She had three months of intensive training, not merely to find out if she would accept saddle work (she
was very, very high strung from all the vetting she had undergone), but to determine if her hoof would
hold up under work. The hoof held up, and Alicia did just fine.
She came home to the new farm and spent the next year just playing and growing and while she
was doing that the farrier and I were working hard to clear the last little bit of funky hoof and crack from
that right front foot.
In the spring of her five year old life I determined it was time to breed her and see what sort of a
broodmare she would be. Only one problem. My stallion is her half brother and I was not quite ready to
do in-breeding that closely. I also felt somewhat unwilling to invest much more money in the mare in
terms of stud fees. I had over $5,000 in the mare at that point. What to do?
The answer came in the form of a lease for Alicia to a lady in Virginia. I will call the lady Linda.
I informed Linda of all the mare's medical history and all her problems and made Linda aware of the fact
that though I felt Alicia would benefit from a normal 8 or 10 hour a day turn-out; she was very unused to
that amount of pasture time. Due to her injuries her turn-out had always had to be limited. But, I felt that
if the mare were slowly worked up to it, she would be fine and would surely benefit from it. Linda was
also informed that by June of that spring Alicia's hoof should be totally grown out and there would be no
reason to keep a shoe on the mare.
Linda came down with trailer and with a great deal of patience loaded Alicia, her hay, her grain,
and her vitamins on-board. The mare and the lady got along beautifully. Linda understood how to handle
a very excitable mare and the mare seemed to like Linda a great deal.
Of course I checked in with Linda to see if they had made the trip in one piece and how things
were going. I was assured all went beautifully and was just fine. I was so pleased.
I called back in a week or so to check in again and was informed that Alicia was lame. Well, it
turns out that Linda did not slowly work the mare into a full day turn-out schedule; no, the mare was put
out in a large, beautiful pasture with another mare for company and Alicia proceeded to race wildly
around the pasture for several hours. In the process, she threw her shoe, broke up her hoof and I surmise,
ripped whatever surgical adhesions there may have been in her front leg. Crisis time indeed. I managed
to convince Linda that the mare needed extra Vitamin E to keep her tendons and ligaments supple and
Linda agreed to get her some. I subsequently found out that the mare – in the course of her racing around
- had popped a splint and seemingly developed a bog spavin. Oh great. I began at this point to have very
serious misgivings.
Linda's farrier managed to get a shoe on the mare using clips instead of nails. There was nothing
left to nail to it seemed. A little over a month after her arrival in VA, Alicia was bred and took from one

I continued to check in periodically and the mare seemed to have settled into the routine and was
doing well. Alicia had one other mare as a pasture mate and run-in shed partner, they were happy and
content. Linda had even managed to get Alicia to stand for vacuum cleaning. A feat I never thought
possible and my vets did not either. I was told that Alicia had changed from a Park Horse in attitude to
"a sleepy old brood mare" and I was tickled pink to hear it.
So it went over the summer and into the fall. I had stopped worrying about Alicia but still
checked in from time to time.
Thanksgiving day just as I was sitting down to dinner the phone rang. It was Linda. She wanted
permission from me to do either an abdominal tap and or colic surgery on Alicia. She also wanted to know
if I could share the expense of the operation should it be needed. Needless to say, on Thanksgiving I was
not mentally prepared to make a life or death decision about a horse I had not seen in seven months and
did not have in front of me at the moment. But, that sort of decision can come up any time when you have
horses and so I mentally regrouped from being 'chef' to being horse breeder and asked to talk with Linda's
veterinarian. I learned that Alicia had started to colic that morning, had been oiled and given Torbogesic
and had not come out of it. Indeed she got worse and worse and poor Linda and the vet had been with
the mare all day, doing intravenous fluids and such. It was very bad. Alicia was all distended with gas,
and in great pain.
They wanted to take her to a local vet who had a surgery, redo the blood work. Alicia was running
a fever, had a high white count and evidenced toxicity. My first thought was she had a dead foal in her
which she was not dropping. My second thought was that she had a case of leaf poisoning, my thoughts
ran on and on the more the vet talked. I agreed to give permission to haul the mare to the clinic and even
do a tap. Realistically I could not afford to help with colic surgery should it be needed and I did not want
to do it. As it turns out by the time they got to the clinic the mare had relieved herself of gas and some
manure and the second vet felt a tap and operation were uncalled for, but that the mare should stay for
observation. The foal was fine and doing well though all of this, much to the surprise of all concerned.
Licia stayed at the clinic for five days. During which time they could find nothing wrong with the
mare. She was palpated beyond measure and though this was needed it did cause her to become
very,
very sore and indeed she developed an irritated rectal passage.
The mare went home on a Monday. I called on Tuesday morning, as I had been doing daily since
Thanksgiving. Linda and her trainer had found Alicia on Tuesday morning dripping wet with sweat and
panting. They put a cooler on her, gave her Banamine for pain and the mare came out of it. Thus began
five days of mystery behavior. One minute the mare would be fine – if you walked into the barn and
looked at her you would never guess there was a thing wrong. Fifteen minutes later the mare was having
a colic episode.
The trainer and I wracked our brains as to what could be the problem. The most likely thing
would be an impaction. They were saying things like the mare has a stone, or the mare has a torsion – I
could not accept either theory. An impaction seemed the most likely. Especially as I discovered that Alicia
had been living in the run-in shed all along, even after the weather cooled off, and no one knew how much
water she had been drinking. I had of course told Linda the mare was used to being kept up at night.
Anyway, after several days of episodic colic, Banamine, phone calls and the worry, I asked if I could talk
to the horse on the phone. Though that may seem like a strange thing to do, I felt that if Alicia was
despondent or unhappy or had an ulcer, perhaps hearing my voice would cheer her up. So, I talked to
Alicia on the phone. The trainer told me it was something to see. When she approached the mare and put
the phone in her ear, Alicia rolled her eyes and seemed to being saying "Hey lady, it's not my ear that
hurts!", but as soon as she heard my voice her ears came up and she looked and looked all around the
barn.
After she got off the phone, she went over to her hay and proceeded to eat as if there was not a thing
wrong in all the world.
I don't know if the phone call did it, or the Pepto-Bismol, or the psyllim or all the care from Linda and
her trainer, but ten days after it all started Alicia came out of it completely and has not had an episode since.
Linda has learned to listen to what she is told in regard to caring for the mare, the trainer and I
have become friends and Alicia has learned to wear a blanket – another thing neither my vets nor I
thought would ever be possible! Alicia goes out in the morning, comes in at night, wears a blanket and
her water intake is monitored and so it all worked out. This time at least, the saga may not be over, the
lease runs till Sept of 1992!

Never Again
Leasing, it can be a wonderful way to create some stall space, save on horse feed and give
another
breeder a golden opportunity. Or, it can be a disaster. Sadly, more often than not, it is a disaster for the
horse owner and for the horse.
I leased a mare of mine to a reputable breeder out of state. The mare had a history of hoof trouble
and I so informed the party who wanted to lease her. She was wearing a shoe when she left my farm and
I stated in writing that the mare should be introduced to all day turn out slowly because she had always
had limited turn out time.
My statement was seemingly ignored, and within days of arrival at her new home the mare had
pulled the shoe, torn up her hoof, and messed up her leg. The lady who had her told me later she had
kept the mare up for a week or so to heal the leg but “she has popped a splint”. O.k., a splint is not an
attractive thing, but it is not life threatening.
The life threatening aspect came later when I got a panic call from the lady telling me the mare
needed either colic surgery or an abdominal tap. Turns out neither was needed, the mare had developed
an impaction colic. This is a mare who had never had a colic in her life, and who had always put away
about 12 gallons of water daily! How did she get the impaction? Your guess is as good as mine, but I
know it had to do with lack of water. Turns out, the mare was put on pasture maintenance and the water
was not being monitored. By Grace of God, a good vet and lots of luck, the mare pulled through and did
not loose her foal.
In due time she did foal and I was able to arrange her sale out of state. So, she would not
be
coming home it seemed.
What with one thing and another, the person in the process of buying the mare started to skip
payments and I began to hound her for money. During one of these conversations the ‘buyer’ allowed as
how she intended to put the mare on pasture board at a Quarter Horse barn and she thought her hoof
might need attention. I weirded out and since the ‘buyer’ was in breech of contract I arranged to repossess
the mare.
She arrived two weeks ago. With no feed, no halter, minus her custom made stall name plate, and
no health records. Oh, she wasn't terribly thin, just poor and looking dull.
The hoof, how was the hoof? Well, have you ever seen a tree with a hollow in the stump? Sort of
a triangular hole? That is what her hoof looks like. There is a hole in it where the front of the wall meets
the ground that you can stick a pencil in. It goes clear to the frog. The rest of the crack is fairly superficial
and extends to the coronet. I immediately called my farrier and bless him he came out the next day. While
he was holding her in the sun, on a raked patch of ground so I could photograph the hoof, I noticed she
was covered with Bot eggs. All over her front legs, chest, flanks and shoulders. Oh joy.
We proceeded to put her on the cross ties so he could work on her hoof. That's when I noticed all
the lumps, bumps, scars, scabs and scrapes on her chin – the only thing I know of that leaves that kind of
a mess is a chain shank that is over used and misused. The mare was obviously a bit on the head shy
side
as a result of that. We also noted she had runny eyes.
The farrier also called my attention to the fact that the plum sized lumps on the mare’s leg were
not splints. No, they were not hard, rather they were soft and squishy to the touch.
Next in order of observation was a behavioral thing. The mare flew to the back of the stall when
the stall door was opened either to feed or water her. She had never done that before and it took a call to
a friend of mine who is a long time breeder, to identify what sort of treatment causes that behavior. Her
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Next on the list of things to do was have the vet out to check the mare over. She arrived with
runny eyes and a rubbed-out tail. The tail did not unduly concern me, but the eyes sure did. So I made
an appointment for the vet to come and see what he could find and find out if there was anything we could
do about the lumps on her leg.
In the meantime, I ordered several kinds of supplements for the mare. Biotin for her hoof. Even
with that the farrier had said it would take at least six months before the hoof grew out again. After all,
the mare needs to grow half a hoof length to get back to a normal wall. I also ordered MSM for her since
she was incapable of moving without sounding like Rice Crispy cereal! MSM does help with joint pain
and soreness and she sure acted and sounded sore.
The vet arrived and examined the mare. We wormed her as a matter of course. I am reasonably
sure she is current on her shots since the person who leased here would not want to put her foal at risk.
We checked her teeth, they were fortunately not too bad. The leg is another story. The vet calls it
a
herniated tendon sheath, and as far as I know there is not much that can be done for it. He concurred
about the chain shank abuse, called it unconscionable as a matter of fact. The eyes were a virus and
he
allowed as how I could expect the whole barn to get it.
He was correct about that, for the past week I have been treating different horses each day for
messy, goopy eyes. I think we have gotten that behind us.
Her behavior has settled down, she is relaxing and looking better, but if you think I will lease
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Video - Virtue or
I used to think being able to make video tapes of my For Sale horses would be the answer to my
marketing problems. I no longer believe that. Oh, sure, sending a video tape out to a potential buyer is a
big help, but it is not the end all, be all I thought it would be.
To begin with, making a decent tape is not a simple business. It takes two people, a clean horse,
a
suitable location, decent weather and patience. Not so very different from doing still photography in terms
of conditions. Where does the difference lie then? What makes a video tape so much more appealing?
A video tape presents MOTION. It can give a potential buyer a sample of a slice of the horse's life!
It can and will show (unless you edit the tape) all the mannerisms of that particular horse, BUT one should
be aware of the inherent distortions of video tape. Yes, I said distortions. The very process of making a
video tape creates a distortion of the subject. We have all heard how video makes people look ten pounds
heavier and we accept that. Did you know that video tape tends to make horses look long of back and
short of leg?
The distortion of a video tape is not immediately obvious. A person has to look at many tapes to
even pick up on the problem. So what does that do to a potential buyer? That person has never seen your
horse, probably has not seen all that many tapes and most likely is not aware of the distortion phenomena.
This particular angle of video as a marketing tool has been brought home to me this year. I have
sent out at least half a dozen tapes of a mare. Three have returned the tape telling me they thought the
mare was too long in the back and too short of leg. In reality she is neither long backed or short legged!
But, that is what the folks saw and that is what they believe – gone were three sales.
As a matter of policy when I send out a tape I send out a pedigree copy and still photos of the
animal. The camera doesn't lie, but it does ‘fudge’ reality and by offering examples of two media I increase
my chances for a sale.
Speaking of sending out tapes is yet another difference betwixt the standard 35 mm and the VCR.
Video as a marketing tool, is not cheap. The original tape must be purchased, copies made, special padded
mailers are needed, and postage is considerable for first class mail. No wonder some farms ask for
a
deposit on tapes they send out. That is in part because tapes tend NOT TO COME BACK!!
It used to be hard enough to get your still photos back, but the problem is even worse with videos.
For some reason, most likely the hassle of packaging and mailing, video tapes tend to be like lost lambs.
Gone from the fold, never to return.
When they do come back, they are not always in decent condition. I have had video tapes erased
by viewers, not rewound, taped over and in general trashed.
It is not uncommon to get a tape back with absolutely no comment from the sender.
Now, it was nice of them to return the tape, but really rather rude to make no comment.
Still, all and all, despite the hassle and expense video as a marketing tool is here to stay and it
can be very useful. It does require that you (the seller) take the time to learn how to use the camera to
the best advantage.
Needless to say, it means you have to have a video camera; either bought or rented. Neither is
inexpensive! Though, the prices are getting better with the passing of time.
What you can achieve with a good tape of your horses is wonderful, and yes, it is a good marketing
tool, though it does have it's draw-backs. But, what I prefer to use it for most is for records of my herd, both
as individuals and as a group. It is neat to look at the tape of early training and see what progress has been
made, it is invaluable as a self improvement technique in terms of your riding or driving skill.
It is an ideal record of a class at a show, and it is tremendously useful as a farm advertising tool.
So, all and all I think the ‘pro's’ outweigh the ‘con's’ of video as a way of marketing horses, but be prepared
to send out umpteen tapes and have maybe half return, be aware of the video lens distortion, buy a good,
large supply of padded mailers and build up your stamp supply – you will need it! Cause there is no
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“ We'll Pick Up At...”
How many times have you heard those words? Or “We will deliver at…”, and how many times
have you waited, and waited and waited for the shipper to arrive. How many times have you slept in
your clothes while waiting for the four A.M. delivery of your horse? How many times have you tried in
vain to get hold of the shipper's office and gotten the ever present and obnoxious answering machine? If
you have ever had occasion to ship a horse from Point A to Point B via commercial horse transportation
you know what I am talking about. We all have our horror stories for sure.
This year has been particularly aggravating for me, not to mention expensive. It started in the
spring when I sent a mare up to Connecticut from home in North Carolina. That outfit was good in terms
of calling me and letting me know when they would arrive. Of course it was after dark, and we all know
what fun loading a horse in the dark is, but yes, they were good. Of course it took them 24 hours to make
an 18 hour trip, but the horse did arrive safely and in good shape. If, you discount a very messy eye
infection she picked up from the wind blowing in her eyes. I should mention a trick I learned from them
about identifying your farm for the first time at your farm shipper arriving after dark – it is neat. You take
a large cardboard box, paint it white, in florescent paint (spray can or otherwise), print the name of the
driver on the box and a big arrow pointing to your driveway. Then place the box over your mailbox, so
it is clearly visible. Believe me, that helps. Granted, you still need to illuminate the entire farm so it looks
like a NYC skyscraper, but ye olde box over mailbox is a real help. It makes it possible to grab a modicum
of sleep while waiting for the trailer to arrive.
Speaking of sleep, arrivals, and time. I am convinced horse shippers do not run on Greenwich
Mean time. I personally think they run on Alpha Century time. I have never had one yet arrive at the
designated time of arrival, either to pick up or deliver a horse. This of course does tend to fray the nerves
and upset the entire farm and home life schedule, but, well, it is a real part of the horse business.
Anyhoo, that was the first horse shipping experience of the year. The second was not nearly as
pleasant. It was of course time to bring the mare home. I had tried to convince friends up North they
really needed to pick up my mare and bring her back to me, but to no avail. So once again, I entered the
clutches of THE COMMERCIAL HAULING world. This venture made the initial trip up north look like
a cake walk. The mare had been confirmed in foal at the stallion's farm, but after 37 hours on the trailer
with no water or fluids or off-loading she was empty when she got home. She also had a skin infection
on her rump and on her chest from rubbing on the trailer sides. I got the rump cleared up right away, but
the chest infection took longer and has left white scar hair as a constant reminder of her journey. Mind
you, it is 600 or 650 miles from CT to NC and should not have taken 37 hours. That was the
most
expensive hauling job of the year in terms of time, lost foals and expense.
The next horse brought here was up from Georgia, and she was hauled by a friend of mine, need
I say there were no hassles! She was picked up when she was scheduled to be picked up, and
delivered
when she was scheduled to be delivered. Ah, the joys of non-commercial schedules.
Today saw the departure of the Georgia mare. It has taken a total of four weeks to get her shipped
home. The first shipper promised to be at the farm three weeks ago. I waited all day on THE DAY. At
9:30 P.M. that evening they called. “Oh, the driver has had tire trouble, he'll be at your farm at 10 A.M. on
Friday, and will call you when he is half an hour away.” So, I got up early, fed early, turned the horses out,
rushed through getting the stalls cleaned, got them back in all by 9:30 A.M. Then, I went and laid down
to rest from all the unusually rushed morning chores. At 10:30 I looked out my window and thought I
saw a horse trailer. Now, granted I live in a small community, but large horse trailers are not an
uncommon sight on my road. In a few minutes, I looked again, and thought, “Yes, that is a horse trailer
and it is parked by the side of the road nearly out front.” I jumped up, put on my glasses and shoes and
ran out and around the house - just in time to see the horse trailer going down the road, over the hill. “Oh,
well, maybe he has gone to find a phone to make sure he was in the right place” I thought. I waited, and

waited and no phone call. I next called the dispatcher - out of state and and on a 1-800 number of course.
No clear cut answer out of her. I waited and waited some more and after three calls to the answering
machine I finally reached her.
By now it is 5:30 P.M., my normal Friday routine of going into town and buying supplies has been
blown and I am scheduled to fly out of NC in two days. The dispatcher informs me that the driver has
just called in from Charlotte, NC and she assumed my horse was on board! Charlotte is about 150 miles
SOUTH of me! The mare was not on board, the mare was in her stall hungry and wanting dinner! I was
infuriated. Never in a million years would I have believed it possible for a commercial shipper to come
to my farm and just sit at the side of the road.
He never called, he never honked his horn, and never even knocked on the door! Unreal and a
true hassle since I now would have to make a special trip back to the bank to cancel out the cashier's
check
the shipper had insisted on, and that would have to wait until I returned from my vacation up north. Of
course that meant I would also have to shoe-horn in on the Saturday prior to my flight all the normal
Friday activities which had been abandoned whilst waiting for the shipper! Boy, was I steamed.
Today, three weeks later, yet another shipper has finally picked up the mare and she is on her way
home to Georgia. He was only four and a half hours late getting here! But, at least he got the right farm,
on the right day and called! Since he was so late I had to cancel going up to my trainers to see my
horses
and can't do that tomorrow because the stallion is returning home tomorrow.
Next week I get to go through this whole dance yet again, the fifth commercial shipper of my
season will arrive. I wonder if he will be on time, on the right day, will call, will insist on a bank check,
will drop off the feed and papers as well as the horse, will water my horse, have a clean trailer, have
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Some Thoughts on Schooling
Dressage
Recently our editor sent me a short excerpt to read on Dressage and Sport Horses. It was a
very
interesting excerpt dealing with dressage as a way of instilling the proper basic training needed by ANY
working horse. I agree with this thought wholeheartedly! Schooling a horse in the dressage basics allows
the horse to work quietly, supply and obediently.
Dressage teaches a horse to ‘use’ himself and to listen to the rider. But, as much as this sort
of
training will enhance a horse's natural ability; it must be done (as all training should be done) consistently
and correctly. In order for the horse's training to be correct, the person doing the training must be correct.
This means a rider or trainer must make the commitment to the horse and to him or herself to LEARN the
system of dressage. It furthers nothing to attempt to teach a horse something you, yourself do not understand or perform correctly.
Dressage, to be effective, as a form of training, is not achieved by 1) brute force, 2) artificial aids
i.e. chambons, rigid draw reins, 3) dumb jockeys to teach head set. No, dressage is a system of
active
cooperation between horse and rider. The rider ‘asks’ for and ‘enables’ the horse to perform certain moves
by the rider's own skill, balance, knowledge, seat and hands. In order for the dressage basics to be right,
the horse must be relaxed and not fearful.
As fine a means of training as dressage can be, it can also be insensitively overdone. I recently
had
a conversation with a fellow Morgan owner who was very upset about what was happening to her two
young Morgans. They were each being trained by a very competent dressage rider and each of them was
becoming more and more unhappy under saddle. One horse is four and the other is five. Both of these
youngsters were being schooled repetitiously to ‘go long and low’ on 20 meter circles. Both colts were
becoming ‘balky’ and frequently during the course of their hour long lessons were offering extreme resistance. No wonder. The age of the colts should have been taken into consideration by the rider/trainer.
One solid hour of 20 meter circles, with their heads forced down and their natural bouncy way of going
restricted is bound to ‘sour’ a youngster. This is an example of over-kill. A Morgan is naturally an upheaded kind of horse. One cannot ask for an over-bent, long, low frame for extended periods of time when
working a young horse. This is how the rider/trainer schools Warmbloods and it works with them, but
doing anything, over and over and over again with a young Morgan is the surest way I know to ‘turn off’
that horse. The rider/trainer was also using a very correct, deep, driving dressage seat. BUT, that seat is
too much for any young horse to take for very long. So I caution those who would do dressage training
with their horses – pay attention to what the horse is telling you about what you are doing to the horse.
Less is better in my mind when it comes to teaching dressage. Mind, I did not say less incorrectly!
When your horse has achieved a proper or correct movement, praise him or her and reward the
horse by doing something it considers to be fun or relaxation! Many dressage professionals are very
serious indeed and have little or no sense of fun/play. Unfortunately, the very popular German School of
dressage riding makes no concession to the needs of a young horse for relaxing under saddle time.
Hence
the tendency to ‘push’ or ‘force’ a youngster into the proper frame. Remember the adage “All work and
no play makes Jimmy a dull boy”, it is as true of horses as of people.
My pet peeves aside, what I have found from having my horses get basic dressage training is the
sheer joy of riding a balanced, supple, horse. It is real fun to be out on the trail and merely give the lightest
suggestion of leg to have the horse move five or six feet to the right or left while not loosing forward
motion. It is a kick to ask for and get a zig-zag serpentine merely by weighting one side of the saddle or

herself gives a marvelous feeling. You don't have to show or compete to enjoy dressage. Indeed, I find
my biggest challenge comes in doing my best to enable the horse to do it's best with minimal aids or
equipment. Overkill is to be avoided even when you intend to compete with your horse in dressage.
Dressage is not going to create a 90 day wonder. Dressage takes time – lots and lots of time and
patience.
Dressage cannot be taught to a horse in 90 days either. It is a slow, on-going process that will ask
more
from the horse as the horse matures mentally and physically. We Morgan owners must remember that.
The amount of time it takes to train a horse correctly in dressage is much greater than the time it takes to
‘turn-out’ an English pleasure horse. That is not to say the beginning basics take any longer, but the
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Cast
Cast, colic and founder. Amazing isn't it how three simple words can put terror into the heart of
a horse owner? Colic I have dealt with, and no longer freak out while either walking the horse, reaching
for the phone or for the pain killer. Founder, I have never (Thank The Powers That Be) dealt with. But
that leaves Cast. Truly a cast horse is no fun to cope with. Especially if you are the only person on the
farm at the time. Cast horses are much more easily handled if two people are on hand.
Many years ago the magazine Practical Horseman had an excellent article on how to deal with a
cast horse. I read it and thankfully, it stuck in a part of my mind. It was a good two years after I read the
article I had occasion to put it to the test.
A weanling filly of mine had managed to cast herself in the stall. Quite a feat when you consider
it was a 12’ 6” by 12’ 6” stall! Also considering it was a completely smooth sided stall. But, she did and I
found out that the article was in fact very good and very helpful. I got her un-cast with a minimum of
trouble and no injury.
Several years went by with no more ‘casting’ problems. Then I got my colt. Again, no problems
for at least another three years.
The colt was three years of age and like all young stallions he was exuberant and like some,
he
was very impatient. He had returned from saddle training with the habit of throwing himself to the
ground and rolling while waiting for his breakfast or his dinner. I had installed cross ties in his stall, but
didn't want to have to rush over, halter him and cross tie him so I could get the barn fed. Instead, I did
what the long ago read article suggested; I bank bedded his stall very deeply. In theory if the bank is high
enough and deep enough it is impossible for the horse to get his legs close enough to the wall to get
cast.
This ‘solution’ worked very well for about six months. One morning as I was measuring out
breakfast I heard a tremendous racket and rushed out of the feed room to find my colt thoroughly stuck
up against a stall wall. I freaked out! The whole carefully remembered article was gone from my mind in
seconds. Sure, it had worked when I unstuck the weanling filly, but there is a major size difference
between a weanling filly and a three and a half year old stallion. The behavior difference was immediately apparent as well. The filly had thrashed and flailed a great deal. After one initial flail and thrash the
colt just lay there and waited for me. Thank God!
He was very good about it all, he waited while I ran for the long rope and my gloves. I returned
to the stall, started talking to him. I am convinced my babble was as much for my benefit as for his, I'm
sure reciting as much of the finally remembered article as I could did not make much sense to him, but it
did help me. What probably helped him was the soft tone of my voice. Anyway, with much fear and
trembling I approached the colt and was able to get the rope around the critical leg and wonder of
wonders as soon as I started to pull on the rope the leg came free and the colt scrambled to his feet.
He
was fast! It was a shock to me to see just how fast he regained his normal vertical position.
The next horse I had occasion to ‘un-cast’ was a mare who had foaled the day before and
was
having cramps I assume. She was easy, all four feet were waving in the air, but her back was against the
wall. Her situation was complicated by a newborn colt trying to nurse her as she lay there and as I tried
to unstick her. In her case it only took chasing the baby away, dropping a rope around the farthest front
leg and pulling her over. Simple really. Not so simple was when she immediately did it again and I was
about to go through the whole procedure all over! The second time it became obvious to me that she
wasn't really stuck! I simply smacked her on the butt and told her to get up! She did and that was that.
I should add the stall she was in at the time was 20 feet long by 12 feet deep . Stall size doesn't seem to
be
that large a factor in cases of stuck horses – though I could be wrong about that.
My last experience with a cast horse just happened day before yesterday. I had fed breakfast and
come back down to the barn to halter and turn out the horses. As I was reaching for the stallion's halter I

while rolling around on the stall floor he had cast himself again. This time it was the opposite stall wall
that was in the way. Oh joy. I dropped the halter, started to shake again, ran for the rope and gloves. All
the while I was recalling the long ago read article and remembering what to do. Also I was remembering
being told of a very recent case of a stallion being cast and breaking his leg. That didn't help my nerves
any. Of course there was nobody else on the farm and this time the colt was really stuck.
He was behaving though, again no thrashing or flailing, just lots of eye rolling in the one eye I
could see. I tried at first to pull his neck and head away from the wall. No go. Then I tried the ‘pull the
tail away from the wall’ suggestion. Ha, no way was that going to work, besides he immediately clamped
his tail down close to his body and I would have needed a pry bar to get it loose. Next was the upper front
leg, on the theory I could somehow move his front end clear. All that did was ventilate his armpit! O.k.,
next I tried the upper hind leg, that didn't make any significant difference in our mess. Or rather I should
say, it didn't make any difference in his situation. The rope slipped while I was trying that leg and I got
‘sling-shotted’ into the far wall! Sigh. I finally decided that much as I didn't want to do it, I was going to
have to crawl over the colt's rear end and reach behind him and snag the lower rear leg with the rope.
Now, the colt was being very good, but he had very graphically shown me just how fast and how hard he
could kick out behind himself whilst being stuck against the wall. So with a great deal of assumed calm
and lots of soothing speech and hand I managed to get the lower hind leg caught in the rope loop. As soon
as I started to pull on it and got it clear of the wall, the colt scrambled to his feet. He was unhurt and not
very shook up at all. I was a mess. I leaned up against his neck, petting him, telling him (alternately) what
a good boy he was and what a damn fool he was and shook. Oh boy.
That morning I rebedded his banks to the point where now his stall resembles a canyon! I also
ordered a stall ball for him in the hope of managing to displace this behavior with something less
dangerous AND in addition, he is now being cross-tied while I halter the rest of the barn and get turn out
accomplished. It is always something for sure, but one person can indeed un-cast an eleven hundred
pound horse while alone with the judicious use of a soft, long rope, a pair of gloves, lots of good behavior
on the the part of the horse and by keeping as calm as possible.
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A Cautionary Tale
The world is filled with very strange people and I have come to the conclusion that anyone
breeding, buying, or selling horses is bound to encounter more than their fair share of the oddballs.
Certainly most horse breeders will meet the oddest people sooner or later.
In my case it was sooner rather than later. I was offering a colt for sale. He was part of my very
first foal crop and the first Morgan I attempted to sell. He was a Classic Morgan of Vigilmarch/Jubilee
King breeding. He was bay, very typy and had loads of motion. I did the logical thing and advertised him
in The M organ Horse M agazine.
The advertisement brought in half a dozen inquiries and I was very pleased. What with one thing
and another, five of the responses did not ‘pan out’. But, the sixth was a real hot response and I was sure
the colt would sell.
Being new to the game I bent over backwards to see the sale go through. I sent photos,
extended
pedigrees, pictures of the colt's whole family – you name it and the customer got a copy of it. I was asking
a very reasonable price for the colt. He was young and untrained so that was possible. The woman who
was interested had a filly of complimentary breeding and she wanted my colt as a foundation herd sire.
What could be better for the colt, it was just what I wanted for him.
Over the course of time, and correspondence I agreed to sell the colt on terms. I even went so far
as to get the lady estimated shipping prices and insurance rates. She was in Michigan and I was in North
Carolina. Her first check came in and though it was modest, it was money in hand and I was delighted.
I duly went ahead and started making appointments for vetting and shipping.
The bubble did not last long. The check bounced, and fortunately, it did before the colt left my
farm. I had paid my vet already for the exam, but the shippers were not due quite yet. I contacted the
lady. She was most apologetic, and naive as I was I believed her, BUT, I held off on shipping and decided
to do a bit more checking on this person.
I contacted the breeder of the filly she owned; explained my concern and asked about her payment
record to that breeder. The tale got very strange at this point. She still owed money for the filly. Then I
contacted the farm where the filly was being boarded to see how responsible the gal was about paying her
bills there, and to find out how she checked out as a horse owner. Come to find out, she owed scads of
back board and they had put a lien on the filly and were about to start dealing with the filly's breeder to
see if between the two parties they could straighten out the mess.
That was enough for me. I contacted the erstwhile customer and declined to complete the sale of
my colt to her unless it was for the whole amount paid to me in a bank check or money order. I also asked
for my pedigree info and pictures back. They never did get returned to me and the deal was off.
A few years went by, I did sell that colt and now had three fillies for sale. They were half sisters
of Lippitt/Gov't./Jubilee King breeding. Again I advertised in TMH and again the response was good. I
got an inquiry from a lady in Colorado who wanted all three! You can imagine how excited I was. This
was in September of 1983.
I had wised up a bit after the first ‘sale’ of the colt and now asked for a 10% non-refundable
deposit payable to me via certified check or money order. Again I did the whole promotional package on
the fillies. Time went by and I wrote up a sales contract and offered terms or board prices should the transaction take awhile to complete. It was after all winter by now and weather was a factor as well. Not to
mention the holidays and shipping schedules.
More time went by with correspondence and more correspondence. I happened to mention the
pending sale to the lady who owned the filly's sire and asked questions about how best to handle an outof-state sale to an unknown buyer. In the course of that conversation I learned of another friend in Raleigh
who coincidentally was about to complete a sale to a lady in Colorado. Since we had similar breeding
programs I called her to offer congratulations. That friend in Raleigh mentioned the name of her customer.
Warning bells went off in my head and I had Rita hold the phone while I ran for my files. What do you

know, but that name was the name of the lady who had bounced the check off me and cost me an extra
vet bill! Since I had the file out and in front of me I began to compare the handwriting in the first set of
correspondence with the handwriting in the second set – the set concerning the sale of the fillies. They
were the same! But the names were not. It seems the lady in Colorado had used one name to my friend
Rita, and another name in context with me. She had gotten divorced I am assuming and felt it perfectly
alright to use both names!
Obviously, neither Rita nor I let our horses leave our farms and both of us considered ourselves
very, very lucky that we had had that phone conversation and that I had kept my files. I was so incensed
about this experience I got on the phone and called every breeder of similar bloodlines that I could think
of – all over the country – to warn them about this lady. She had excellent taste and a totally empty
pocket. So do be careful when selling a horse. It is very expensive to try and reclaim one who is hundreds
of miles away.
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Filly Luck or Increasing The Odds
You've seen the ads for stallions that state things like
‘Sires 75 % Fillies’, and you've heard of Great Broodmare Sires.
I'm not discounting either of those, but how much have you
heard or read about the mare's production record in numbers of
filly foals or stallion foals? Very little in comparison I think.
I'm no authority – there are after all only fourteen
Morgans carrying the Longstreet prefix. But, I have come to
some conclusions based on observation over the years.
I lucked out when I bought my two original foundation
broodmares. I didn't know it at the time and it really wasn't till
I recuperated from this foaling season that I realized how lucky
LONGSTREET
ALLEGRA
I have been in terms of getting filly foals.
One of Whippoorwill Aemilia’s daughters
Of the two foundation mares one (Whippoorwill Juliet)
had produced three filly foals and one colt before I bought her.
Her full sister (Whippoorwill Juliana) had produced two colts for her previous owner.
The first foals these mares produced for me were a filly from Juliet and a colt from Juliana. Over
the years both mares produced a total of four foals each for me. Juliet had three filly foals plus one colt,
and Juliana had two colts and two filly foals.
I also purchased a daughter of Juliet named Whippoorwill Aemilia. Aemilia went into production
and has to date produced four filly foals and no colts.
Another Juliet daughter has produced one filly foal for me.
Juliana's eldest daughter produced a colt for me when I leased her back as a broodmare.
So, of the two sisters Juliet and Juliana we come up with very different production patterns. I sold
Juliet and retained Juliana. In the years since I sold Juliet she has produced another four foals. Making a
total of 12. Of those twelve foals only four have been colts! She (Juliet) is what I call a filly producing
mare. Juliana only produced the two filly foals and has since gone out of production, but her only
daughter to breed on repeated her mother's pattern and produced a colt the only time she was bred. I
would not call Juliana a filly producing mare.
Juliet's daughters seem to be cast in the same pattern as their mother. So far, of the two I have
had
experience with they have not (between them) had a colt. One of Juliet's daughters who I sold, has also
produced a filly as her first foal. Another daughter that I know of has produced two colts and at least three
fillies. The tendency to produce fillies does seem to be an inheritable characteristic.
Of course the stallion makes a contribution, but I think if one wants to increase the odds and better
the chances of getting filly foals, more attention should be paid to the sex ratio of the mare's produce. If
that is not available in the case of maiden mares for example, it would seem worth the effort to get a
produce of dam report on the mother of your mare. You might even consider getting one on the granddam
of your mare. Doing the background checking may be very profitable to you as a breeder in the long run
if you want to stack the odds in terms of getting filly foals.
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Terms - Terrible or Terrific?
I know folks who have had wonderful experiences when selling a horse on terms. Unfortunately,
I am not one of them. Very recently I had the undesirable experience of repossessing a horse I had ‘sold’
on terms.
I can't say I wasn't warned, a very dear friend has repeatedly told me “You are not a banker, you
are a horse breeder”. I should have listened. But, I didn't and so I feel compelled to share some information with all of you which may enable you to avoid my unpleasant experience.
The next time I am asked “Do you accept terms?”, my first response will be “Why don't you get
a personal loan from your bank?” If the response is to the effect that such a course of action is not possible,
take a long hard look at the person involved. After all, if their credit is not good enough to get a loan from
a lending institution, is it good enough for you to take a risk on? Very few horse breeders have the ability
to check personal references. If you do decide to go ahead with the sale I would like to offer some advise
to protect you – hopefully.
Of course you should get a signed contract or Promissory Note. I did not originate the one I
use, a long term breeder (who, incidentally, has been ripped off many times and no longer even offers
terms) did.
It is a very good, fair Note and I would only make one change if I should have occasion to use it
again. I would include a sentence stating “All monies/and or goods paid to you the seller, by me the
buyer, are non-refundable”. That would make it crystal clear about all money you receive from the buyer.
In addition to the Note, you might want to consider using the Uniform Commercial Code
Financing Statement. It does involve some hassle, and a bit of info searching – like finding the address
and name of a bank willing to be the Secured Party, and locating the proper Filing officer for the given
state. Not all states approve the UCC and that must be checked out as well.
Another thing I would strongly suggest is, if you are going to accept terms, the horse should not
leave your farm until it is completely paid for!!! I cannot stress this enough. Indeed, the folks I have
spoken with who are not adverse to offering terms are those who have retained the horse until it IS fully
paid for. Minimum board should be paid to you the seller and an agreement to that effect should also
be signed.
Included in that board agreement should be a statement that the buyer will reimburse the seller
for all vet, farrier and supplement costs. It can even be written into the original contract. In the event
there is a default on the board payments, or any of the other payments you have just given yourself some
further insurance.
Save yourself a great deal of grief, hassle, expense, and worry – if you are going to do it at all, do
it right. The days of a handshake and a promise are over – sad to say. Besides, even a car dealer won't
let
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Mouths, Mayhem & Misbehavior
My favorite riding horse is a big mare named Longstreet
Cressida by Serenity Marchtime x Whippoorwill Juliet. She is 15.3 and
3/4 hands tall, when fit weighs about 1,300 lbs and is very, very
powerful. She also has the most tender mouth I have ever encountered.
Cressie was trained to harness as a two year old mare by a
very competent man. She loved harness work and was steady as a
rock when hooked. I drove her lightly from the age of 2 1/2 till she
was coming four. She went in a regular driving snaffle with no objections.
When she was a four year old I felt she was mature enough to begin saddle work. Accordingly, I
sent her out to a lady nearby who had done a good job of training for me in the past. Since the mare loved
to jump, was athletic enough, and a good, clean moving mare we decided to try her in Combined Training.
Cressie loved the work, all except for the dressage aspect of it. There, for the first time in her life
she began to exhibit resistance. She was excellent about jumping, loved the cross country work, but would
be a real pain about the dressage work. She would set and stiffen her neck, and, if she could, make
the
rider carry all her weight.
At this time we were using a normal snaffle bit. We tried all kinds of snaffles, French snaffles nope - she ran right through them. Dr. Bristol snaffles - nope - she lugged on them, thick German snaffles,
no go again. In time, and after being shown to some good ribbons, she came home to be my riding horse.
The first time I got on her at home I was using a fairly thick dressage snaffle and she ran away
with me AT THE TROT! I quickly figured this would never do and took away the flash noseband, and the
snaffle. Instead, I decided to try a hard rubber pelham bit. Figuring ‘that won't hurt her mouth, and will
give me some brakes!’ The rubber pelham worked beautifully for about a month. No lugging, no running
away, no set stiff neck and jaw. Just wonderful until the day she put her tongue over the bit. She kept
putting her tongue over the bit with regularity. I didn't want to go back to a flash noseband, or go to a
dropped noseband so I tried a Segunda forward mouth pelham. That bit has a port which is tipped
forward and allows for tongue relief. Once again, it seemed the problem was solved. Oh, the mare took
a while to get used to that bit, but she seemed to like it and was not offering resistance to me while doing
lateral work.
What with one thing and another, Cressie had a long lay-off while we moved to this farm, and she
produced her first foal. After weaning I figured it was time to put her back to work under saddle.
I tacked her up using the Segunda mouth pelham and what a surprise that was. It felt like the
mare was about to explode any second, talk about a hump in her back – wow.
Needless to say, I rode only long enough to get her relaxed a bit and not quite as explosive. Even
then, her back felt as if it had a steel rod down it. This mare is normally very supple and flexible. Nope.
O.K. back to the drawing board once again. By this time, I had built quite a library of books on
bits and bitting. I also had amassed quite a collection of bits. I tried a Mullen mouth pelham - wrong. I
tried a Kimberwicke - wrong. I was about to consider a hackamore when I saw a bit advertised as being
for young or tender mouthed horses or horses with bruised mouths. I figured why not, I already have so
many oddball bits one more can't hurt. This was a Quarter Moon mouth bit and it came in a variety of
styles. Since I was firmly convinced I needed brakes on the mare I ordered it in a pelham frame.
It arrived, and I tacked her up with it. Wonder of wonders, the mare loved it. She ‘went on the
bit’ with no problem, chewed the bit, got all foamy in the mouth, worked like a dream. No resistance
what-so-ever. No 1,300 lbs in my hands, no stiff, unyielding back, no set jaw, no running away. She
accepted dressage work willingly, did nice lateral work and equally nice collected work. It was grand. I
used that bit on Cressie all the time and never had any problems with it. I was so pleased with the bit I
ordered it in a D ring snaffle frame as well – for some of the other horses.

I had not driven Cressie in about eight years. I had sold my training cart and my jog cart. By this
time I had other horses that were harness trained and I got the urge to start driving again. But, I had a
problem. What kind of a bit could I use? I had tried ground driving the mare with a regular driving
snaffle and she tossed me around like a toothpick behind a whale! I was bruised for days. I didn't want
to use a Liverpool but felt I had to have a bit I could use a curb chain with. Sure, I could use her regular
bit, but then I would have to use bit converters and I didn't want to do that. A Wilson 4 ring snaffle might
do the trick, but again, no curb chain. I called tack shops and bit makers all over the country, nobody had
heard of what I wanted to buy - a quarter moon mouthpiece in a frame that would take a curb chain, sort
of like a Kimberwicke, but with cheekpiece attachments like a pelham. Finally, I found a man in the midwest who would make one for me. I sent him pictures and sizes and descriptions.
In due time the custom made bit arrived. It was beautiful. A real piece of craftsmanship. But, the
true test would be how the mare went in it. I tacked her up with it and ground drove her. She loved it,
no problem and she accepted it beautifully.
Fortuitously, I was able to send her out, along with my stallion, to a man who does ADS (American
Driving Society) style driving. They were to be trained to drive with a Meadowbrook cart. I wanted them
used to breeching and to be schooled enough for me to drive them at home. As singles, not as a pair. Off
they went into training with all their equipment and of course with Cressie's custom made bit.
They were gone for about three months and did beautifully for him. I videoed them shortly before
they came home and it was most impressive. The stallion looked like a dream, so proud, so airy a mover
and so well behaved. Cressie was pretty fit when I filmed them and watching her was like watching a
Marathon harness horse. She wanted to fly, and that is one powerful mare in harness. Really not too
surprising that she should be so powerful or be a marathon horse; her half sister was part of the pair that
Larry Poulin took to England and won the World Pairs Championships with. He (Larry) used Cressie's
sister in the marathon phase of competition because she was so powerful.
After they had been home for a short while, I figured I had better ride the mare before I attempted
to drive her, besides my long desired Meadowbrook cart had not arrived yet. So, I tacked her up and we
went for a ride. It was very exciting. She did things under saddle she had never done before. Dropping
a shoulder, not traveling straight, bowing her body away from the direction of the circle, breaking into
whatever gait she felt like and perhaps most disturbing of all, when I finally could get her going in a
straight line she would weave her whole neck from side to side when asked to go on the bit. I was very
perturbed and called my current trainer, the mare's former saddle trainer and Mary Jean Vasiloff. All three
gave me the same advice to correct the problems, but Mary Jean also said to check the mare's mouth.
I
asked what I was checking for and got a crash course in healthy mouth condition.
I did check the mare's mouth and found bruising on the bars on both sides of her mouth. She is
not hard-mouthed at all, but was in discomfort. That discomfort was enough to make for all the exciting
behavior under saddle. I wrapped the bit and rode the next day and there was no problem what-so-ever.
So what happened? Well, we will never know. The man I sent her to has good hands - the stallion
is fine, no problems, he took superb care of the mare and she drives beautifully.
But, as Mary Jean tells me, with a very tender mouthed horse the weight of the leather driving
lines is enough to bruise a mouth, or if the horse stumbles in harness, that is enough to do the bruising or
if the cheek piece of the bridle is too long or the noseband too tight, this can cause bruising.
So, if your riding or driving horse starts to misbehave or act in an unusual way while being
worked check the mouth!
By the way, it is routine around here to check the mouths and teeth of our herd twice a year.
Cressie had her wolf teeth pulled years ago and had her teeth floated within six months of going back into
training. It is not always the obvious answer, as it was in this case, but it is always something to check
when problems in work develop with a horse.
Some families seem to have more sensitive mouths than others, I know the Marchtime family
tends to have very sensitive mouths as well as wolf teeth. They also tend to be 100% honest and
don't
misbehave just because. We have never been able to figure out if it is a thick tongue or a low roof of the
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Please, A Normal Day?
What is a normal day? It has been so long since I have had one I am no longer sure what it would
be like. Or as a friend has told me “Ina, you don't have normal days.” I guess I don't, after all, I breed
horses. Breeding horses and establishing a horse farm, let alone maintaining one doesn't make for
a
‘Normal’ day.
My day starts at 5:45 A.M. when I roll out of bed and stagger to the coffee maker. After two cups
of coffee I feel almost competent to feed the dog, then the horses, goat, cats, and of course the wild
birds.
By now it is usually 7:30 A.M. and I am back in the house and working on my third cup of coffee.
Over the third cup of coffee I tend to make my daily phone calls. Since all of my friends and even
my trainer are Long Distance calls I feel very cost conscious if I get the calls made before the rates go
up.
So far so good, this is NORMAL by most folks standards.
The departures start there. At 8:30 or so I head down to the barn to halter horses and get them out
to pasture. I am never quite sure what I am going to get into at this point.
Haltering the stallion is always interesting. He is a very good kid, but he is a kid and acts it.
Usually, I start with the mares, it is calmer that way, of course while I am putting on mare halters the
stallion is getting impatient and throws himself to the ground and rolls. If he is careful, he avoids getting
cast, if not, well, I get to uncast 1,100 lbs. of impatient horse. If he doesn't throw himself to the ground, he
paws the stall floor, thus assuring me of a mess to muck out.
Once the haltering chore is done I proceed to put them out. This procedure is interesting in it's
own right. For starters I get to find out exactly which mare is in heat and if she is breedable. I have learned
to tell this fact by the height of action the stallion displays as I lead him down the barn aisle. The more
‘ready’ the mare is, the higher the stallion's knees!
Since my barn is surrounded by two paddocks, one of them belonging to the stallion the next
behavioral experience will be what I have taken to calling “Sex Games in Silk Hope”. This means the
stallion will go and tease the mare who is in heat, while she is in her stall, provided of course her stall is
on the side his paddock is on. Of course the mares are not coy and either will kick the back wall, fortunately we selected 2” x 10” oak boards, or they will squeal, squirt and try and oblige him. Either way it
is LOUD!!
The ‘games’ tend to be very active and obvious which of course helps heighten the overall
excitement level of the rest of the mares. The games are possible because our horse barn is a 40’ by
90’
converted chicken house. It has a low roof and since it does when we put the exterior walls on, we left a
foot of air space between the roof and the top of the back stall wall. Turns out, it is perfect for over the
wall teasing! Sometimes that is good, but frequently it is not – sigh. My vet loves it because 1) the horses
don't fling their heads up while he is working on them and 2) the ventilation is wonderful. In fact, I have
very few colds or cough/lung problems.
Determining who will go where is always interesting. Since we are still in the process of building
fence and only have the perimeter of our big pasture done, I have found I have to have two mares in the
paddock adjacent to the stallion or he has fits all day long. By fits I mean running and screaming up and
down the fence line. So he has to have two mares next door for company. I tried putting only one mare
there. That didn't work. She had fits as well since all of my mares are used to having company to graze
with. So two it is, but which two is a daily decision. I had the best of plans about rotating the mares on
an equal basis, but heat cycles take top priority. So depending on who is in heat is the deciding factor in
who goes where.
At last all are out in the designated spots – usually. But then again there are days when I have an
‘Escape’. Such a thing happened early this week and after spending twenty minutes trying to catch a mare
who did not want to be caught, I finally managed to jury-rig a roped off area and secured the mare.

Since the goat and the dog were still in the barn in their respective stalls, the barn was far from
quiet while I was busy racing around the property. I do mean racing around, the mare went through the
back yard, the front yard, the side yard, the bedding barn, the front again and then the whole route was
repeated. What scared me was when she headed for the road and I had to try and race around her and
get her headed back onto the property. The goat, dog, and all the other horses were providing a very vocal
cheering section (I'm not sure for whom) and the errant mare was secured finally.
After the horses are out, mostly without the added action of an escape, I begin to do barn chores.
That can take up to two hours and is always diverting in that the goat wanders about while I work. He
usually gets into the hay area and helps himself to a snack. Sometimes he gets into the feed room and that
is always bad. I have had to buy a large selection of ‘Bungy Cords’ to protect my supplies. The dog is
usually lying about under foot while I muck, except when he is trying to eat the cat or kittens or chase the
goat. This is my quiet time of the day and usually peace prevails. This is the time when I write advertisements and articles in my head.
Bringing the horses back in is always interesting. Almost as much so as putting them out in the
morning. What with the access to the new lush pasture, the two mares who are privileged to use it
completely forget their names, my existence, anything but GRASS. So, after getting the stallion in - which
can be very much fun if a mare in the adjacent paddock comes into heat, and bringing in the two mares
next to him, I get to go trek around twelve acres of pasture in pursuit of two mares who have forgotten
everything but eating.
Once the horses are back in they are inspected for cuts, scrapes and what have you. I do all
the
medications that are needed depending on what I have found during inspection. Then I get to go back to
the house and actualize the stuff I have written in my head, read mail, answer phone calls and research
what ever I am researching. Sometime in this period I get to eat.
That is a ‘Normal’ day for me. The routine is established and usually goes smoothly. The vet and
farrier visits work in rather well. It is the unusual vet and farrier trips that play havoc with my life. Last
week for example the vet was out on schedule and we found one of the mares had had a flare up of a bad
uterine infection. So, while I was at the dentist the following day, my vet returned and implanted a
catheter, left me a ton of supplies and a note. Upon my return from the dentist (I knew the vet had been
to the farm because I passed him on the road), I rushed into the barn to see what he had done. We
had
discussed the procedure the previous day, but I thought he was going to make it back out the day after
this. Nope.
The note told me concentration of solution to mix up and flush into the mare daily for the next
five days. A gallon per day! His later phone call told me, among other things, I would need a clothes pin
or a clamp to close off the tube with so the solution could take effect on the mare's uterus. Four hours
worth of effect was called for - daily…
The next few days were interesting beyond belief. So much so a friend of mine who is a nurse
found her professional curiosity piqued and had to come watch as I flushed the mare. I quickly discovered
a clothes pin would hold the tube shut only if there was no more than 1/2 a gallon of fluid in the mare.
Anything over 1/2 gallon and the tube leaked like a faucet. So, I ran for the house, grabbed a hair barrette
and pony tail holder and pressed them into service. They worked very well, I can say without question
that a barrette with a ‘French Clip’ will hold a catheter shut when there is one full gallon of fluid on the
other end trying to escape! The pony tail holder was applied to the mare's tail, below the dock to hold the
hair out of the draining gunk. This routine went on for five days until the mare expelled the catheter and
I found myself at 8 A.M. in the morning removing stitches from the mare to free the thing from her. Oh
the joys of being a horse breeder!
Now granted this is a somewhat extreme example and I usually don't have to do this sort of thing,
but it did happen and it did take up a fair amount of time each day which in turn created a mess out of
my regular barn schedule. As well as my kitchen counter where I was storing the gallon jug for the
solution and the concentrate and all the measuring equipment I needed daily. I can hardly call it a normal
sort of thing. Unless of course you begin to consider disaster as normal…
I hope this begins to convey why I want a Nice, Normal Day! Truly I do, and somehow I know
deep down in my heart that as long as I breed horses a ‘NORMAL’ day will be forever out of my reach…

Allergies & Horse Behavior
Allergies are insidious. For those of you who are lucky enough not to have any allergies, it is hard
to imagine what they can do. Friends of mine have become used to my voice on the phone, they offer
sympathy. No, it is not a cold, it is an allergy. It can make you mentally confused, cause joint problems,
stuffed noses, headaches, asthma, ear problems and they can do the same to horses! In horses they
can
cause Heaves and Laminitis and general discomfort. But how does this tie in with behavior?
Well, some times the obvious is the hardest thing to see. I have a mare who has had a runny
nose
every morning since I brought her to North Carolina. I have other mares who have runny eyes. It is fairly
normal to have at least one case of conjunctivitis in the barn each spring. It is not unusual for me to find
myself sprinkling water out of a watering can, over hay in mid-winter because that bale of hay (even
though it did not seem dusty) was causing someone to cough. All of these little things are allergic
reactions. Likewise, I have had horses develop cases of hives in reaction to something they ate, or
in
reaction to protein. Allergies again. Great.
Having dealt with all of this through the years I never-the-less was completely non-plussed this
past spring when one of the mares began to act in a most peculiar way. She simply ‘changed’ one day, from
a sweet, reasonably calm, sensible mare to a nut. At first I attributed it to new mom behavior, then had her
checked out completely by the vets. That vet turned up with a case of anemia so I put the mare on Lixotinic.
Alas, that wasn't the whole answer. Time went by, and I simply could not get a handle on her behavior.
She would just get glassy eyed and act like she was scared to death. She would shy, whirl, and bolt while
I went to lead her out to pasture. But, not all the time, just sometimes. There was no way to predict when
she would blow, or why she was blowing up like this. The behavior began to drive me buggy. I asked
myself all the usual questions, “What am I doing wrong?”, “How have I frightened her?”, in short I was
convinced I was a factor and I rapidly began to loose confidence in my own horse-handling ability.
It got so bad, and I began to be so desperate to find an answer, I called a horse psychic on the
west
coast to have her talk with the mare. All the psychic could tell me was the mare said she was confused
and she did not know why she was confused. She did not feel in any pain, nor did she feel she was being
abused or mistreated, nor was she, or any other useful piece of information you could ask for. In short, I
did not learn anything really new from the experience. I did not regret trying, but didn't really learn
anything. By the way, the mare's reaction to the psychic was very interesting in itself. The first time in
weeks instead of seeing wild rolling eyes surrounded by lots of white, when the mare looked at me, her
eye was it's old soft, relaxed self. She seemed be saying “Wow, who was that lady? Whew, at
last
somebody to talk to!” But, as I said, though she (the mare) seemed to enjoy the experience I still had not
gotten anything to help me solve the problem.
Several months went by and no change in the mare's behavior was evident. I weaned the foal and
decided I had to sell the mare. I simply couldn't stand living with this and I knew there are folks out there
who would have no problem coping with it. Then, one day a ‘freebie’ bonus book came in along with a
new magazine subscription. The book was titled NUTRITION FOR THE EQUINE ATHLETE, edited by
William E., DVM, Ph.D. I have always been interested in nutrition, so I began to read. Eureka, here were
data on minerals, lack of and excess of, and the effect of same on allergies and all kinds of
fascinating
things. One innocent little sentence leaped out at me and a light went on in my head. Of course! MSM
was in relationship to allergies and stress.
As mentioned earlier on, this mare had had a runny nose since the day she arrived in NC, of
course she had allergies. So, I put her on MSM, started giving her scads of Vit. C, and added Dolomite to
her feed. Within 72 hours, the nutso behavior was gone! She was her old self, sane, sensible
and
reasonable to handle. So if you have a horse that starts to act in a non-normal fashion, for no reason

On The Question Of Showring Worth
Our editor graciously asked me to write on the topic of show horses, their value etc. It has taken
a great deal of thought on my part to address this question in less than a rabid, pure emotional way.
In theory, I believe in horse shows. In practice I am appalled by what goes on at today's horse
shows and accordingly, very rarely have my horses shown. Note I said, Shown, not show. There is reason
for this. I will address the professional versus amateur issue later on.
The first part of our topic is, “What is the value of the showring as a determination of the
worthiness of a breeding and/or breeding program, etc”.
In truth, considering what I see in The M organ Horse M agazine, and what I hear from friends of
mine, and what I have seen personally at our Regional show; the current showring is a real threat to the
existence of The Morgan Horse as a Morgan!
Kenneth Telford in his book The Origins of the M odern M organ, used the quaint term ‘Morgan
Mongrels’. As a friend of mine (who incidentally, owns several BIG name horses) puts it, there are a lot
of ‘Mordlebreds and Morkneys’ out there. For me, that rather says it all. There was a time, before the
Registry was closed when the introduction of outside i.e non Morgan blood was legal. Happily, that time
has passed but sadly, the practice does not seem to have ceased. Bloodtyping notwithstanding. So,
in
regard to a ‘Morgan’ Morgan Horse I fail to see the value of the showring as an indicator of worth of
breeding and/or breeding program.
As an indicator of what will sell, what will keep trainers happy and what will attract new owners
to the breed the show ring has value. The prices a top show horse can command are impressive
and
because they are high priced the show ring is a good way to help stimulate the economy. But, for the
average owner or small breeder who is not wealthy or who does not have large amounts of disposable
income the showring is a money sink. The individual who sticks to his or her guns, who owns and breeds
a ‘non-popular’ family cannot use the breed shows or the breed show winners as a yardstick of worth. Try
as they may, Morgans of other than currently popular families will not be pinned In-Hand and will not be
pinned highly in Performance.
The show ring has effectively become a way to eliminate whole families of Morgans. The
standards applied are as a recent column in TMH states ‘subjective’ and as such very, very variable, at the
discretion of the judge or judges. They in turn can only pin what is in front of them and the majority of
today's show horses are all of one family only. It is a vicious circle.
That is just the tip of the iceberg; I have not talked about the politics of the showring and politics
abound. It is not possible, in my opinion to separate the politics from the horses and because it is not
possible I have to consider the show ring as a determination of worth of breeding to be a useless tool.
If you wish to consider the point from that of merit and qualification of a given winner to be a
breeding sire or dam; again the show ring comes up empty. Not because the horses winning aren't pretty,
but because they all too frequently lack correct conformation and breeding strength as individuals. I know
the last big winning stallions I have any respect or regard for were Vigilmarch and Bennfields Ace. Both
of whom were very strongly bred stallions. Both of whom had faults, but were generally correct – as
horses and as Morgans. They did influence type and they were Morgan. The current show horses in the
breeding section are nowhere near as strongly bred, and of equal importance, can one consider them
as
individuals to be good, well conformed horses - let alone Morgans? All too frequently one cannot say the
current show ring contains sound, well put together, correct horses. We have become a breed akin to the
many in the dog world – we have show horses and we have working horses and never the twain shall
meet. It is sad.
In addition, how can one seriously accept a yearling filly or colt as the best Morgan in the World?
How can a breeder base a program on a yearling? I don't believe one can. I have seen truly
gorgeous
yearlings that are pigs as two year olds. We all have. Selecting a yearling as Grand Champion anything

I have another friend who has bred several Grand Champions and who became so burnt out and
disgruntled by what she encountered at the big shows, she no longer breeds. She told me that at the last
show she went to (as a spectator), the only horses she saw whom she considered Morgans, let alone
TYPY
Morgans,were to be found in the Sport Horse Division. I concur. I think the last bastions of Morgans in
the show ring are in the Sport Horse division and in the Working Western division.
Admittedly, this is my opinion, and I am never going to make money breeding Morgans. The
folks who are winning in the show ring are making money, and so I don't look for much basic change in
the future in either the breeding programs or in the actual showing. A horse that garners a World or Grand
Championship used to be a good name to have in a pedigree, provided 1) it was a correct, sound, horse,
2) would accomplish a good nick with your mare, 3) had attributes you needed or wanted. I cannot in all
honestly say this is the case today. The practices of the ring have, for me personally, devalued the
horses
winning in the ring to the point where I would rather not see any of their names on a pedigree.
The horse show world with: the sneak in breeding, the tying of tongues, the cutting of tails, the
wiring of ears, the weighting of shoes (illegally with lead slugs, removed before the official measuring),
the tail sets, the shackles, the chains, the hype, the politics, and the costs involved is not promoting the
Morgan Horse as a ‘Natural Breed’, shown without artificial hoopla. How can those practices do a thing
to determine the worth of a breeding program or an individual? They are essentially illegal, and in some
cases inhumane practices, how can value or worth come out of that environment? I don't think it can. Call
me cynical, call me alienated, call me any thing you like, but to me the worth and value of a Morgan is
based on the individual animal, it's pedigree strength, it's conformation, it's temperament and it's disposition, plus it's longevity. Frequently, modern show horses seem to die at very young ages…read the
Obituary Column in TMH and judge that for yourself.
As to comparing and contrasting in-hand classes to performance classes, well, I have
already
given my opinion of the in-hand division. There is still hope for the performance divisions – I think. There
has been an improvement in balanced way of going in the Park Horse classes. Not so frequently do you
see the horse with the huge front end motion, dragging the toes behind. No, that seems to be more the
case in the Pleasure classes now. In truth, I can no longer tell you what a English Pleasure horse is.
When
I see them show it is what I used to see in the Park classes. I can only tell them apart by 1) the
rider's
clothes, and 2) the fact that the Park horses don't do anything resembling a walk. I can't tell any difference
in the extended trot versus the pleasure trot in the pleasure class nor very little difference in the Park trot
or the ‘slow’ trot. Maybe I'm blind? As to Harness classes, there I have seen all too frequently, the hocks
left out behind, the necks so checked it is impossible for the horse to move forward and when a road trot
is called for I usually see maybe one horse actually change gears and do a true road trot. I was horrified
very recently to be told that “you need a swan neck in harness”!
You do? For what?
I can't speak to Western Pleasure or stock/reining classes. I simply don't know enough about
them to discuss them.
I do know that in terms of dressage, hunters, and jumpers, the breed shows are something of a
joke. It has gotten better I will warrant. But, it is still all too common to see a Morgan going over a fence
looking for all the world like a rabbit hopping. However, that is not usually the horse. No, it is
rider/trainer ignorance. The same holds true of dressage at a breed show. That is getting better, but
Morgan show officials have a long way to go in terms of providing a proper area for dressage and a
decently set up course for hunter over fences.
A much better indicator of the value and quality of a Morgan is found in the area of Open
Competition. The area is proper, no excuses are made for misbehavior and the standards are
objective
rather than subjective. The same holds true I would think for cutting classes. Certainly I would give more
credence to a horse that was an Open Champion in Dressage or Combined Training or Driving or Stock or
Hunter/Jumper than I would give to one who had only breed credentials. Why? Well, for one, as I said,
the standards the horses are judged by are objective and qualitative rather than subjective and political.
For another, the competition is tougher and more fair in terms of levels and events. For still another

The European style of judging sport horses and especially in-hand horses is again, the style I
personally prefer. On the triangle gives a judge a really good look at how the horse is built, how it moves,
and it's willingness to work. All of these things are important for a breeding program. At our Regional
show we hold a Sport Horse In-Hand class. For several years we had a lady judge it who was used to
judging TB's and Warmbloods. She was an R judge. The Morgan people were almost all uniformly upset
with her. Why? She took her time and applied a ‘useable’ standard to each and every horse she judged.
She had no patience for what passes for acceptable within the regular Morgan in-hand classes. She
also
took the time to explain to every handler what she wanted him or her to do, and why or how the horse
did or did not come up to the standard. She was as I said, uniformly disliked by the exhibitors. They
honestly did not want to hear what was wrong with their horses, not only that, the judge liked (shudder
and shock) a horse with bone and substance, and she did not care if it was bay, black, or chestnut! She
also
liked to see a horse who went in a balanced fashion and was athletic. She judged for two shows and was
not asked back. In addition, I have recently become aware of a trend among Morgan folk which concerns
me greatly. That being the number of times I have heard breeder/owners say words to the effect, 'well, he
won't make it as a Pleasure horse (English or Western) so, I'll make a sport horse out of him. That is of
concern because it negates and downgrades the need for sport horse breeding programs, and turns
a
‘clean’ division into a dumping ground for less then the best possible Morgan Sport Horse.
I think the 100 Day Evaluations are a fine idea. I wish I could afford to do it; I can't, but do support
the idea. It is much more in keeping with our own historical strength and versatility background as a
breed than it is for almost any other breed. Case in point being the few Morgans who have done these
evaluations have done very, very well and up against top flight warmbloods and TB's. We have a breed
to be proud of, a versatile, talented, athletic breed of horse. I think it is a crying shame to see the very
characteristics that made the breed all those things in the past be thrown away in the present for a poor
excuse of a Saddlebred.
I have heard the phrase “He's too typy” applied to good Morgans. How I ask, can a Morgan be “too
typy”? Yet, I personally have been told that a colt I bred would not make it as a show horse for that very
reason. A friend was told that at the 1992 OKC Show! Her horse was pinned down for it! That is absurd.
At the very beginning I touched on the amateur versus professional aspect of the showring. I
recently read in TMH some of the same topic being discussed. It is a sad but true fact that the amateur
owner/handler/trainer does not really stand a prayer of a chance in the Morgan Show ring. What is
happening here in the south is a very real separation between the amateur exhibitor and the professional.
I am not speaking about the ‘amateur’ owner who keeps a horse in training, and only rides it at the show
with the trainer on the rail coaching the class. No, I mean the folks who do their own training and
showing. The only place left for them to be competitive seems to be on the small open show circuit. The
Morgan shows have become very much the trainer's shows. Consequently, if an owner wants to have fun,
not go into bankruptcy and compete with his or her own horse, the small open show provides the opportunity for doing just that.
The last aspect of the topic to be discussed pertains to the historical aspects of how Morgan Show
winners have set breed standards over the years, and how the standards have changed. This is certainly
the case. I have been told that prior to the heyday of Upwey Ben Don the horses you saw in the ring were
frequently small, coarse, and ill kempt. Ben Don is not one of my favorite stallions, but I do have to give
him credit for changing that image. Indeed the Ben Don craze went on for a good long time, and still is
alive and viable as a breeding backbone for the current popular show family. Ben Don was marketed,
much as an automobile is marketed. He was among the first, if not the first Morgan to be presented in
that fashion and his impact is as I said still alive and kicking. (You may take that as a pun or not at your
pleasure). But the changes were forthcoming. Morgans began to be more carefully presented, more size
was in evidence, more smoothness overall, less all up front and nothing behind horses were shown.
We are a breed of fads and each big winner has indeed affected the overall breed appearance.
Ben
Don I have briefly mentioned, you still see the legacy of his Saddlebred grandsire - notably in the
angulation of shoulder and the hoof. Trophy is another one who had a big impact on the breed. Motion,
boy did he have a ton of it, and hot. After Trophy, horses were hotter, with more motion, and longer,
plainer heads. How about Senator Graham? You can't hardly find a current show horse without him in

see the hocks left behind; as frequently goes with the flat, level croup. UVM Promise could trot up a storm
and did, in harness, not under saddle. Pecos, another stallion of great impact still with us today. A magnificent head, truly stunning, long in the neck, very upheaded and still very influential today. Horses tended
to be longer in the body after Promise and Pecos. The trend seems to have been moving toward
longer
necks, flatter croups, longer bodies, more size, stunning heads, and not so much attention paid to balance,
hooves, loin coupling, temperament, or legs. Certainly our current crop of show horses are uniformly long
necked, 15 hands or more, lots of motion, pretty headed (mainly), long backed or slack loined, and hot.
But are they Morgan? Are they good horses? Some folks would say “Yes, they're Champions i.e.
The
Best.” I question that answer. A dear friend of mine years ago brought back to the East coast a bloodline
that had long been lost to this area. After the first few foal crops were developing, during a conversation
we were having, she made the point that she knew the foals were good horses, but wondered if they were
good Morgans. They did not conform to the current show ring standards of beauty and though they were
and are solid, sane, sound, sturdy, athletic animals of dark color, they could be considered ‘off-type’. That
in no way impairs them from working, and working well. But the question is there. Equally, however I
can ask, and have asked that same question of what we are seeing in the show ring. Are they
good
Morgans? Does the Morgan standard call for a swan neck? A long back? Highly refined bone? A flat
croup? Over 15 hands? A ‘hingy’ neck? (By the way, can anyone really define that one for me !?) I don't
think so, that's not the way I read the standard. That's not to say I have any quarrel with the size
improvement, or the longer necks. I do object to swan necks and over refinement, and flat croups, plus
structural unsoundness and they are all the legacy of not only the past show winners, but the the demands
of the buying public.
I asked a well known big breeder why the current family was so popular and her response was
interesting. I was told they are so popular because they are so very upheaded and since they are, even
an
inferior trainer and/or rider will look good. It takes no skill to set these horses up in the bridle, and hence
they are easy to look good on. For what it is worth there it is, judge it for yourselves.
I have tried very hard not to be rabid, but I see I have not quite succeeded at all times. I guess it
all boils down to a question of education and priorities. Rather than relying on the show world to validate
a breeding program if folks would take the time and trouble to learn what the breed standard is, and what
a a good horse is in terms of conformation they might then be able to set goals of use and blood lines which
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Still Developing...
We are in the developmental stage on our farm. We have developed the barn - but not completely,
we have developed the perimeter fence for the pasture, but not the cross-fence. We HAVE developed the
water system, the well house, and the central heat and air for the people house – to completion.
The projects we have completed have been of necessity rather than choice. The
mortgage
company insisted on the heat and air. The water system failed and of course we had to do it all over, so
we did it right and in the process installed underground wiring to all the outbuildings when we laid in
the new water lines. One happy side effect of that was the installation of video cable to the horse barn,
and someday, I will have the luxury of foal-watching from the warmth and comfort of the house - instead
of the chill of the barn aisle! The well house was an opportunity to learn brick laying. Never again, I fully
understand why brick layers earn the money they charge.
The cross fencing and the run-in sheds for the horses will happen. All the materials are here and
as soon as my husband finishes rewiring and insulating the house they are on the top of the list. Of course,
they may have to wait till we can reroof parts of the main house and the horsebarn, but at least they are
getting closer to the top of the list.
I have begun to think of things like where to put the round pen, and what kind of footing I want
for a ring area. But they are still a ways down on the list, just like finishing the interior of one of the
outbuildings which was a corncrib, and is three quarters done in tongue and groove walls, so I can move
my tack out of the main hall of the house. That is down on the list. I really don't mind having the saddles,
bridles, harness and assorted boxes in the front hall. It gives the house more character. Besides,
nobody
ever uses the front door anyway – except strangers and religious proselytes.
Of course the winter has taken its toll on the driveway, so that will need to be re-developed with
crushed rock. Also there is a major drainage project to do for the horse chute to the pasture.
We
discovered endless, bottomless mud turns the chute into a quagmire early in fall. My farrier claims that
is very good for the horse hooves and it is true they have no hoof problems in winter. But still, I would
like to be able to turn them out and not loose my boots in the ankle deep goo.
I got carried away last year and planted lots of spring bulbs in the garden, but I sort of suspect
that will be the extent of my gardening efforts. I find that simply keeping the place mowed takes a great
deal of time.
Will we ever be done? I doubt it, somehow when you buy an old farm (maybe when you build a
new one as well) you never seem to be done developing the place. Maybe someday it will be done enough
to be really impressive, but in the mean time I am (for the most part) happy to be here, happy to see the
horses out on pasture (which we did make and develop!) and even reasonably content to deal with the
mud, rain, wind, snow and mess that go along with living in the country.
As a friend of mine, who is of a similar age has said - By the time the place is developed I will be
dead and gone. Still, neither one of us can live any other way at this point is our lives, offices are too
restrictive. So we remain in the developmental stage with our farms, working our tails off watching the
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The Things I've Learned
When I was a kid I bred tropical fish. When I was a younger adult I bred dogs. But, I always
wanted to breed horses.
In my early middle age I was finally able to realize that dream and now I am a Morgan Horse
breeder. I'm also a lot of things I never was before.
Older, and more broke for sure but oh boy the things I have learned in the course of being a
horse breeder.
The folks who know me, know I am not especially inclined to things mechanical or things
electronic. As a matter of fact I think it is fair to quote a Southern friend of mine and say “Sheenery?
Sheenery? I don't get along with sheenery!” At least that is how it used to be for me.
Being a horse breeder soon disabused me of that notion. Among other things I became the editor
of our local Morgan Club newsletter and my husband bought me a computer to do the monthly newsletter
on. I rapidly became a computer junkie. Still am and it is as addictive as horse breeding. Just
as
expensive, just as time consuming and almost as much fun. Electronics really don't qualify as ‘Sheenery’
of course, but tractors do.
I learned how to run the tractor so I could do the bush-hogging of the pasture. My husband is
busy building fence and farm, so I figured the least I could do was the mowing. Wow, tractors are also
fun! Not quite as much fun as computers or nearly as much fun as horses, but they are fun none-the-less.
Also hot and dirty and deafening and dizzy - and quite dangerous. But, they sure are ‘sheenery’!
Video as a medium long was a fascination for me and you can bet that when I did get my very
own camcorder I became a bit of an addict. Though I must admit, I did and do try to keep my friends
from getting seasick or horribly bored with my video tapes. Video is also very costly and time consuming
and fun. Almost as much fun as computers and horses and probably more fun than tractors.
Before video tapes came 35mm cameras. I am the world's worst photographer so of course I had
to get a very good camera to help overcome my lack of ability. I did. My Nikon is auto-focus, auto-load,
and auto-rewind with a neat zoom lens. Here again is another fun field I have had to learn. Also
expensive and also very time consuming. But indeed fun.
That pretty much covers the areas of things mechanical and things electronic I have learned about.
I am no expert in any of them, but I have learned to be competent and I do have fun.
When I was still a bonafide business I found I had to learn the rudiments of bookkeeping and cost
accounting to fulfill the IRS requirements and to help defray the expense of having our taxes done by a
professional. Considering I have never been able to add more than very simple numbers in my head, that
was quite an accomplishment. Aided of course by a calculator. But, because I have zero math ability I find
working a regular hand held calculator just about impossible. No, the only kind that I can use, that makes
sense to me is a variety that uses something called Reverse Polish Notation! I claim it is because I
think
math backwards, but whatever the reason my special Reverse Polish Notation calculator joins the ranks of
fun and expensive things I have learned to use and enjoy.
So aside from having learned to do books, create and edit newsletters, use a computer, run
a
tractor, do math, make photographs and video tapes (plus copy them) what else has being a horse breeder
taught me?
Well, I got into this thing of writing and pretty soon I found I had gotten into researching
pedigrees on Morgan Horses and pretty soon that escalated as well. My archive collection of breed
magazines expanded into a purchase of a full set of breed Registry volumes. So I could do more extensive
research of course. Pretty soon I found that the articles I was writing for several breed magazines began
to contain specific pedigrees. As the articles were published I began to get telephone calls from folks all
over the country who wanted my help doing pedigrees or searching out information on horses. So, I
began to offer pedigree searchs as a service.

Soon, I started getting calls from other breeders who had been referred to me by the national breed
association for information. Sometimes the queries were about horse genetics. I had studied genetics in
college and found it truly fascinating, but that was about people not horses and certainly not about the
genetics of horse color.
Once again, I began another area of knowledge and though I am no expert in the field I have
become quite well known as a lay person very knowledgable on the inheritance patterns of horse color as
relates to Morgan Horses.
So in addition to breeding horses and daily learning about them and from them the list of things
I have learned while in pursuit of that interest has grown to cover a whole bunch of areas – all of which
are fun, most of which are expensive and for sure all are time consuming.
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Those Tia Mares: Gold On The Hoof
The following article first appeared in The Rainbow Morgan Horse Newsletter in January, 1993. It was
updated August, 1998.
What are they? Who are they? Where are they? They are the daughters and
granddaughters,
even great granddaughters of a palomino stallion named Tio Lalo. Tio Lalo was a son of Mahan Field, a
grandson of Mansfield. Tio's dam was a mare named Palomesa, a palomino daughter of Midnight Sun
and Baby O. Midnight Sun was a palomino son of Sun Down Morgan and Dawnglo a palomino descendent of Flyhawk who was in turn behind many of our Palomino Morgans. Baby O was from the families
of Will Rogers and Allen Franklin.
Tio Lalo not only passed on his palomino color to his family, he gave them all excellent dispositions and good bone, plus good working ability. I spoke with two of Tio's owners and both told me of his
fantastic disposition. Phyliss M. Nelson, one of Tio's early owners told of how her two young sons - a third
grader and a fourth grader would go down the hill to bring Tio Lalo up from the pasture that he shared
with his mares. The boys would bring a halter and rope, open the gates, go up to Tio tug on him to get
him to lower his head, put his halter on and then one boy would give the other a leg up and they would
go up to and through the gates whereupon the other boy would climb up on Tio and they would come up
to the barn. Two little boys riding double, bareback with only a halter and a leadshank on an adult
breeding stallion they had removed from a band of mares!
Tio Lalo's last owner, MC Andry told me of how she used to ride Tio bareback in the company of
mares when she was a twelve year old girl. The anecdotes went on and on, but the upshot of them all was
that Tio Lalo was a fantastic animal. According to both ladies I spoke with, he always responded perfectly
to whatever was asked of him. Tio Lalo passed that on to his family and he also passed on a great deal of
"cow sense". Many of this family have earned their livings as working stock, some as winning reining
horses, and many of them still are doing the same thing even unto the third generation from Tio Lalo.
Tio Lalo only sired nineteen progeny. Among them were seven palominos, two buckskins, eight
chestnuts and two bays. Of the seven palominos, three were mares. Tio's Princess 014256, foaled in
1964.
She seems to have produced only one offspring - a dun colt named Regency Spanish Gold in 1975.
Tio
Honey Bun 023798, foaled in 1972 does not seem to have bred on. Higuera Cara De Oro 024239 foaled
in
1973 did breed on. Cara De Oro produced two palomino fillies - Woodside Dawn 080804, foaled in 1981
and Triton Carrie 084857, foaled in 1982. Her other produce were four colts; one brown and three chestnuts.
Of the two buckskins sired by Tio Lalo one was the mare Tia Margarita 016634, foaled in 1967. It
is with Margarita's produce that we begin to see how prolific this family can be. Margarita has produced
twelve foals and may be carrying her thirteenth foal now. Margarita has had five palominos, five
buckskins and two bays. They are: Tia Marquita, palomino mare in 1971; Don Vito, buckskin colt in 72;
Primavera El Grande, palomino colt in 74; Primavera Victorio, buckskin colt in 75, Primavera Danette, bay
mare in 77; Primavera Victorian, palomino colt in 78; Primavera Valdez, buckskin colt in 79; Primavera Tia
Maria, buckskin mare in 80; Primavera China Doll, palomino mare in 81; Consultant, palomino colt in 82;
Brass Buckle, buckskin colt in 87; and Whippoorwill Kahlua, bay colt in 88.
Brass Buckle by Kennebec King is currently owned by Mr. Hans Graf of Bondurant, WY who
intends to use him as a herd stallion. Many of Margarita's other produce have been gelded or if mares
have not been bred or produced registered offspring. I would be happy to learn of any grandchildren she
may have.
Tia Monita, one of Tio Lalo's two bay offspring has been equally prolific as her sister Margarita.
Monita 19370, foaled in 1968 has produced thirteen foals. Of those thirteen however only one has been
a
palomino. That was Primavera Cuyamo a colt by Monita's half brother Californio. She also produced one
buckskin mare by Californio - Tia Marietta 021769. All the other foals have been bay or chestnut. Mrs.

athletic movers with great intelligence. They are horses who mature slowly, but who are talented, hard
working horses with in Mrs. Harvie's words “lots of bottom”.
These then are the Tia mares by Tio Lalo. Tio Lalo only sired ten colts and of those perhaps
the
one who has had the most influence on palomino Morgans is the palomino stallion Californio 18071,
foaled in 1967 out of the mare Sissey by Ro Mac another Mansfield grandson.
Californio in addition to siring fifty two foals was shown and won in Western and English pleasure,
trail, stock horse, cutting and pleasure driving. Californio was also trained and used in dressage. He surely
is the most prolific of Tio Lalo's get, and like the others inherited Tio's superb disposition and temperament.
Of Californio's get twenty one have been palomino, three have been buckskin, one only has been
black, four have been bay and twenty three have been chestnut! His most recent get were foaled in the
spring of this year and have not been registered yet - two palominos, a colt and a filly. Others have not
yet been bred, some never have been bred. Quite a few colts were gelded and used as working
stock
horses. One in particular was used as a breeding stallion before his death. Juan Bravo a chestnut
foaled
in 1970 was successful as a breeding sire and a working western horse. Juan Olivera, a palomino sired
at
least six get before his death. Three of them were palomino.
But, it is as the sire of ‘The Tia’ mares that Californio is of interest to us. There were just eleven
Tia's sired by Californio and of that number only four were palomino, one was buckskin, five were
chestnut and one was bay.
Tia Katrina, a palomino out of Re-Wind of Sundown produced just four offspring before her
death. One a chestnut colt in '86 after producing a palomino filly: Katrina's Goldilocks by Brandy's Silver
Son in '85. In '87 Tia Katrina foaled a buckskin filly by Tough Enough named Sipeo Souvenir. In '88 she
produced another buckskin filly also by Tough Enough named Sipeo Sonata.
Tia Katrina had a full sister named Tia Juanita who was chestnut. Juanita has produced eight
foals; four chestnuts, three blacks and one bay. Never a palomino or buckskin.
Another colorful daughter of Californio and a Tia mare is Tia Isabella, out of Oh-Cee's Gift, foaled
in 1971. Isabella has produced seven foals with the 1990 model being a palomino filly. That filly, Treasure
Merri Gold is Isabella's third palomino daughter. The others are: Treasure Sunday in 83, and Treasure
Incantation in '79. Incantation in turn has produced three fillies. Two palominos and one chestnut.
Incantation’s palomino daughters are Treasure Brightsun and Treasure Princess. Tia Isabella has
also
produced one black colt, a gelding named Treasure Bucephalus, two chestnuts for Treasure Morgans, and
a buckskin filly named Treasure Golddust.
Her owner Roy Foote tells me that Isabella, like her grandfather, passes on a super disposition to
her produce as well as giving them the athletic ability of the family plus the "cow sense" so needed for
cutting horses. They are fast learners, solid pleasures and excel in all phases of stock work and reining.
Tia Marietta, a buckskin mare foaled in 1971, out of Tia Monita has been very productive. She has
produced ten foals; most of them buckskin in color. Her produce are: Seven C Moonshadow a buckskin
colt in 1980; Seven C Heather, a buckskin filly in 1977, Seven C Copper Penny in 1978 - listed as
buckskin,
Seven C Excalibur a buckskin colt in 1981; Windlord Ethan Allen a buckskin colt in 1982, Windlord Sabrina
a bay filly in 1983; Windlord Carrousel a chestnut filly in 1986; Windlord Rowena another chestnut filly in
1985, Gold Cross Sun Dance a buckskin colt in 1989; and an unnamed palomino filly in the spring of this
year. Seven C Copper Penny has bred on, but has not produced any of the more colorful Morgans. Gold
Cross Sun Dance and the 1990 palomino filly, both by the black stallion Whippoorwill Arges, will be used
as breeding stock for Gold Cross Morgans. All of Marietta's produce are, like her mother's and father's
and grandfather's, large, big moving, solid, fast learning horses with a will to please and the energy to do
whatever is asked of them.
Tia Marquita, foaled in 1971, 021767 was Californio's first born palomino daughter. Unfortunately,
I can find no record of any foals produced by her. Likewise, I can find no registered produce of Callys Tia
Lalo, the fourth Tia mare by Californio. Callys Tia Lalo was foaled in 1981, 084041.
Californio sired other palomino daughters who do not have a Tia in their names. Some of them
have produced foals; such as Primavera Salinas 026361 out of Kitty Belle. The produce of Salinas are
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Californio's second buckskin daughter Kennebec Opal, out of
Kennebec Lucille and foaled in 1981 does not seem to have
any
produce recorded as yet. Likewise Whippoorwill Salus, another
palomino daughter, out of Whippoorwill Pazazz, foaled in 1986 has
not yet produced any foals.
The remaining palomino daughters of Californio ‘Tia Mares’ are
too young to have gone into the broodmare ranks yet.
Having asked in the beginning of this article three questions, I
think it fair to say I have answered the “What Are They” and the
“Who Are They”, all that remains is the “Where Are They”.
So, where are they? The answer is that they are all over
the
country from Maine to California.
Californio himself is in Hendersonville, North Carolina at
Charles Merrill's World Edge Farm where he lives with two mares
and regularly produces more palomino offspring.
Callys Tia Lalo lives with Mr. William Burgett in
Fredericktown, OH
Primavera Celeste is with Mr. Robert Higgins in Tipton, Indiana.
Primavera Salinas is in Gladewater, Texas with Nancy Maple.
Tia Isabella is in Superior, Montana at Treasure Morgans, owned
by Roy & Patsy Foote.
Tia Marietta is in Guy Mills, Pennsylvania at Gold Cross
Morgans, owned by Cheryl Cevone.
Tia Juanita is in Middletown, Maryland with John &
Nancy Hendricks.
Tia Marquita is with Margaret Brodbeck in Wooster, Ohio.
Tia Margarita, owned by Ruth Harvie of Brunswick, Maine is on
lease to Tina Robinson of Haver, Montana.
Tia Monita is with Ruth Harvie at Heron Cove Morgans in
Brunswick, Maine.

Thought they are not Tia Mares, they are offspring of Californio
and so included here. Indeed, some are not mares at all!
Kennebec Opal is at Kennebec Morgans, owned by Margaret
Gardiner of Wiscasset, Maine.
P R I M AV E R A
VA L D E Z
Whippoorwill Salus is at McCulloch Farm, owned by Mary Jean
Vasiloff of Old Lyme, Connecticut.
World's Edge Sunlight, an '89 filly is at World's Edge Farm in NC
as are World's Edge Saxon, a palomino colt and the two
newest
palomino foals by Californio.
Windstorm Yellow Rose a palomino daughter of 1989 is at Windrush Farm in Greeneville, TN
owned by James Kennedy. Mr Kennedy is half owner along with Jonathan Tallman of Worlds Edge
Goldoak a two year old palomino stallion by Californio.
Dogwood's Dr. Paul a two year old palomino is owned by Anne Boorman Canavan of
Waynesville, NC.
Pisgah Gold Dust another two year old palomino is with Huey & Shirley Harris of Pisgah Forest, NC.
World's Edge Goldhawk is in Groveland, Florida with Ralph Horton.
World's Edge Sun Bear is in Shelby, NC with Phylis Patterson.
I believe that answers all three questions asked at the start of this article. I am pleased to
have
been able to do the research and get this information out to those of you who truly appreciate the
palomino and buckskin Morgans.

Adrian Ashmore Retires
The May 1992 Southern States Regional Morgan Horse Show was the setting of a
retirement
ceremony for Adrian Ashmore. Adrian is thirty-two years of age and the sire of sixty four get. He was
bred by the late Francis Bryant at Serenity Farm in South Woodstock, Vermont.
But, Adrian was not destined to be a New Englander for long, he was purchased by Ron Blackman
of Newnan, GA as a weanling. The rest of his life, including this, his thirty-second year, was spent in the
south. Adrian has been used by breeders from West Virginia to Florida. He is the sire of such horses as
Adam Ashmore, a winning Western Pleasure horse, owned by the Mangels family in Florida. Fairmead's
Damien, a winning driving horse owned by Tom Hilgenberg (American Driving Society President), and
Neighnob Ada, noted broodmare and dam of National Champion Mare Ponderosa's Replica.
His current owners Bob and Carole Clyne of Raleigh, NC had planned a simple ceremony for
Adrian's retirement. Carole was going to lead him into the ring at the show; wearing a bridle and saddle,
walk him around a bit, and then a helper was going to come in and strip him of his working tack and put
a halter on Adrian.
Adrian had other ideas. I watched him carefully as he waited outside the gate of the show ring.
It was all Carole could do to hold him, he was prancing and dancing and acting like a two year old
rather than a thirty-two year old stallion. Finally, all was ready and in they came. Not at the measured
walk Carole had had in mind, no, Adrian put on a true In-Hand class – all by himself! Oh, the old boy
is a bit stiff in the hock and a little less fluid of movement then he was the last time shown In-Hand back
in 1967 and also at Southern States, but the spirit is still there and the flesh is willing - just not quite so
able anymore.
The helper came in, actually two since it was obvious Adrian was having the time of his life and
was really something to hold. They stripped the tack and put on the halter and from that point on the
show was all Adrian's! Carole had no intention to use a Liberty Class as his final appearance, but that was
what Adrian had in mind as he pulled away from her and 'high-tailed' it around the ring in grand style.
All the while, his ears and tail were up and his stiffness had worked out. He put on quite a show, but at
last was captured and lead from the ring.
I followed behind helping Carole with his tack and have to add that the entire way back to the
stall he pranced and strutted and snorted and blew. Such was the retirement ceremony for ‘The Old Man’.
Today's Show stallions should look so good or live half as long as this Classic Morgan.
Adrian was sired by Lippitt Ashmore and his dam was Jubilee's Amber by Jubilee King. He is a
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Some Research On Grey Morgans
Ever wondered where grey Morgans came from and what
bloodlines carry the color? Several years ago I became fascinated
with greys and wanted to find out more about them. This short piece
is what I was able to discover through the Volumes of our Registry.
It is mainly a list, but may prove informative, even helpful to those
trying to trace our very few remaining grey Morgans.
The most prolific of the grey lines seemed to have been
started by Dr. H.L. Frost of Pittsford, Vermont. He bred the mare Toy
04381, a blue roan by Troubador of Willowmoor out of Rachel 04398
a grey by Ethan Allen out of Nellie 04397. Nellie was a grey by
Aristos 1495 out of Daisy untraced. Aristos was a brown and coincidentally had a race time of 2:27 3/4. He sired 25 trotters with average
times of 2:20 1/2 and 5 pacers with times of 2:19 1/4. Aristos was by
Daniel Lambert out of Fanny Jackson a black great granddaughter of
Black Hawk.
In time Dr. Frost bred Toy to Mountain Sheik 8033, a bay by
Mendon Boy out of Rachel 04398 out of unregistered Queen Quality
S AY C R E S T
FORSTY
MISS
by Aristos AMHA 1495. This mating produced Mountain Silver
Sheik 8280, a grey in 1938 and in 1940 Mountain Gray Hawk 8472.
Gray Hawk was gelded, but Mountain Silver Sheik bred on and can
be considered the main foundation of grey Morgans. There was
another breeding of Mountain Sheik and Toy which produced
Shapleigh Sheik 9170 in 1944. Shapleigh Sheik was a red roan.
Mountain Silver Sheik sired Sheik Star 8509 out of Stareda
04834 in 1941, bred by Thomas T. Brunk. and Yankee Clipper 8477 out
of Gizea bred by Helen Greenwalt, foaled in 1941. He was a dark
brown or black. Also in 1941 Silver Sheik sired Silver Princess, a grey
out of Daisette 04264. It is told that Thomas Brunk paid for his
college education from the race winnings of this mare. The old
SHAPLEIGH
SHEIK
Aristos speed bred back onto the Daniel Lambert blood was a winner
many times. In 1943 Dareda 06528 a roan out of Stareda was foaled.
She was also bred by Thomas Brunk. Again in 1943 Mountain Silver
Sheik had another grey daughter - Gray Dawn 06527 out of Madonna
05191 the Jubilee King granddaughter by McAllister.
Sheik Star the grey son of Mountain Silver Sheik sired the grey mare Missouri Queen 06662 out of
Belle Rockwood 04586, bred by A.E. Swartz of Independence, Missouri in 1945. He sired Dawn Star
06936
in 1946, out of Bar S. Dawn 05707. She was bred by O.E. Sutter and owned by O.A. Sutton of Fall
River,
Kansas. In 1947 his daughter Kama 07205, a grey out of Adorable was foaled, bred by John Tatlock
of
Wichita. 1947 also saw the birth of another grey daughter
Annabelle Sheik 07277, she was a dark grey out of Bar S. Rene X-06082 and bred by A.M.
Griffith
of Wichita, KS. 1948 saw the birth of a grey son of Sheik Star, Bright Star 10039 out of Delightful
04725
also bred by John Tatlock. 1949 was the year of Sunny Star's birth. He was a grey, 10356 out of
Precious
07194 and again the breeder was John Tatlock.
Toy, the dam of Mountain Silver Sheik also produced a foal in 1949. This was Lady Toyfield, a red

Silver Princess bred on, she produced a grey or blue roan mare named Frosty Princess 08574
in
1952, sired by King Mick.
Frosty Princess was bred by Thomas Brunk. In turn Frosty Princess produced Frosty's Blue
Bonnet 011617 by Prince de Jarnette in 1961. Frosty's Blue Bonnet was a red roan and bred by Ray
Searls
of Medora, Illinois. Frosty's Blue Bonnet was the dam of Saycrest Frosty Miss 019713 foaled in 1970
whose
last owner of record was Jerrilyn James of Sedona, AZ. Saycrest Frosty Miss produced Miss Frosty Cricket
83888 a grey by Thrill O Delite 15782 bred by Jerrilyn James of Sedona, AZ. She was foaled in 1981.
Her
owner of record is Monte Tipton of Sandy, UT.
There are other lines that have produced greys. At present Hy Crest Satina 019396 by Hy
Crest
Koko 16455, out of Lady Satin X-07189, bred by Richard D. Measel of Brighton, MI produced a grey colt
by Todita 69250 on July 4th of 1990. Satina is owned by Carol Guay of Dryden, MI. Lady Satin,
Satina's
dam was bred by Milo Measel and foaled in 1947. She was by Beaujeau out of Babe a grey by
Monterey.
Lady Satin produced a roan mare Magami Duchess 09076 by Plains King in 1954, she was bred by
Kenneth
L. Ricks of Bath, MI.
Two other greys that I found are Dot S. Stareda 08558 by Leon Silver 10017, out of Kansas
Carolyn
a roan 06839 foaled in 1952. Kansas Carolyn was a daughter of Sheik Star out of Lightfoot Russell. Dot
S.
Stareda was bred by O.E. Sutter in Wichita.
The other grey was Honey Girl 06572 by Chief of All 8651 out of Betsy Ann X-05594 foaled in 1945
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Doll-Rose 017194
Recently, Kay Hegge asked me to look into the pedigree on Doll-Rose because she (Kay) had
come
across a gelding registered as black with roaning over his entire body. The gelding is a son of Doll-Rose
by Wyoming Flyhawk. The gelding seems to be a true blue roan in that his head is dark.
Kay was curious about the mare's side of the pedigree and as I began to work on it I became very
excited. All the colors are as they are listed in The Registry. I traced it back to Volume I and came up with
some interesting data.
Doll-Rose is indeed listed as being chestnut with roan hairs over body. But, where does the roan
come from? Her dam Rosemont is listed as chestnut roan. Seems simple at this stage since we know
that
roan (Rn) is a simple dominant gene. The question seems to begin to focus on the next generation
back.
Rosemont should have a roan parent…she doesn't. The only roans in all of her pedigree are behind the
stallion Billy Herod, (in the fifth generation behind Rosemont), who was chestnut with a light mane and
tail. His dam was roan, out of a roan mare. The latter roan mare was sired by Joslyn Morgan who was
black and out of a bay mare who is untraced. Well, o.k. except Joslyn Morgan was black and sired by
Young Myrick and out of Vina, a black by Negotiator - a brown. Vina's dam was chestnut and said to be
by Sherman Morgan. Young Myrick was by Sherman Black Hawk. Young Myrick was also a black, his
dam is unrecorded. Sherman Black Hawk was jet black out of a black mare whose own dam was black.
Sherman Black Hawk was by Black Hawk, who was also black.
So, we have only two roans listed behind Rosemont, but we have three crosses to the mare
Liza
Jane. Now, Liza Jane was black with a grey tail. Her grandfather - Mountaineer Morgan has as his second
dam a grey mare by Gifford Morgan. I have come to suspect from observation of other Liza Jane descendents and from this pedigree that in reality Liza Jane though black was carrying an incompletely
expressed grey gene that appears in her tail. Upon inspection, quite a few of Liza Jane's family will have
what we call ‘a roaning pattern’ on the body. I begin to wonder if it isn't rather more of the incompletely
expressed grey gene.
My thinking takes this direction because books and experts all tell you that Rn - roan is roan at
birth and does not increase, while G - grey is a progressive dominant and will increase with time.
I have noticed that frequently, Jubilee King family horses will develop over time, more and more
‘roan’ hairs on their bodies. By definition though, it can't be roan! Unfortunately, The Registry is no real
help for color searches beyond a very rough level. There is an ambiguity in the Registry of the past and a
real lack in the registrations of today in regards to color. I will give an example. Morrill - who is behind
Doll-Rose on her sire side - is listed as “black with tan muzzle and flanks”, now we know he was not black
but rather a brown horse! Still there is confusion in the minds of many even today as to what is brown or
what is black. They are different genetically and descend differently!
But, back to Doll-Rose's pedigree. As I said only behind Billy Herod do we find roan listed, but
we have a dilution gene behind Go Hawk. Go Hawk's paternal granddam was Whitefoot, who though
black was X registered with her granddam unknown. Bombo, dam of Go Hawk had as a grandmother a
cream mare - Lill out of a mare said to be Arabian. I suspect that mare introduced a dilution gene to Go
Hawk. Goldie the daughter of Lill and dam of Bombo was sired by Hero of Manilla, this is the Morrill
family as it appears on the bottom side of Doll-Rose's pedigree, it is also behind the pure Sellman bred
mare Nona on the top side of the papers. The Admiral by Jubilee De Jarnette and out of Morrill Queen
was a Morrill family horse and a source of the Bulrush blood as was Raven Chief and Easter Allen Morgan.
In addition to speed this family was frequently brown rather than black.
Where else do we have gray or dilute genes in this pedigree? Well, Ethan Allen 50 who is said to
be great grandfather to Knox Morgan was by Black Hawk out of a grey mare. Ethan Allen 50 is registered
as bright bay. Knox Morgan is the sire of Liza Jane, he therefore carries two grey lines in and of himself.

Ben Franklin, in the sixth generation behind Doll-Rose was a black chestnut. Doll-Rose has lots
of crosses to Ben Franklin. Jasper Franklin is by Ben Franklin as is Chetco, sire of Chista. Black
chestnut
is different from red chestnut and from it as a color come unusual shades of chestnut. One of which is
silver dapple chestnut. Nobody I have spoken with who is into horse color and genetics can explain the
interaction of Rn, G, Black Chestnut and a dilution gene. As a point of information, the genetics of brown
are not all that clearly understood either. Unless of course there have been significant discoveries made
I am unaware of. As recently as six years ago I was told by Dr. Dale Van Vleek that brown is just not that
well understood.
So who is to say Doll-Rose is a red roan or a chestnut with an incompletely expressed greying
gene? I can't answer that but would love to have a picture of her at a young age to contrast with one of
her at her current age! I certainly can not answer many of the questions raised in my pedigree search on
Doll-Rose and I know the Registry Volumes can't give a definitive answer either. They are in the past and
we cannot change them. However, as breeders today we can do our best to accurately record color on our
foals. It would indeed help if our Registration forms would acknowledge the roan family and some of the
more unusual chestnuts as well. What we can do is to make sure we correct any color change in
our
horses. If your horse develops a different color as a yearling photograph it and send it to AMHA. That
is the only way we can keep track of the less common colors that are legal within our breed. Don't be
shocked if your heavily Jubilee King bred horse develops the ‘roaning’ pattern. Don't let it slide. Likewise
if your registered buckskin turns out to be a strange chestnut or whatever, photograph it and send the
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Oak Acre's Morgans
Volume IX of The Morgan Horse Register contains the first listing of Morgans with the Oak Acre's
prefix. All five of them were foaled in 1963. Thus began a breeding program that lasted for twenty five
years and totaled one hundred twenty eight registered Morgan Horses. Of that number thirty five were
palomino, ten were bay, eighty one were chestnut, one was black and one was buckskin.
K.C. and Alice Schwols bought the Morgan stallion Honor 11976 in 1959 from Mr. Gorden Heitman.
Honor was a chestnut two year old at the time. He was by Triumph's Leader 11419, out of Hondorine 08424.
Triumph's Leader was by Triumph who in turn was by Mentor out of Damsel. Triumph's dam was Bumble
07863. Bumble was by Raymond S. Sentney out of Mae Morgan. Raymond S. Sentney was by
Chocolate
out of Skiner and Mae Morgan was by Silver Ranger out of Betty Dean. Interestingly, the mare Bumble is
the granddam of Carlyle Control, the rather elegant young stallion owned by Carlyle Farm in NH. Bumble,
Raymond S. Sentney, Triumph, Triumph's Leader and Hondorine all represent very good old government
blood. This was the backbone of the government remount program.
In 1961 the Schwols bought their second stallion Yellow Gold 10088 from the Cheyenne River
Indian Agency. Yellow Gold, a palomino, was by Morgan Gold 8812, also a palomino sired by Red Correll
by Will Rogers. Red Correll's dam was Kate Smith by Romanesque out of Bird L by Linsley out of Lemax.
The dam of Yellow Gold was Lulu Belle R.M. 04894. She was by Romanesque out of Donbelle by Donald
out of Belle C. Graves. Again we find the blood of the government remount program very well represented in both of the stallions who were the foundation of Oak Acre's Morgans.
The mares the Schwols selected to begin the program with were June Beauty 08087 by
Sunflower
Prince by College Bud out of Sunflower Girl by Ranger R.M by Romanesque. College Bud was by Jigger
out of Chestnut Beauty. Jigger was a Jubilee King grandson, as well as a Go Hawk grandson, and Chestnut
Beauty was by Morgan Profile out of Daisy L. Daisy L. was by Linsley out of Lemax and Morgan Profile
was by Selim out of Byrrh, dam of Archie O. June Beauty was a blend therefore of Jubilee King, Go Hawk,
and once again the old government blood. Strengthened with the addition of a strong Daniel Lambert line
through Selim who was a grandson of Ben Franklin, by Daniel Lambert.
Gold Bonnie 09043 was also a foundation mare for the Schwols. She was a chestnut mare by
the
palomino stallion Dakota Gold out of Bonnie Lass. Dakota Gold was by Morgan Gold out of Luellen by
Nite Tide by Tiffany by Mansfield out of Klyona. Nite Tide's dam was Glenella by Allen King out of Ruby
Reade. Luellen's dam was Ethete by Flyhawk out of Lucy. Here again is the old government blood
blended carefully with what we have come to call Brunk bred blood.
Dakota Dawn 05959 was the third of the foundation mares. She was by Chief Joseph out of Allen
Dawn. Chief Joseph was by Sea Gull by Sea Quail by Quintessence by Jubilee de Jarnette. Sea Gull's
dam
was Glen Garry by De Jarnette Jr. out of Montana Sunshine, also by De Jarnette Jr. out of Alice Dean.
The
dam of Chief Joseph, Montana Maid was by De Jarnette Jr. out of Alice Dean. So Chief Joseph was a
very
heavily Lambert bred horse. Allen Dawn, dam of Dakota Dawn was by Tehachapie Allen by Querido, full
brother to Mansfield, out of Sparbelle by Sparhawk out of Donbelle.
Dakota Nellie 06360 was the fourth foundation mare. She was by Sir Linsley out of Tude. Sir
Linsley was by Linsley out of Sparta and Tude was by Rosevelt out of Miga. Rosevelt was by Winterset
out of Potena and Miga was by Winterset out of Cola. Sir Linsley appears twice behind the stallion Honor.
The Schwols were planning carefully when they selected Dakota Nellie, as indeed when they selected all
the foundation stock.
R.B. Sioux 07851 was another of the early mares used by the Schwols. She was by Senator
Allen
out of R.B. Sophie by Powerful out of Cavey. Though she had the blood of Chocolate,
Linsley,

Dakota Lassie 07786 was one more of the early mares. She was by Dakota Thundercloud out
of
Tude. Dakota Thundercloud was by Sir Linsley out of Allen Dawn making him a half brother to Dakota
Dawn and to Dakota Nellie as well through Sir Linsley.
The Schwols took their time and planned their program with care. All of the mares and both
stallions were complimentary to one another and all had some degree of line breeding or inbreeding to
what we now call the Western Working Family or the Brunk bred horses or the old government families
or all three in combination. Dakota Lassie was purchased in 1957, Dakota Dawn in 1961, Gold Bonnie in
1961, June Beauty in 1960 and R.B. Sioux also in 1960. Honor was purchased as stated in 1959 and
Yellow
Gold in 1961.
It was the cross of Honor on the Yellow Gold daughters and in turn Yellow Gold on the Honor
daughters that made the early Oak Acre's horses well known and respected for size, substance, color, bone
and intelligence. These were animals that could and would work as well as being good looking and
sometimes blessed with the added extra gold color.
Honor sired fifteen palominos and Yellow Gold sired twelve for Oak Acre's. Later stallions such
as the Quizkid great grandson - Glamour Boy sired palominos as well. Glamour Boy did better as a sire
of gold then did either of the two Kingston sons the Schwols used. They were Mr. R's TNT and Mr. R's
Emperor. Both of these stallions were out of Devan bred mares tracing back to the old government blood
of Hawk Jim, Bennington, Narissa, Lady Sealect, Dimity and Ceres. The Schwols used other
outside
stallions, but usually they were related to the original foundation stock such as P.J. Jim Dandy by Glamour
Boy out of June Beauty or Mr. L.T. by Yellow Gold out of Dakota Nellie.
The program came to an end in 1988, but the horses have continued. Most notably the stallion Oak
Acre's Gold Again 29250 a palomino by Honor out of Oak Acre's Cindy (Yellow Gold x Dakota Lassie) has
sired five foals; four of whom are palomino. They were all bred by Daniel Lipsh of Park River ND and are
Weegie Brandon, Sand City's Buford, Homestretch Brandie, Med-Eden's Princess and MedEden's
Charlotte. Gold Again also has sired Med-Eden's Winnie and Nathan's Goldy as well as being the grandsire
of Windstorm Spar Drumlin by Drumlin Super Speed owned and stood at Otterbrook Farm in NH.
Oak Acre's Carmine (Yellow Gold x Dakota Lassie), a full sister to Gold Again, at age twenty
produced Toxoway Sunshine Boy for Bert and Loretta Jones of Lake Toxoway, NC. Carmine was brought
to the east by Barbara Bodine - Vagabond Morgans when she located to Pickens, SC. from North
Dakota.
Carmine produced Belle of Dakota by Honor and for the Bodines she produced Vagabond Joyous by
Sunnybrook Prince. Joyous is currently owned and shown by Shingle Branch Farm of Jasper, AL. She was
1990 Reserve Grand National Youth Western Pleasure Finals.
Oak Acre's Starfire (Honor x R.B. Sioux) from the first Oak Acre's foal crop was purchased by
Figure's Morgan Farm and used as a jumper. Oak Acre's Suann by Honor out of Oak Acre's Blondie went
to the Vehlows of Hi-Sage Morgans in Kuna, ID. Oak Acre's Blaze and Oak Acre's Emperor geldings by
Honor were owned by Mr. and Mrs. Schwartzenberger of Woodland, WA for a time.
Oak Acre's April (Glamour Boy x Oak Acre's Suann) was with Ann Hayes of Missoula, MT. Suann
has also produced CV Rebekah for Virginia Snyder of Angel's Camp, CA. Oak Acre's Pet (Honor x Oak
Acres Goldie) has produced Prairie Hill Empress, Princess, and the buckskin Prairie Hill Preston for R.
Steinbach at Prairie Hill Morgans, New Rockford, ND. Prairie Hill also owns Oak Acre's Darla who is by
Honor x Oak Acre's Blondie. Kay Hegge owns Oak Acre's Fancy and Oak Acre's Empress, both by Honor
out of Oak Acre's Blondie. Oak Acre's Nugget a palomino by Yellow Gold x June Beauty has produced
Day Dreamer Harmony for Dawn Milligan of Carrot River, Sask, Canada.
There are more of course, who have progeny listed in the Register, but sadly there are many more
who seem to have vanished completely. For instance of Oak Acre's Merrigold - a 1968 palomino mare by
Yellow Gold x Oak Acre's Rose - I can find no trace. The same holds true for Oak Acre's Angel full sister
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The Colorful Horses of Pineland
Morgans
Mr. Joe Young of La Grange, GA bought his first Morgan in 1945 when he was fresh out of the
Army and in California. That horse, the palomino mare Carmel Snow 05656 was purchased from Mr.
Merle Little of El Rancho Poco in Monrovia, CA.
Since Joe Young was purchasing stock for his GA home and he had to go to Oregon to pick up nine
head of Jersey cows it stood to reason he should buy the nucleus of a breeding herd of Morgans.
Carmel Snow was in foal to Sun Down Morgan and Joe felt he needed a stallion to have as a herd
sire. He purchased chestnut Jolly Roger 8479 as that sire. He also bought two mares of Roland
Hill's
breeding. They were the bay Gypsy Field 06941 and the chestnut Princess Field 06710. Both of these
mares
were daughters of Sonfield. Gypsy Field was out of a Querido daughter, and Princess Field was out of
Princess Sabab; one of the Hearst bred half Arabian mares.
Joe rode home to Georgia from California in a railroad box-car with his newly acquired breeding
stock. Cattle and horses. It must have been some trip and was climaxed by being tossed in jail when he
arrived in La Grange. He looked like a vagrant after the time spent with the animals in the box-car and
the local cops were taking no chances! Joe was able to prove his identity in short order and get down to
the business of creating Pineland Morgans.
Pineland was the pioneer farm for breeding, promoting and double registering Morgan palominos
for many, many years. Some of their stock went on to be foundation stock for the Ponderosa prefixed
Morgans. As well as being behind some of the colorful Morgans produced by World's Edge Farm where
Californio currently resides. Foothill is another Morgan prefix whose horses have the old Pineland
breeding. A great many of the Pineland horses were sold to different parts of Georgia, but quite a few
went to Ohio and some to North Carolina.
The original breeding stock were solidly bred individuals. Carmel Snow the palomino mare was
one of the Night Tide/Flyhawk daughter crosses produced at the LU Sheep Company. Night Tide was by
Tiffany out of Glenalla and Kaycee, the dam of Carmel Snow was by Flyhawk out of Cuddles by Linspar
by Linsley out of Sparbelle by Sparhawk out of Donbelle. Glenalla was by Allen King out of Ruby Reade
by Charles Reade out of a mare by Jubilee de Jarnette. Glenalla's third dam was by Chetco by Ben
Franklin
out of Bessie by Mountaineer. Tiffany was by Mansfield out of Klyona by Dundee out of Calve by General
Gates out of Ellen by Rocky Mountain by Motion. Carmel Snow therefore represents old Government and
old Brunk breeding.
Sun Down Morgan 7388 (to whom Carmel Snow was in foal) was a dark brown by Raven Chief
out of Texsky. Raven Chief was by Morgan Chief by Julian Morgan by Winnebago Chief. Baby Girl was
the dam of Raven Chief. She was by The Admiral by Jubilee de Jarnette out of Lulu Antoine by Major
Antoine by Meteor Jr. Texsky, dam of Sun Down Morgan was by Texas Allen by Easter Allen Morgan by
Headlight Morgan by Peter's Ethan Allen 2nd. Texas Allen's dam was Bessie Morgan by Flying Morrill by
Vermont Ranger. Frisky was the dam of Texsky and she was by Gold Medal out of Frisky Jane by Major
Gorden. Thus, Sun Down Morgan was pure Sellman bred and as such carried on to Pineland one of the
few Bulrush bloodlines left.
Jolly Roger 8479 was the chestnut son of Rosco Morgan by Linsley by General Gates. Linsley's
dam
was Sunflower Maid by Headlight Morgan out of Fannie P. by Julian Morgan out of a mare by Flying
Morrill. Lady Spar was the dam of Rosco Morgan and she was by Sparhawk out of May Hudson by Dude
Hudson out of Hazel S. by Headlight Morgan. Sparhawk was also sire of the dam of Linspar who was the
sire of Cuddles - dam of Carmel Snow. The dam of Jolly Roger was Herodona by Pongee Morgan by Allen
King by Allen Franklin by Jasper Franklin by Ben Franklin (also sire of Chetco). The dam of Allen King was
Black Bess, a Jubilee de Jarnette daughter. Allen Franklin was a full brother to Penrod the sire of
Jubilee
King. Galva was the dam of Pongee Morgan, she by Billy Herod by Herod by King Herod. Galva's dam
was Chista by Chetco out of Lucy by the Bodette horse. The Billy Herod line is the same family behind the

The other two mares Joe Young brought east with him were both bred by the Roland Hill's
Horseshoe Cattle Company. Gypsy Field was a bay by Sonfield out of Luetta A., a bay daughter of
Querido out of Red Oak Lu. Princess Field was a chestnut by Sonfield out of Princess Sabab. They
both
were excellent examples of old western Morgan breeding; which was based on the Government farm's
remount stations.
This small group of Morgans went on to be foundation stock of a breeding program that lasted for
about forty years. There are Pineland Morgans in every volume of the Registry from Volume 7 to Volume
20, with the exception of Volume 14. The heyday of the breeding program took place 1960's. Volume 11
of the Registry has fourteen colts and ten fillies in it. Of the fourteen colts there was 1 palomino, 2 blacks,
1 buckskin, and 2 bays. Of the fillies there was 1 brown, 1 bay, 1 black, and 7 chestnuts. Pineland
Mr.
Snowman 20100 (Pineland Smokey Joe x Pineland Carmel Candy) f. 1969 was the palomino colt.
Pineland
Billie 18949 (Pineland Smoky Joe x Pineland Gypsy) foaled in 1968 was the buckskin.
To restart at the beginning of the breeding program it should be noted that Carmel Snow
produced a colt by Sun Down Morgan, that was Sun Rex Morgan 9398 in 1946. He was registered as
a
creme. And was the beginning of colorful crops of foals.
Volume 7 lists Pineland Carmel Candy 08605 by Sun Rex Morgan out of Carmel Snow. She
was
foaled in 1952 and was the result of a mother son breeding. Carmel Candy is registered as creme. In
1953
Carmel Snow produced a palomino filly by Jolly Roger named Pineland Carmel Sundae 08787.
Volume 8 lists Pineland Candy King 11874 by Jolly Roger out of Pineland Carmel Candy, f. in 1957
a palomino colt. Pineland Sundae Rage 12413 (Devan Hawk x Carmel Snow) f. 1959, another
palomino
colt. Pineland Little Snow 010169 (Devan Hawk x Carmel Snow) f. 1958, a palomino filly. Pineland
Monday 09274 (Jolly Roger x Carmel Snow) f. 1955 was a palomino full sister to Pineland Taffy, a light
chestnut foaled in 1956.
Volume 9 gives us Pineland Candy Man 13477 (Jolly Roger x Pineland Carmel Candy) palomino
f. 1963. Pineland Jolly Ed 12889 (a full brother to Candy Man) foaled 1960, palomino as well. Pineland
Snow Man 12929 (Jolly Roger x Carmel Snow) f. 1960 palomino. Pineland Kellie 011718 (Pineland
Candy
King x Pineland Charm) palomino filly foaled 1961. Pineland Queen #011720 (Pineland Candy King x
Pineland Carmel Sundae) palomino f. 1961.
Volume 10 lists Pineland Blue Boy 16053 (Pineland Smoky Joe x Pineland Monday) a black colt
f.
1965. Pineland Ace 17164 (Pineland Smoky Joe x Princess Gypsy) a buckskin colt f. 1966.
Pineland
Monday Rex 15345 (Pineland Smoky Joe x Pineland Monday) a palomino f. 1964. Pineland Annie
015579
(Jolly Roger x Pineland Carmel Candy) palomino filly f. 1966.
Volume 12 only had the palomino colt Pineland Gold Legacy 23880 (Pineland Smoky Joe
x
Pineland Monday) f. 1972 and two chestnut fillies.
Volume 13 had no colorful Pineland horses, there were three fillies and one colt, all chestnut.
Volume 14 had no Pineland registries in it, but Volume 15 had two chestnut fillies. Volume 16 lists
1 black colt Pineland Black Joe (Pineland Smoky Joe x Pineland Gypsy Finis) and three fillies - two chestnuts
and one bay by Pineland Sir Major 22306 (Pineland Smoky Joe x Gypsy Field) a black foaled in 1971.
Volume 17 has a chestnut colt Pineland Horace by Pineland Sir Major x Pineland Gypsy Queen
and a chestnut filly Pineland Pauline by Pineland Sir Maqjor out of Pineland Gypsy Finis. Volume 18 has
a bay colt f. 1979 Pineland's Don Ho, and a chestnut filly Pineland Flo foaled 1982.
Volume 19 has no Pineland colts, but does have 3 fillies. The black Pineland Gypsy
Gypsy
(Pineland Sir Major x Pineland Gypsy Queen), the bay Pineland Queen Mary (Pineland Sir Major x
Pineland Gypsy Queen) and the buckskin Pineland Dawn (Pineland Sir Major x Pineland Gypsy Queen).
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THE HORSES ALWAYS
COME FIRST, DEAR
INA M. ISH

Call The Breeder
After a long and frustrating search you found the perfect horse. It was the Morgan you had
always dreamed of, and you could afford it. Of course you bought the horse from the person who bred
it. In the general delirium of getting your new horse home, you vaguely heard the breeder say “Let me
know first, if you should have to resell the horse”.
Several years have gone by and your circumstances have changed. Your perfect Morgan has
been
a good friend all this time, but you need to sell him. So what do you do?
First you think of advertising the horse, and you do so. You put the word out that the horse is for
sale. Time goes by, more ads are written and paid for. Come spring of the new year the horse is finally
sold and goes to a new home. Out of state, out of mind, and out of sight.
The newest owner of your perfect Morgan does not get along with the horse after owning him for
six or eight months. So, on the market he goes again. By now, the horse is depressed and has bad
stable
habits. He does things you wouldn’t have believed him capable of. He gets passed on yet again.
The horse’s breeder gets word of the availability of the horse and buys him back - sight unseen
pending a clean Coggins. The horse arrives back at the breeder’s farm, and till he or she settles in, is
a
social and behavioral misfit. The breeder is no fool, and gives the animal time to readjust to this particular
life style. Which the horse does do. In time, he or she once again, becomes a valued friend and
partner
and the story does have a happy ending.
This is one scenario. Had you, as the first purchaser, contacted the horse’s breeder when you first
had to sell the animal, a great deal of anguish and time would have been saved. You WERE told to call
the breeder if you had to sell the horse, but you forgot.
A great many breeders are more than happy to have to opportunity to buy back stock they have
bred. Their circumstances may have forced them to sell an animal they really did not want to part with.
They made the offer to repurchase. You, as a buyer should always check with the horse’s breeder and offer
them first refusal. Frequently, the breeder will be able to refer you to another potential buyer if they are
unable to buy the horse back themselves.
I spent over a year tracking down a horse I had bred. He had been sold and for whatever reason
the buyer did not contact me. When I finally did find him, he had been through two auction sales; two
horse traders and had ended up with first time horse owners. They were well meaning folk, but ignorant
of horse care. When I made contact with them and told them to contact me if they should ever decide to
sell, they informed me they had no intentions of ever selling the horse. That’s where it stood for about 18
months. One day, out of the blue, I got a call from them. They were going to have a baby and needed to
sell the horse. I bought him back, unseen, pending a clean Coggins.
He arrived at my farm with the clean Coggins all right. However, he had no mane, the worst case
of ringworm I had ever seen, incredible feet, teeth in dire need of floating and worst of all - what my vet
called “a trauma induced Wobbler syndrome.” I did manage to restore him, as far as possible, to good
health and find him a loving, knowledgeable home where he lived out the short remainder of his life. He
was seven when he was put down as per my agreement with his adoptive new owner. We agreed that
when the gelding was beginning to suffer and have trouble getting up or down or moving it would be
time. Had the person who bought him from me originally, contacted me when she wanted to sell the
horse, chances are, he would be alive today.
Another breeder, a close friend of mine, has spent over two years trying to buy back a mare she
bred and had to sell at a young age. After tracking the mare through three homes, it finally looks like she
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And Never is Heard a Discouraging
Word…
My name is not Emily Post, nor do I aspire to be Emily Post. I am not an etiquette freak. I do
however, appreciate good manners in people I interact with. So how does this tie in with horses or horse
farms or horse-breeding you may ask. Actually, it really is relevant.
I have several friends who have herds of 20 or more Morgan horses. I wholeheartedly applaud
these folk and their dedicated efforts toward keeping a real ‘Morgan’ Morgan horse alive, well, and
thriving. Much as I appreciate the effort, time, and money that go into sustaining an operation of the
required size for a herd of 20 or more, it is not something I have any dream of doing. No, for in addition
to all the above I have seen and heard often from these folk about their mental state as well as
their
physical state of being.
It seems to me that anyone who is breeding Morgans out of a love for the breed and respect for
the breed is subject to certain states of mind. If you breed for the show ring and your horses win or at the
least sell and get campaigned you can take pride in that fact and in truth winning ribbons and a very
healthy bank balance are very satisfying things.
If on the other hand, you do not breed for the show ring, but for whatever other reason, you have
little or no immediate gratification, recognition, satisfaction etc. This lack can frequently lead to a sense
of alienation, isolation, cynicism and even depression. It is a very hard thing to ‘follow your own path’
and receive criticism for your efforts. It is harder still to do so and NOT experience alienation, etc.
How does this relate to good manners? Very simply really. If you have a horse farm it is almost
axiomatic you will have visitors to that farm. Here is where the good manners come in. As a farm ownerbreeder host/hostess etc. you have an obligation to be polite and courteous to your visitors. It is
ultimately in your best interest to do so. As a visitor your responsibilities are greater!
Perhaps the first and foremost move in the good manners game is for the visitor to call ahead and
either make an appointment to visit or at the least ask permission to come and visit. Do not ‘just drop in
cause I was near-by’. That happened to a friend of mine very recently and just after a bad storm which
had left her farm in a state of near disaster and did in fact cause very serious injury to one of her older
mares. The friend and her husband were attempting to help and treat the injured mare when unexpected
visitors arrived. Needless to say the whole farm schedule was put into limbo land while my friend
showed the visitors around.
Here comes the second rule of good manners as they apply to visitors. It is an old, old adage “If
you can’t say something nice - don’t say anything at all”. One of the visitors to my friends farm was most
rude and one could even say insulting. Her comments about two year old mares upset my friend
enormously, but by calling the fillies “tall and rangy” the woman was in fact only showing her own
ignorance in terms of young horse development. To criticize a stallion and then gush with admiration for
his full sister again only shows ignorance on the part of the visitor, especially when the full siblings are as
alike as peas in a pod!
My point is simple really. Folks who are willing and able to maintain a large herd of breeding
stock of solid old blooded Morgan horses should not be subjected to rudeness on the part of uninvited
visitors. For that matter NOBODY should. In the case of this particular breeder dealing with a rude visitor
in the midst of trying to put the farm and mare back together after a bad storm, in addition to dealing with
a massive hay delivery on the same day really had a negative effect on her mentally. She was running
‘close to the edge’ before the rude visitor, but after being subjected to the visitor and trying to treat the
mare, deal with the hay delivery and clean up the farm, my friend began to make sounds like “I must be
crazy to do this, why should I keep on going like this when people treat me like that?” It doesn’t matter
that my friend knows deep in her heart that the visitor was ignorant and that she should pay no attention
to her comments; no, what was left as an impression in my friends own mind was a feeling of futility and
alienation. In many regards that is a very normal reaction. When you are stressed out it doesn’t take much
to do you in .

And guess what? To those of us who care about the Morgan Horse, the true Morgan Horse,
indeed the Classic Morgan Horse – the folks who have the courage of their convictions and who are
willing to devote their lives to breeding such horses ought to be regarded just as much a resource as the
Morgans they are breeding! One doesn’t abuse a resource and just assume it will always be there. With
enough abuse, enough discouragement etc. it won’t be there and then where will the rest of us get our
foundation stock and our good using horses? So think carefully about good manners before you impose
yourself on some unsuspecting, harried, over-worked horse breeder. Both you and they will find the time
spent together much more pleasant and productive if good manners are in use.
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Try One, You’ll
Clinics in various disciplines
can be very valuable tools for the
amateur owner/trainer. There have
been clinics offered in Dressage,
Combined Training and Combined
Driving that I personally know of. I
have seen ads for clinics in Western Riding, Reining, and even Cutting.
Whatever the discipline a clinic offers a
unique opportunity for a horseman or
woman who wants to sharpen their
skills. They also provide a perfect
setting for getting over a case of
“nerves” about riding in public and
certainly not least of all they provide a
good place to take a young horse out
and expose it to other horses, a new
environment and new work schedules.
If you have a young horse a
clinic is ideal as a pre-show breaking-in
experience. The youngster will be
LONGSTREET
CRESSIDA
exposed to other horses, perhaps for the
Under saddle with Peter Green
first time. He or she will be required to
work and then to wait. It’s a good
chance to teach some patience to a green horse. It is also a good opportunity to have a really top
notch
rider or driver work your animal and in doing so, give you a good idea of the horse’s real potential.
We took my mare Longstreet Cressida to a couple of Combined Training clinics given by the USET
long listed rider Peter Green. Cressida is a big, powerful mare and when asked to do something she did
not feel like doing she would offer resistance by ‘bulling’ her way through. She never did anything nasty
or mean, but she would set her neck muscles against you and lean into the bridle so you had to hold up
her whole front end. Since she weighs about 1,300 lbs in fit condition, that is a very tiring experience. She
tried it with Peter and after about a minute she held up her own forehand.
Likewise, Cressida who loves to jump would not ‘listen’ to the rider when it came to rating her
approach. Peter also fixed that. He quite deliberately set up a gymnastic series of low jumps in such a
fashion that if the mare refused to listen and rate her approach she would not make it over the series of
jumps. She wouldn’t listen and she didn’t make the gymnastic. Falling down really shook her confidence
and it took Peter’s experience and skill to help the mare to regain her confidence but the upshot of the
whole experience was: from that point on Cressida would listen to her rider and she was willing to rate
her approach.
In the same way she no longer leans in the bridle or is heavy on the forehand. Instead, she is very
pleased and willing to go on the bit without offering the resistance.
Doing the clinic was a very beneficial experience; it was money well spent.
At the same clinic Peter Green was able to improve the mare’s canter enormously. Cressida was
being lazy about bringing her hind leg up underneath. He, Peter, felt that while he was riding her, and
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But, improvements for the horse are not
always that dramatic or as evident immediately. The
next Peter Green clinic I entered the mare in was
almost all focused on improving her rider. It
behooves a rider/owner doing a clinic to keep an
open mind and to be willing to accept criticism
without getting defensive. If the clinician is concentrating on improving the rider rather then the horse it
is because that is where the need is! Having entered
the mare in the two clinics showed me what I needed
to see about the mare. I had always wondered just
how much potential she really had. Was I being
typically barn blind about her or did she genuinely
have talent? Having a rider of Peter Green’s caliber
work the mare showed me - in the flesh - just how
much she could do.
It was very informative. And when Peter
said “gee, the mare really has a nice jump in her” I
was proud as a new parent. It was a very worthwhile
experience for us all. It was the first time Peter had
ridden a Morgan, it was the first time Cressida had
been ridden by a man, and it was the first time I saw
what the mare could really do when asked by a very
talented rider.
Not all clinics will be as productive, and
some may be more so. But, it is well worth the time
and money to go and learn. Generally, clinics are given by the caliber rider one only reads about, having
a chance to ride with someone like that is invaluable.
On the other hand, I recently heard of a driving clinic given by a world renown whip that was
truly horrible for the participants. Everyone felt ‘ripped off’ by this famous person and my friends simply
packed up their equipment, loaded their horse and left – along with about six other participants! Those
are the chances you take, but the possible benefits outweigh the negatives, I think.
I would suggest going to a clinic just as an auditor if you were very unsure of actually riding or
driving in one. Go and watch, see what goes on, at the very least you can learn by listening and watching
other people. That is certainly a fun and inexpensive way to learn. Who knows? Maybe, like potato chips,
they will become habit forming!
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Herbs for Horses
Herbs have been used for centuries to treat horses and all animals. The use of herbal remedies
is
nothing new, and accordingly, there is a large body of knowledge about herbs and their effects.
My first experience with using herbs and horses came about because I had a mare with recurring
hoof abscesses. Conventional veterinary medicine had taken us a long way toward clearing up the
problem. But the treatment was not wholly successful and was very slow. I decided to try using the herb
Comfrey topically on the hoof, under the bandage. I continued to use the conventional salve as well, but
made a ‘sun tea’ of Comfrey leaves and poured the liquid over the hoof when I was changing the
dressings. I also placed the soaked leaves of the herb around the abscess site. Within a matter of days,
the
abscess cleared up and better still, the problem did not reoccur.
My next venture into herbal treatments for my horses came about when one of my older broodmares developed a very serious uterine infection. We did the normal thing, infused, drained, medicated,
tried antibiotics, infused again and repeated the procedure at least three times. Still the mare had a
discharge and an extended look. Upon palpation, the vet exclaimed words to the effect that the mare’s
uterus felt like the outline of South America and was a flaccid as a deflated balloon. Again, I decided to
try herbs. I contacted an herbalist and discussed the problem, we choose a remedy for the mare that
is
commonly used in human females for similar problems. After extended conversation we were able to
determine a dosage, based on weight, for the mare. I simply opened up the gelatin capsules and added
the contents to her feed. This was a much slower therapy than the hoof abscess problem, but I had known
it would be going into the treatment. After eight weeks of treatment with the herbal remedy, when my vet
was out again and rechecked the mare internally, he could not believe what he felt. He claimed “She feels
like a six year old mare in here!”. I was delighted. The mare was eighteen at the time. The problem has
not happened again since that time and each year’s exam continues to delight the vet.
The next use of herbs for me and my horses involved a mare who had developed cystic ovaries.
Again, we did all the conventional things and waited for the cycle of the mare to correct the problem. No
such luck. Once again I turned to the herbalist and once again we decided upon a human remedy for the
mare. Again, an herbal treatment of this sort of problem takes time, but we were rewarded once again.
After two heat cycles the mare was normal. I cannot say, in all honesty, if the herbs did the trick or if time
alone did it, but I staunchly maintain, the herbs sure helped.
My next ‘hands on’ experience with herbs and horses involved a very bad skin infection. It can
only be described as body-wide Scratches. I am told this is also called Rain Rot when it is infecting vast
areas of the horse body. I used as a treatment; medicated shampoo, an anti-fungal/anti-bacterial spray, a
cream with the same properties, and a commercially available herbal mix for horses specific to skin infections. The combination of all the above did clear up the problem, after two visits from the vet; a course of
antibiotics, a month of time and the drying up of springtime’s mud. I felt the mare must have a challenged
immune system since she had never had any such skin trouble before she developed laminitis and had to
be on dry lot turn-out. There perhaps is one of the most valuable uses for herbs that I can think of. It
being, when you have to keep a horse off grass pasture and depend wholly on hay for a source
of
roughage and vitamins/minerals normally available to a grazing animal. As in the case of my mare,
immune systems get depleted and all the feed supplements don’t seem to quite do the trick. But, giving
a non-pastured horse herbal mixes for coat or immune system make a fantastic difference. My mare’s coat
became soft as silk, and glistened like silk as well. Her eyes began to sparkle and her whole attitude
improved. Prior to the herbs, she ‘moped’ about in her dry lot. She would spend long periods of time
looking wistfully at the other horses out in pasture on lush grass. But, with the herbs she began to move
about, find things to amuse herself with and of course eat her outside hay with gusto. So, the next time
you have to keep a horse off grass, or laid up, or in training, consider adding herbal mixes to the diet. I
think you will be pleased with the results. Certainly there is no problem getting the horse to eat the dried

Do Something About It!
As many of you doubtless do, I subscribe to quite a few horse magazines. Every once in awhile
certain of these publications run feature articles on specific breeds of horses. Great, I like to read about
different breeds, their origins, their attributes, and their talents. BUT, I get extremely annoyed, angry,
incensed and irate when I read an article about a breed that I know has a debt to our Morgans and
absolutely zero mention is made about Morgan Horses!
So, I have taken to writing letters to the Editor(s) of these various magazines. I try to be as positive
as possible and then proceed to point out the facts about our breed and it’s contribution to the breed being
featured. Sometimes this takes a fair amount of time and research. Quite recently one well known
magazine ran a feature on Quarter Horses, their origins, and foundation stock. They managed to avoid
mentioning Morgans at all much to my dismay. I was so incensed I called our own Editor - Laura Algrantiand asked her help in locating articles in TMH on Morgans taken into the Quarter Horse breed. I dutifully
wrote those folk and set about correcting their lack of information. Whether or not it ever gets published
remains to be seen.
I just finished another such letter to the editor for a different magazine that is featuring the
American Saddlebred breed. Here there was mention made of Morgans, but as harness horses only and
without any contribution to the ASHR. What got me about this article was the sentence that pre-empted
Stonewall Jackson’s horse Little Sorrel as a Saddlebred! Again I dug out my data and fired off a letter to
their editor.
In the past I have done so in regard to The Chronicle Of The Horse, The Horseman’s Yankee Pedlar,
Practical Horseman, Equus, TM H, several regional newspapers and assorted other publications.
“Why bother?” you may ask. Well, for years I have read and heard comments to the effect that
“the Morgan Horse is the best kept secret in the country,” “Morgans are only good for saddleseat show
ring classes” “A Morgan - isn’t that a little draft horse?” “What’s a Morgan?” and so forth ad nauseam.
Writing letters, setting the facts straight, educating people and publications is my way of doing
what I can to create interest in our breed to hopefully attract more folks to our breed, to erase the vested
ignorance and bring us out of the woodwork into a bigger market for our good horses. I am tired of seeing
our breed being ignored for the most part.
We are an old breed by American standards and our Morgans helped make this country what it is
today. I want to see us get the recognition and attention we deserve, I want to see Morgan horses appreciated for their beauty, brains, and ability and one way I know to do that is to set the record straight about
them whenever I encounter misinformation or omission of information where it should have been
included. I urge you to do the same thing. As important as breeding them, showing them, and competing
with them against other breeds is, the written word in a national publication with a big readership has
weight and creates an impression. It is important! So, I urge you - when you see a lack or a mistake as it
concerns our Morgan horses - do something about it !
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Products Used
I have what I call “Wide Bodied Morgans” - you know the kind, a huge, deep barrel, and the
opposite of a TB wither! I don’t ride Saddleseat or Western and over the years my riding horse’s withers,
or lack thereof, have led me to try just about every kind of device and girth known to man to keep my
saddles in place. My saddles don’t slip forward or backward - no- they roll side to side. I’ve also gone
through I don’t know how many saddles trying to find one that would not slip.
Work over fences made an adjustable Hunting Breastplate mandatory. That did solve the problem
for a time, but also added precious time to the tacking up procedure and the cleaning of tack routine. I
tried a Western Mohair breastcollar, even rigged a special attachment to my English girths in order to use
that. It also sort of did the job. I have tried single sided elastic on shaped leather girths. Nope. I tried
double sided elastic ends on leather girths - better, but not great. I tried double sided nylon fleece lined
girths and thought I had my problem solved. They are quite good as a matter of fact, but, the elastic gives
up the ghost with regularity. This is offset by the relative low cost of the girth replacement and more
recently available elastic end replacements. Of course the shoe-maker who did my last repair broke three
of his needles doing the job, and the girth was no longer quite the size it started out as, but, all in all it was
a workable solution. This sort of girth has become much more available then when I first started using
them. Miller Harness, Libertyville, Paul’s Harness, Dover – they all carry the fleece lined double sided
elastic girth these days for an average price of $20 to $30 per girth.
Then I saw a video which specifically showed an all elastic girth. Wow, I thought that would do
the job, I could finally girth the saddle tightly enough so the slippage factor would cease and wonder of
wonders, the horse could still breathe! I started looking around for such a girth and was horrified at the
price when I finally did find one of the sort I was looking for. I mulled and stewed about buying that girth
for the longest time and finally bought it as a birthday present to myself – not to mention my mare.
So what is this paragon of equipment? It is the EURO-GIRTH. This girth is made in Germany of
Polyamid 6 fibers. I’m not sure exactly what those are, but I do know they are coarsely woven, four inches
wide and have excellent non-slip properties. As well as those features the EURO-GIRTH provides a
superior exchange of moisture without becoming soaked. Every time the horse takes a breath the girth
stretches just a tiny bit, and returns to the previous size with every exhale of the horse. The girth remains
tight without sliding, pinching or chafing, so girth sores are minimized. The girth is machine washable in
cold or cool water and line dries very rapidly. It seems to save on saddle billets as well and has stainless
steel buckles with rollers that are wide enough to accommodate all saddle billets. It comes in Black, Brown
or White in short sizes 18" to 32" and long girth sizes of 44" to 56" length with 2" increments. The EUROGIRTH retails for a hefty $84.95 and is available from Tack In The Box in Salem, Oregon. 1-800-4568225.
There are other all elastic girths available, one from Libertyville Saddle Shop at $57.75 for a black
Dressage
girth only. I have not tried that one since the EURO-GIRTH has done such a wonderful job for me.
I have been so impressed with the EURO-GIRTH I have buried the girth jack I used to arm myself
with in order to tack up my mare AND I have even sold some of the never used but purchased fleece,
double sided elastic girths. I don’t miss either the fuzzy wuzzy girths or the solid maple girth jack! Plus,
both the Hunting breastplate and the Mohair breast collar sit abandoned in the tack storage area. I have
a long white EURO-GIRTH and a short black one. Both wash beautifully, show no wear, retain their
shape, size, and stretch after repeated usage. Yes, they are expensive, but they are as the commercial
said
“Worth It!”
In the quest for non-slippage of saddles I naturally tried many different types of saddle pads.
Synthetic fleece was very quickly eliminated as being the max of slip. The Roma Event square and shaped
pads became a very good pad to use, but I found that the foam filler within the diamonds would with
heavy use clump up in lumps making them unusable. Since these pads retailed for under $30 that was
not too shabby for about one year’s heavy use. They were and are available from Miller Harness Co. The

Event type Roma pads were superseded by the Roma Air-Flow pads (which I still do use). These pads are
also available from Miller Harness but do cost more; they are are a foam filled, triple stitched,100% cotton
top and bottom pad with velcro billet straps and girth channel. They retail from Miller’s at $31.95 to $44.50
depending on style, color, and trim. Also from Roma and a good pad is their Quilted Square with AirFlow lining. These are not as heavy as the original Air-Flow, nor are they as thick a pad. The Roma pads
all wash very well and line dry with ease. For a moderate priced, attractive non-slip saddle pad they are
hard to beat. They provide good air circulation, dry rapidly, and are attractive. Oh, by the way, the no
longer usable lumpy Roma pads have been recycled as dog crate liners and under-padding for saddles on
the saddle rack, so they have not been without redemption.
During the never-ending quest for improving my horse’s health, happiness, and comfort (which
will ultimately benefit me of course), I encountered an ad for a saddle pad of unique composition. This is
the Field of Dreams Air Knit saddle pad. It is a 100% kitted cotton yarn - multi-layered 2 ply or super
absorbent 3 ply pad. It is machine washable and better yet requires machine drying! It is available in
natural cotton color or black or black and white Rag knit; can be either square or contoured, English or
Western available with binding, girth and billet straps. This pad provides extensive air-flow and
absorbency. It is quite durable, hypo-allergenic and very, very comfortable for the horse. So of course I
ordered one. Indeed, the Air Knit pad is everything it is cracked up to be, I was and am very impressed
with it and how much my mare seems to enjoy and benefit from it. My mares have both had injuries to
their backs and this pad seems to help both of them in that it evens out saddle pressure. It is available
from Field of Dreams in Ardmore, TN at 615-427-3674. I was so impressed with the pad I told the folks at
Tack In The Box about it and now it is also available from them. From either place the AirKnit pad runs
in the $50 to $60 range. Field of Dreams also makes a knitted girth cover, a grooming hand mitt, and a laprobe for people. The saddle pad is also available in Arabian size and a size suitable for Australian stock
saddles. They also will custom make pads for you.
The mares with back injuries were the reason I ventured into the area of Gel pads. I originally got
an Action Pad from Dover Saddlery with a cotton flannel cover. The Action Pad is rather expensive, but
has the added features of 1) being ‘self-healing’ if accidentally punctured and 2) can be used as a hot pad
by heating in the micro-wave oven. It is on the heavy side, but truly delivers as advertised in that all
saddle pressure is evened out and it does provide the horse with maximum comfort and ease while under
saddle. The difference in my mare’s work was immediately obvious. Getting a saddle pad which will
contain the Action Pad did take a bit of doing, but I found that Roma makes a light weight Insert Pad that
does the trick. It is not really mandatory to get such a pad, in that the Action Pad in it’s own flannel cover
seems to have strong anti-slip properties of it’s own. Riding Right (1-800-545-7444) sold the Action Pad at
$139.50. Dover (1-800-989-1500) has it priced at $123.80 with cover.
I have just gotten but have not yet used an EQUIGEL pad, which is lighter in weight than the
ACTION Pad, comes with a cover or fleece saddle pad and costs $92.80 from Dover or $97.80
from
Stateline (1-800-228-9208) at the standard catalog price. It can be purchased from Stateline frequently
at
lower price during their coupon sales. Though I have not used this particular one, I have used an
EQUIGEL pad and found it to be virtually as good as an Action pad. EQUIGEL is also making a gel pad
with half the weight of it’s standard pad, but they were on back-order all summer from Dover so I did not
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The American Morgan Horse of
Today
As a Morgan Horse breeder who lives in Siler City, NC, I was very pleased to see the feature on
Morgan Horses in the February 28, 1994 issue of Trails, Tails & Sales. In general, I found the feature article
to be correct and informative. But, I must take exception to one paragraph in particular.
The Morgan Horse of today is not a carbon copy of the description of Justin Morgan as stated in
the article. No, today’s Morgan horse tends to be an average of 15 hands and comes in many colors. All
colors except white and pintos are accepted by the American Morgan Horse Association – this includes
Palomino, Buckskin, Dun, Black, Chestnut, Bay and even Grey.
I quote from our Morgan Breed Standard - “The Height ranges from 14.1 to 15.2, with some
individuals under or over.” “Other distinctive attributes of the Morgan horse are his presence and personality. These include: Animation, Stamina, Vigor, Alertness, Adaptability, Attitude and Tractability.” These
are the things that help make a Morgan unique and truly Morgan.
Today’s Morgan horse can be found in many different equestrian avenues from Cutting and
Reining to Dressage, Combined Training, Carriage Driving, Trail riding for pleasure as well as Endurance
and Competitive, Vaulting, Therapeutic riding, and of course the tradition Show areas of Pleasure English, Western and Harness and the fancy moving Park Horse Division both under saddle and in
harness. Morgans can be found in 4-H groups, Pony Club, Mounted Police departments, show barns and
the family backyard.
The Morgan Horse is a ‘generalist’. He can do it all. With his long, full, flowing mane and tail,
(never ‘Coarse’ by the way!) the Morgan makes a striking picture of elegance and style.
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And What Color Shoelaces Would
She Like?
In January of 1997 my favorite riding mare foundered on new grass.
It’s been a long time for her in the recovery stage. She was doing very well at first, after we had
ruled out Cushing’s disease, and got her started on Thyroid medication and nitro-glycerine cream.
She was doing so well after the intensive phase of the disease, that I ordered and had the farrier
put on some very exotic shoes of Aluminum, Titanium, and Magnesium, with Sorbothane pads. That
treatment worked for several resets, but it was obvious the mare was very, very sensitive to the nailing-on
process. I had to give her Banamine an hour before the farrier was due to keep her from turning herself
inside out in reaction to the pain of nailing the shoes on.
I decided to let her go barefoot in the hopes the hooves would toughen up, and provided they
didn’t start to crack up it seemed the best option. My vet had specified that he wanted the hooves
trimmed with the toe cut back - on a vertical plane - to allow for any possible drainage that might occur
and prevent seedy toe.
All went well for several months. Early in the spring of this year - 1998 - I asked my farrier if he
thought we could trim her feet in such a way that the normal ‘look’ and shape could be restored - her feet
were looking like flat nosed shovels by this time. The farrier allowed as how he would begin the
restoration process. Unfortunately, whatever he did was not the thing to do. He trimmed the sole of the
hoof. The mare came up dead lame. Out came the vet who could not believe what the farrier had done,
and proceeded to re-trim the hooves and asked that he be the one to do the trimming till the hooves
healed… Fine says me…
I really wanted to be able to ride the mare, but horse shoes were out of the question, and the glue
on shoes would not hold in the mud we were having. So I decided to find Horse Sneakers!
I did manage to do so, and ordered a pair of Sabre Sneakers for the mare. Honest - they did
ask
what color shoelaces she would like! My choices were Red, Green or Blue! I choose Blue.
Finally the sneakers arrived, my son was visiting me and for having another live human body that
could handle a horse I was very grateful.
Dutifully, we read all the instructions on how to fit the sneaker, and proceeded down to the barn
carrying the sneakers, a plastic bag, and a large towel.
First we showed the mare the sneaker. She sniffed it and snorted at it, but o.k. she did not seem
alarmed. Then I cleaned the hoof very carefully, while I was doing so my son laid out the towel. I put the
plastic baggie on the mare’s hoof, and loosely tied it with twine at the top. This was to be our ‘sock’ so we
did not mess up the sneaker in case we had to return them. I put the hoof down on the towel, unlaced the
sneaker, picked up the hoof again and proceeded to put the sneaker on.
I immediately found the best position to be in was behind the front leg, so I could get the needed
leverage to pull the sneaker on. The mare was being very cooperative about all this, and I personally think
she was mildly amused by the antics of the silly two legs.
I got the sneaker on and then attempted to lace it up. It was reminiscent of putting a shoe on a
small child. Pull up the tongue of the sneaker, tighten all the laces etc.
Must have been a sight to see, me standing behind the leg, fussing with shoelaces, my
son
standing in front of the mare feeding her treats while I pulled and tugged and pulled and tugged.
Finally I got the laces adjusted, and then came the problem of how to tie them. I am dyslexic and
have trouble tying any knot. In order to do so I have to tell myself step by step instructions. Such as - for
a square knot - left over right and under, right over left and under. You can imagine the problems this
presented in tying a bow in the shoelace for a horse! Finally I managed. I put the foot down on the towel
- to protect the bottom of the sneaker from getting dirty and then we checked and poked and prodded to
see just how good a fit we had… Thankfully, it was perfect!
The mare moved around the stall a bit and did not freak, but you could tell she didn’t think much

So that part went well. Have I ridden her with the sneakers? No, first came what seemed like a
˜ then a new mare arrived home in dire need of attention, then I got
month of rain - courtesy of El Nino,
sick and could not ride.
But all throughout this time - which as been a couple of months - the mare improved daily. I came
to regard the sneakers of green Cordura, with the blue shoelaces and the neoprene lining as my insurance
policy - against the day when the mare would need them to go back to work.
Each month the horse chiropractor would come and do adjustments on that mare and others here
in the barn. Last month she brought an Animal Communicator with her and I had a chance to talk with
the mare regarding her problems and what she thought of the sneakers. The mare thinks the sneakers are
funny looking - and she’s right about that - but did have to admit they helped her feet and felt comfortable.
Just the day before yesterday the mare went out of the barn at a totally sound walk - first time I’ve
seen that in over 18 months! I was so pleased, figured I could ride again, sans sneakers - but
then
yesterday she came up three-legged lame and a vet trip uncovered a bad abscess in a front foot, so
today
she is sporting a Davis Medicine boot, and until this problem is healed we will have to defer our riding
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Correct Motion
The prime question asked was “Is it possible to breed a good, correct Sport Horse that is also a
good, correct Morgan?” I answer “Yes” to that but add that I don’t expect to see a Morgan compete for
the U.S. in Combined Training or Dressage any time in the near future. Certainly, Morgans have done
so and done well in the Combined Driving area. Morgans are virtually THE horse to have in Singles or
Pairs Driving.
I can’t speak to the disciplines of Hunter/Jumper, Trail, Western (reining, cutting, reined cow
horse) or really Combined Driving. I don’t know enough about any of those to say anything of value
about Morgans in those areas other than Morgans ARE doing it in Open Competition in Driving and in
the Western disciplines.
I do know a little something about Combined Training and a little about Dressage and will talk a
bit about those fields.
In Combined Training (CT) a good, correct Morgan can compete in the Open area. But I must
qualify that statement. At the upper levels of CT a Morgan is not going to be competitive. Why? A
Morgan, no matter how good or correct or large simply does not have the speed needed to make the times
at the upper levels. Nor does a Morgan have the scope required for the breadth and height of the jumps.
Nancy Guyotte pioneered using Morgans in Open CT and she found those problems. She then bred and
used several Morgan/TB cross horses; and still after many good goes and lots of trials she stopped using
them for the upper levels of competition. They simple were not fast enough, nor had the scope required.
Years ago when I had a stallion in Dressage training and early under saddle - he , like many youngsters,
took off at the canter as fast as he could go. My trainer who is an eventer, just sat up on the stallion and
laughed and laughed. I asked her why later since the stallion was going full tilt - hell bent for leather and
as low to the ground as he could get. She told me that in comparison to her TBs at the equivalent full tilt
charge, her ride on my stallion was like a pleasant canter! She wasn’t putting me on. Morgans are not as
fast as TBs or as fast as Warmbloods and that’s a fact. It’s a fact that matters at the upper levels
of
Combined Training where you go against the clock and where time penalties are critical. Conversely, at
the lower levels of competition a Morgan is a wonderful choice for the average rider who has no USET
Olympic level aspirations. Our breed’s heritage of temperament, soundness, heart and honesty make
Morgans very useful here. As to movement, that is a mixed bag. The only other Morgan I encountered in
open Combined Training (when we were showing a mare of mine) was a gelding bred by Peggy Pittenger
- a Blackacres horse. He was a consistent winner at the lower levels for his Junior rider, he was what is
known as a ‘packer’ and a ‘babysitter’. But, he had never been in the hands of a Morgan trainer, had
always been trained and schooled by Hunter folk or CT folk and in truth, he did not move like a Morgan.
He went ‘long and low’ and only when asked for trot during the Roads and Tracks phase of the Event
would his Morgan trot show up. Then, after trotting for an extended time, his movement would get the
traditional Morgan ‘round like a wheelbarrow’ quality.
Dressage is another discipline where a good, correct Morgan can be used. But, paradoxically, not
at the Training levels, or even the first of the lower levels. Why? Because a good, correct moving Morgan
will use his knees and hocks - as the breed traditionally requires! I can’t begin to number the times we
were told when we showed the before mentioned stallion, “He has too much impulsion or he has too
much height of action!” Now granted this is a Judge problem, (and an illegal ignorant one) not a horse
problem, but it is one which should be discussed. That does not mean a Morgan owner who wants to do
open Dressage can ignore the lower levels. Not at all, but, it does mean those levels should be
schooled
at home or at schooling shows. Bring your Morgan ‘out’ at those levels of Dressage competition where
collection is a requirement. Which brings up another point I mustn’t forget. Since the Morgan who is
moving correctly does exhibit impulsion and does track up, many an owner and trainer’s eye is fooled into
thinking the horse is truly collected and ‘using his back’. Not necessarily so! Truly using himself, and
rounding his back are things that have to be schooled under saddle as well as on the ground in long lines.

I have seen too many Morgans out there doing what comes naturally and attempting to pass it off as the
true trained collection and roundness of back. Mind you, it is the rider who is doing the attempting, the
horse is merely being a good, correct Morgan. Despite correct Morgan motion, or because of it, Morgans
do very well at the Intermediate to lower Upper levels of Dressage and at the Free Style Kur. Indeed, the
April issue of TMH lists several Morgans who have won United States Dressage Federation All-Breed
Awards. I am delighted to see it and I note that Morgans have garnered awards at Training Level as well
as at Grand Prix Level. This brings up another of our editors points - judges who are used to other breed’s
temperament, conformation, and movement and judge Morgans by those standards. I live in North
Carolina, and what holds true here may not hold true for all parts of the country, but it was the rule rather
than the exception when we were showing open Dressage or CT. My Morgans were penalized for their
way of going, and their breed conformation. I submit however, that we Morgan folks are not the only ones
who get hit with this. How many Andalusians or Lippizzaners or Arabians do any better in Open
Competition? Not all that many, despite the aptitude of those breeds and our breed for Classical Dressage.
The problem to my way of thinking is that the Open Dressage world, and the Open CT world are
dominated by Warmbloods and by the TB. The judges are used to the way of going those breeds exhibit,
they tend to be ignorant about other breeds and since Morgans and Arabs do not move like Warmbloods
or TBs, an ‘R’ judge frequently does not recognize the correctness of a given figure/movement if it isn’t
performed as a Warmblood or TB performs it. I have found that judges who are ‘I’ judges - International
rating - do not respond in this fashion to Morgans. Perhaps it is greater knowledge, perhaps it is a better
‘eye’, whatever, if at all possible show under an ‘I’ Judge when and where you can if you ride a Morgan.
As a corollary of the last point our editor asks if a Morgan needs to resemble in looks, movement
etc the dominating breeds? I say “NO”. If you are going to breed a Morgan Sport Horse then you have a
responsibility to breed as good a Morgan as you can. If that means you have to give up a dream of
Olympic competition - either give up the dream or give up the true Morgan. Our breed has historically
always been the ‘generalist’ - good at many things, expert at none. If a breeder goes after one particular
way of going to the exclusion of traditional Morgan way of going or type or conformation they are doing
so to the detriment of the WHOLE Morgan breed. This is just as true of Morgan Park horses as it is of
Morgan Sport Horses in my opinion.
Standardbreds are umpteen times faster at the trot than Morgans, yet Morgan Trotting races are
popular and a growth field. A comment was made at the beginnings of Morgan racing to the effect that it
was laughable to see the Morgans race because they were so slow by Standardbred times. True
enough,
but the responding comment was equally true. It was to the effect that yes, the Morgans were much
slower than the Standardbreds, but boy did they (the Morgans) have it all over the Standardbred in terms
of STYLE! I submit this is just as true in many Open competitions. Our breed has style and beauty and
temperament most Warmblood or TB folks would love to have. They have a grace of motion, and size
many Morgan folks would love to have, but we are not them and they are not us and it behooves nobody
to try and emulate another breed’s characteristics for the sake of a ribbon or award. You tend to loose
everything by doing so and that is a grave injustice to the breed of today and a betrayal of the past.
Another point our editor submits for discussion is that of training and finding a trainer who can
and will work with Morgans. This can be a true problem from a number of different angles. First off, it
is very difficult to find a GOOD trainer in any discipline be it English Pleasure or Combined Training. By
good, I mean a trainer who will not trash your horse or treat it like a machine or abuse it mentally or physically. There are plenty of poor trainers around, but finding one who is good, sensitive, responsible, honest,
caring and knowledgeable is a real accomplishment. Accepting that as a starting point I have to say “Yes”
it is difficult to find a trainer who can and will work with Morgans to their benefit and not to their
detriment. I feel it will be a hindrance to folks looking to take their Morgans out into Sport Competition
in that many of the trainers who are skilled in Sport Horse areas are used to working with Warmbloods,
and that is about the last kind of training and handling a Morgan needs. Warmbloods tend to be lazy and
‘thick’ in the head. Morgans are not either and if treated as if they were can be very reactive and difficult.
TBs are quite different, and in my limited experience a good TB trainer is much more inclined to get along
with a Morgan IF he or she is even willing to consider training a Morgan. I must share an anecdote here.
I once sent my Morgan mare to a CT clinic given by a long-listed USET Eventer. The gentleman rider had

requested that no Warmbloods attend the clinic since he really disliked working Warmbloods. Come the
night before the clinic he was going through the barn being shown the horses entered in the clinic. He
came to my mare’s stall and just about exploded - says he “I thought I said, No Warmbloods!” The owner
of the barn and trainer of my mare responded “That’s not a Warmblood, she’s a Morgan.” He still had his
doubts the next morning when the clinic got under way and they were intensified greatly when time came
to get on my mare. Then they instantly were dispelled. The mare had never been ridden by a man before
and she had never been at a clinic and when he got on she immediately broke into a huge Morgan Natural
Park Trot! The look on the man’s face was priceless! After about a minute the mare relaxed into a good
working trot and the rider grinned, “You’re right” he said, “this is no Warmblood!” The sensitivities of
Morgans and TBs differ considerably, and they react to stimuli differently, but at least a TB trainer is used
to explosive, fast actions from a horse. I have had very good luck with Arabian trainers for basic harness
and saddle work. Arab trainers have to be sensitive to the horses, and have to treat each as an individual,
and have to have the patience Morgans require. But a word of caution in regard to training by any trainer
of any breed. The Morgans we currently see in the Sport Horse areas are - if you will- the ‘first wave’, for
the most part they have started out life in the traditional Morgan show world. This means they have to
be RETRAINED to be successful in the Sport Horse world. As a consequence of this retraining they may
still be influenced in terms of body development and attitude by their prior training and showing. This
will effect their performance abilities in the Sport World. Just how much, we as Morgan people, will not
be able to see until such time as the majority of Morgans in Open Competition have never been trained for
anything BUT Sport Competition. At that time Morgans may very well be much more competitive (in
terms of scores) than they are now.
When the Morgans showing in the Sport area have been trained from the beginning for that kind
of showing, and when the judges who judge are more aware of proper Morgan way of going, and are less
breed prejudiced, we will likely see some major differences in Morgan Sport show scores. Provided of
course the people exhibiting their Morgans also take the time and trouble to really learn their discipline
and be more than competent in it.
To sum up then I have to say if you seek to compete at the highest levels in the above mentioned
disciplines then you are most likely better off buying a Warmblood or a TB. They were bred for these areas
of competition, and the judges prefer to see them in the ring and are used to how they move and their size.
If however, you want to compete at the lower to medium levels of the discussed disciplines by all means
use your Morgan or buy a Morgan who moves like a Morgan, looks like a Morgan and has all the breed
attributes and be prepared to hear comments like “Is that a small Swedish Warmblood?” “Isn’t he/she
cute!” It’s what I heard and even got used to. To counter that we made a sign for the stall which we took
with us to all open shows. It said “A Morgan Horse - The Original American Warmblood”. Good luck
and happy showing.
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She Foundered
Through an odd set of circumstances my best riding mare foundered. She had been at a trainers
and they allowed her to get obscenely fat. She came home in March and I planned to breed her in May.
Her Thyroid T4 level was a touch low so the vet and I decided to put her on a Thyroid medication for a
month. We figured the medicine would help her loose weight and at the same time get her hormone levels
back up so she would settle after breeding. Well, unfortunately, the spring grass came on with a vengeance
and she did not loose enough weight in the time before breeding season. She foundered slightly on the
lush grass - even with very limited turn-out. Needless to say, she did not settle at breeding.
The founder turned out to be less than one degree of rotation in both front feet. We treated her
with Bute, Ace-Promazine (to increase circulation), Lilly pads and reversed front shoes. The reversed
shoes were only for two weeks, the Lilly pads for longer than that. O.K., she did get over that bout of
founder with no residual lameness. But, I had to put her on a starvation diet, turn her out in a virtually
dry lot, and limit that turn-out. By then breeding season was well behind us and I figured well there is
always next year.
Next year brought a case of cystic ovaries to the mare, but no bouts of founder. Again, my vet
administered the appropriate conventional medical, in the hopes that getting the mare to ovulate would
clear her system. No such luck. She did ovulate but stayed cystic. I had used Herbal remedies on other
mares for other uterine problems and had good luck, so I figured why not? I’ve lost another year of
breeding and the mare needs help. Accordingly, I ordered CHAPARRAL Capsules from my favorite
herbalist and started the mare on them. These capsules are very strong and consist of one part
chaparral
powder; one part pau d’arco powder; one part yellow dock root powder and one part vitex (chaste berry)
powder. The people dose is known, but not the horse dose. My herbalist and I conferred and worked out
as good an approximation of weight to herb ratio as we could. We ended up with four capsules twice a
day. Again for people a three month period of time of administration is called for. I used the capsules for
two months until it was obvious the problem was no longer with us. Hooray.
The next spring season did not bring any overt founder to the mare. I had discovered that even
the normally accepted ‘up to two hours a day’ formula for grazing was about an hour and a half too much
for this mare. She was not happy with her starvation diet and closely supervised grazing. But, we did not
get a founder. No, instead we got what can only be called a major hoof infection. I do mean major. In
some ways it appeared to be a Seedy Toe infection. The pathogen did not confine itself to the toe only.
The infection manifested under the sole of the hoof. The vet opened the hoof and that gave the mare some
relief, but normal treatment and time did not solve the problem. My vet was concerned we were dealing
with a gram negative infection that was apt to go up from the sole to the leg itself. At that point I began
to drench the hole in the sole with Comfrey root tea when I changed the dressing. In a very short time the
thing began to drain profusely and after that it began to heal. Heal it did with mercifully, no repeat
manifestation. Score one for the herbs. Or rather at this point score two with this mare.
O.K. another year rolled by and spring came again and this time I was really determined to keep
this mare sound. Circumstances prohibited breeding her, but certainly I could ride and in order to do that
she had to be sound. By stringent diet and extremely limited turn-out I managed. I had been able to put
her out with the other mares in my large pasture for two months in the ‘dead of winter’, mainly because
we had a very unseasonable winter and got snow and a decent spell of cold weather so the grass really
and truly died back for those two months. By early March however the grass started to come on again,
and I had to pull the mare out and put her back on the dry lot. We had an uneventful spring, and summer.
No founder, no uterine or ovarian problems. We did have a major case of whole body scratches/rain rot
on her and once again I turned to herbs in conjunction with conventional medicine. This time I wanted to
boost the mare’s immune system to allow her to fight off the skin infections. Accordingly, I started her on
Hilton Herbs. First I used one for coat and skin and that made her coat magnificent and did help with the
infection since it contains Marigold for healing, Cleavers (which cleanses the kidneys and bladder),

Burdock which removes toxins and is a blood purifier, Garlic which does the same and Nettle which
works on kidneys, dandruff and hair color. I then switched to a Hilton product specifically to boost
immune systems and despite rain and mud the mare stayed clear of skin problems. I also started the mare
on EquioPathics’ natural homeopathic remedy called Coat Enhancer and one called Urinary Dysfunction
which is for retained fluids, swelling and puffing up with fluid and hive-like swellings.
The fall was uneventful except it was terribly wet and I had to be very diligent about preventing
Thrush problems with the mare. I kept her on the Hilton Herbs for boosting the immune system and the
EquioPathics products but switched from their Coat and Skin to their Hoof Enhancer. She would come
up ‘ouchy’ at the slightest touch of Thrush so I figured we still had some internal weakness. By this time
my farrier had been using a Four Point Trim on the mare for quite some time and her feet looked
wonderful. All the cracks from the Seedy Toe or whatever it was were gone, the rings were gone and the
heels were opened up, she had not even had any sole drop. In short, it would have been very hard to tell
there had ever been a founder in this mare. She goes barefoot and suffers no surface cracks.
Something
was working right and I felt comfortable putting her out with the other mares in the big pasture in early
November of 1996. I had introduced her to grazing again very slowly, just as you would any normal horse
in the spring who had not been on grass.
All went well with that program. I felt it was time to put the mare on yet another Hilton product,
this one for horses with a predisposition to founder. It is called Comfort, and in conjunction with the
homeopathic remedy I felt it would help prevent any problems. It did because as I said, there were no
problems with the mare’s hooves after the re-introduction to real pasture.
So it continued all through November and December. But a week ago in early January ‘97 the
mare came in ouchy one day. Mind you, her turn out time is still limited to a usual two hours daily,
occasionally extending to three hours. But, we had a freakish spell of very warm weather and the bloody
grass started to grow!
This time in addition to the Hilton Herbs and the EquioPathics remedies I decided to try a significant homeopathic treatment as described in George Macleod’s (MRCVS, DVSM, Vet FF Hom his
credentials in initials) book The Treatment of Horses by Homoeopathy. So far so good. One of the symptoms
he mentions in founder cases is ‘Brick red conjunctiva’ - my mare certainly had that. But, after two of the
doses of the first two remedies the conjunctiva returned to normal color. She was less gimpy/ouchy after
a full course of remedies and went out very well today (the day after the treatment), but after two hours
of dry lot with only a sprinkling of grass she came in ouchy again. I restarted some of the remedies specifically the vaso-dilator one and the toxin removal one and we shall see. By no means have we got an
acute founder this time and so I feel confident in saying all the above - herbs, homoepathics, diet, limited
turn-out - have all helped. Solved the problem? No. There really is no solution and I sure have looked
and asked about it. Tonight in her dinner I’ll add some herbs which have proven out to be effective as
anti-inflammatory analgesics and we will hope for the best.
Founder, whatever the cause is one of the most frustrating things to deal with that I have encountered. It makes for a very difficult management problem in terms of the individual horse’s hooves, overall
health, mental attitude and fitness. But, by using the herbs et.al. the side effects of Bute can be avoided.
I
do not have to worry about possible ulcers or colic with this treatment plan. Hopefully, it WILL be
effective as a pain killer and circulation improver, plus toxin remover. As a long term ‘cure’ no, it won’t
do that, nothing will in conventional treatment either.
It can drive you mad to see all that grass and have to consider it as poison for your horse. I used
to long for good pasture for my horses, not anymore. I wish I could eliminate a goodly part of it, but at
the least (or best depending how you look at it) I’ll be able to get one pasture ‘hayed’ this year - weather
willing that is. And of course providing I can get the farmer and his equipment here to do it when it needs
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A Suggestion for Determining
Potential
What really does make a good Sport Horse? Size? Conformation? Way of Going? These
are
questions we’d all like to have definitive answers to. Wouldn’t it be lovely if we could breed mare A to
stallion B and get “The perfect Sport Horse” – or close to it – each time!
Some of the questions have straightforward answers - you must have a horse that is a
correct
mover. Winging, paddling and leg waving just don’t make it in Sport Horse usage.
Mental attitude - the horse must be calm, trusting, sane, willing and capable of concentrating.
Training and conditioning - a definite yes answers here - the sport horse must be fit and well
schooled, controlled, and submissive to rider or driver.
Size - here we have some latitude depending on the sport we engage in. It is probably safe to say
that extremes at either end are not optimum.
What does that leave? It leaves conformation, probably the most controversial of all! But what
conformation is ‘Ideal’ in sport usage? There are so many things and aspects to consider - we all want
good straight legs, sound feet, a well sprung rib cage that allows for adequate breathing and air. Beyond
these basics different disciplines need different specifics.
Here is my suggestion, and I must confess it is not an original idea with me - MEASURE YOUR
HORSES! The U.S. Government Morgan Farm used to keep extensive measurement records on their
herd
and some of the European Warmblood registries are currently doing so on their breeding stock.
How could this help any of us? Well, perhaps it won’t be immediately obvious. But, coupled with
performance and breeding records, measurements could be a very handy, helpful tool for the breeder and
potential buyer. How?
Just as patterns are emerging about which bloodlines are most suited to Sport Horse Usage, given
time and large data base, patterns based on measurements will emerge which can determine the potential
of a given individual for a given sport.
I took sets of measurements on two of my horses. I measured:
1)
Length of neck from the base of the ears to the top of the wither
2)
Length of wither to loin for a back length
3)
Loin to top of dock for a croup length
4)
Underside of neck from throatlatch to where the neck rises from the chest
5)
Heartgirth
6)
Weight - use a measurement tape
7)
Loin girth
8)
Height
9)
Cannon length from center of knee to center of fetlock.
Both horses I measured were sired by the same stallion and are of the same age. One was a
mare
and one a stallion. What became obvious was the consistency of their sire in passing on length of
neck,
shortness of back, depth of body as well as cannon length. This alone is important data for a breeder to
know as it could help in the selection of a stallion.
I can see how, if such date was published in a Stallion Roster - along with performance records –
an overall picture of what makes a successful Sport Horse would emerge. It would be possible to
determine what individual would do well in a given sport by comparing that individual’s measurements
to already successful horses. There are no limits, really, to what you can measure but for the sake
of
accuracy two sets of measurements should be taken.
It is not hard, not much hassle - but do be careful taking that loingirth - horses are ticklish! Doesn’t

Basics
Since I have become a computer junkie of the first order and a faithful reader of Morgan List on the
web, I have come to realize just how many folk out there are blissfully unaware of the basics of horse care.
I have encountered more than a few examples of complete lack of knowledge of feeding. No
blame to these folk - after all, where today can one get this sort of knowledge? If you are fortunate enough
to have been a Pony Clubber or a 4H kid, that is one thing. But, what about the folk who were city raised?
Gone are the days when a horse-crazy person could ‘hang out’ at a livery stable and learn by
example. Our current world is not the place it was and the livery stable is virtually gone.
So where does one learn how to live with and keep horses? My best answer is for anybody who
is new to horses, has them at home and wants to learn - is to READ! There are good books out there
on
basic horse care. There are plenty of all-breed horse magazines devoted to the productive care and
health
of horses.
Beyond reading, the next best thing to is to ask your Veterinarian to advise you as to proper care.
Many state colleges offer seminars in care, feeding, breeding of horses. Check with your local
colleges or with your state Horse Council.
If you have access to the Internet, well there are zillions of horse sites on the Net with all kinds of
information. Check them out.
I have been shocked, and appalled to discover how many people have no idea that a horse
needs
annual vaccinations against disease. Or that a horse’s teeth are constantly changing and developing sharp
edges which need removal.
Once a person gets beyond the very basics and begins to think about breeding their horse, more
possible ignorance areas arise. It is not easy to gather the information needed to make an intelligent
decision about breeding horses. At least it is not easy for new Morgan Horse owners. But the info can be
found by making contact with other established Morgan people. Likewise, it is very important to
remember there are no 100% hard and fast answers to many breeding questions. No one can say
for
certain what bloodlines carry which recessive traits . The best one can do is observe, and talk to folks who
knew the horses first hand, find the old magazines, keep digging.
The old adage, “Where there’s a will, there’s a way” certainly holds true in the case of trying to
learn about horse care. It is not easy, nor is the knowledge something that is going to be handed to you in
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In these profiles I intend to
highlight some of the famous
Morgans of the past. Since all three of
Justin Morgan's most well known
sons sired families of Morgans that
made their name on the track, I will,
for organizational purposes, concentrate on one family at a time. This
beginning profile will focus on the
Bulrush family of racers.
Though I can find no record
of times for Bulrush himself, it is
CHAMPION
BLACK
H AW K
reported in Vol. I of The Morgan
Horse Register that Bulrush was a
very speedy trotter and was said to be faster than either Sherman or Woodbury. Bulrush was bay, about 14
hands, and weighed 1,000 pounds. He and his get were renown for their endurance, and ability in harness.
It is not until the third generation removed from Bulrush himself that the family really became
known as speed trotters. The horse who brought this fame to the family was Morrill by The Jennison Colt
by The Randolph Horse, own son of Bulrush. The Randolph Horse was known by a multitude of names;
Randolph Morgan, Morgan Bulrush, Young Morgan Bulrush, Little Randolph, Little Bulrush, Weston
Horse, Edson Horse, Goss Horse, and Buckminster Horse. His dam is untraced. It is said in Vol. I that The
Randolph Horse was dark bay with heavy mane and tail and forelock and could easily trot in three minutes.
The Jennison Colt, son of The Randolph Horse was bright cherry bay with black points, nearly 16
hands high and weighed twelve hundred and twenty four pounds. His dam was 16 hands, thirteen
hundred pounds, black, a very fast pacer and very powerful. She was said to be of Canadian stock.
Mr. A.F. Putnam, Marshfield, Vermont, who owned the Jennison Colt said he only trotted him fast
to show him, once. That one time he was up against a stallion called the Bachop Horse, claimed to be
a
three-minute horse. The Jennison Colt led from the start and beat the Bachop Horse out of sight.
The
Jennison Colt sired Morrill, as mentioned above.
Morrill was foaled in 1843. He was black with a tan-colored muzzle and flanks, white right hind
foot, 15 3/4 hands high and weighed twelve hundred and twenty five pounds. His dam was gray and got
by the Farrington Horse, son of the Vance Horse by Bold Pheonix. The second dam was a fast pacer
got
by the Kittredge Horse, son of Quicksilver, by imported Dey of Algiers, Arabian. So behind Morrill there
was Arabian as well as imported English blood. The Vance Horse, the Kittredge Horse, Bold Phoenix and
Quicksilver were all noted for speed and beauty. Morrill, himself, was said to be a medium horse in
conformation, excellent head, strong well back shoulder, good length neck, long, rounded hip, thick stifles,
well let down hind-quarters with superb legs. He is said to have a low set tail however. Morrill had a
pure trotting action and he was shown at many fairs in his day.
He was considered one of the fastest stallions of his day as well. Again, we have no recorded time
for Morrill, but he was the sire of Mountain Maid (Lady Norcross) 2:26 3/4 in 1866. She won 26 out of a
total of 51 races. He sired Young Morrill 2:31 in 1865, won 11 out of 17 races. Two others that Morrill sired
were: John Morrill 2:34 in 1878, won six out of thirty five. Gen. Lyon 2:38 in 1879 won one out of one. In
addition Morrill is known as the sire of sires: Benedict Morrill, Hutchinson Morrill, Metacomet, Mountain
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The son of Morrill who we are next concerned with is Young Morrill (Perkins'). He was a dark
bay, 15 3/4 hands and weighed eleven hundred sixty pounds. His dam is described as a square, chunked
round mare, bay, by the Lock Gross Horse, son of Chanticleer. His second dam was a noted road
mare,
bay, 15 hands, got by Randolph Horse and third dam was a celebrated mare said to have been brought
from Connecticut. So, Young Morrill could have been considered quite heavy in Morgan blood.
Chanticleer was of Morgan build, called a French Morgan. He may have been of thoroughbred blood, but
is is also quite possible he was of Morgan origin.
Perkin's Young Morrill was the sire of :
Mattie Lyle 2:28 in 1877
Draco 2:28 1/2 in 1867
Fearnaught 2:23 1/4 in 1868
Danville Boy (Teaser) 2:33 in 1865
Miller's Damsel 2:37 in 1882
Velox 2:44 1/2 in 1872
Young Morrill 2:50 in 1873
Jim 2:39 1/2 in 1875

Johnny 2:35 in 1880
Sam 2:32 1/4 in 1882
Hiram Woodruff 2:27 in 1871
Flora Morrill 2:59 in 1869
St. Paul 2:35 in 1867
Morrill Prince 2:45 in 1869
Maynard 3:05 3/4 in 1870

Perkin's Young Morrill was the start of a racing dynasty on the American Trotting Track. We will
go into more of the Morrill family in the next article. But in case you are wondering what happened to
this blood, or where did it go? I can say that if you own a Morgan of Flyhawk breeding or Red Correll
breeding or Ashbrook blood or Tehachapie Allen or The Admiral or Major Gorden or Sun Down Morgan,
or Linsley, well then you have what is left of this family's trotting legacy.
Go Hawk, the sire of Flyhawk is a great grandson of Hero of Manilla, who in turn is a son of
Morrill Queen. Ashbrook, a grandson of Dew of June, who was a great granddaughter of Benedict Morrill,
Winnebago Chief sire of Julien Morgan – great grandsire of Linsley. Winnebago Chief was by Mountain
Chief, by Morrill by The Jennison Colt, by The Randolph Horse by Bulrush. The Admiral, a grandson of
Winnebago Chief, through Morrill Queen, his dam. Major Gordon tracing to Octoroon, 2nd dam by
Bulrush, was used extensively by Richard Sellman. His daughters were sold (two carloads) to Roland Hill
and used in his breeding program. Sun Down Morgan appears to have been one of the last tail males of
this line to make it down to our times. He was foaled in California in 1933 by Raven Chief by Morgan
Chief by Julien Morgan by Winnebago Chief.
As far as I can determine, he sired Sun Rex Morgan 9398 in 1964, Sun Foyle 9027 in 1944,
Sun
Downs Sun 11922 in 1957, Corporal Morgan 12091 in 1958, and Sun Rise Morgan 11891 in 1957. Of
these
stallions, only Sun Rex Morgan seems to have bred on. He was the sire of Pineland Sunbeam 10893
foaled
in 1952.
There are at least two remaining "direct sire line" Bulrush horses alive today. They are: Discreet
Lee 22086 by Rhed's Fable by Red Flash by Colorado by Raven Chief by Julien Morgan by
Winnebago
Chief by Mountain Chief by Morrill by The Jennison Colt by The Randolph Horse by Bulrush, and his
(Discreet Lee's) son - Le Roy Brown 28190.
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Winthrop
Winthrop Morrill (Slasher)
foaled 1895, bright bay with star and
off hind fetlock 15 1/2 bands, 1050
lbs. Got by Perkin’s Young Morrill
by Morrill by The Jennison colt by
The Randolph Horse by Bulrush
Morgan. His dam was dark bay by
the Huckins Horse, son of Royal
Morgan by Sherman Second dam
bay, with star, 15 hands, 1050 lbs.
She by Morgan Eagle, son of
Woodbury.
The third dam of
Winthrop Morrill was said to be by
Bulrush Winthrop Morrill therefore
represents all three of Justin
Morgan’s most famous sons. Before
his time the three families were
more or less seperate, but he was a
very successful blend. He was
Vermont bred but stood in NH,
Maine, and Mass. He was descrbed
as having a head of the Morgan type - clean and intelligent. Neck thin, long “bloodlike” and carried in
good style. His shoulder was sloping and strong. Deep of chest, “back stout and beautiful in contour from
withers to haunches”. From his description he sounds to have been an elegant horse - “limbs rather light
in bone, but well muscled”. He apparently had straight hind pasterns, long forearms and, interestingly
“blue feet, tough and excellent”. He was timed at the pace, on a frozen pond, put to a sleigh carrying two
men over a measured mile at 2:32, the last quarter in 33 seconds. He was changed to the trot for
the
following season and in 1877 at 22 years old, stood fifth among sires of 2:30 performers.
His (Wintrop Merrill’s) get include Walker Morrill 240 a bay, with a white face and three white
feet. He stood 15 3/4 hands, foaled in 1869. His dam was Fanny by the Eaton Horse, son of the Avery
Horse. The Eaton Horse was 16 1\2 hands and 1450 pounds. His sons and daughters were producers
of
fast animals. Walker Morrill certainly seems to have taken his size from his grand-sire. Walker Morrill
was bred in Maine and later sold to an owner in Mass. who in turn sold him to an owner in Michigan. He
left some good stock in Michigan. Among them Kitty Van 2:24 and Brick 2:43 1/4. He was sold twice more
and returned to the East, and there sired Gray Morrill 2:38 3/4, Molly Morrill 2:28 1/4, Clay Morrill 2:34
1/4 as well as IXL 2:25 1/4, Vortex 2:29 1/2, and Jack Baker 2:43 1/4. In addition. Walker Morrill sired the
pacers Marendes 2:17 1/4, and Orphan Boy 2:24 1/4.
Watchmaker 2:31 1/4 by Winthrop Morrill was black with a stripe on face and off hind ankle. He
stood 15 hands, 900 pounds, foaled in 1871. His dam was black by Gen. Knox; 2nd dam an
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Baby Boy 2:30 in 1873
Watchmaker 2:31 1/4 in1883
Charley Morrill 2:34 in 1875
Sam Curtis 2:28 in 1877
Dudley Buck 2:31 1/2 in 1890
Bianca 2:38 1/2 in 1890
John Mills 2:34 in 1885
Gray Eagle 2:35 in 1887
Glengairy 2:27 in 1871
Dan Wood 2:31 1/4 in 1880
Puriton 2:37 1/2 in 1875

Harry Merrill 2:49 1/2 in 1885
Lady lndependence 3:01 in
1884
Ed Getchell 2:27 in 1877
Rennie P. 2:35 in 1888
Joe Hawkins 2:40 1/2 in 1881
Honest Harry 2:22 1/2 in 1877
Yellow Dog 2:35 1/4 in 1882
Walker’s Morrill 2:37 in 1876
J.G. Morrill 2:29 in 1878
Fleetwood 2:29 in 1871

Modoc 2:34 in 1874
Honest Mack 2:39 1/4 in 1888
John Morrill 2:27 1/2 in 1886
Rover 2:34 3/4 in 1881
Rockwell 2:43 in 1877
Tioga 2:51 in 1871
Zephyr 3:13 in 1882
John N. 2:34 in 1887
Gen. Grant 2:38 3/4 in 1875

The get of Winthrop Morrill were known to be uniformly of great courage, excellent trotting action, and
to have an appearance of great quality. It was of interest to me, to note the majority of his racing sons were
geldings with only four mares represented. Winthrop Morrill was the sire of the following sires:
Ben Morrill 2:27 was brown, 15 1/4 hands, foaled in 1868. His dam was said to be by Columbus;
2nd dam by Imported Trustee. His third dam was Jane of the West. He was sold to Canada in 1887. He
was on the turf from 1872 to 1879, and is said to have trotted on ice 2:19 1/2.
Ben Morrill was the sire of:
Little Ben 2:28 1/4
RH Franklin 2:34
Wachusette 2:35 1/4

Black Morrill 2:29 1/2
Ben Morrill Jr. 2:37
Ben M. 2:37 1/2

LeClair 2:34 1/4
La Prairie Girl 2:29 1/4
Mabel S. 2:36

Draco 2:28 1/2 got by Perkin’s Young Morrill, dam brown by the Josiah Hoyt Horse, son of the
Bailey Horse by Woodbury Morgan. Draw, foaled in 1851 was black, 15 1/2 hands, 1050 pounds and
Vermont bred. He stood at stud in Vermont, Mass., Maine, Conn., and Kentucky.
Among the horses Draco sired are:
Blanche (Emma Booker) 2:25 1/4
Young Draco 2:39
Draco Chief
Young Draco (McAllister’s) 2:44
Gen. Grant (Flying Yankee)

Draco Prince 2:24 1/4
Outlaw 2:28 1/4
Hattie C. 2:37 3/4
Roanoke 2:42 1/2
Col. Cross (Andy Johnson) 2:40 1/2
Black Tiger (Bridgeman Horse) 2:30
Draco Jr. (Gifford’s)

Not all of Draco’s sons bred on or if they did, records are not available. Of the sons that did breed
on: Col Cross, McAllister’s Young Draw, Draw Prince, Gen. Grant, the race tradition continued with
Draco’s grandget holding average times in the 2:30’s. Here again, as in the case of Withrop Morrill many
of the Draw family were raced as geldings. At least two of the sons of Draw were 16 hands, and like Draw,
were black.
Danville Boy 2:36 got by Perkin’s Young Morrill dam, dam of Draw. Foaled 1854. Black with
small star and a little white on off hind foot. 15 1/4 hands, 1050 pounds. Bred in Danville, Vermont, it is
said that an owner of his was offered $10,000 for Danville Boy. He was reputed to be a strongly made
Morgan horse, deep shoulder, broad backed, round and heavily muscled with a small head, neck and ear,
large eye and nostril, but naturally rather low-headed. He is said to have been kind and intelligent. He
was the sire of Danville Boy Jr. (Frank) who was an excellent roadster, trotting 2:33 to saddle before he was
gelded. Danville Boy left a son; Western Fearnought foaled in 1864 (Minokin Boy) 2:36.
Western Fearnought in turn sired.
Lady Brownell 2:35 3/4
Billy Freer 2:24 1/4
Lansing Boy 2:36
Dick Flaherty 2:39 1/4
Topsy 2:39 1/4
Monogahela 3:17

Prince Arthur 2:18
Carrie H. 2:29 1/4
Dick Deury 2:32 1/2
Glenarden 2:59 1/2
Carrie B. 2:39 1/2
Prince 2:36 1/4

AlleyW. 2:22 1/4
Pilot R. Jr. (Ned Tester) 2:30
May Queen 2:36
Henry Kibby 2:34 1/2
Lady Fearnought 2:41 3/4

He also sired Failnought, Fearnought Gift, and Emery Fearnought 2:33 1/4.
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Fearnau
Fearnaught
2:23
1/4,
Champion Trotting Stallion of The
World when his record was made.
Chestnut with off hind foot white, 15
1/2 hands, weight 1,000 pounds. He
was bred in NH, foaled in 1859, by
Young Morrill, son of Morrill. Dam
was Jenny, a bay with black points,
15 hands, weight ten hundred
pounds; “a high-blooded mare of
great courage and speed”, foaled
1849 by Napoleon Morgan son of
Flint Morgan. Second dam dark bay
by Vermont Beauty, son of Ballard’s
Quicksilver. The third dam was by the Piper Horse who was called a Morgan and fourth dam was black,
a fine mare and said to be a thoroughbred.
Fearnaught’s dam, Jenny, was called a great road mare, as were her first and second dams.
Either
of which could roadtrot 16 miles per hour. Jenny’s first dam, Lady Jane, was a showy mare who looked
much bigger in harness than in the stables. Her sire, The Hill Horse (Vermont Beauty, Silver) was said to
be a very handsome, excellent horse, quite long of body, dark bay, 15 hands with lofty and elegant figure
and movement. His sire, Ballard’s Quicksilver was bay and weighed about 1,100 pounds. He was said to
resemble Lambert.
Fearnaught was sold by his breeder to B.S. Wright, who in turn sold him for $25,000 to Col. H.S.
Russell who owned him till his death in 1873.
Fearnaught was a horse of great elegance as well as speed. He made his record at Buffalo in
a
winning race carrying a purse of $10,000 in 1868. To quote S.W. Parlin, an accomplished turf writer of the
times, “His success in trotting, together with his remarkable beauty, elegant style and superior road
qualities, gave him very great popularity. In the show ring he was quite as successful as upon the turf.
His last victory as a prize-winner was at the New England Fair of 1872, when he received the premiums
and gold medal offered for the best stock horse.” Mr. Parlin further notes that Fearnaught’s service fee in
the last few years of his life was $250.00.
Fearnaught was the sire of:
Argonaut 2:23 3/4
Bay Fearnaught 2:37
Fearnaught Boy 2:43
Fearless 2:38 1/2
Andover Fearnaught 2:50
Royal Fearnaught 2:36 1/2
Manchester
Fearnaught (Whitcomb’s)

Fearnaught Jr. 2:26
Galatea 2:24 3/4
Gray Nose 2:31 1/2
Western Fearnaught 2:33 1/2
Dandy Jim 3:12
Carenaught
Prince Fearnaught

Royal Fearnaught 2:36 1/2, was solid chestnut, 15 and 3/4 hands, 1195 pounds, foaled in 1873
in
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Smothers was a mare of great speed and courage. She had usually been recorded as Lady Smothers
by
Columbus, dam by Harris’ Hamiltonian, but no breeders names were ever given. Mr. Battell was very
fortunate in tracking down her previous owners and getting her name and breeding corrected.
Royal Fearnaught was a handsome, stylish horse. From his picture in Vol 1 of The Morgan Horse
Register, he appears very powerful looking, with a smooth harmony of conformation. He had good bone,
short cannons, good length of neck, long hip and excellent feet. His get were described as mostly chestnut,
with excellent feet, legs and good constitution; “stylish, prompt drivers, game and resolute, but docile.”
Royal Fearnaught trotted four races in 1884, winning three and getting his record on a poor half-mile track.
An owner, Mr. James Walker stated he trotted a trial in 2:24 1/4. He stood at stud in Coldwater, Michigan
except a season, in 1887, in Budtown, Burbon County, KY. Considering his opportunities, he is considered
to be of high rank among the successful sires of trotting speed.
Royal Fearnaught was the sire of:
St. Elmo 2:18 3/4
Peter K. 2:29 1/4
Silverthread (pacer) 2:15 1/2
Gladys 2:23
Young Frank (Frank P) 2:30
Homemade 2:34 1/4
Royal Belle (pacer) 2:29 1/2
Roy 2:21 1/4
Billy Baldridge 2:32 1/2
Moleskin Bob

Chance 2:23 1/4
Ben Wright 2:30
Royal 2:20 3/4
Shellbark 2:29 3/4
Gula 2:29 1/2
Don W. 2:39 1/4
Lady Warren 2:32
Topsy 2:29 1/2
Birdie S. (pacer) 3:01 1/2
Peter Lindley 2:27 1/4

In addition, Royal Fearnaught sired the dam of Queen Fearnaught 2:30. Of the twenty two listed,
twelve raced as geldings, eight were mares and the remaining two were raced as stallions.
Fearnaught (Whitcomb’s), got by Fearnaught, out of a mare STB by Ethan Allen. Though he
himself was small and seemingly failed to “show speed enough for a fair road gait”, he left seventeen foals
- five of which showed trials of 2:30 or better, were capital road horses, but were too hot to be successful
on the turf. He sired Lady Brooks 2:29 1/4, and Joe Irving.
Joe Irving was black 15 3/4 hands, dam STB by Gen. Knox. He got only a few colts but they
included: Black Ambler 2:26 1/4, Castledare 2:36 1/4, Eastern Queen 2:45, Black Rock 2:31, Kitty P.
2:34
1/4, and Nellie Call 2:52.
Fearnaught Jr. 2:26, chestnut with small star and white hind foot, 15 1/2 hands, 1040 pounds,
foaled in 1865. Got by Fearnaught, dam brown bay with snip and white hind foot, 15 1/2 hands, 950
pounds, from CT, breeding unknown. Fearnaught Jr. was the sire of Benny (pacer) 2:18 1/2, Sontag
2:31
1/4, Emery Fearnaught 2:33 1/2, Kentucky Girl 2:35 1/4, Mistake, Pemberton 2:29 1/2, V.R.S. 2:29 1/2,
Beecher 2:40, Try-Me-On, Ildirin 2:43, and Maximillian 3:17.
This article concludes the profiles of the Bulrush family. It is in no way a complete listing of all of
that family. However, it does cover, to a large degree, those Bulrush horses that were raced and achieved
times of record. If one runs a modern pedigree back 8, 9, 10, or 11 generations, names such as
Jupitor,
Captain Jack, Flying Cloud Jr., Benedict Morrill, Vermont Boy, Rob Roy, Pathfinder (Tilotson’s Oregon
Pathfinder), Vermont Ranger, Flying Morrill, Albany Boy (Vance Horse), White Mountain Boy, Hutchinson
Morrill, Mountain Chief, Winnebago Chief, Morgan Chief and Ishpeming Boy may appear and they are
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Sherman Morgan (Lord
Sherman Morgan (Lord
North), foaled 1808 or 1809, thirteen
and three quarters hands. Bright
chestnut, 925 pounds, off hind
stocking, small stripe, lean head well shaped, ears small and fine,
eyes inclined to be small, but full,
prominent and lovely. Broad, flat,
sinuey legs, broad chest, prominent
breastbone, large well placed
shoulders. Neck excellent. Mane
and tail full, long deep hip, loins
broad and muscular, a little hollow
backed but not weak. Died 1835 at
either 26 or 27 years. Bred by James
Sherman of Lyndon, Vermont.
The dam of Sherman Morgan
was said to be ‘Spanish’, which meant
of Barb or Arab type. She was chestnut of good size, high spirited and elegant. She had three white feet and
white stripe, a long light neck, carried her head high. She was pleasant tempered and worked kindly. She
transmitted to her son her fineness of finish, high quality, perfect docility and great intelligence.
Mr. Linsley in Different Families says “Shermans are generally smaller than the Woodburys. More
inclined to be hollow-backed, but their backs are very short, with wide full loins. Their limbs are superlatively good. They have a shorter gait than the Bulrushes and do not raise their feet as high in traveling.
They have not so bold, eager and commanding a style of action as the Woodburys, but we think they have
a better temper for driving and full as much spirit; and nothing can exceed their courage on the road. They
have a more rapid walk than either of the other families with an exceedingly short, nervous step. They
are easily broken to harness and though spirited, are very gentle and tractable.”
Mr. Linsley has given us a a list of twenty entire sons of Sherman - 19 were listed with color. Eight
were chestnut, five bay, three gray, two black, and one brown. Heights were given for 16, ranging from 13
1/2 hands to 15 1/2 hands. The average height is 14 3/4 hands. Average weight is 1022 pounds.
Sherman Morgan was the first horse that ever left two sons that got 2:30 trotters.
He left at least 40 entire sons. They were taken to Canada, Ohio, Kentucky, Virginia, Iowa, Illinois,
and the Western Territories. His descendants furnished the foundation stock for The American Saddle
Horse, Standardbred, Tenneesee Walking Horse and to a lesser extent, The Quarter Horse.
Sherman’s get were early noted for speed, and his sons progeny were found in trotting contests of
long ago. “THE ALBANY CULTIVATOR, August 2, 1845: A horse called Sherman Morgan is generally
believed to have done more towards giving character and fame to the Morgan’s stock than any other
horse, not excepting the first of that race and name.”
Sherman’s disposition was kind and generous, extremely tractable, yet high spirited, with great
endurance. He was universally regarded as New England’s leading sire. As a group, his family were
known for their docility and great courage on the road.
His greatest son was Black Hawk - who deserves his own chapter, which will be coming up next.
Other sons of Sherman that bred on included; Young Sherman (there were three of this name), Goss Horse,
Wilson Horse, Morgan Tiger (2 horses of this name), Morgan Robin, Hammond Horse, Batchelder Horse,
113

Newell’s Gray, Eastman Horse, White Mountain Morgan, Pope Horse, Fisher’s Morgan, Blanchard Horse,
Sir Charles, Blevin Horse, Sherman Morgan (Kilburns), Sherman Morgan (Adam’s), Beloit Morgan, Willey
Horse, Turk, Carpenter’s Gray, Dutch Prince, Fox, Morgan Traveller, Howard Morgan, Roebuck, Cock of
the Rock, Flint Morgan, Eaton Horse, Solvertail, and the Adam’s Horse, Billy Root (Root Horse, Comet,
Red Bird), Royal Morgan (Crane Horse, Morgan Rattler), Vermont Morgan Champion (Knight’s Horse),
and Whalebone.
The characteristics Mr. Linsley described hold as true now as they did then. This family has come
down to us in good abundance. Sherman may be traced to the Jubilee King family or through the General
Gates family, or through horses descended from Troubador of Willowmoor. Sherman’s blood comes down
as strongly to us through stallion lines as through mare lines. Many sons, grandsons, and great, great,
great grandsons were known to be superior broodmare sires. The family as a whole still seems to be
primarily chestnut with stars and stripes, still with suprlative legs and superior dispositions - docile and
kind, yet with fire and spirit and speed.
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Black
Black Hawk, son of Sherman
Morgan, was bred by Benjamin Kelly
of Durham, NH and foaled April
1833, the property of Ezekiel
Twombly, also of Durham. He was
15 hands, black with no markings,
and weighed about 1,000 lbs. His
dam was black, 16 hands, described
as handsome, with wide nostrils,
good sized head and ears, neck of
good length and well cut up under
the jowls. Her back was strong, good
loin, hips of good width, rather
straight and a very smoothly turned,
handsome croup with good legs,
clean, flat and free of hair. Her
breeder and breeding are unknown,
though there is plenty of controversy
about her. Some say she was a
Narragansett mare, yet she was a square trotter and never paced, nor did Black Hawk. Some say she
was
of imported English blood, her dam being imported, most seem to agree she came from Nova Scotia to
Durham. She was by all accounts an excellent road horse, very kind, intelligent, with alot of speed and
endurance, wind and courage. She traveled with her head fairly well up, or a little higher than her body.
The dam of Black Hawk while in foal with Black Hawk, was traded to Mr. Twombly for a large
load of hay. Before Mr. Kelly traded with Mr. Twombly, he drove this mare a measured mile on the
turnpike, put to a gig in three minutes.
After the death of Mr. Twombly, Black Hawk passed to a grandson, Mr. Shadrack Seavey, who
traded him, when he was coming 5, to Albert R. Mathes for another horse and fifty dollars. Mr. Mathes
sold him to Messrs. Brown & Thurston in Haverhill, MA, for two hundred dollars. Mr. Thurston bought
out Mr. Brown’s interest and sold him in 1844 to Mr. David Hill, Bridport, VT for eight hundred dollars.
Mr. Hill kept Black Hawk until his death in December of 1856.
Mr. Linsley says of Black Hawk: “In size, compactness, style of action, great muscular development, temperament and endurance he exhibits the distinquishing traits of the Morgans to a high degree.
His stock exhibit much the same characteristics, and many of his colts have the same marks in the face
and
upon the feet that belong to Sherman and his dam.”
“Black Hawk is a little under 15 hands high, and weighs about ten hundred pounds. His compact,
symmetrical and muscular form, and nervous, elastic style of action, give unmistakable evidence of the
speed and endurance he has shown upon the turf and road; and although twenty-three years old, his eye
has lost none of its brightness, his health is still excellent, and his movements are still graceful and
energetic. One of the chief excellencies of Black Hawk, ond one which he possesses in a
remarkable
degree, is the uniformity with which he stamps upon his offspring his own distinguishing characteristics.
Few colts were sired by him previous to 1844, when he became the property of David Hill.”
Mr. Seavey said of Black Hawk, that he was the homeliest colt that he had ever seen.
Though
Black Hawk was a square-gaited, easy-moving, natural trotter and very fast for his day, he appears to have
been a slow developing colt. Until being owned by Mr. Thurston, he was said to be quite light in his
quarters and at five years of age was quite peaked behind.
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Black Hawk was driven by Mr. Thurston frequently fifty miles in half a day. Once he was driven
sixty-three miles in seven hours and fifteen minutes. Mr. Thurston called Black Hawk the finest horse that
he knew, and the best roadster he ever drew rein over. He had a superb disposition and was perfectly safe
for any lady to ride or drive.
Black Hawk often participated in trotting contests, and as far as known was never beaten. Few
records remain of these contests, but two remain at Boston. The first, a five mile race for one thousand
dollars in 1842, he won in 16 minutes; and a race at the same place in 1843,two mile heats, best three
in
five, for four hundred dollars, which Black Hawk won in straight heats; time: 5:43, 5:48, 5:47. This gives
him a record of sixteen minutes at five miles, and 5:43 at two miles. He was given a mile harness record
of 2:51 1/2. Mr. Linsley says: “Single miles he made at different times in 2:42, and such is his record in the
Year Book.”
When Black Hawk was two years old, he broke out of his enclosure and went visiting. The
following year the first of his produce was dropped, which at four years old was sold for one hundred
seventy five dollars. A similar event happened when Black Hawk was four, and the result was a fine filly,
which at six years old sold for six hundred dollars.
Many sons of Black Hawk were sold at large prices. The superiority of the family of Black Hawk
as roadsters, has to a large extent prevented their use upon the trotting turf. Nevertheless, so many of
these roadsters were so fast that Black Hawk’s fame as a founder of a turf trotting family was assured.
Mr. J.H. Sanders, in the Breeder’s Gazette of April, 1891 said: “The investigation into the pedigrees
of the trotting horses of America, which we have been required to make in the preparation of the Breeder’s
Trotting Stud Book, has led us to put a higher estimate upon the blood of Black Hawk than has generally
been accorded to him by writers upon the trotting horse. Indeed, speaking only from a general impression
of the results, we are inclined to the opinion that the name of but one horse, Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, will
be found more frequently in the pedigrees of standard-bred trotters. We are compelled to recognize him
(Black Hawk), as a stallion of marked prepotency as a sire, and one in whose descendants the capacity
and
the disposition to trot fast exist to a very remarkable degree.”
The stud books of Black Hawk show the number of mares bred to him after he came to Bridport,
VT as follows: from 1844 to 1856 Black Hawk bred a total of 1772 mares! Of these, in the 1844 season
he
sired 50 foals. In the 1845 season he sired 77 foals. Records do not show the number of foals in each
of
the other seasons, but in the season that he had 200 mares booked to him, only 64 were bred for the
second
time. Truly, he was a remarkably fertile stallion.
Black Hawk sired:
Ethan Allen 2:25 1/2, Lancet (Know Nothing)* 2:27 1/4,Lady Litchfield 2:33,Young America(?) 2:23, Hard
Road (ch g) 2:37, Black Ralph 2:34*, Belle of Saratoga 2:29, Tom Hyer 2:32, Black Hawk Maid 2:37,
Trotting
Childers 2:33 1/2, Vermont 2:48, Red John Jackson 2:43, Tom Jefferson 2:44, Little Giant 2:48,
Stockbridge
Chief 2:49, Hard Road (bl h) 2:51, Plato 2:38, Mohawk 2:39*, Black Hawk (?) 2:44, Greyhound 2:45
1/2,
Sherman Black Hawk 2:46, Cottrill Morgan 2:49, Black Hawk (?) 2:49, Peerless 2:49 1/4, Phillip Allen 2:53.
* Indicates Under Saddle: Lancet 2:25, Black Ralph 2:31, Mohawk .
Black Hawk sired the following sires of note: Black Flying Cloud I, Black Hawk (Estey’s) I, Black
Hawk (McCracken’s) I, Black Hawk Hero I, Bucephalus, Calkings Horse, Ethan Allen 10, Ethan Allen
(Drury’s), Flying Cloud (Jackson’s), Flying Cloud (Orr’s), Gray Eagle (Blind Eagle), Hammett Horse,
Henry Clay (Wilson’s), Keokuk, Patrick Henry 2, Peacock, Prophet, Rough and Ready, Vergennes Black
Hawk, Washtenaw Chief.
Sires from daughters of Black Hawk: Abraham, Black Flying Cloud I, Buckingham, Clematis,
Duke of Saratoga, King Herod, Vermont Hero I.
A summary of the tables of 2:30 trotters at the close of 1892, shows that nearly fifteen hundred
trace to Black Hawk, of which over five hundred are in male line, thirty one being by nineteen sons, one
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Ethan
Ethan Allen, harness record
2:25 1/2, to pole with running mate
2:15, was foaled June 18th, 1849. He
was got by Black Hawk, son of
Sherman out of a gray mare bred by
John Field of Springfield, VT.
The gray mare was by
Robin, or Red Robin, owned by
Moses G. Bates also of Springfield.
Her pedigree is largely unknown;
second dam, dark brown bred by Mr.
Bemis of Baltimore, VT; a mare of
Morgan build, said to be Morgan;
third dam a chestnut said to be by
Justin Morgan. It is conjectured that
Robin or Red Robin was by Justin
Morgan as well. If true it would
make Ethan Allen an incredibly
special horse and from all accounts of him, on the track, at stud and in person he was that. Ethan Allen
was a bright bay with star and a faint, irregular stripe. Black mane and tail, both hind feet and the right
front foot white to just above the pasterns. He was a trifle less than 15 hands, and weighed about one
thousand pounds. He was known for his beauty, his body was long for his height however. His proportions were very symmetrical, head handsome and held high, delicate ears, fine, long neck, clean at the
throat, shoulders deep and oblique, back and loin strong, coupling excellent, hips long and quarters
powerfully muscled.
Ethan Allan was Champion of the World at four years, Champion of the World to pole and
Champion Trotting Stallion of the World when he made his record. He had a wonderful disposition in
addition to his beauty and his speed. As a colt he was the family pet, he was bred by Joel W. Holcomb of
Ticonderoga, NY. Mrs. Holcomb tells of Ethan Allen that “You couldn’t get him by the window but that
he would put his head in to get a piece of cake”, he kept that wonderful, gentle disposition all of his life,
and it helped to make him America’s favorite horse. Mr. Wallace (2 Wallace’s Monthly, 456) says of Ethan
Allen: “Of all the horses that have been favorites with the American people, no one has ever approximated
the popularity of Ethan Allen. His remarkable beauty, his wonderful speed, his perfect action, and above
all, his kind and gentle disposition, made him the admiration and the pet of everybody”. Mr. Parlin of the
‘American Cultivator’ says “No one has ever raised a doubt as to his being the handsomest, finest-styled
and most perfectly gaited trotter that has ever been produced”.
Ethan Allen was sold quite a few times, and was finally purchased by Col. Amasa Spraque of
Providence, RI for seven thousand five hundred dollars. Col. Sprague kept him in at Providence for
awhile and then sent him to his stock farm in Lawrence, Kansas, where he lived a serene life in peace and
comfort till he died in Sept. 1876 in his twenty-eighth year. He was buried at the entrance of the trotting
park and a monument was erected to his memory. His skeleton was later exhumed and now stands in the
Museum of Natural History in Lawrence.
Prior to ownership by Col. Sprague, Ethan Allen stood at stud and raced at Shoreham, VT,
Cambridge, MA, Boston, MA, and Medford, MA. During the seasons he made at Shoreham, VT he sired
his trotters with the fastest records, and sired as well those sons who became his most noted sires.
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the same year as Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, he sired up to 1872 a precisely equal number of 2:30
trotters;
had he not been removed to Kansas it is likely he would have to his credit as many 2:30 trotters as his
great competitor.
On June 21, 1867 Ethan Allen, with a running mate hitched beside him to carry the weight, entered
into a match race with Dexter, then considered invincible. There was appearently some evidence of
betting manipulation, but at length the race was run. It was a superb demonstration of Ethan Allen’s
ability to trot. He won three heats against Dexter in times of 2:17, 2:18, and 2:21! Each heat was a
heartstopping go. Several times Ethan Allen broke, lost incredible ground to Dexter and each time he made
that ground up and passed Dexter with lengths to spare. It is said that when making his move Ethan Allen
would drop his body to a remarkable lowness and maintain a straight gliding line at that elevation.
Appearently Red Robin, grandsire of Ethan Allen would trot at speed in the same way, very low
to the ground with his hind feet carried outside of his front ones.
Ethan Allen was the sire of:
Hotspur 2:24
Billy Barr 2:23 3/4
Major Riley 2:30 1/2
Fannie Fisher 2:32
Josephine 2:32 1/4
Rosa Livingston 2:35 1/2
Carrie Allen 2:34 1/4
Washington Irving 2:38
Frank Allen 2:42
Black Bess 2:35
Spartan 2:39 1/2
Sleepy Bill 2:42 1/4
Paul Revere 2:50
Parnell (?) 2:29 1/4
Sam Houston 2:36 3/4
Dyer 2:40
Lady Black 2:40 1/2
Daniel Lambert 2:42
Kit Holton 2:45
Panic 2:47
J.E.Allen 2:51 1/2
Jim Allen 2:56 1/2
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Ohio Boy 2:27 3/4
Hickory Jack 2:23
Little Maid 2:32 1/4
Mary C. 2:35
Le Blonde 2:34 1/2
Warwick 2:29 1/2
Carrie A. 2:37
Sorrel Dan 2:38 1/2
Ethan Allen 2:45 3/4
Lady Close 2:36
Honesty 2:40 1/4
Chronicle 2:44
Easter 3:01 1/4
Tip Allen 2:33 1/2
Little Fred 2:39 1/4
Col. Ethan Allen 2:40 1/4
Little Thorne 2:40 1/2
Chestnut mare 2:45
Superb 2:45 1/2
Roebuck 2:48
Jumbo Jim ? 2:53
Tom Allen 3:09

Fanny Allen 2:28 1/4
Fannie Lee 2:29 1/4
Little Romp 2:39
Colorado Chief 2:53
Seth Warner 2:31
Judge 2:32
Joe Clark 2:37 3/4
Brown Rover 2:41 3/4
Sorrel Frank 2:30 1/4
Tidy 2:38 1/2
Sis 2:41 1/2
Gifford Boy 2:47
Pocahontas 2:26 3/4
Honest Allen 2:33 1/2
Adonis 2:39 1/4
Young Sutton 2:40 1/2
Aker’s Pet 2:42
White Oakley 2:45
Nameless 2:46
Maid of Chicago 2:49 1/2
Ethan Allen 2:53 3/4
Allen Shankless 3:59 3/4
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Honest
Honest Allen, 2:28 to pole.
Chestnut with blaze, 14 3/4 hands,
weighed nine hundred fifty pounds.
Bred by S.H. Edgerly, Manchester,
NH, got by Ethan Allen and foaled in
1855. He died in 1883, in Lexington,
KY.
His dam was chestnut, of
Morgan type and said to be by the
Brooks Horse, son of Sherman
Morgan; second dam was by Cock Of
The Rock. The dam of Honest Allen
was also the dam of White Mountain
Morgan, and several others that
could trot in 2:50 or better. She was a
golden chestnut with considerable
speed, great finish, and nice
appearance. Honest Allen was a horse of the finest disposition, and passed that quality on to all his get.
He had a fine thoroughbred head, beautiful eye, nice back, strong limbs and excellent feet. He was known
to be a natural trotter.
Honest Allen’s track career was long and honorable. Beginning when he was a six year old and
ending when he was fifteen! He raced against his sire, Ethan Allen, each hitched with a running mate.
Honest Allen managed, with the aid of an ‘off day’ and strange running mate, to match his sire. This was
in a series of four races run with the purses from $2,000 to $5,000! Honest Allen’s last race was at age
15.
He and a running mate defeated the great mare Goldsmith’s Maid and mate in an incredible 2:17 1/4 for
a purse of $3700.
Honest Allen was the sire of:
Prince Allen 2:26 1/2
Tom Allen 2:22
Princeton 2:34 1/4
Allen 2:31 1/4
Count Rumford 2:55
Honest Allen (Davis’)

Lady Bonner 2:24 1/4
Cedar Jack 2:33
Rooster 2:42
Billy P. 2:34
Denning Allen I

Kate Hughes 2:38 1/4
Nettie M. 2:33 1/2
Bob Acres 2:28
Lelia Kidd 3:00
Honest Allen II

Denning Allen was bay, 15 and 1/2 hands high, weighed ten hundred and thirty pounds. He was
bred by J.B. Bowman, Lexington, KY; got by Ethan Allen, foaled in 1874. His dam was Rena, black
or
brown with four white feet who was foaled in 1866. She was said to be by Ward’s Flying Cloud, son of
Black Hawk. Denning Allen was sold at public sale October 7, 1878 to Gen. D.P. Upham, Little Rock,
Arkansas, and in 1882 was sold by his administrator to E.S. Rice, Little Rock, who sold him in 1893 to
Joseph Battell, Middlebury, VT. Denning Allen was said to be a horse of great promise, that could trot 2:45
without any special training. He was said to be of the highest equine beauty, combined with great strength
and substance. He was kept in a region of few trotting bred animals, and did little service at stud, being
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Denning Allen took First Premium for Morgan stallions, 5 or over, at the World’s Columbian
Exposition, Chicago, IL. 1893. He also won the sweepstakes for Morgan stallion of any age at the
same
event.
Denning Allen received the very high compliment of being selected by a noted German sculptor
as a model of American horses at the World’s Fair. The sculptor was charged to take models of
such
American horses as he thought desireable for use in the agricultural schools of Germany.
Denning Allen is noted as the sire of Lord Clinton, the fasted trotter in single harness of the
Morgan family. Lord Clinton’s time was 2:10 1/4.
Lord Clinton at the end of one racing season had a list of 20 trotting victories, sixty heats in 2:30
or better and a race record of 2:10 1/4, in the second heat of a race which he won. Lord Clinton’s dam was
Fanny Scott by the thoroughbred Revenue, Jr., (Revenue x Nannie Harper) out of a mare
by
Copperbottom. As we know, it was because of Lord Clinton that Mr. Battell purchased Denning Allen and
Fanny Scott, to rebreed the two horses. He did just that and the cross produced General Gates - noted
sire
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Daniel
Daniel Lambert 62, by Ethan
Allen out of Fanny Cook, foaled in
1858. Daniel Lambert was a light
chestnut or sorrel with a stripe and
lucky left hind foot white. He was
nearly fifteen and a half hands and
weighed ten hundred and thirty
pounds. To quote S.W. Parlin, Esq.
of Boston, at some length: “He is a
remarkably handsome, active, wellpreserved horse of his age. When in
his prime no horse could be found to
compare with him in beauty of form,
elegance of style, grace of carriage,
ease and elasticity of gait, excellence
of quality, and fineness of finish
combined. He is of the Morgan
pattern, standing about fifteen hands; has a neat bony head; large, expressive eyes, set well apart;
short,
lively ears, always carried erect; clean-cut throttle; handsomely arched neck of good length, well set upon
strong, oblique shoulders, giving him naturally an upheaded, lofty appearance. His back is of medium
length, and very strong; ribs well sprung from the spine, giving him a round barrel, which is deep, of good
length, and ribbed closely to the hips; loin broad and well muscled; coupling strong and smooth; hips long
and roundly turned; rump rather straight, the whirlbone and tail being set high; quarters well muscled;
hocks well let down; forearms long, broad and muscular; cannons short, the bone being of good size in
proportion to weight of body. His hind leg is fairly straight, but the lower part is joined to the hock at
something of an angle, giving it the conformation found in many speedy trotters. His pasterns are short
and strong, feet well shaped, and of size in proportion to that of body and limbs. By common consent the
Morgans have enjoyed the reputation of being the most beautiful horses, as a family, ever produced on this
continent, and Lambert, when in his prime, was the most beautiful of that family. Few horses have ever
lived that possessed greater power of stamping their offspring with the above characteristics, and
imparting the ability to perpetuate them through succeeding generations.”
The dam of Daniel Lambert was a chestnut mare named Fanny Cook. Fanny Cook,
often
described as “fierce as she was flighty, sometimes unruly and always difficult” came by her fiery
temperament rightly, since she was by the odd-tempered horse Abdallah, who in turn was by the very
high couraged Mambrino. Abdallah was an extremely handsome horse, but exceedingly high strung.
Most of his get were like him; nervous, fussy horses who were difficult to work around.
On her dam’s side Fanny Cook inherited an equal measure of ‘hotness’. Her dam was a daughter
of Stockholm’s American Star, by Duroc, son of imported Diomed. All of these were hot horses, generous
to a fault, often hard to train, with incredible courage. They took to the racetrack as readily as they took
to war. They were all racers - trotters and flat racers. Fanny Cook was owned by William H. Cook, of
Ticonderoga, NY, the breeder of Daniel Lambert.
Daniel Lambert had such beauty and promise as a weanling that he brought a price of $300 from
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but one start, as a maiden three year old in the fall of 1861. He raced greenly in the first heat, loosing to
the mare Lady Anderson by less then a length. He came back to win the second and third heats, marked
at 2:42. Excellent time for a three year old. His driver, the famous Dan Mace was very pleased, so much
so he offered the colt against any other in the world, for up to $10,000 a side! There were no takers to
race
against the Porter Colt and he trotted off the track that day, never to face another starter.
Sold next, as a five year old to R.S. Denny of Boston for $3,000. The colt was renamed
Hippomenes
and taken to Saratoga, NY as a gentleman’s roadster. He created quite a sensation in that town of knowledgeable horsemen. His elegance, speed and quality made him the ideal in a day when the speed
horse
was approaching his golden years. He was the undisputed king of the road in a very horse conscious
town. He was beautifully trained for harness and his manners equalled his good looks and magnificent
gait. He was often driven in what was the only performance class at the fairs. These classes were judged
one - third on manners in harness, one - third on speed at the trot, and one - third on looks and showiness.
Such classes were made to order for Daniel Lambert, still called Hippomenes. He won, and won, and
won, well into his 20’s.
He had little use at stud while owned by Mr. Denny, and it was not until he was sold again, this
time to Benjamin Bates of Boston who sent him to the Cream Hill Stock Farm in Shoreham, VT, that he
stood a full season at stud.
He was an eight year old at that time. He remained at that farm for 11 years. In the fall of 1880
he was sold again, and then at the age of 26, he was bought by Joseph A. Battell and returned to Vermont.
He lived at the Breadloaf Stock Farm in Middlebury and Weybridge till he died at the age of 31. He was
in excellent health, sound and unblemished when he died.
He was the sire of 106 winners of 465 races. He was the sire of 37 horses within the 2:30
standard.
He was also the sire of countless other fine, speedy, handsome roadsters who were capable of passing
a
2:30 horse on the open road. None of his get, nor he, himself, ever needed boots or toe weights. As
a
family they tended, as did Lambert’s own great grand-sire, Red Robin, to go low to the ground and wide
behind when at speed. They were average size horses, 14.3 to 15.3, all were known for their great
beauty
and quality and all seemed to possess a tremendous stride in comparison to their height.
For almost twenty years the sons and daughters of Daniel Lambert dominated the racing world.
One of the fastest of his get was a bay gelding called Comee, out of a mare by Hiawatha, son of Flying
Cloud by Black Hawk. Comee was the winner of 26 races and holder of a mile in 2:19 1/4. He was very
sound, and high couraged. He went seven heats in two days and came back two weeks later to repeat the
performance. At 11 years of age, in his next to last win Comee went seven heats, winning two of them and
the race. Every one of those heats was done in less than 2:28!
Daniel Lambert was the sire of:
Comee 2:19 1/4
John Hall 2:25 1/4
John Lambert 2:31 3/4
Thought 2:37 1/2
Blanchard 2:25 1/4
Jubilee Lambert 2:25
Dickard 2:25 1/4
Fanny Lambert 2:33 1/2
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Ella Doe 2:23 1/2
George A. 2:24 1/2
Nonesuch 2:25 1/2
Susie B. ( Susie) 2:30 1/2
Ellen 2:33 1/4
W.H. Arnold 2:31 1/2
Ben Lambert 2:27
Aristos 2:27 3/4

Daniel Lambert 2:51 1/2
Annie Lou 2:30
Billy D. 2:26
Jenny 2:34
Jimmy Stuart 2:24 1/4
Wild Lilly 2:24
Jim 2:23 1/2
M.Y.D. Colt 2:35 1/4

Delightful 2:33 1/2
Daniel Lambert Jr. 2:35
Tommy Lambert 2:35
Young Lambert 2:38 1/2
David 2:40
Col. Moulton 2:28 1/2
Motion 2:29
Queen Mab 2:29 1/4
Lady M. 2:32 3/4
Oshlega Belle 2:34 1/2
Tommy Lambert 2:37 1/4
Champlain 2:36
Mountain Boy 2:39 1/2
Letter B. 2:42 1/4
Ben S. 2:44 1/2
Star Ethan 2:45 1/2
Ben 2:55
Maggie Lambert 2:25 1/2
Annie Page 2:27 1/4
Pauline Lambert 2:29
Helen 2:32 1/2
Lotta 2:33 1/2
Upstart 2:35
Harry 2:36 1/2
Silver Nell (?) 2:38
Daniel L. 2:48
Susie L. 2:39
Annie Laurie 2:40
Regardless 2:41 1/2
Daisy Lambert 2:41 3/4
Addison Boy 2:34
Rosedale 2:42
Kansas Ranger 2:43
Ruey R. 2:44
Little Dan 2:44 3/4
Kitty Lambert 2:45
Rufus 2:45
Daisy 2:46 1/2
Daisy Lambert 2:57
Care Not 2:57 1/2
Robert The Devil 2:44 1/4
Harry Allen 3:05
Melissa 2:32 3/4
Bay Lambert 2:33 1/4
Lambert Belle 2:34 1/4
East End 2:34 3/4
Col. Peabody (John N., John) 2:31 1/4
Crampton Lambert 2:39 3/4
Jessie Lambert 2:59 1/4(m)

Frank Lambert 2:35
Jessie 2:39 1/4
Fred (?) 2:28 3/4
Hattie Carlisle 2:31 3/4
Maud B. 2:34 3/4
Minnie Lambert 2:36
Sarah Bernhardt 2:43 1/2
Bessie M. 2:48 1/2
Dan Miller 2:25 1/2
Belle Hackett 2:31 1/2
Starter 2:35
Tommy Lee 2:38
John Lambert 2:39
Lookout 2:40 1/2
Steve Bailey 2:42
Lizzie E. 2:42
Silas Wright 2:44 1/4
Prince Lambert 2:45
Island Chief 2:48 1/2
Lillian 2:29 3/4
Jessie Lambert (h) 3:27
Rosebud 2:34 1/4
Ned Lambert 2:41 3/4

Daniel Lambert’s blood comes down to us through several of his breeding sons, most notably
Addison Lambert, his full brother Ben Franklin, Cobden and Jubilee Lambert. In addition to these
stallions, Daniel Lambert sired Princess Dagmar dam of the stallion Charles Reade. Charles Reade
was
the last horse to be given registration as a Morgan, a Saddlebred and, by virtue of his race record (2:24 1/4),
as a standardbred.
Ben Franklin was the foundation sire for the Brunk line of Morgans, Jubilee Lambert was the sire
of Jubilee de Jarnette, out of the incomparable Lady de Jarnette by Indian Chief, a grandson of Black Hawk
20. Together the above mentioned stallions have combined blood to give us the Brunk/Jubilee King bred
Morgans of today. Some call them Brunks, some call them Jubilee Kings, some call them Lambert bred.
Regardless of what they are now called they are all descendants of Daniel Lambert 62, and astonishingly
are even today recognizable as belonging to that family, for most are still chestnuts, with stripes, and light
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Ben
Ben Franklin, the third of
Daniel Lambert’s sons who founded
a male line, was foaled in 1873, out
of the mare Black Kate (dam of
Addison Lambert 2:27).
Ben
Franklin was bred by H.T. Cutts,
Orwell, VT. Black Kate was by
Addison, a son of Black Hawk;
second dam Polly Smith by Sir
Charles, son of Duroc, by imported
Diomed. Here again, we see the
pattern of breeding back to imported
Diomed’s blood, creating very fast
horses. Ben Franklin was put into
harness training at six, and won all
four of his races, gaining entry onto
the Standard List with a mile in 2:29.
He was kept at stud in Vermont till
he was seventeen years of age. During this time he sired all forty of his race winners. At age fourteen he
had his last major win - the Vermont State Breeder’s Association Champion.
Ben Franklin was a black chestnut, off hind foot white, 16 hands, and weighed 1100 pounds. He
was not as flashy a horse as his brothers Motion, and Jubilee Lambert, but he had a more
even
temperament and better bone. He had small ears, the well shaped head, the deeply laid shoulder of the
Lamberts along with a highly set tail, and long-muscled croup. He may have had a little less of the
family’s great strength across the loin, but as the only decent existing photo of him was taken when he was
over twenty it is impossible to say. His get were remarkable for their typical Lambert top lines.
At the age of seventeen, Ben Franklin was sold for $8,000 to a stock company in Nashville, TN,
headed by General Jackson and his nephew David McGavock. He was accompanied south by a carefully
picked band of fillies.
These fillies, as older mares were sold to J.C. Brunk of Springfield, IL, becoming the foundation
stock of the Brunk Morgans, along with an own son of Ben Franklin, Chetco 4513.
Carrying Ben Franklin’s name down to us on the sire line, was his older son, Jasper Franklin 3989.
Jasper Franklin was bred in VT, and sold by his breeder to J.J. Lynes’ Morgan Horse Farm in Plainfield,
Iowa. J.C. Brunk took advantage of his presence and sent the old Vermont bred mare Daisy 0479, by Billy
Bodette 814, to him. The result was Allen Franklin 5722 foaled in 1909. Allen Franklin sired in turn the
full brothers Penrod 6140 and Allen King 7090. Allen King may be the last of this family to have trotted
the measured mile. That he did in 2:30, when he was a horse of over 10 years and standing at the
U.S.
Government Farm.
It is through Allen King’s daughter Bunting (out of a full sister to Cornwallis),and her sons
Grenadier and Townshend John that the families trotting ability comes down to us a definate source.
Penrod, full brother to Allen King, was the sire of Jubilee King, whose own large family was and
is known for their ability as roadsters, working ranch horses, trail horses, show horses, sport horses and
over all versatility.

Ben Franklin was born and lived in an era when Morgan racing was coming to an end. Of his
forty get with race records, only two produced get who raced and had measured times. The sons of
daughters of Ben Franklin who did not race went on to produce families that had their fame and success
in other areas of use; such as the Jubilee King family for example.
Ben Franklin was the sire of:
Charlie Ray 2:29
Katisha 2:29 1/4
Hulda B. 2:21 3/4
Nimbus 2:26 1/4
H.T.C. 2:39 1/4
Belle Girl 2:30 1/4
Jim Graham 2:32 1/2
Prince Myatt
Helena 2:29 3/4
Kitty J. 2:32 1/2
Lottie Franklin 2:40 1/4
Bismark 2:47 1/2
Ben Bradford 2:51
H.T.C. (2)
Cambridge Girl 2:31
Ino 2:40

Dynamite 2:20 3/4
Lady Franklin 2:35 1/4
May Be 2:24
Althea 2:24 1/2
Henry C. 2:26 1/4
McMyatt 2:30
Kitty 2:36 1/2
R.W.S. 2:29 1/4
N.O.D. 2:30
Lady Hope 2:34
Jennie R. 2:41
May Queen 2:50
Stella Harrison 2:54 1/4
Frank H. 2:35 1/2
Star Franklin 2:32 1/2
Cassie B.

Orwell 2:24
Belle Franklin 2:28 1/4
Peerless Ben 2:26 1/4
H.H.Franklin 2:34
California Lambert 2:30.5
Morrison 2:31 1/2
Wyndella 2:48 1/2
Bessie 2:31 1/2
Ben Adhem 2:31
Frank Hale 2:35 1/2
Pearl Lambert 2:45 1/2
Urda 2:51
Havelock 3:20
George C. 2:28 1/4
Rare Ben 2:33 1/2
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Sons of Daniel
Other sons of Daniel Lambert who sired race horses include:
Abraham: dark bay, narrow stripe, 15 1/2 hands, weight of 1,000 pounds. He was foaled in 1862, out of
the mare Polly Cook by Black Hawk. Abraham stood at stud, with his sire, at the Cream Hill Stock Farm
in Shoreham, VT from 1871 to 1878, he then stood at the Bates Farm in Watertown, Mass. He died in
1892
at thirty, in Montpelier, VT. He is described as an elegant horse, though having somewhat faulty limbs.
Belle Shackett 2:27
1/2
Kitty Cook 2:26
Brightwood 2:19 1/4
American Queen 2:37
Boston Boy 2:30 1/4
Nelly Hale 2:31 1/4

Abram 2:34 1/2
Lady Lambert 2:14 1/2
Mack 2:52 1/2
Frank 2:19 1/2
Bessle H. 2:25 3/4
Ben Harper 2:11
Jeannie 2:27 1/4

JulIa C. 2:29
Frank Gilman 2:16
Pearl 2:29 1/2
Alice M. 2:37 1/2
Robert T. 248
Pacing 2:27 3/4

Addison Lambert 2:27. foaled 1872, bay with a small star, 16 hands, 1200 pounds. Got by
Daniel
Lambert, dam Black Kate, dam of Ben Franklin.
Kept at stud, with his brother Ben Franklin at Brookslde Farm until the summer of 1888, when he
was sold and taken to Buenos Aires, South America, returned to Middlebury, VT In 1891! He was a well
proportioned horse with excellent trotting action
He sired:
Hyde Park Lambert 2:32 3/4
Susie 2:26
Bethel Lambert 2:41 1/2
AddisonJr. 2:35 1/2
Charley B. 2:39 1/4
Bayardere 2:41 1/2
Aristos: Brown, white hind socks, 16 hands, 1050 pounds, foaled 1870. Bred by John
Porter,
Ticonderoga, NY; by Daniel Lambert; out of Fanny Jackson, black by Stonewall Jackson, son
of
Lexington Chief* 2:30
O.D.G. 2:13 1/2
C.W. Mitchell 2:33 1/4
H.B. Winship 2:06 +
Return 2:38 1/2
Goldmine
Warren 2:26 1/4
Aristotle 240 1/4
G.H.K. 2:29 1/2
Percy K. 2:32 3/4
R.D.F. 2:22 1/4
Boom 2:38 1/2
Carlotta 2:26
Gillig 2:23 1/2
Ben C. 2:19 1/2
Aristomont 2:27 3/4
Levi Aristos 2:26 1/2
Wonderful Cure 3:00
CoL Kipp 2:24 1/4
+ with a running mate
Tamerlane 2:29
Frank Dana (?) 2:29
*Pacing 2:23 1/4
3/4
Ella Cole 2:19 1/2
Essex 2:3l 3/4
Henry H. (?) 2:27 3/4
Aristos was sold the spring of 1888 to Lester Fish. Rutland, VT for $10,000. He carried himself
proudly and was reported to move with the precision of machinery. He trotted, in stud condition, a
quarter in 33 seconds. He also had the distinction, for nearly eight years, of having got the horse which
had trotted the fastest mile ever trotted - H.B. Winship, 2:06 with a running mate in 1884. Aristos was
awarded 1st Premium for Morgan Stallions at the Vermont Breeders Association in Rutland, VT 1888.
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Motion 2:29, dark chestnut with star and left hind fetlock white, 15 hands, 1000 pounds, foaled 1873, got
by Daniel Lambert; dam Never Mind (dam of Annie Laurie 2:27 3/4), got by a son of Young Moscow by
Moscow, a Canadian horse brought to Maine. Motion was sold to Joseph Battell, Middlebury, VT in 1878
and kept at the Bread Loaf Stock Farm till his death in 1886, “occasioned by epizootic”.
Motion made his first and only season on the turf in 1881, when he made his record of 2:29, he was
reputed to be much faster than his record. He would pull a road wagon with great ease and astonishing
speed. He had courage and ambition without limit. He got about 150 colts of uniform excellence, not only
In speed, but in the carriage, style and beauty of their sire. Motion was the sire of:
Whist 2:18 3/4
Squirrel 2:39 1/2
Chrome 2:26 3/4
Lady Lambert 2:281/2
Star Motion 2:42 1/2
Hattie L 2:25 1/2
Getty Grant 2:26 1/4
Daisy Lambert (?) 2:23 1/2
Robert Burns 2:41
Star Ethan 2:45 1/2: Star Ethan was bay, with star and white hind feet, 15 hands, 950
pounds;
foaled 1874 by Daniel Lambert; dam Queen of Vermont by Churchill Horse by Black Hawk. Star Ethan
was known as a sire of much merit and of true Morgan quality, he was the sire of:
Little Dan 2:19 1/4
Young Lambert 2:35
Allen 2:32 3/4
Ben H. 2:30
Yankee 2:39 1/4
Halifax 2:44
Sam Dorman 2:51
Split Ears 2:29 1/2
Swanton Boy 2:27 1/4
Pearl 2:28 1/4
Utell 2:30
Fanny H. 2:44
Unwood K. 2:47 1/4
Lambertus Bay: little white on inside quarter of hind foot, 16 hands, l050 to 1100 pounds; foaled
1878, bred by John Porter, got by Daniel Lambert; dam Fanny Jackson, dam of Aristos. Lambertus died in
1888. He was handsome and fast. When he was four he was the winner of the 2nd, 3rd, and 5th heats and
the race on ice at Lake Champlain, time 2:30, 2:28, 2:27. He is said to have shortly after shown a full
mile
on ice in 2:18. Lambertus was the sire of:
Sylvester K. 2:25 1/2
Claremont 2:36 1/4
Sir Thomas 2:26 1/4
Lambertus Jr. 2:39 1/4
There are many more sons and daughters of Daniel Lambert who made contributions to the breed as a
whole, and to racing in their time. There are far too many to cover.
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Woodbury Morgan (Old Whitefoot Woodbury Morgan, Burbank Horse, Walker Horse) was foaled
in the latter half of May, 1816. He was fourteen and three-quarters hands high. and weighed from nine
hundred and eighty-five pounds to ten hundred and forty pounds. These figures being the extremes of
his weight, taken at different times. He was a dark, rich chestnut; off hind leg white from the hoof to half
way up the cannon. He had a stripe beginning at the edge of his upper-lip, filling the space between the
nostrils and extending more than half way to his eyes. His mane and tall were full and of the same color
as his body, they were not as thick and long as either Bulrush’s or Sherman’s.
Woodbury was bred by Lyman Wight, of Tunbridge, VT. The breeding of his dam is untraced
though she was loaned to Mr. Lyman Wight by his father, Mr. William Wight for the express purpose of
producing a foal. The mare was five when she foaled Woodbury. She was large, over fifteen hands and
weighed about eleven hundred pounds. In color she was bay, with black legs, mane and tail, and small
star. In conformation she was not compactly made, and was rather flat-ribbed; but she had an excellent
chest, fine shoulders and hips, and good, straight legs. Her head was very fine, with good ears, and a full,
beautiful mane and tail. She carried her head high, was a very free, spirited driver and was called fast.
She both paced and trotted. She would start out at the pace and shift into a trot once underway. The mare
was known to be a very fast walker.
Woodbury himself is described by D.C. Linsley as being close and compactly made with heavy
quarters and deep flanks; his chest was good and the shoulders finely shaped. He had a short back, and
broad, sinewy loins. His legs had some long hairs on the back-side, but were well shaped, somewhat
larger than Sherman’s and not so large as Bulrush’s. His head was small and lean, with a fine, firm
muzzle, the nostrils very large and full, face straight, very wide between the eyes, which were dark hazel,
very large and prominent, and showed no white around the edge of the lid. He had small ears, set
somewhat wider apart than many would consider consistent with perfect beauty.
His style of action was bold and resolute, and his temperament was so nervous, that when taken
out with a bridle it was almost impossIble to keep him still. He was good in harness and appeared well,
but his best advantage was under saddle. The military men of the time were most eager to ride him at
‘muster’ or review. His disposition was pleasant and playful, but at muster he was all business and
convinced the gathered people were there to admire him. “Martial music only roused him, the firing of
guns in no way disturbed him and waving flags and uniforms seemed hardly able to attract from him a
single glance, and he moved about as if he was himself the principal object of attraction and cause of all
the attending excitement and display.” To quote Moses E. Cheney, a leading citizen of the time, “Col. Jacob
Kent rode the old Woodbury in 1836 on muster day at Newbury, Vermont, then owned at Wells River. To
all appearance that horse would as soon tread a man under as not, that did not stand aloof.”
Woodbury was the largest of the three brothers, and possessed in a greater degree the
bold,
fearless and showy style of their sire. He was as stated less tractable than Sherman, better under
saddle,
not so pleasant in harness and not as good a roadster. He was more symetrical then the other two, but not
so full in the breast, though he was deeper in the flanks and better quartered. Linsley says of
the
Woodbury’s that some are inclined to be hollow-backed and differ in this respect from the Bulrushes.
They have an exceedingly bold, lofty and resolute style of action and are over flowing with energy and
spirit. Generally they are tractable, but eager and restless; full of ambition and cat-like in activity. As a
family, they have softer coats then the others, a shorter gait than the Bulrushes, and their prevailing color
is chestnut or bay. They have the largest, most prominent eye and a broad forehead.
Shortly after the Newbury, Vermont muster, Woodbury’s owner Mr. Burbank died and he was
sold at auction to Norman Baglee of Alabama, who took him to Gainsville, Alabama where he died in 1838

either as a result of a broken leg gotten in disembarking the ship at Gainsville or as a result of an inability
to adjust to the fodder fed him on board or when he arrived in Alabama.
Woodbury Morgan was the first horse ever foaled that left as many as three sons that each got a
two-thirty trotter. Sherman was the first horse that ever got two sons to get two-thirty trotters.
Woodbury’s trio of trotting sires were Gifford Morgan, Morgan Eagle, and Morgan Caesar.
As in the case of Bulrush, it was not until later generations that the Woodbury family came into
their own as fast trotters. It was Gifford Morgan’s son, the gelding Beppo, who in a five heat race with
Lady Suffolk set a record of 2:28 under saddle. Lady Suffolk also set the same record. But six years
later
an own son of Morgan Caesar, Mac defeated her with times of 2:28 to harness, 2:27 to saddle. A son
of
Morgan Eagle, bearing the same name, got Magna Charta 2:33, that at one time held the four year
old
trotting record of the world.
Mr. Unsley lists eighteen sons of Woodbury, thirteen of which have color listed. Eight were
chestnut, and five were bay. Their heights vary from fourteen and half hands (Gifford Morgan) to sixteen
hands of the Walker Horse, Morgan Tally-ho; the average height is fifteen hands. In all this makes the get
of Woodbury one-quarter of an inch taller and about thirty pounds heavier then the get of Sherman.
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Morgan Caesar was one of three sons of Woodbury that got a two-thirty trotter. Morgan Caesar,
also known as Morgan Post Boy, was fifteen and half hands, foaled in 1828. He was bred by Simon Smith,
Hartland, VT; got by Woodbury Morgan and out of a mare also bred by Simon Smith who was by
Quicksilver, son of Dey of Algiers, an Arabian, the 2nd dam was got by a horse called Traveler. It was said
of Morgan Caesar by Mr. Linsley, that “He was free from long hairs, had a fine head, ears and neck; mane
and tail not as thick as was common. He was a fast driver, could go a mile in 3:00 minutes, and in March,
1844, was driven 12 miles, with two men in a sleigh, in 44 minutes.” He was sold to a gentleman in Maine,
(where he was called Morgan Post Boy) for use as a parade horse. He remained there till 1842 and
while
there sired some excellent trotting stock. Including the celebrated trotter Mac (2:28 to harness and 2:27 to
saddle), the noted trotter Pizarro, and a mare known as the Roberts mare who was reported to trot a mile
in 2:35. He was sold back to Vermont and kept there till he died in 1848. While in Maine, in addition to
being called Morgan Post Boy, he was also known as Smith’s Black Morgan. His stock sold for good prices
and many geldings brought from $300 to $1,000 each.
The get of Morgan Caesar also include: Morgan Traveler (Sawyer Horse) and Morgan Eclipse. In
turn, Morgan Eclipse sired Flyaway (Gen. Mead) 2:36, Black Hawk Morgan, Morgan Bucephalus, Young
Morgan Eclipse, Black Hawk Eclipse. Morgan Caesar also sired the West Horse, who sired in turn: Lady
West 2:37 1/2, Hiram Dyer 2:46 3/4, and Bay Dick 2:36 1/2.
Morgan Eagle was another of the trio of sons that each got a two-thirty trotter. Morgan Eagle was
a dapple bay with black points, fifteen and half hands high, and weighed eleven hundred pounds. He was
bred by Mr. Cheney, Royalton, Vermont. Morgan Eagle was foaled about 1824, his dam was the Cheney
mare, who was bay, about ten hundred pounds, resembling a Morgan and said to be by Bulrush Morgan.
Morgan Eagle and his dam were sold at auction when he was two for $75. He changed hands several
times more, until his death in 1840 supposed to have been due to poisoning. While in the hands of Mr. D.
Morgan of Royalton, VT, he was also called Independence. He was described as “a thick-set, heavy
horse,
graceful and beautiful, of fine color, and about as perfect as he could be.” Another owner claims the horse
bred one hundred mares the season he owned him. Mr. Linsly says “High style, fine action and a pleasant
driver. The stock of Morgan Eagle were compact, rugged horses and fine drivers.”
Morgan Eagle sired Sorrel Ned, 2:38 and the famous mare Lady Sutton, 2:30, who raced
Lady
Suffolk in a seven heat contest. Lady Suffolk took the first and second heats, Lady Sutton the third and
fourth, the fifth and sixth were dead heats, and Lady Suffolk took the seventh and won the race, but it was
during this contest that Lady Sutton made her record of 2:30. She had gone against Lady Suffolk the year
before on the same course, in a six heat contest, taking first, second and sixth heats. Thereby winning that
contest.
Morgan Eagle also sired Henderson’s Morgan Eagle who was a dark bay horse with white circles
below his hind fetlocks, he stood 16 hands and weighed eleven hundred fifty pounds. His dam was said
to be Morgan, he in turn sired Magna Charta, 2:31.
Magna Charta, son of Henderson’s Morgan Eagle founded a small dynasty of trotters. Magna
Charta, also known as Macomb Chief, 2:31, was bay, with a left hind fetlock white, 15 hands, and weighed
nine hundred pounds. He was bred by L.W. Voorhees, Utica, Michigan. Foaled May 15, 1855, his dam
was chestnut by Giles Scroggins, a chestnut or dark sorrel horse, said to be a son of Giles Scroggins
by
SirArchy. The second dam was by Wild Deer and the third dam was said to be a Whip mare. Magna
Charta was sold as a two year old for seven thousand dollars. A vast increase in price compared to what
his grandsire sold for at the same age! Magna Charta lived to be thirty-one years of age. When he was

of Ethan Allen, made six years before. Of recorded races Magna Charta trotted eighteen, winning ten. He
was a horse who appeared to be much bigger then he really was, and his size stood against him in the
stud. He was reputedly a kind horse up till 1863, when he was abused by a groom. From then on, there
were times when he would exhibit a very ugly temper. Magna Charta was a handsome horse and is said
to have retained all his courage till the day of his death, when he was sick for only two hours before dying.
Magna Charta sired:
Hannah D. 2:22 1/4
Royal Magna 2:34 1/4
Molly Pitcher (Sally Scott) 2:28 1/4
Judge Withy 2:32 3/4
Daniel B. 2:34 1/4
George Randall 2:40 1/2
Young Magna 2:29
Ruth 2:36 1/2
Hard Road 2:50
Wonder 2:37
Charley 2:41 1/2
Rob Roy 2:59 1/4
Maggie 3:00
Belle Bander 2:33 3/4
Lady Beach 2:42

Sorrel Dan (Dan Mace) 2:30
Ellen Mary 2:37
Molly 2:27
Prince Magna 2:34 1/4
Pumpkin Seed 2:40 1/4
Belle of Lexington 2:26 3/4
Billy C. 2:35
P.H. Baker 2:41
Seth F. Baine 2:34 1/2
Seth 2:41
Ella B. 2:51
St. Elmo 3:00
Rob Dunbar
David B. 2:34 1/4
Ben H. 2:51

Of thirty get, Magna Charta sired five that made the two-thirty record. Twenty six were race
winners, two were ten race winners, and one was a fifty race winner. In addition, he was the sire of twenty
nine mares that became in turn the dams of 2:30 or under winners. Of those 29 dams, twenty eight were
trotters and one was a pacer.
Woodbury sired other sons, and indeed we will give Gifford Morgan a chapter of his own next.
But, the other sons of Woodbury were not noted as racing stock. They were known as roadsters, and it
is through the roadsters that the blood comes down to us most abundantly. Those sons included:
Enfield Horse (Moody Horse), Marsh Horse, Gen Hibbard (Hibbard Horse), Weasel (Bliss Horse),
Bonaparte, Cleveland Horse, Babbitt Horse, Putnam Morgan (Putnam Horse, Burbank Morgan Jr.),
Morgan Chief (Latham Horse, Eldridge Horse), Bailey Horse, Young Burbank 1st (Farrar Horse),
Morgan Tally Ho (Walker Horse), Buchanan, Goodale Horse, Davis Horse, Barker Horse (Nelson
Morgan), and Morgan (Sawyer’s).
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Woodbury Morgan was bred by Ziba
Gifford of Tunbridge, VT. He was
foaled June 13th, 1824. Gifford
Morgan was a dark chestnut, almost
brown in sunlight, he weighed about
one thousand pounds and was
fourteen and a half hands. His dam
was a bay, and weighed about the
same. She is said to have been by
Henry Dundas, by Woolsey. It is
supposed that Woolsey was the same
horse as one known as Cardinal
Woolsey or the Hough Horse. He
was described as bright bay, sixteen
and a half hands, with a star, snip, by
imported Cardinal Puff, son of
Cardinal Puff: dam by Chatham;
second dam by imported Dove; fourth dam by a Barb. The horse Chatham was probably the horse by that
name bred in VA and got by Spadille, son of imported Janus; dam by imported Fearnaught, second dam
by imported Juniper and third dam an imported thoroughbred mare. Here again is the familiar pattern to
produce speed - Morgan horse bred to thoroughbred mare. We are told that Gifford’s dam was a “pretty
fair specimen of a Morgan mare” by I.D. Davis of Barnard, VT. It is not very surprising that Gifford’s dam,
though thoroughbred by blood, should look like a Morgan mare.
At any rate, Gifford Morgan was purchased when coming four by Ira Coolidge also of Barnard,
VT. Mr. Coolidge kept him for three or four years, then Mr. Gifford bought him back. He had quite a few
number of transfers in his lifetime, he was in Vermont, New Hampshire, Vermont again, and in New York.
While in New York he was in Washington County and left quite a number of excellent stallions there.
It is said of Gifford Morgan that except for color he gave a very correct idea of the size, shape, style
and action of the original Morgan horse. Justin Morgan, Jr. said of Gifford that the resemblance between
them (Justin Morgan, the horse, and Gifford Morgan) was very close. In addition, the stock of Gifford
Morgan is very similar to that of the original horse. Gifford Morgan possessed to a marked degree the
lofty head carriage and stylish action that made the Morgans so popular as parade horses.
His head showed the Thoroughbred-Arab blood very clearly. It was exceedingly fine, with large
lively eyes and flaring nostrils and a dished profile. His neck was short and heavily crested with a lovely
arched line from poll to wither. He had a deeper chest than his sire and his quarters were heavily muscled
and strong. His tail had been docked to about seven inches long, but despite this, the hair was thick and
wavy. He had good bone and feet and was never unsound or blemished though his life was far from easy.
Gifford had only a small star and snip and white pasterns behind, with a white coronet on his right forefoot.
Gifford Morgan was the smallest of Woodbury’s sons, but that was not a deterrent in his long life.
Gifford Morgan, despite his great animation and spirit, was extremely gentle and easily handled.
Mr. F.A. Weir of NH, bought Gifford Morgan when the horse was 20 years of age, for $100! Mr. Weir
rescued Gifford from a sawmill in Lake George, NY, where he was being used to draw slabs of wood for
the mill. He was footsore, very poor and weary. Mr. Weir restored old Gifford to health and during the
four years he owned him, Gifford was a very popular sire. In 1847 Gifford along with a cavalcade of other
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Morgans, was paraded by the grandstand for all to see. It is reported that he had all the action and style
of a horse of six instead of being a grandfather of twenty-three! Behind him in the parade was his most
famous son, Hale’s Green Mountain Morgan. On other occasions, Mr. Weir would delight in showing off
Gifford in the show ring. Mr. Weir would walk into the ring with Gifford without any tack on at all, and
then Mr. Weir would put Gifford through his paces by oral command alone. Gifford is reported to have
followed Mr. Weir around rather like a large, friendly dog, rather then a fierce breeding stallion.
Gifford Morgan sired approximately thirteen hundred foals! His get were noted driving horses
that “excel in great endurance, are full of noble and generous spirit, with such docility of temper that the
most timid can drive them, but if put to their mettle, they are a handful for the best drivers”, according
to Battell.
As stated earlier, Green Mountain Morgan was Gifford’s most famous son. Green Mountain in
turn sired the Wood Horse, which sired Vermont, sire of Peter’s Morgan (Peter’s Horse), sire of Ethan
Allen 2nd, through whose line we can easily trace to today. Green Mountain sired 30 trotters of record and
was the sire of the dam of many others. But, that branch of Gifford’s family were known mainly as driving
horses and roadsters.
Gifford himself was not raced but one of his daughters, Fanny Jenks trotted ten miles in 29:59
defeating Neptune and Misfortune. On another occasion, in a match against time, she trotted 100 miles in
9:42:57! She then trotted the 101st mile in 4:23. The average for the 101 miles was 5:35! Another
of
Gifford’s offspring to gain a record was the trotting pony, Horatio Sargent, who made a mile in 2:30.
However, the son of Gifford Morgan that is most of interest to this series was the stallion Barnard Morgan.
Barnard Morgan was a dark dapple bay with heavy mane and tail, fifteen and one-half hands high
and weighed one thousand pounds. He was bred in Vermont and foaled in 1843. His dam was very dark
brown, nearly black and sired by Bonaparte (Judevine Horse), said to be by the Hawkins Horse by Justin
Morgan. She, (the dam of Barnard Morgan), was a strong-going mare, a good roadster, nearly 16 hands,
twelve hundred pounds; and a big, bony mare. Barnard Morgan was a fast walker and could trot a mile
inside of three minutes. He in turn sired Vermont Morgan (Dorsey’s) who was bay, about 15 hands and
weighed one thousand pounds. Vermont Morgan was known to trot a mile in about three minutes, as his
sire did. It is through a grandson of Barnard Morgan, and son of Vermont Morgan that Gifford joins the
ranks of those early Morgans who founded racing dynasties. That grandson was named Golddust.
Golddust held a time of 2:43. He had a brilliant, but short life of sixteen years.
Golddust was foaled in 1855, by Vermont Morgan and bred by Andrew Hoke near Louisville, KY.
He was sold as a weanling for one thousand dollars to L.L. Dorsey, Eden Stock Farm, near Louisville. He
died at that stock farm, without changing owners in 1871. Golddust was a pure gold in color, off hind
ankle white, sixteen hands high and weighed twelve hundred pounds. His dam was the Hoke mare, said
to be by Zilcaadi, a chestnut Arabian horse who was presented by the Sultan to Mr. Rhind, U.S. consul and
imported by Mr. Rhind. The second dam was by imported Barefoot, son of Tramp.
Golddust was reputed to be a very beautiful horse, and one of the very great sires of the country.
He outranks Hambletonian who sired only three 2:20 colts out of more than thirteen hundred foals. The
best of those was Dexter with a record of 2:17 1/2, made against time. Golddust sired only three hundred
and two foals, of which two made the 2:20 list. The best of those, Lucille Golddust with a record of 2:16
1/4, made in a hard fought race. She raced for seven years, and won sixteen races, then proved
her
enduring vitality by producing Lucille’s Baby 2:20 1/2 and Sprague Golddust 2:16 1/2. The fastest two
records achieved to that date by the produce of any mare as fast as Lucille was. The circumstances of
the
times, civil war and the years when breeding interests in KY were badly broken up, in addition to a short
life, seriously impaired Golddust’s opportunities for success. However, the records produced by
Golddust’s get and grandget warranted the belief that his progeny would make and keep their place
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Golddust sired:
Lucille Golddust 2:16 1/4
Rolla Golddust 2:25
Willy Golddust 2d. 2:36
Little Frank 2:34 1/2
Zilcaadi Golddust 2:37 3/4
Glencoe Golddust 2:39 3/4
Comanche 2:43 3/4
Bacchus Golddust 3:16
Lady Bransford 2:38 1/2
Mattie Golddust 2:46
Jerusha Golddust 2:49
Golddust Messenger 2:51
Frank Golddust 3:02
Ensign Golddust 2:40
Mita M. 2:54

Rodney 2:34 1/4
Fleety Golddust 2:20
Tarletan 2:31
Messenger Golddust 2:39
George T. 2:32 1/2
Sir Roger 2:40 1/2
American Golddust 2:45 1/4
Willy Golddust 2:34
Gen. Golddust 2:39
Bettie Golddust 2:46 1/2
Dorsey’s Ch. Stallion 2:50
Molly Golddust 2:54
Creator Golddust 3:08
Joe Golddust 2:40 1/2
Rosa 3:00

Indicator 2:23 1/4
Rosa Golddust 2:32
Robby Golddust 2:40
Golddust 3:06
Golddust Jr. 2:36
Archie Golddust 2:43
Belle Morrison 2:55
Pilot Golddust 2:36 3/4
Eaton Golddust 2:411/4
Belle Golddust 2:46 1/2
Highland Golddust 2:50
Emerson 2:59
Honest Frank 2:37
Goldstone 2:45

The following sons of Golddust were known as sires: Brilliant Golddust, Dorsey Golddust, Eden
Golddust, Emerson Golddust, Fancy Golddust, Forest Golddust, Glencoe Golddust, Golddust Jr.,
Golddust, Highland Golddust, Lexington Golddust, Longfellow Golddust, Messenger Golddust, Milo,
Raven Golddust, Zilcaadi Golddust. In addition the following were Sires from own daughters: Golddust
Lambert, Gossip, St. Cloud, and Strader Jr.
Of interest may be a short run-down of the get of the sons of Golddust. Brilliant Golddust sired
seven horses that gained race records, the fastest among them was the gelding Billy G. 2:17 1/4. Brilliant
Golddust was sold to Illinois. Zilcaadi Golddust did not leave KY. His owner L.L. Dorsey refused $15,000
cash for the stallion. He had five get who attained race records. Again, it was a gelding, Whirlwind
(Sneak) who had the fastest time - 2:24. Zilcaadi did sire in addition to Whirlwind, another gelding also
named Whirlwind, two stallions Cleveland and Frazier and the mare Estelle. In addition, he sired
Hendrix, and Montrose. Dorsey Golddust, another son in KY sired four horses who raced, two geldings
and two stallions. In addition he sired Wentworth Golddust and Golddust (Green’s). Billy Golddust, by
Golddust sired Messenger Golddust, who in turn sired seven horses who gained race records. One
stallion, three geldings, and three mares. Messenger Golddust left KY and went to Wisconsin, from there
he went to MO and also at one time he was in Iowa. His son, Harry Golddust 2:29 1/2, was raced as a
gelding, in MO, but did seem to leave get before being gelded. Ben Franklin (Bell’s), another son of
Messenger Golddust went to Louisiana, and then to Iowa. Indicator (Woodpecker Golddust) 2:23 1/4, got
by Golddust went from KY to Michigan and then to Ohio, he was a winner of thirteen races and sired
Golden Forrest, Ingold (Hornsby’s), Pure Gold who went to Ind., and Gilt Edge also sold to Ind. Golden
Forrest was kept at Watertown, Wis. for a few seasons, he sired: Bold Morgan, Richard Morgan, Judge
Morgan, Golden Morgan, and Lawn Morgan. These five horses were in Wisconsin and Illinois. Lexington
Golddust, by Golddust was bred by L.L. Dorsey Jr. of Louisville, KY; he did go to Illinois, but returned to
KY. He sired in turn six who made race records, one gelding Sir Roger 2:23 1/4, the mare Minnie B. and
the colts Golddust, Mambrino Golddust, Drama and Golddust Jr. Lexington Golddust also sired Eclipse
Golddust, who was sold to C.X. Larabee, of Deer Lodge, Montana. As well as Ripon Golddust (Mason’s
Golddust), Nutwood, Morgan Driver, and Milton Golddust (Pegasus). Glencoe Golddust, by Golddust,
sired six who made race records: three geldings, one stallion (Winfield Golddust) and two mares; Topsy I.,
and Zilcus Golddust.
Forrest Golddust sired three who had records, one gelding and two colts: Circulator (Standard
Bearer) and Forrester Boy. His son Reward went to Indiana. Golddust’s son Comanche bred on through
Prince G. who went to Ill. and Jack R. who also went to Illinois.
It would appear that the bulk of this family went to the mid-west and a few to the far west. I have
been unable to easily trace the family to modern day horses. Except for one line through the stallion Jack
Sprat, and therefore included the names of the grandget of Golddust in the hope that those names would
prove useful to owners. Like the Morrill family of racers the Golddusts seem to have left very few descendents. If the blood of Woodbury is sought today, it will most easily be found through Gifford’s son Hale’s
Green Mountain and his descendant Ethan Allen 2d and Ethan Allen 3rd.
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Naturally, after spending considerable time researching the previous articles in this series, I
became curious about the pedigrees of the 1987 John D. Phillips Memorial Trot racers. I wanted to
see
what blood had come down to us which would still give us speed. Accordingly, I traced the pedigrees of
the seven entries in that race, back to Justin Morgan.
I found that all of the horses racing in 1987 had better then 50% blood of Sherman Morgan. Most
frequently, this blood came down to us through Jasper Franklin, son of Ben Franklin. Jasper Franklin’s
blood in turn comes to us mainly through Jubilee King himself via Allen Franklin. There were in addition
a fair number of crosses to Sherman through Linsley, Red Oak, and Troubador of Willowmoor. Linsley has
become known to modern day breeders as a source of athletic ability, it would now seem, he also is a
source of speed. Mansfield, and Querido also appear frequently in these pedigrees.
Charles Reade is represented in modern pedigrees through the mare Mrs. Lewis and the stallions
Knox Reade and Major Reade as well as through Ruby Reade, and Senorita. Here again is a known speed
line.
Possibly of the most interest to me was finding out what effect the percentage of Bulrush blood had
on the horses that raced. I found that Pinehaven Beau Chief has 18% Bulrush blood and the second
place
horse in 1987, Ravenlea Rockstar has 13% Bulrush blood. In a very early article in this series I
mentioned
that Flyhawk was a source of Bulrush blood, and indeed he is. Bulrush comes through Go Hawk via his
dam, Bombo who in turn gets the blood from her dam Goldie, who is carrying the blood through her sire
Hero Of Manilla. The dam of Hero of Manilla was Morrill Queen. Other sources of Bulrush blood are the
mare Tab by Texas Allen who carries the blood through both his sire and dam. The mare Sunflower Maid
who was a great granddaughter of Flying Morrill, as well as being the dam of Linsley.
Bulrush blood also comes down to us through the mares Dew of June and her daughter Nancy,
dam of Ashbrook; Ellen, dam of Narissa, Mary Allen, dam of Lippitt Sallie, the stallion Bob Romanesque,
The Underwood Mare, dam of Bell Marea who was dam of Sealect, the mares Gojea, Mallow, and Bonnie
Jean, dam of Cornwall Lass. The stallion Red Correll carried Bulrush blood as well.
Although the horses racing in 1987 almost all had 25% blood of Woodbury, I could not find many
descended from the Golddust family of racers. With the exception of a line to Zilcaadi Golddust that is in
the pedigree of Pinehaven Beau Chief. That was the mare Gold Fly, dam of Gold Pilot, who in turn is the
dam of the stallion Powerful. There is also a line to Golddust Abdallah in the pedigree Ravenlea Rockstar.
That line is through the mare Gold Floss, dam of the stallion Jack Sprat, who in turn is the great, great,
great, great grandsire of Ravenslea Rockstar. Golddust Abdallah was bred to Flora by Defiance Golddust,
out of Goldsheen. For the most part these Woodbury lines of descent come down through Green
Mountain Morgan however. The lines that come down that way are known as roadsters, more than as
speed horses, just as they were in the 1800’s.
If examined, their pedigrees show that that the three main families were interbred to a large
degree. This makes it virtually impossible to breed, say, a Golddust horse, or a Morrill horse. But, since
they bulk of the mix was with the Sherman family it still should be possible to produce speed without
sacrifice of type and disposition and soundness. The best source of the speed blood of the
Golddusts
would be the mare side, as is the case with the Morrill family. Fortunately, there the blood of Flyhawk,
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Go Hawk 7457 bred by Henry Schlotfeldt of Dixon, Iowa
was the sire of Flyhawk. Go Hawk was a very large, longnecked, up-headed black stallion foaled in 1923. The story
goes that J.C. Brunk traded a short horned cow to Mr.
Schlotfeldt for the sight unseen Morgan colt known as Go
Hawk. Go Hawk was one of the few outside stallions J.C.
Brunk used in his breeding program. He was unique in
that he represented a blend of Sherman blood with the scarce old Bulrush blood. As a Bulrush descendent
Go Hawk contributed both speed and endurance to his son Flyhawk.
Sunny Hawk 7456 the sire of Go Hawk was a black foaled in 1918 and also bred by Mr. Schlotfeldt.
Sunny Hawk was by Morgan Star 6891, also a black bred by R.B. Huff of Muscatine, Iowa. Morgan Star
was 15 1/2 hands and weighed 1160 pounds. He was foaled in 1897 and got by Goldfinder son of
Pathfinder Jr. 190. Pathfinder Jr. was by Buell’s Pathfinder, son of Benedicts Pathfinder, son of Black Hawk
by Sherman Morgan. Thus on the sire line Flyhawk is an own descendent of Black Hawk not only in color,
but in size, and speed.
THE

MARES

OF

THE

SIRE

LINE

( T H I S T L E& W H I T E F O O T )

The dam of Morgan Star was Thistle sired by Star of the West 98. Star of the West was
another
big, black horse. He stood 15 1/2 hands and was by Jackson’s Flying Cloud, a son of Black Hawk. The
dam of Star of the West was Gray Fanny, she by Eureka a son of Long Island Black Hawk, another Black
Hawk bred horse. Thus on Flyhawk’s sire line he is Black Hawk bred almost exclusively.
Whitefoot the dam of Sunny Hawk was by Hercules 4166 out of Topsey by Major Despot.
Hercules 4166 was by the black Herod 88 another 15 hand black. He in turn was sired by King Herod a
son of Sherman Black Hawk by Black Hawk. It is only the unregistered Topsey by Major Despot who is
not a direct Black Hawk descendent on the sire side of Flyhawk’s family. All the other lines are big, black
horses; all of whom are richly Sherman bred.
THE

LINE

OF

THE

SIRE’ S

DAM

The granddam of Flyhawk on his paternal side is who brings the quality of uniqueness to the
pedigree. She was Bombo 04379 by Hawkins 6893 out of Goldie 03156. Hawkins was a son of
Hercules
4166 who was also sire of Whitefoot, dam of Sunny Hawk.
Hercules was as stated by Herod by King Herod by Sherman Black Hawk by Black Hawk. Gipsey
was the dam of Hawkins. She was by a brown son of Brown Flying Cloud 4559. He in turn was sired by
Golden Forrest 514. Golden Forrest was a son of Indicator, son of Golddust; a very, very fast Woodbury
bred horse. Brown Flying Cloud also carried the blood of the Macomb Horse, an own son of Magna
Charta son of Henderson’s Morgan Eagle by Morgan Eagle by Woodbury.
Magna Charta had a recorded race time of 2:31 for the mile in harness. The dam of Brown Flying
Cloud was Nora by Flying Cloud (Corbin’s) 170. Corbin’s Flying Cloud was got by Black Flying Cloud
son of Black Hawk This is the sire side of Bombo’s family and on the face of it, it is speed bred to speed,
bred to yet more speed to produce a big, fast horse.
Bombo’s dam was Goldie 03156. Goldie brings yet another speedy component to the mix as
she
was by Hero of Manilla 4521 out of Lill by Paw Paw Chief. Lill was out of a mare said to be Arabian. Hero
of Manilla was another speed blend. He was by Herod 88 who is the sire of Hercules 4166 that was present

on the sire line of Flyhawk. Hero of Manila was out of Morrill Queen. Morrill Queen brought the blood
of Bulrush into the blend. She was by Winnebago Chief 263. Winnebago Chief was by Mountain Chief by
Morrill by Jennison Colt by Little Randolph by Bulrush Morgan. Winnebago Chief was out of Nell Weldon
a mare of Green Mountain Morgan and Black Hawk breeding. Interestingly, it was the Winnebago Chief
line that Richard Sellman used so heavily in his breeding program that gives endurance, courage and
speed. This then is the sire side of Flyhawk’s pedigree. It is a blend of all three of Justin Morgan’s famous
sons Sherman, Woodbury and Bulrush. It is precisely because Go Hawk was the blend he was
that
Flyhawk was able to pass on so many good qualities to his many get.
Flyhawk’s dam was Florette 04233, bred by J.C. Brunk. Florette was a chestnut mare foaled
in
1922. Florette was sired by Allen King 7090 and out of Florence Chandler 03082. Allen King was a full
brother to Penrod, the sire of Jubilee King. Florette and Daisette - the dam of Jubilee King were very
closely bred. Indeed, Florence Chandler, dam of Florette was a full sister to Senator Knox - sire of Daisette.
Senator Knox and Florence Chandler were sired by the incomparable Knox Morgan and out of the
exquisite mare Senata. Knox Morgan was purchased from the Chandler family of Vermont and it seems
reasonable to assume that Florence Chandler takes her name from the Chandler family. Knox Morgan was
Grand Champion stallion at the World’s Fair in St. Louis in 1904, which is where J.C. Brunk first saw him
and it is where Mr. Brunk had brought his mare Senata to be shown. Senata won the
Sweepstakes
Championship at the same event. Senata was also the winner of the Stillman Sweepstakes Cup for
mares
at the prestigious Vermont State Fair in 1909. She was considered to be one of the best bred mares of
her
day as well as one of the most lovely. She was a dark chestnut, very typy mare.
The Knox Morgan was sired by Mountaineer Morgan by the Vincent Horse by Shedd Horse by
Vermont Morgan Champion. These were all large horses with good trotting speed. They were of Black
Hawk blood. They were considered to be typy and strong-going horses. The dam of the Knox Morgan
was a bay mare by Sagadahoc by General Knox by Vermont Hero 52.
Florence Chandler was accidentally killed as a young mare leaving behind only her daughter
Florette, but what a legacy. Florence Chandler, Senator Knox, and Double Daisy were three full siblings
out of Senata and Senata was named a Gold Star Mare by Mabel Owen. Senata was by Senator 4505
out
of Daisy by Billy Bodette 814. Senator was by Morgan Rupert 700 out of Lucy by Billy Bodette 814.
Morgan Rupert was by Ethan Allen 3rd by Ethan Allen 2nd. Lucy, the dam of Senator was out of
a daughter of Streeter Horse 674. Streeter Horse was by Billy Root 9 by Sherman Morgan. This was
royal
old Vermont breeding at its best. Senator was a high percentage horse who was a chestnut and stood
15.2
hands. He was bred by Frank McGavock of Nashville, TN.
Daisy, the dam of Senata was no less royally bred. By Billy Bodette, a great grandson of Sherman
Morgan, and out of a mare by Billy Folsom 677 by Streeter Horse by Billy Root 9 by Sherman Morgan. The
maternal granddam of Daisy is not as well traced as her sire, though she was by Prince Albert 396 by
Green Mountain Morgan by Gifford Morgan by Woodbury Morgan. Daisy was considered the best
foundation mare of the Brunks. She was a spirited, pretty, compact mare and was a high percentage
mountain bred mare.
Flyhawk was Florette’s first foal, and after his weaning
she was sold to the U.S. Government Morgan Horse Farm
where she became matriarch to an incredible family of
producing mares. She is the dam of Annadale by Monterey
FLORETTE
who was a foundation source for Merry Legs Farm being the
dam of Belldale, and Conniedale. Damsel, another daughter
of Florette was the noted producer of Narcissa the mare
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Franklin was sire to the brothers. Allen Franklin was a
chestnut bred by J.C. Brunk and foaled in 1909. He was an
exceptionally nice headed horse according to Mabel Owen
and she has described him as such, having in addition good
clean legs, a well-laid back shoulder and cleanly defined
withers. He won the Morgan Horse Club Trophy for the best
Morgan at both the Iowa and Minnesota State Fairs. His sire
was Jasper Franklin another chestnut foaled in 1887 and bred
in Vermont by George Wells. Both the sire and dam of Jasper
Franklin were sired by Daniel Lambert. They were Ben
Franklin and Twilight.
Daniel Lambert was a Black Hawk grandson. Ben
Franklin’s dam was Black Kate also a Black Hawk grandALLEN
KING
child. Twilight, Jasper Franklin’s dam was out of a mare by
Boy, son of Black Hawk. Allen King’s sire line therefore
represents intensely concentrated Black Hawk blood.
The dam of Allen King was Black Bess, she by Jubilee de Jarnette out of a black mare by
Tom
Corwin. Jubilee de Jarnette was the only son of the famous Lady de Jarnette and sired by Jubilee
Lambert
who was an own son of Daniel Lambert. Lady de Jarnette was by Indian Chief by Blood’s Black Hawk by
Black Hawk. In her day, Lady de Jarnette was the absolute top show mare. Her reputation and beauty
were such that no others could be found to show against her and so the Lady (as she was known) would
put on demonstrations of her ability for the audience.
Jubilee de Jarnette was a bay, foaled in 1883 In Kentucky. He was a large horse, standing a full
16
hands. He was 19 years of age when J.C. Brunk purchased him. He was found standing in filth, with a
terrible thrush infection. But in the end he lived to sire close to sixty foals at the Brunk’s Cotton Hill Farm
before moving on at the age of 21 to Belllngham, WA where he sired Troubadour who in turn sired
Troubadour of Willowmoor.
Tom Corwin, the grandsire of Black Bess was a son of Colby’s Young Green Mountain 469. He in
turn was a grandson of Hales Green Mountain 42. Tom Corwin also traced back to Gifford Morgan.
Morrill, and Gen. Gifford 46 on other lines.
These are the ancestors of Flyhawk. It is an illustrious family, most heavily carrying the blood of
Sherman. but with additions of Bulrush and Woodbury blood. It is fitting that a horse who was to have
such an influence on the Morgan breed should be such a well bred example of the old, old blood.
THE

LEGACY

To sum up this article on Flyhawk without mentioning what has come down to us in the third, fourth, fifth
and even sixth generation would be to leave unfinished the work. So what then can we expect when
Flyhawk’s name turns up on a pedigree? Perhaps the most striking characteristic the descendants most
likely will have is the big, true, open trot that has become synonymous with Flyhawk. Then will come the
sound feet and typy bodies, some will have the smooth topline and most will have the big eyes that
twinkle, the sense of humor and fun that Flyhawk himself had. The speed will be there, the toughness,
the endurance, the boldness and the high couraged nature of all the horses behind Flyhawk will also be
there. It was said that the Bulrush horses were tough and enduring, the Woodbury’s high mettled and
quick, the Sherman’s tractable and fast – the Flyhawk family has all these qualities in abundance. They
can be bold, competitive horses and they have lots of “bottom”, some of the family are known for their
“cow sense”, some for their will to win in harness, some for the willingness to go on and on, but all of them
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INDIVIDUA

Flyhawk was foaled in August of 1926 in the east pasture
of Cotton Hill Morgan Stock Farm, owned by J.C. Brunk.
Though he was a late summer foal, he had no problem
becoming one of the leading group of the earlier foals.
From the beginning he was recognized as having
something special about him. He was compact and
smooth with ample breed characteristic. He had personality plus, alert, bright prominent eyes and a happy
disposition which he kept all of his 32 years.
As a coming two year old he was purchased by the LU. Sheep Company Ranch where for the next
ten years he shared stud duties with the stallion Linspar and earned his keep as a working stock horse.
He worked cattle as well as locating bands of wild horses on the range. In 1936, Flyhawk was sold to the
adjacent Padlock Ranch, Inc and while under that ownership he was loaned to the Belden’s Pitchfork
Ranch and the May’s (TA) Antler’s Ranch for breeding purposes.
He was repurchased by the Brunk
family and returned to Illinois in 1939
where he lived the remainder of his life at
Highview Farm, part of the Brunk Farms.
At Highview a new phase of his life began.
In winter he pulled members of the family
on skis or ski-joring in the pasture. He
enjoyed swimming in deep water, with or
without a rider. He loved water and would
play in it whenever possible. He was an
excellent mountain trail horse as well.
In 1940 and 1941 he was judged
Champion Stallion at the Illinois State Fair,
despite having a short cow-horse tail. That
tail took two years to grow out. At age 14
and then 15 Flyhawk lead the Annual
Livestock Parade of Champions at the State
Fair. He loved every minute of it, all the
noise, crowds, flags and excitement pleased
him. He participated at the Inter Collegiate
Champions Horse Shows held in St. Louis in three abreast classes. Flyhawk would take the middle
position between the mare Betty Barr and Chief - a gelding. The well mannered and active trio were
frequent winners. In 1951, when Flyhawk was approaching his 25th birthday he was asked to give a halter
exhibition at one the first Illinois All-Morgan Horse Shows. He lead four of his get for the Sire and Get
class and later on in the day when the little girl of seven couldn’t use her horse in the Children’s Class
Flyhawk was loaned to her, and under Western tack they won the class. That was Flyhawk’s last show.
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DESCENDANT

Flyhawk was the sire of 103 progeny. Thirty five
stallions, fifty seven mares, and eleven geldings. There
were twenty seven chestnuts, thirty bays, sixteen browns,
and twenty four blacks.
For the LU. Sheep Company and the other two ranches,
he sired sixteen mares. Among that early group was
Larkspur and Coalie and Teepee and Shoshone as as
well
as Grace, Black Dinah and KayCee. These mares
were
daughters of the Linspar daughters Sox Mallow, Duchess, Shasta and Dinah. From Duchess
alone,
Flyhawk sired eight daughters.
1941 saw the birth of Jubilee Joy, the first of the great Flyhawk-Sentola cross. Sentola was a full
sister to Jubilee King and by Flyhawk she produced, in addition to Jubilee Joy, Warhawk 1942 black colt,
Stetson 1944 chestnut colt, Sentana 1945 chestnut filly, Top Flight 1948 black colt, The Airacobra
1950
chestnut colt. Jubilee Joy was the dam of Foxfire and his full brother Celebration, both of whom were sired
by Bonfire and are behind many well known show horses such as Foxy Sentora by Foxfire and Foxfire’s
Suzay. From Celebration came Fascination and Celebrity to name two of his get. Jubilee Joy produced
as
well the Senator Graham son Torchfire, and his full sisters the mares Belefina, and La Joya.
Jubilee Joy’s last foal was The Daisy Chain by Lucky
Stone. The Daisy Chain went onto become an important breeding
mare at Funquest Farms in Kansas.
Stetson was sire to the mares purchased by the Neeley’s in Idaho
as foundation mares for their herd. The Neeley’s also used
Domino Joe, a Stetson son as herd sire. He (Stetson) had
been
owned by the Moshers of Utah and by Ramul Dvarishkis, for
whom he sired numerous foals of excellent quality. Warhawk
JUBILEE
JOY
went to the Cross Ranch and later to Robert Riley in Iowa. He was
With her foal Celebration x Bonfire
the sire of Emerald’s Big John as well as sire of Sunday Hawk,
Birdie de Jarnette, Dixie de Jarnette, and Ellie May to name some
of his get. Sentana, the full sister to Jubilee Joy, Stetson,
Warhawk.
Top Flight and The Airacobra was sold to Mr. Harry Wood of
Massachusett; later he sold her to the University of Connecticut.
For U.C., Sentana produced U.C. Sentora, U.C. Taffy,
U.C.
Pantana. Sentana’s last two foals were the mares
Glamadonna
and Piccadaisy.
Top Flight became the sire of Flight Admiral, Robbins
Night Flight, June Flight and Big Bend Stewardess.
The Airacobra founded a mini dynasty which includes
TOP
FLIGHT
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Greenwalt’s stood as a replacement for his sire and many,
many more Morgans of note. Among them are The Brown
Falcon out of Allan’s Fancy L. who was senior stallion for
Funquest Morgans. The get of The Brown Falcon are
so
numerous as to be impossible to list here. The Flyhawk son
Chief Red Hawk, brought east by Mary Jean Vasiloff has
become grand-sire through Whippoorwill Tsukihawk to an
entire family of champion Competitive Trail horses for Betty
Welles of CT. Gallant King, a full brother to Chief Red
Hawk, out of Neliza , a Jubilee King daughter out of Nella;
became known as “The Speedy Son”. Gallant King was bred
by Stuart Hazard of Funquest and sold to Everett Reed of
CHIEF
R E D H AW K
Colorado as a six year old. Shown successfully as a roadster
under saddle, he was the sire of Reed’s Gallant Star,
Reed’s
Gallant Bess, Reed’s Gallant Hawk and many more.
It is an interesting side note that though Gallant King
was known as “The Speedy Son”, it is The Brown Falcon
(who was shown as a Park Horse) and Chief Red Hawk who
are behind the very fast recent winner of The John Phillips
Memorial Harness Race - Pinehaven Beauchief. Another
member of the family Siridan Marhawk who is a Chief Red
GALLANT
KING
Hawk son also raced in that event.
More Flyhawk get include Flying Jubilee - favorite horse
of the late Ern Pedler; Dare Devil, another breeding stallion.
Patty Pratt, noted broodmare, Dennis K., sire of many show
horses; Betsy Ross, prolific broodmare and favorite of Mary
Woolverton. Betsy produced the park horse stallions Jaunty
Justin and Paramount Ambassador, the mares Binny
Bee,
and Seneca Maid, Victory’s Uncle Sam, Victory Blitz,
Victory’s Coquette, Victory’s Reverie and six other foals.
The Black Rose was Flyhawk’s 1957 daughter; Velvet
Brown was a 1951 daughter, Flyhawk’s Fancy was a full
sister to The Brown Falcon. The mare Betty Barr produced
THE BROWN
FA L C O N
Barbette, Jubilee Alexandra, Beau Barr, Bette Belle,
Fort
Knox, Flying Betty and Fair Lady of Wenloch. Katette,
another Jubilee King daughter produced the stallion
Melody’s Morgan, while her daughter Polly Forrest
produced the stallion Melody Hawk and the mare June
Melody. The mare Rhosen produced Illiniwek, Illini Flyhawk, and Polly Pratt. The Senator Graham
daughter Kamiah produced Ozark Firefly dam of Fire Cloud sire of Arboria Excellency who is currently
standing at stud at Cotton Hill Farm where Flyhawk was foaled.
The Flyhawk family is so large and so diverse it is not possible to list all the get, grandget and
great grandget of note. It is far easier to find Flyhawk on a modern pedigree than it is to find a pedigree
without him!
For example currently standing at stud are the following Flyhawk descendants: Arboria
Excellency, Beam’s Nighthawk, Big D Contigo, BMM Flash Command, Bourbon Street, Brentwood
Command, Centurion Command, Century Free Spirit, Chub Lake Tea Time, Downer Hill Magenta, Duke
of Wynne, Elm Hill Bay Pilgrim, Fiddlers Tizacommand, Fire Breeze, Fletcher Banjo John, Forevermore,
Funquest Altair, Greentree BonnieJohn, Harlem Nocturne, Hicourt Vigilaire, Hollybrook Wham Bam,
HVK Fancy Dan, Funquest Erick, Funquest Monarch, Funquest Black Hawk - here again, the list goes on
and on. These names were taken from one reference source only and as you can see I only went as far
as

Foundation Sires of the
Working
While researching a series of articles for The Morgan
Horse Trotting Association on Famous Morgan Trotters and Pacers
I began to notice how many, and which horses of the three famous
trotting families went to the west and midwest. In time, and as I
traced those families down to the present certain names of horses
and people became very commonplace.
For instance, the Bulrush family of race horses were the
Morrills, and Mr. Richard Sellman used horses of this line extensively. In Volume III of The Morgan Horse Register there are at
least 104 horses registered of Bulrush blood, through the stallion
Winnebago Chief. The majority of these horses were bred by Mr.
Sellman and were by The Admiral who was by Jubilee de Jarnette
HEADLIGHT
MORGAN
out of a Winnebago Chief daughter - Morrill Queen. Winnebago
Chief was by Mountain Chief by Morrill by The Jennison Colt, by
The Randolph Horse by Bulrush. Another stallion Mr. Sellman used frequently was Major Gordon who
traced to Octoroon and whose second dam was by Bulrush. Julian Morgan by Winnebago Chief is another
of this very solid family, he in turn sired Morgan Chief sire of Raven Chief, who sired Sun Down Morgan
who was foaled in California in 1933.
Among the Morgan horses who are currently competitive on the trotting track Flyhawk is well
represented by the most successful of these horses. The Flyhawk blood comes to these trotters
mainly
through Chief Red Hawk via Pinehaven Chief. This family is doing very nicely and is fairly heavily
concentrated in Michigan. Chief Red Hawk, was of course, a full brother to Gallant King, whose blood is
much sought after in the Working Western Families. Flyhawk was a great, great grandson of Hero of
Manilla, himself a Morrill Queen son.
Another source of the Bulrush blood available today is through the Red Correll horses, most
recently dispersed at the Mills sale last fall.
The Sherman family or The Black Hawks are equally well represented on the trotting track today as
well as in the Working Western Families. Flyhawk himself was out of the Sherman bred mare Florette and
Chief Red Hawk of course is out of Neliza by Jubilee King. Jubilee de Jarnette, mentioned earlier was a
Sherman bred horse and so that blood is acquired automatically with the Sellman bred horses by The Admiral.
Mr. J. C. Brunk was the largest breeder of Sherman Morgans in the mid-west and in addition to
Flyhawk, he gave us Jubilee King and all of King's sons that went on to be the bulk of the foundation of
the Working Western Families. The Jubilee King son Juzan, made a name for himself in Arizona as well
as doing the same back east.
Much earlier in our history, the Black Hawk son Ethan Allen stood at stud in Lawrence, Kansas.
He lived there until his death in 1876 and was buried at the entrance of the trotting park in Lawrence, later
exhumed and stood in the Museum of Natural History in Lawrence. The presence of Ethan Allen in the
mid-west surely laid the foundations of Sherman horses there. Ethan Allen's grandson Denning Allen was
shown successfully at the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago, IL in 1893. Denning Allen of course
was the sire of General Gates, whose Sherman blood and influence on WW Families is immeasurable.
Another Sherman bred stallion whose influence can still be felt in both the trotting Morgans and
the Working Western Families is Charles Reade. His blood comes to us mainly through the mare lines. He
was a son of Woodward's Ethan Allen by Ethan Allen, out of an own daughter of Daniel Lambert. Charles
Reade was used by J.C. Brunk and was the first, possibly the last horse to be given registration as
a
Morgan, a Saddlebred, and by virtue of his race record as a Standardbred.
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very scarce. Since the Golddusts were mainly bred in Kentucky, their blood did spread to the mid-west.
Messenger Golddust went to Wisconsin then to Missouri. Bell's Ben Franklin, by Messenger Golddust
went to Iowa. Ingold and Pure Gold went to Indiana. Golden Forrest was kept in Wisconsin and sons of
his were in Wisconsin and Illinois. Golden Forrest is a name that can be found on modern pedigrees.
Another name in this branch of family that is sometimes found is Zilcaadi Golddust along with Mambrino
Golddust. Eclipse Golddust was sold to C.X. Larabee of Deer Lodge, Montana, so there may be more of
the family still in the west then is readily found in the east. They were fast horses, but not easy to live with
horses and were mainly raced as geldings.
One source of this blood was the stallion Jack Sprat, sire of Lizzieayr, dam of Liz Taylor. Jack Sprat
was out of the mare Gold Floss by Golddust Abdallah. The stallion Powerful was also of this family as his
dam was Gold Pilot out of Gold Fly. Powerful was a valuable breeding horse in any right as his sire was
Chocolate; another stallion of influence on Working Western Families.
Here then is a brief run down of some recent research into the families of Justin Morgan's three
famous sons. It is of interest to me to note the parallel use of sires of these families in the development of
both what is now called the Working Western Families, and in the development of successful Morgan
Trotting Horses. I hope it will be of interest to some of you readers and breeders as well.

Old Government Bloodlines - a Footnote
As a short footnote to the information contained in The Working Western Foundation article I
would like to add, that though the WWF Foundations article describes the very early foundations, it
should be noted that the horses we have come to call Working Western Family today all have - for the most
part - bloodlines that go back to General Gates as mentioned. Through the General Gates
sons,
Bennington and Linsley comes his blood… Mansfield, by Bennington, Hermina by Mansfield, Ro Mac,
Panfield, Canfield, Ulysses, all these names and many more have become known as Old Government and
are the backbone of the current Working Western Family. In addition of course to the blood of Flyhawk
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Morrill
Morrill Queen AMHA 01867, foaled in June of 1886 was a
brown mare who stood fifteen and a half hands in height and
weighed 1160 pounds. She was sired by Winnebago Chief 263 and
out of Olive by Monogram 1655. Monogram was by Fearnaught 60,
THE ADMIRAL
by Young Morrill 59, by Morrill 55. Olive was out of Bird, a chestnut
by Bob Draper who was a son of Bob Draper, a thoroughbred.
Many of you will be totally unfamiliar with the name Morrill Queen, or that of her sire Winnebago
Chief. Likewise, you are probably wondering what importance Morrill Queen can possibly have had since
her name does not appear on any recent five generation pedigree.
The answer to the last question is very simply this. Morrill Queen was a cornerstone of Richard
Sellman’s breeding program in Rochelle, Texas. In addition to her contribution to Sellman’s program,
Morrill Queen was great, great grandmother to Flyhawk by Go Hawk out of Florette. Morrill Queen made
her contribution to the Morgan breed by being a double conduit of the blood of Bulrush Morgan, own son
of Justin Morgan. She passed on the speed, endurance and substance of Bulrush. She carried as part
of
her own name, the name Morrill. Morrill 55 was a great grandson of Bulrush and the first of the Bulrush
family to make a name as a speed trotter and sire of speedy trotting sires.
There is no recorded race time for Morrill himself, but his family was known to have been winners
at the trotting tracks of their day with times that ranged from two minutes twenty five and a quarter
seconds to three minutes five and three quarter seconds. It was a fast, speedy respected family that Morrill
was behind.
The line of descent behind Morrill Queen (on her sire’s side) to Morrill to Bulrush went as follows.
She was by Winnebago Chief by Mountain Chief by Morrill by The Jennison Colt by The Randolph Horse
by Bulrush. Interestingly, almost all the above mentioned sires were very big horses. Morrill was reported
to be fifteen and three quarters hands. The Jennison Colt was nearly sixteen hands. As a family they were
said to be of good sound conformation with good length of necks, long, rounded hips, thick stifles, very
well let down hind-quarters with the reknown Bulrush superb, strong legs. They were inclined to have
low set tails however. There was Arabian blood as well as imported English blood. It is not possible to
say if Morrill Queen looked in any way like the above description, there are no pictures of her extant to
the best of my knowledge. But, it is fair to assume she did resemble her ancestors and cousins as
they
appear in The Morgan Horse Registry Volume II and Volume III.
That is a thumbnail description of the Morrill family. They were big, fast, sturdy, correct and
passed on those attributes.
Morrill Queen was bred by Dr. Bowman of Rockford, Illinois and registered by him. She was sold
to C.F. Dewy of Amboy, Illinois when she was four months old. Mr. Dewey wrote of Morrill Queen in
Volume III of the Registry “She has more descendants that have won at the great shows than any Illinois
mare of her day and generation.” She was the dam of Hero of Manilla 4521 by Herod 88 (paternal great
great grandfather of Flyhawk on his dam’s side), The Admiral 4871 by Jubilee de Jarnette 3854, Anchor
4596 by Frisby 4595, Golden Hope 4609 by Kompliment son of Jersey Wilkes, Gold Mine 4846 by Meteor
Jr. 4458, and Golden Rule 4610 by Hero Of Manilla. According to Mr. Dewy in Volume III, Morrill Queen
is the dam of Hero of Manilla, The Admiral, Anchor, Golden Rule, Gold Mine and one other son. However
if you read the listing for Golden Rule 4610 by Hero of Manilla you will find his dam is listed as a mare
other than Morrill Queen, indeed the description of Golden Rule’s dam fits that of Lill - great, great grandmother of Flyhawk. We will never know for sure which mare was indeed the dam of Golden Rule! The
‘One other son’ mentioned would appear to be Golden Hope .
At any rate, it is through The Admiral and Hero of Manilla that Morrill Queen mainly comes
down to us. The Admiral by Jubilee de Jarnette - only son of the famous mare Lady de Jarnette was
crossed onto the daughters of Major Antoine frequently. In turn, the daughters of The Admiral out of

The Admiral was a true cornerstone of Sellman’s breeding program. His sire, (The Admiral’s) Jubilee de
Jarnette was a son of Jubilee Lambert 1476 by Daniel Lambert 62. Jubilee de Jarnette was himself a big,
16
hand bay stallion known to be a very up-headed, bold, dashing mover. The cross of Morrill Queen and
Jubilee de Jarnette ultimately produced a solid branch of Sellman’s mare herd, which followed historical
precedent by using Sherman Morgan upon Bulrush blood. The Admiral himself was a 15 3/4 hand
chestnut horse. He indeed showed the size he inherited from both his dam and sire’s family. The Admiral
sired at least 143 foals from the years 1908 to 1914 for Mr. Sellman. Of those foals there are fifty registered
daughters. There was also fifty colts and fifty one fillies who were progeny of The Admiral that did not
have any registered progeny. The Admiral got some colts that were used as sires by Sellman, they
are
much fewer in number than his daughter. The sons of The Admiral who were sires were Jublilee Admiral
5868 who was the sire of four registered foals that left no registered progeny; Lone Star 5884 sire of three
registered foals that left no registered progeny; The Major 5894 sore of one mare registered as Rocky
Ann
03692; Negreto 6985 sire of one registered foal that left no progeny; and Motilla 6774 who sired twelve of
whom at least five mares bred on. Among the daughters of The Admiral who were bred to Headlight
Morgan and left notable produce were: Baby Girl 098 out of Lulu Antoine or Lulu A [both by Major
Antoine]. Baby Girl produced Birdie K by Headlight Morgan who in turn produced Acadia by Acacia and
Alibirdie by Alibaba. Sweet Marie 03790 out of Sweetheart by Gold Medal, produced Mariah K 03887 dam
of Romanesque 7297 by Red Oak who was the sire of 70 progeny of which many do come down to
us
today such as Plains King and El Cortez, and Joaquin Morgan and the mares Kate Smith, Lulu Belle R.M.,
Rozel, and Mary R.M. Minnie Atkinson 01765 a 1910 daughter of The Admiral out of Daisy A by Major
Antoine was the dam of Minnie K 03493 by Headlight Morgan who produced the stallion Redolent 7295
by Red Oak. Polly B. 03634 out of Polly Antoine produced the stallion Joe Bailey 7119 by Headlight
Morgan. In turn Joe Bailey sired twenty one foals for Sellman from 1921 to 1923. Baby Lu 099 by The
Admiral out of Emma Antoine when bred to Headlight Morgan produced Hemala 04186 sold to Roland
Hill of CA for whom she produced Colonel Patch and seventeen other foals! Colonel Patch bred on and
his descendent Pazizz, out of Lady Patch by Agazizz, became an important broodmare for Stuart Hazard’s
Funquest Morgans. There were numerous progeny of the cross between Pazizz and The Brown
Falcon;
they were and are Morgans carrying three crosses to old Morrill Queen. Helen Mala 05199 was perhaps
the most important daughter of Hemala, she was a full sister to Colonel Patch and produced eight foals.
Among them were Mahan Field 9297, Helen Field 06205 and Helen May; all by Sonfield. Mahan Field had
only one registered progeny but that one was Tio Lalo112429. Helen Field had ten produce all with the
Shawalla prefix,many of whom bred on. Helen May also had ten foals including Kennebec Alice May with
thirteen produce, Kennebec Helen with ten progeny, and Kennebec Count a sire by Kennebec King
Kennebec Count is a well known, respected carriage horse who was one of the first Morgans to compete
and win in pairs harness internationally. Baby Lu was also the dam of Sealskin by Headlight Morgan who
in turn sired Moleskin out of The Admiral’s daughter Lulu D.
Mollie B 03515, another daughter of The Admiral out of Mollie A. by Major Antoine was the dam
of Angelina 04100 who produced a most prolific family. Angelina was the dam of thirteen foals, among
them Silver Ranger 7813 by Querido who went to W.P. Thornhill of Texas. A full sister to Silver Ranger,
Alenia had six foals two of whom had progeny, one of which produced Gayman 10032 who sired ten foals
nearly all of which bred on - they include Gay May 08601 who went to Shawalla Morgans; Illawana Mary
Ann 09051, Lady K Gates who produced Keystone’s Polaris a sire in Washington state and Linfield 09851
who was sold to Beckridge Morgans in Oregon. It is the Angelina daughter Angel by Moleskin who most
took after her mother in terms of number of produce. Angel produced eleven foals, daughters Angel A
by Querido had eight - most noted of whom was Heather Angel Field by Sonfield. Heather Angel Field
had ten foals, but only two bred on Belle Heather 09144 and Bonnie Heather 010351. Bonnie Heather
is
well represented today through her sons Jubilee Jamboree and Jubilee Jazz. Their blood is still
going
strong at Joanne Curtis’ La Serena Morgans in New York. Jubilee Jazz at 29 years of age has four sons
and
at least six daughters in that herd. Jubilee Jamboree is represented by boths sons and daughters and

Adagio, and Dark Angel as well as Hel’s Altona. Orlaine’s Dark Angel produced Orlaine’s Imp who is the
dam of Oakrun Status Symbol a 198,7 bay stallion in California.
A full sister to Angel B was Serenade Ann who produced four foals. Her daughter Serenata by
Mountcrest Sellman was the only one who bred on. Serenata produced Montabell, Anita Bell Gift, Dennis
Gift, Bellita Gift and Senator Gift.
Angela K., yet another full sister had twelve foals, of which only three bred on. She herself was
sold to Charles Ayers of NY and Colorado. Angela Sprat (Jack Sprat and Angela K) had nine foals
including her son Baacamanto by Blackman who was her only produce to breed on to today, being the sire
of the noted roadster horse Welmore Zorro. Angela Sprat was one of the Angela K. produce who was sold
to far flung places - she went to Hawaii and her full sisters Anayr and Angelayr were sold to China in 1947.
Once in China neither of these mares nor any others in that sale were heard from again sad to
say.
Angelayr left a daughter Lucyayr who was dam of Black Monte 10973 who’s line descended to Midnight
Micky. Other Angelayr grandget include Linn’s Black Beauty whose foals include Dapper Dinah,
Midnight Black Joy and Gimma. These members of the family stayed on the west coast, mainly in
California, but others went to Canada, Nevada, Utah, Idaho and even two back to Vermont.
Baby Girl, a daughter of The Admiral mentioned earlier as a mare bred to Headlight Morgan was
bred to other stallions by Sellman. It was when she was bred to Morgan Chief that she produced Raven
Chief 7116. Raven Chief was the sire of Sun Down Morgan 7388, a well respected and known Stock
Horse
stallion in California during the 1940’s. The Raven Chief family also includes Chief of Chestnut, Red
Flash, Bear Vally Chief, Chief Douglass and Colorado. Sun Down Morgan was the sire of Midnight Sun
out of Dawnglo. Midnight Sun was the sire of Palomesa, dam of Tio Lalo sire in turn of the very well
known palomino stallion Californio. Californio’s family is still going strongly through his daughters.
Those daughters who produced and are producing include: Tia Marietta, Tia Isabella, Tia Juanita, Tia
Marquita, Tia Katrina, Kennebec Opal, and Whippoorwill Salus. Californio sons are standing at stud
today and the line shows no sign of disappearing. Tio Lalo sired others besides Californio. Among the
daughters of Tio Lalo was Tia Margarita out of Gay Berta. Tia Margarita is the dam of the well respected
buckskin stallion Primavera Valdez owned by the Simpson’s of Yuba City, California. Primavera Valdez
has a growing number of get to his name which are sure to breed on. Sun Down Morgan also sired Sun
Rex Morgan out of Carmel Snow who was a well respected breeding stallion for Joe Young’s Pineland
Morgans in Georgia. Sun Down Morgan was in addition the sire of others including Orron a 1957 sire with
a line of descent to today.
Here then is a ‘mere glance’ at the family of Morrill Queen through one son only! Because it is a
look at the descendants of only one son The Admiral it can fairly be considered a ‘mere glance’. I hesitate
to even mention much of the Hero of Manilla line since the progeny of his most illustrious descendant
Flyhawk are literally legion in number. Suffice to say that Go Hawk, sire of Flyhawk and great grandson
of Hero of Manilla was sire to other influential Morgans besides Flyhawk. Those progeny of Go Hawk
include: Allestra a mare who bred on, Gi-Za-Ne another mare who bred on, Gildia, Gizea who also had
progeny, Gojea, Gosette, Herodon, Kalara, Madonna, Nala, Noxa, Rugee, Tirzo and others. Most all of Go
Hawk get did breed on and their families are literally all over the country. Go Hawk himself was a big
black stallion who is reputed to have been 16 hands or at least close to 16 hands. He was used by
J.C.
Brunk who (it is said) acquired Go Hawk in trade for a short horned cow. I would say Mr. Brunk got the
best of the trade. At any rate, Go Hawk very much physically represented the blood of Bulrush that is
behind him through Morrill Queen via Hero of Manilla. He had size, speed, bone, soundness, toughness
and endurance - all traits the Bulrush line is noted for, as it was noted for back in the day of Morrill 55 and
as it still contributes today .
So now perhaps the name Morrill Queen will have more meaning and importance to the Morgan
breeder and owner of today. She was indeed the cornerstone of Richard Sellman’s program and her family
truly is the spine of what we today call the Working Western Family. At the very least, they - the Morrill
Queen family represent what primarily remains of the Bulrush line available to us today.
Authors Note: As reference for this article Volumes I and III of The Morgan Horse Register were used.
A
huge debt of gratitude is due to Laura S.Algranti for her encyclopaedic series on The Sellman Morgans

McCulloch Farm:
Home of The Whippoorwill
Morgans
I was living in NJ in the late 1960’s and very interested in
both Arabian and Morgan horses. I took both breed journals and
followed bloodlines with interest and with an eye toward future
breeding stock. I had not decided which breed I wanted to ‘get
into’. I was very privileged to see some of the all time greats of
the Arabian breed in person, and the stallion Bey Abi came
closest to my ideal. I had never seen such a magnificent animal.
He had elegance, style, great bone and substance, coupled with
proud bearing and grace. Alas, his get were also fiendishly expensive and hard to come by. Since I was
still undecided, I felt I owed it to myself to see a representative sampling of Morgan horses; if only to
compare them with the Arabians. The only Morgan I had seen was stabled next door to the Arabian
stallion I worked, and though he wasn’t a world beater he did have a certain something about him that
kept me interested in Morgans as a breed.
Accordingly, I arranged to visit McCulloch Farm in CT. I took a friend with me who was a devout
TB person. We arrived at Mrs. Vasiloff’s farm and immediately were made welcome and taken on a tour
of all the pastures and all the horses in the pastures - mares, foals, yearlings, geldings, you name it we saw
it. They (the horses) were all friendly, came up, said hello, visited a bit and then went about their business
in a very mannerly fashion. I was impressed and so was my friend.
But the best was yet to come. Down
to the barn we went. As we walked past stall
after stall filled with expectant mothers, new
mothers and babies I was struck by how quiet
and peaceful it was in there. All the horses
were perfectly relaxed and calm and happy to
see visitors. We then came to what seemed
the last stall. In that stall, right next to mares
in heat and just foaled mares was
Whippoorwill Duke. He was beautiful and
he was special. He stood there watching out
for his mares, keeping an eye on all that went
on and beyond giving Mrs. Vasiloff a soft,
friendly nicker he was quiet and beautifully
well behaved. Mrs. Vasiloff asked if we W H I P P O O R W I L L
DUKE
would like to have her bring him out for us to
see better, and of course we were eager to
have her do so. She reached over and put an
ordinary halter on Duke, took a simple rope
shank and led him out into the sunlight.
Duke walked out of that barn, past all those mares and was a perfect gentleman all the way out
the door. Then in the sun we could really see the beauty of him. Here was the elegance, style, proud
bearing, bone, substance and quality I so admired in the Arabian Bey Abi. Plus there was something more,
call it warmth or personality, but whatever, here was a horse who obviously cared about the person who
was handling him and that interest and care showed through. I said to Mrs. Vasiloff that someday I
wanted to own a daughter of Duke’s. I was that impressed and so it came to be that I was decided on
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For those then who were not privileged to ever see Whippoorwill Duke or visit McCulloch Farm,
or meet a Whippoorwill Morgan here is some information about Mrs. Vasiloff and McCulloch Farm; home
of Whippoorwill Morgans.
In the late 1940’s Mary Jean Vasiloff (then McCulloch) met Mabel Owen of Merrylegs Farm and
that was the beginning of a long lasting, beneficial, educational relationship. Mrs. Vasiloff was purchasing
a Morgan broodmare and the two met at the auction where the sale was made. Mrs. Vasiloff’s was the
final bid on the mare. This was the start of The Whippoorwill Morgans of McCulloch Farm. Over the next
few years Mrs. Vasiloff slowly began to build up a herd of Morgans based upon the advice and generous
use of Miss Owen’s breeding and bloodstock.
It was Mabel Owen’s great stallion Squire
Burger, a Jubilee King grandson by Juzan out of Nella by
Allen King that became the fountainhead of the
Whippoorwill Morgans when he sired Whippoorwill
Duke out of Diana Mansfield by Mansfield out of Lippitt
Trixie Ash as well as Duke’s half sister - Whippoorwill
Melody out of Locket, a triple General Gates bred mare.
Squire Burger was a very powerfully bred horse; Nella
and Juzan, his sire and dam were both out of the mare
Liza Jane and Allen King, sire of Nella, was a full brother
to Penrod the sire of Jubilee King. The mare Liza
Jane
was by Knox Morgan, who represents Old Vermont
blood, out of Double Daisy, a daughter of Allen Franklin
SQUIRE
BURGER
who was the sire of both Penrod and Allen King, out of
the mare Senata by Senator out of Daisy by Billy Bodette.
Senata, by the way, was the granddam of Florette - dam
of Flyhawk. This was in fact concentrated Brunk
breeding at it’s best.
Diana Mansfield by Mansfield out of Lippitt
Trixie Ash brought the old Vermont blood in strength to
the cross. Lippitt Trixie Ash, also the dam of Pavlova, by
Ashbrook out of Lippitt Trixie was bred by Robert
Lippitt Knight. Her dam, Lippitt Trixie is among those
Morgan mares considered foundation stock for the
present day Lippitt Club. Ashbrook was of course the
foundation sire for the Lippitt herd. Mansfield hardly
needs any introduction as he has become so influential
WHIPPOORWILL
LOCKET
on the breed as we know it today.
So Whippoorwill Duke foaled in 1952 was the
product of a great nick and Mrs. Vasiloff had an astute
enough breeder’s eye to recognize his potential. In addition to being a winner at the National, Duke sired
over 100 foals and in my opinion deserves recognition as a great broodmare sire. This is in keeping with his
Jubilee King heritage along with a grand disposition, great sanity, strength, excellent legs and intelligence.
Whippoorwill Melody makes up the other half of the herd foundation. Melody’s dam Locket was
by Hawk Jim (Linsley x Lady Spar) out of Charm (Captor x Dimity). Captor was used and became a
foundation sire for the Devan Stud. Captor and Dimity were full brother and sister by Mansfield out of
Narissa. Whippoorwill Melody proved to be a superior producer as well as a top-winning show horse.
She won the Versatility class and many harness, pleasure, in hand, mare and foal, model mares, and other
classes at the National Morgan Horse Show over several years.
The primary goal of Mrs. Vasiloff and McCulloch Farm is, and always has been to breed good,
classic, true Morgan horses that are suitable for the amateur owner to train and ride or drive and enjoy.
Whippoorwill Duke, very early on in the McCulloch Farm history, was a beautiful and great attainment
of that goal. In all the years since the beginning of her breeding program Mrs. Vasiloff has not wavered
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from that goal, and continuing to produce that sort of Morgan
horse since Whippoorwill Duke died has meant bringing in
other blood to use on the Whippoorwill Duke daughters that
have made up the nucleus of the McCulloch Farm herd. Over
the years a total of 37 mares have been purchased and bred
to
27 stallions. Certain families were culled totally from the
herd, others are still represented.
Among the stallions brought in to use on the
Whippoorwill mares have been Chief Red Hawk by Flyhawk
x Neliza; Bald Mt. Black Cloud by Easter Twilight x
Tinkerbelle; Serenity March Time by Vigilmarch x Triwana;
Oldwick Eli by Black Sambo x Lapatica; Merry Master by
Bright Star (by Squire Burger) x April Showers (by Squire
Burger); Merry Forester by Merry Knox x Conniedale;
Californio by Tio Lalo x Sissey; Funquest Berry Patch by
Funquest Barbacon x Black Patch; Jubilee Rythm by
Jubilee
Jazz x Dina Vermont by Red Vermont; and of course
the
stallion Blackwood Correll by Red Correll x Lady Rockwood.
In addition to outside blood Mrs. Vasiloff has stood
stallions of her own breeding and or gone out to them as
needed. These stallions include Whippoorwill Telstar by
Whippoorwill Duke x Merry Belstar; Whippoorwill Paisley
by Whippoorwill Duke x Piankeshaw Juzana by Dell’s Valley
Jubilee; Whippoorwill Viceroy by Whippoorwill Duke x Miss
Snip by The Brown Falcon; Whippoorwill Du Time by
Whippoorwill Duke x Dalcrest Ran Bu Time by
RanBunctious; Whippoorwill Signet by Serenity March Time
x Whippoorwill Locket by Whippoorwill Duke; and
Whippoorwill Courser by Oldwick Eli x Whippoorwill
Melody by Squire Burger, now standing at McCulloch Farm.
Sometimes the Whippoorwill mares have been sent out
to such stallions as Bennfield’s Ace by Bennfield x Cathy
Serenity; Windcrest Winfield by Upwey Ben Don x Pavlova;
Gay Vaquero by Vaquero Mac x Gay Berta; and Hi Vale Mr.
Showman by UC Exhilaration x Marissa.
The mare side of the herd has seen it’s share of
outside
blood as well. Through the years Mrs. Vasiloff has always
sought to improve on what she has. Uniformity of type and
temperament and disposition were not enough, there has
been a striving at McCulloch Farm to make
the
Whippoorwill Morgan as good as possible. Hence the use of
outside blood to hopefully continue to improve the herd.
The outside mare blood has been represented by such
mares
as Dalcrest Dancingtime by Ran-Bunctious x Waltz Time by
Dyberry Bob; Funquest Juzette by The Brown Falcon x Pazizz
by Agazizz; Allure by Fillmore x Luray by Plains King; B&P
Cote De Neige by Snowfield x Allure; Tammy Hawk by
Ramona Tomyhawk x Mississauga; Marissa by

U.N.H Twinkle Star by U.N.H. Gayman x U.N.H. May Star by Meylesses; Broadwall Patty Sue by
Broadwall St. Pat x Broadwall Susie Q.; Merry Lyric by Townshend Manwallis x Merry Melody; Merry
Woodsmaid by Merry Knox x Hillcrest Queen; Aldot Donna Lynn by Windcrest Encore x Daisy Field;
Waer’s Cameo by Rex’s Major Monte x Waer’s Miss Moffett. In addition to Diana Mansfield there were
two other mares who were foundation stock. They were Piankeshaw Juzana by Dell’s Valley Jubilee
(Plainsman x Jusista) x Zana by Tarron, and Locket by Hawk Jim (Linsley x Lady Spar) x Charm (Captor
x Dimity). It was after trying these various mares that the families of Piankeshaw Juzana, Locket and
Mayfield went on to become the final breeding stock at the farm.
The individual horses are different, but the blending of bloodlines is very much the same, a touch
of Lippitt, solid, old government, and a hefty dose of Jubilee King. Throughout the years the
Whippoorwill Morgans have developed into a distinct and recognizable family. Always to be counted on
to be kind, generous, honest, intelligent, pretty horses that will work their hearts out for their owners.
Many of those owners are first time Morgan owners as McCulloch Farm has long specialized in
getting new people into the breed. As much hard work has gone into promoting the Morgan horse as has
gone into breeding the Morgan horse. Whenever there was an opportunity to get a Morgan horse out in
the public eye a Whippoorwill Morgan was there. Not content to let it go at that for many years there was
a Drill Team at McCulloch Farm, made up of young people from the area. In addition to that activity for
many years McCulloch Farm held two Versatility Days per year; one in the spring and one in the fall.
These were not mere ‘field days’ they were full scale productions with audiences of 300 to 500 people.
Local owners and trainers would be invited to bring horses and show what they could do for the lay
public to watch and learn from. Demonstrations were held in everything from broodmares and foals in
hand to Dressage Pas de Deux. Liberty horses, Western events, Hunters, Jumpers, Harness Horses,
SideSaddle, you name it and there was bound to be a demonstration of it at a McCulloch Farm Versatility Day.
The first and only demonstration of Tandem driving I have seen was at a Versatility Day, and there were
two Tandem pairs driven by Rudy Herbst with two Whippoorwills, and the late Hope Jenkins Jones with
two Kennebec Morgans - putting on the exhibition in the McCulloch Farm ring.
It was very exciting and a real crowd pleaser. Versatility Days were a great opportunity for local
trainers to bring their young horses out and get them some exposure to the public, crowds, noise, activity.
Accordingly, one could see a top-notch young Park Prospect being ‘shown’ for the first time, or two
youngsters being driven in the same ring, or a teenager showing how you long line a horse or start one
under saddle. Carriage dealers would bring some of their collections and display them on the grounds,
likewise tack was often displayed or horse related books and other items. The entire day was chock filled
with education, fun, a fair like atmosphere and the beauty and versatility of Morgan Horses.
Mrs. Vasiloff has always been a staunch supporter of therapeutic riding programs and groups
such as the CT Governors Horse Guard. Both groups would frequently participate in her Versatility Days.
It was not uncommon either, to encounter artists sketching the Whippoorwill Morgans, for drawings and
paintings or sculptures.
Of the over 300 horses that McCulloch Farm has bred a goodly number were sold to first time
horse owners. Unlike many farms that cease to notice an owner’s existence once the purchase is paid
for,
it has long been McCulloch Farm policy to educate the new owner to safely handle their just purchased
Whippoorwills. Everything from mucking a stall and haltering as well as leading was taught to any
owner needing such help. Help was always given freely and generously, not just to their own customers
but to any breeder or owner who had a genuine desire to learn.
In addition to the monumental task of putting on two such events per year, other efforts at
promotion included a yearly calender with selected photographs of the herd - one per month. As well as
writing a book “A lone With Your Horse”, Mrs. Vasiloff has always been an active writer and contributor to
The M organ Horse M agazine and has been involved with the AMHA organization for many years in a
consultation/advisory capacity. She has written articles on general management and horse care, stallions,
foals, training, breeding, photography, sales, advertising and promotion - these have been printed in such
magazines as W estern Horseman, The Horse Digest, EQUUS, The Chronicle of The Horse, Horse W orld, and The
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McCulloch Farm has never sought to ‘capture a part of the market’ rather they have sought to ever
expand the market for Morgan horses and in that they have been very successful.
There are Whippoorwill Morgans all over the country and in Canada as well as in England and
France. There are Whippoorwill Morgans that have been champions in every judged sport open to
Morgans: including National Champion trail horse, carriage marathon and polo competitions, not
forgetting a certified fox hunter as well. Again, even the Riding for the Handicapped program can boast
a champion Whippoorwill Morgan. Today and in the recent past there are Whippoorwill Morgans out
winning in many fields: Whippoorwill Osiris Versatility Champion in England, Whippoorwill Monach
and Whippoorwill Laertes in Carriage Driving, Whippoorwill Signet in Open Dressage, Whippoorwill
Herod and his half brother Belcroft Correll in Pairs Driving, Whippoorwill Cailen and Whippoorwill
Upstage in Park, Pleasure and Pairs Harness in Canada. There are countless others - the offspring
of
Whippoorwill Morgans also out there competing and winning in areas as diverse as Competitive Trail the get of Whippoorwill Tsukihawk, Combined Training -the produce of Whippoorwill Juliet, and Breed
competitions - the grand get and great grand get of Whippoorwill Duke such as Savage Arms out of the
Duke granddaughter Scarlett O’Linsley, and The Pheonix also out of Scarlett O’Linsley.
In addition to the show ring and sport competitions many a Whippoorwill Morgan is the unsung
foundation stock for numerous small breeders all over the country. They may not be kept up as elegantly
as their cousins the show Morgans, but they are doing the job they were bred to do - being a friend,
companion and member of the family as well as being ever friendly ambassadors of the breed.
Whippoorwill Duke 1952-1977 and Whippoorwill Melody 1953-1978 were bred and lived and
were shown in a time when things were very different then they are now in the show world. Both of them
however were consistent winners whenever they were shown - mostly by amateurs and in fact
Whippoorwill Melody produced the winning get Pleasure Champion Ran-Bunctious, the only pleasure
horse to ever beat the fabled Waseeka’s Nocturne in a Park Horse Stakes Class. Duke in his turn
sired
countless champions . His first big winning son was the well known, many time winner, recently deceased
The Yankee. The Yankee showed and won over many years and gained the respect and admiration of
many, unfortunately, Whippoorwill Duke never did receive the recognition he deserved as sire of The
Yankee. Another winning son is Canada’s National Versatility Champion - Whippoorwill Telstar and on
the West Coast there is Cindy’s Duke; also a frequent winner and Champion during his show ring career.
Mary Jean Vasiloff and McCulloch Farm have had a lasting influence on many of us and one that
will be felt more strongly in the years to come. She has managed many events and horse shows, starting
with the First CT Show to hold Morgan classes in
1949;
leading
to
the
Justin’s
Footsteps
Commemorative Ride in 1989. She has
evaluated
Morgan herds for other breeders, given lectures to
clubs here and abroad; attended judging seminars
and been a founder or officer of many, many organizations all devoted to horses - Morgans in particular.
She has taught me and others how to breed a good
Morgan, how to really look at a horse and truly ‘see’
it, how to maintain standards of excellence, how to
set goals for the future and perhaps most of all, she
WHIPPOORWILL
DUKE
AND
FRIEND
has taught me respect for the great Morgan breeders
that have gone before me and instilled within me a
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Winterset & Red Correll
Winterset 7403, a black stallion foaled in 1922 by Captain
Jack
out of Judea was a somewhat unique individual. He was bred
by T.P. Royce of Naperville, Illinois and sold as a yearling to
T.C. Doak of Osceola, Iowa. In turn, after ten years
of
WINTERSET
ownership, Mr. Doak sold Winterset to Miss Myra Middleton
(later Myra Middleton Savage) of Quincy, Illinois. None of
that, however, makes the horse unique. What does make him
somewhat unique is the fact that he was, on his sire’s side, and
his dam’s sire line a direct descendent of Black Hawk 20. This may be ‘seen’ by those of you who have
the AMHA Lineage Chart. For those of you without the chart, the lines go as follows; Captain Jack by
Prince Herod by Hercules by King Herod by Sherman Black Hawk (North or Myrick Horse) by Black
Hawk by Sherman by Justin Morgan. Judea by Prince Herod by Hercules by King Herod by Sherman
Black Hawk, by Black Hawk by Sherman by Justin Morgan. Not to ignore the mare lines behind Winterset,
the dam of Captain Jack was Nellie by Nick Morgan by Golden Forrest by Indicator by Golddust. Nick
Morgan’s dam was Maggie, a granddaughter of Golden Forrest. Maggie’s dam was also named Maggie.
She was by Corbin’s Flying Cloud by Black Flying Cloud by Black Hawk. Black Flying Cloud’s dam was
Kate by Black Hawk. Judea’s dam was named Jane, but beyond her name she is untraced. So, in
addition
to the sire lines of Winterset’s sire and dam, he had additional lines to Black Hawk 20 through his paternal
grandmother Nellie.
There is very little information available on Winterset, and
so far as I know only one poor photograph. That photo shows an
extremely well balanced horse, with extraordinary musculature.
He possessed tiny ears, a kindly well placed and sized eye; a well
crested neck blending into a short, strong back, clean, flat bone, well
let down hocks, short well angled pasterns and good, round
hooves. The overall impression Winterset gave was one of
tremendous power and strength. But, he did not look ‘drafty’ by
any means. His croup was somewhat rounded - very much in the
Morgan pattern - but not ‘apple-rumped’, his hip was long and his
loin coupling strong and short. By today’s standards one could say
his shoulder was upright and his neck a trifle short, but if they were
RED CORRELL
in fact that way and not photographic angle, he did not pass those
traits on. Beyond the above, and the fact that he had seventeen
registered progeny, little information is readily available. I was able
to learn from old Morgan Horse Magazines, that at the age of
nineteen years Winterset took a blue ribbon at the Iowa State Fair. A
very meaningful accomplishment then as well as now.
When I began to trace the transfers of ownership on Winterset progeny certain names began to
appear. Mr. And Mrs. Garrigan of Beloit, Wisconsin; Robert Tynon, Jr. Stella, Nebraska; the Pine Ridge
Agency, Pine Ridge, SD; Charles J.O’Neill, Manteno, Illinois; C.G.Stevenson, DesMoines, Iowa; and
the
Horseshoe Cattle Co., Gustine, California. Winterset was very obviously a doing, using animal. A horse
who could do any work and keep at it till the job was done. What struck me was that the folks who
purchased Winterset progeny were the well noted and respected horsemen and women of the mid-west
and west. C.J. O’Neill owned the full sister to Winterset - Turza 04399. Robert Tynon owned the Winterset
15

Doak. Robert Tynon also owned the Winterset daughter Potena Bay 05113. The Winterset son Royce
7748
was originally purchased by Elmer Brown of Halstead, Kansas, then transferred to O.F. Sutter of Wichita,
from Sutter he went to Andrew Mahaffey of Russell, KS and from Mr. Mahaffey to Mr. Clark Ringling of
Lovelock, Nevada. One can surmise that Royce was used at stud on the various ranches and farms
and
moved on when he had provided a good foal crop. That seems to have been a common practice in that era.
When one considers the seventeen progeny Winterset sired were foaled from 1915 to 1937
the
relatively small number takes on new meaning. Mr. T.C. Doak had faith in his horse and that he bred and
sold those foals prior to, during, and after one World War and The Great Depression speaks for the quality
of the animals concerned. He (Mr. Doak) seemed to have no trouble selling his Winterset stock as either
yearlings or mature animals. Those seventeen, almost without exception went on to be come breeding
stock of impact and importance. An impact and import still in evidence today.
Mr. Doak’s faith in his stallion was not misplaced. In the sixty years since Winterset’s last foal was
born the family has lost very little of Winterset’s ‘look’, and even less of his down to earth, hard working
attitude. His (Winterset’s) seventeen foals have had an impact which is still strong today. Of those
seventeen two or three in particular are still prevalent in pedigrees today. Time and space do not permit
an extensive coverage of all Winterset progeny, so I will merely list them by name and go onto the most
well known after that. The Winterset get were:
Doak’s Golddust 8100, a chestnut stallion out of the mare Jay, foaled in 1915.
Risa 05841, a bay mare out of Ruby by Ethan Allen 1550, foaled in 1928.
Herod Goldusty 7746, a chestnut stallion out of Potena, foaled in 1928.
Miga 04800, a black mare out of Cola, foaled in 1929.
Doak 7827, a black stallion out of Cola, foaled in 1930.
Royce 7748, a black stallion out of Potena, foaled in 1930.
Exception 7867, a black stallion out of Jay, foaled in 1932.
Kitty Edna 05114, a black mare out of Jay, foaled in 1931.
Cardinal 04952, a chestnut mare out of Darkey by Superb 6782, foaled in 1931.
Indian Boy 7866, a chestnut stallion out of Cola, foaled in 1932.
Osceola Chief 7822, a chestnut stallion out of Ink, foaled in 1932.
Paramount 8115, a bay stallion out of Jewel, foaled in 1933.
Midnight Beauty 04832, a black mare out of Potena, foaled in 1933.
Coney 05733, a black mare out of Ruby by Ethan Allen 1550, foaled in 1934.
Potena Bay 05113, a bay mare out of Potena, foaled in 1934
and Golden Honey 05143, a chestnut mare out of Beauty L., foaled in 1937.
Many of the Winterset daughters bred on, but since this is not their story per se, I will only briefly
list the produce of some of them. Miga 04800 was a mare who almost rivaled her sire in terms of production
numbers. Miga was the dam of eleven foals. They included: Jadee 5348 by General Pershing; Tude
05108
by Miga’s own half brother Rosevelt; Kathleen McCalvin 05012 by Barney Hudson; Ann Bartlett 05011 by
Barney Hudson; and Herod Panic 7820 by Herod Goldusty another half brother to Miga. By her own
grandson Will Rogers, Miga produced Domino Rogers 8710, Domingo 8554 and Bob Feller 8376.
Midnight Beauty 04832 was the dam of seven foals - among them were Beauty Panic 05346
by
Herod Panic 7820 (a double nephew to Midnight Beauty); Gusta 05349; Midnight’s Squire 10463; Anna
May 07615.
Kitty Edna 05114 also had eleven foals; among them were Captain Correll 10087, Society Red
9402,
Daisy S. Sentney 06626l (who produced two foals of her own), Goldy Herod 05300, Pine Ridge Edna
05964
a name encountered on pedigrees today.
Cardinal 04952 had only three foals, but they all bred on. Will Rogers 7943, Bekky Stark 05109
and
Dolly Madison 05747.

reader may recall C.G. Stevenson’s name appeared earlier in
this
article in conjunction with Winterset himself. Mr. Stevenson bred the
Winterset daughter Cardinal 04952. In any event, he did breed the
stallion Red Correll. Red Correll was sired by Will Rogers 7943 - a
son of the mare Cardinal (Winterset x Darkey by Superb) and Herod
Panic, son of Herod. Goldusty and Miga 04800, both of whom were
sired by Winterset. Herod Goldusty was out of Potena 04448 (dam of
Midnight Beauty, Rosevelt, Royce and Potena Bay - all sired by
Winterset). Miga was out of Cola 04447 by Morgan Star.
Red Correll was out of the mare Kate Smith 05013. Kate Smith
WILL
ROGERS
was sired by Romanesque by Red Oak by General Gates.
Kate
Smith’s dam was Bird L. by Linsley by General Gates, Bird L.’s dam
was Lemax by Sparhawk x Bird Hudson. On Red Correll’s dam side
he was pure Old Government breeding.
In the April 1967 issue of The M organ Horse M agazine, Mr. B.
Wallace Mills says of Red Correll “If it were the heritage of Justin
Morgan that his descendants should walk the earth proudly, serve
man willingly, work vigorously, move gracefully and possess a
kindly, eager spirit, dauntless courage, a distinguished way of going
and an easily recognizable beauty of conformation – then Red Correll
embodies in this day the characteristics for which Justin Morgan
became famous.”
Red Correll sired ninety registered Morgan foals. He stood
at stud at the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in southwestern South
Dakota. He was born there as his dam was purchased by Pine Ridge
in foal with Red Correll. Beyond the pure Morgan get he sired, the
number of other offspring is impossible to determine. Red Correll
stood at Pine Ridge from age five to age sixteen. Each year he stood
at stud at different parts of the reservation where he bred dozens of
mares belonging to Oglala Sioux Indians and nearby ranchers. He
was considered to be the ‘Peacock’ of the herd at Pine Ridge. Though
never taken east to compete at eastern shows, what shows were
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available nearby he was taken to and shown by Buck Ritchie. He
showed in open classes and in three show seasons garnered a tack
room’s worth of ribbons and trophies. All these sadly were lost in a
fire when the barn burned in 1946. Records that may remain have
disappeared into the depths of the BIA or were discarded by them. Red
Correll stood 14.3 hands, and was a bright red in color as a youngster
though as he matured he turned a dark liver chestnut. He had “Regal
carriage, proud bearing, smoothly rounded hips and stylish way of
going” according to the late B. Wallace Mills, his owner of later years.
According to Mr. Mills, Red Correll was a ‘ham’, loved to parade and
show off, but he was gentle, non-mouthy, quiet, and very easy gaited at
both a walk and trot.
Mr. W.O. Roberts, was superintendent of the Pine Ridge Reservation and had a keen eye
for
horses. Under his supervision the Indian herd acquired many Morgans and the produce of the herd was
used to supply other reservations, forts, police units, and agencies of the federal government as well as
private breeders. It is in this connection - Red Correll and the federal government - that I encountered a
bit of history I found of interest. As stated Red Correll was the sire of ninety registered Morgans. Of these
I will discuss only six or seven. Of these one of the most controversial was Morgan Gold 8812, a famous
palomino stallion. Morgan Gold’s dam was Luellen 05547 - a black mare by Night Tide 8038 out of Ethete
X-05492. Ethete was a bay mare by Flyhawk out of Sue a bay by Linspar 7508. Sue, her dam, Ethete
and

stir among breeders. Skeptics implied he had to be of outside, non-Morgan blood, but thirteen years after
he was foaled, his full sister - also a palomino - Miss Luellen was foaled. This put to rest the outside blood
talk of the time. Since then the palomino color of Morgan Gold and his blood have been eagerly sought
by today’s breeders of colorful Morgans, and he is well represented within that group. It is one of Morgan
Gold’s sons Sioux Gold that I became intrigued with. Sioux Gold 9403 out of Illawana Topsy 05177 was
foaled on the reservation and was one of fourteen stallion foals by Morgan
Gold. By the way, the fourteen colts had fourteen sisters! Making a perfectly
even division of sons and daughters for Morgan Gold. Aside from that, Sioux
Gold was sold to the United States Park Police Horse Mounted Division of the
National Park Service in Washington, DC in 1952. Seven other Red Correll get
were purchased by the Park Service for the DC Park Police at the same
time.
They were: Dark Night 1025, Shenandoah Red 9405, Sorrel Python 9460,
Daisy
Hawk 06854, Society Red 9402, Fabre 9461, and Jack Red Cloud 9244.
I became curious as to what happened to these horses so I contacted
SIOUX
GOLD
the
Park Police in DC. In due course, I was referred to Sgt. Major Denis Ayres,
formerly of the Mounted Division. Sgt. Major Ayres was one of the early
Mounted Officers and actually knew the horses I was inquiring about. In the
course of our conversations I learned that the stallion Sioux Gold was quite famous in his day. For years
he was ridden by Officer Dean Taylor on patrol along the George Washington Parkway. Sioux Gold was
used in riot control, to break up anti-war demonstrations, as standard bearer in parades and became a
great favorite with the DC public due to his color and demeanor. At any rate, only stallions and geldings
were used on patrol, the mares were
kept at Wakefield [called the
Birthplace], the Virginia plantation
where George Washington was born.
The Park Police had hopes of
maintaining their own breeding
program at the Birthplace, but were
not able to realize this hope down
unto current times. They did operate
a Morgan breeding program there
from the early 1940’s to 1964,
however, it was found to be an inefficient way to acquire mounts for the Park Police due to the time constants involved in breeding, raising and
then training horses for duty. The July 1967 issue of The M organ Horse has an excellent article on
the
Birthplace by Barbara Cole. Among other reasons Sgt. Major Ayres mentioned for the discontinuation of
the program and for the use of Morgans themselves by the Park Police were two which one can still hear.
Though the officers mounted on Morgan Horses thought the world of their mounts, found them steady,
quick to learn, hard working, quiet and brave (all traits said to be possessed by both Winterset and Red
Correll) with ground covering gaits - they were physically not tall enough. Sgt. Major Ayres opened our
conversation with a comment to the effect that Americans are quick to criticize what they perceive as abuse
of animals. That it was perfectly all right to have a small man mounted on a big horse, but let a big man
be mounted on a smaller horse and people get upset. Never mind that the smaller horse has the bone and
strength to carry the bigger man, in the general public’s view such a match is cruel and abusive. Sgt. Maj.
Ayres went on to allow as how having a smaller mount did possess some problems in terms of effectively
using the leg aids required for some of the mounted patrol’s maneuvers. However, it was public
perception coupled with several law suits that led to the discontinuation of Morgans as mounts for the
Park Police. Initially, there was a weight limit of 175 pounds for a mounted officer, but over the years
heavier men wished to become mounted officers and they felt they were being discriminated against by
the weight limit. Sgt. Maj. Ayres told me he had tried and tried to get a veterinarian to testify as to the
exact amount of weight a given size horse could safely carry - to no avail. The stated reasons, plus
the

- had a long, ground covering stride that was easy and comfortable to ride. Their feet and legs held up to
the rigors of their work, they were easy keepers and stayed sound. But, the Morgans purchased later on
had up and down motion rather than long and reaching. The latter Morgans were very difficult to
maintain in terms of soundness and shoes. They had to be shod with Borium and more frequently than
the earlier Morgans. Plus the horse’s action was uncomfortable to ride all day in comparison to what the
Officers were used to in the earlier Morgans. So, that coupled with the size issue lead to the switch to TB’s
by the Park Police.
Sioux Gold did sire a total of fourteen foals. One out of the mare Daisy Hawk born in 1954 (Daisy
Girl 012001) and a palomino mare foaled in 1953 - Betsy Swanton 010893 out of Sweet Adaline
06666.
Daisy Girl was bred by the Park Police. Her dam, Daisy Hawk was sired by Red Correll. Of Sioux Gold’s
progeny eight were palomino, two were black and four were chestnut. The majority were bred on the
reservation.
Other Morgan Gold progeny were purchased by the Park Police among them the stallion
Tuskahoma 10210; Sue Girl 07845; Oglala Sue 07846, Golden Gold 07612 (dam of Mr. Gold 10955 another
palomino); Oglala Chief 10018; Lu Hawk 06851; and Missouri Honey 06787. Missouri Honey was out of Pine
Ridge Edna out of Kitty Edna by Winterset and Golden Gold was out of Kate Smith, dam of Red Correll.
Silverton Morgan 9960 sired by Morgan Gold was another
palomino whose blood is still available. Silverton was the sire of thirty-six
progeny, twenty of them carrying his own lovely color. Among the more
well known names associated with Silverton Morgan are Dusty Silverton
13859a striking chestnut gelding who was owned by Joanne Curtis of La
Serena Morgans in N.Y, (Mrs. Curtis currently owns the thirty year old Red
Correll daughter Radiant Correll 018004, and Radiant’s daughter Firebird
Correll); Bit O Heather 012162 who was owned by Mc Culloch Farm in CT.
The palomino mare Lucie 010142, owned by Elsie Proper of NY. The mare
DUSTY
SILVERTON
Red Butie 09815 owned by Silver Sage Morgans in MT. Red Butie was
the
dam of twelve foals. They are spread from Maine to New Mexico. Red
Madge 017333 owned by the Painters in Nebraska, is among the Red
Butie
daughters. Madge’s full brother Hershey Bar 25741 resided in Indiana with
G.A. Lehman while yet another sister Butie’s Majorette 028253 went to
Canada with Judith Power.
The palomino mare Lucie 010142 had fourteen progeny. The
Painters of Triple S Morgans bred five of them: Silvertip, Cissie, Twister, So
FIREBIRD
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Dak, and Goldusty. Three carried the Delmaytion prefix- Silver, Locket;
and Lad. Carol Rehberger has her last foal Blue Halter Jillet, another
palomino. Two others carry the Highwater prefix - Firefly and Bobolink.
Besides the prefixed Lucie produce there was Student Prince, Tartoo and
Thoreaus Coin. A total of eight palominos and six chestnuts.
Lucie bettered the progeny numbers of Shenandoah Red, the Red Correll son out of
Shenandoah
Queen, by four. Shenandoah Red sired ten progeny to Lucie’s fourteen. Perhaps the most well known of
this stallion’s get was Red Nellie 08670 whose name I have come across on pedigrees not
infrequently.
Miss Shenandoah 08470 owned by the Estate of B. Wallace Mills is another familiar name as is
Lady
Rockwood 08468 also owned by the Mills Estate. Lady Rockwood out of May Rockwood was the dam of
Blackwood Correll 16266 by Red Correll.
Blackwood Correll was brought to the east by Mary Jean Vasiloff of McCulloch Farm, Old Lyme,
CT. His arrival back east in 1984 marked the beginnings of a resurgence of this bloodline which is being
felt more and more strongly now in the sport horse area. Blackwood sired a total of sixty get. Seventeen
of them with the Triple S prefix alone. Eighteen of his get carry the Whippoorwill prefix and are still very
well represented in the Whippoorwill herd. The current Whippoorwill stallion, Whippoorwill NewMoon

Calisto, Melissa, Larissa, and Gaiety. Another Blackwood son,
Whippoorwill Ebony 104143, one of Blackwood’s first eastern foal
crop and now gelded, is doing extremely well in dressage competition under the name Black Tie. Yet another Blackwood son,
Whippoorwill Jetwood 107969 is a working sire at the Painter’s
Triple S Ranch. Painter’s Pine Ridge is another Champion reiner
sired by Blackwood Correll.
The Red Correll daughter Bird S. Sentney 06627, out
of
Luellen produced thirteen foals. The majority bred by John J.
Warner of Dodge City, KS. Those produce are: Cheyenne Lee
10721,
Count S. Sentney 9679, Annie S. Sentney 07562, Flight King
12795,
Like A Bird 14900, Petre Pan 010832 (g), Princess Flyhawk
012589,
Tequila Bird 011785, Flightbird 15573, Yakima Bird 16328, Apollo
WHIPPOORWILL
EBONY
Bird 19416, W.A.R. Aethon 21593, and W.A.R. Omega Bird 24047.
AKA
BLACK
TIE
Correll
King
13583
by Red Correll out of
Sweet Adaline was the next
of this line brought back to
the east. Martha V. DuPont
brought him back not long after Mrs. Vasiloff brought Blackwood
Correll east. Though Correll King has only two eastern bred get to
CORRELL
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his progeny list he has a total of seventy four progeny in all. Mrs.
DuPont donated Correll King to The Univ. Of Mass Equitation
Trust Fund and his last born daughter Bay State Heather 0104814
is the only get with that prefix. Kennebec Correll is the next to last
progeny. But, in speaking with Donna Turney of Drumlin
Morgans in Alberta, Canada I learned that when she queried the
Canadian Morgan Association in 1990 about Correll King descendants she was told he had (at that time)
eight hundred eighty three listed! Virtually all of these remained in Canada and quite obviously they have
bred on. Rather then try and list all of them here I will note that not a few of the mares Correll King was
bred to were imported to Canada from the U.S. and carried prefixes such as Mortana, Eaton’s, Mon Heir,
and Kootenai.
The Correll King grandson - Drumlin Super Speed (Speedfield x Correll’s Mae) was brought to the
U.S. by Phil and Jennifer DuBois of Otterbrook Farm. He was a many time Western and Hunter Champion.
Meanwhile, back in Canada two Correll King sons were being bred on. Drumlin Morgans
continued the line through Ellis Pretty Boy 20963, a 1970 chestnut stallion who has thirty progeny listed.
Ellis Pretty Boy was out of Kootenai Sallie Ash 012899. So far as I can determine all of the Ellis Pretty Boy
get live in Canada, primarily in Alberta. Of his thirty offspring, eighteen are mares and twenty eight of
the total are chestnut.
The last of the Correll King sons this article will touch on is the
chestnut 1970 colt out of Ena 011624 (Speedfield x Marlene).
This
colt was named Correll’s Comet. Correll’s Comet was foaled in
Kinsey, MT on CE & Clella Norbury’s ranch. He was sold to Vern
and Lois Stewart of British Columbia, Canada, then to Mary Anna
Scannell (then Mary Anna Dyck) from her to her parents in New
York, then back to Mary Anna. Correll’s Comet has twenty
CORRELL COMET
AND HERD
progeny listed on the AMHA printout; the bulk of them bear the
Rocking M prefix of Mary Anna. The progeny have traveled all
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Stewarts from ten months of age on. Vern Stewart told the Dycks he was worried about wolves and his
Morgans. Comet had been herd stallion all the years of his life, living on open range in the harsh
mountains of British Colombia with ten to twenty five mares. In all that time, Vern Stewart had not lost a
Morgan to wolves. Comet protected and defended his mares and kept them all safe. Mary Anna tells the
entire story in the February 1985 issue of The M organ Horse M agazine. And it is quite a story. She was
impressed not only with Comet’s looks and pedigree, but with his courage, strength, good sense and
attitude. All traits that came from his many times removed ancestor - Winterset - and which were faithfully inherited by each generation of the family. In 1990 Rocking M Morgans had a reduction sale and
quite a few of their Correll’s Comet get came back to the states. They had gathered an impressive herd of
mares prior to the sale and the horses that were dispersed had pedigrees that were a wonderful blend of
bloodlines. More than a few had the blood of families from the mid-west - the Brunk blood of Jubilee King
and Congo; the blood of Speedfield, of Gay Mac , of Canfield, Dewdrop, and that of Silverton Morgan and
his sire - Morgan Gold.
Of the twenty American registered Correll’s Comet get, Rocking
M. Jolene 0122847, a palomino, out of Joley Blonde (Morspeed
x
June Fib by Silverton Morgan out of Fibbie by Morgan Gold) went
to Richard & Suzanne Edmonds in Colorado. Along with Jolene
the Edmonds have her daughter Rocking M Stardancer by Rocking
M Vaquero. Rocking M Vaquero 98267 himself is owned by Roy
Foote of Superior, MT. Joley Blonde 019598 - the double
Red
Correll bred mare - is owned by Robert Labert of Billings, MT. Mr.
Labert also owns PRM Chesterfield, PRM Lady Whitney, PRM
ROCKING
M JOLENE
King Correll and PRM Moriah - all by Correll’s Comet.
Rocking M Royal Lady and Rocking M Diana, both out of
Whippoorwill Carol returned to CT. Rocking M Gold Mine went
to Mary Anna’s parents, the Scannells, in Schodack Landing, NY. Rocking M Sundancer another palomino
out of Joley Blonde went to Jim and Lori Jorgensen of Bothell, WA. The family is widely spread with many
still in Canada. The wolf killing range stallion Correll’s Comet has had quite an impact.
In an attempt to sum up this article I think it reasonable to say that though this family is not
your usual show ring pretty Morgan, they are, if one will concede Beauty as an attribute of form
following function, beautiful horses and true to the Morgan heritage of courage, endurance, kindness,
strength, and willingness.
Author’s Note: I would like to thank all those who provided information for this article. The U.S. Park Police
in Washington, DC for their help - especially Capt. A. Finnigan, Ret. And Sergeant Major Denis Ayres
for
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Troubador of Willowmoor:
F O U N D AT I O N

SIRE

OF

GREY

MORGANS

Unlikely as it seems, Troubador of Willowmoor was in fact the
foundation for the largest family of greys within our breed.
Troubador of Willowmoor had a daughter foaled in 1925 named
Toy 04381. Toy was out of a mare named Rachel 04398. Rachel was
registered as a grey, sired by Ethan Allen 4696 and out of Nelly X-04397. Nelly
was a grey out of the untraced mare Daisy. Toy, the Troubador of Willowmoor daughter was registered as
a blue roan. She was bred by Dr. H. Leslie Frost, MD of Pittsford, Vermont.
In due time Dr. Frost bred Toy to the
stallion Mountain Sheik 8033 by Mendon Boy
out of Rachel 04398. This was a half brother to
half sister breeding and it resulted in the stallion
Mountain Silver Sheik 8280, foaled in 1938.
Mountain Silver Sheik, as his name implies was
a grey.
In 1944 a full brother to Mountain Silver
Sheik was foaled. This was Shapleigh Sheik
9170, he was registered as a red roan. Dr. Frost
was the breeder.
Mountain Silver Sheik sired the grey
Sheik Star 8509, out of Stareda 04834 for Mr.
Thomas Brunk. Sheik Star was foaled in 1941. A
full sister to Sheik Star was foaled in 1943. This
was Dareda 06528, registered as a roan, bred by
Thomas Brunk and foaled in 1943. Also in 1941
Silver Princess 05989 was foaled, she was also by
Mountain Silver Sheik and out of Daisette.
1943 saw the birth of another grey for Mr. Brunk; this was Gray Dawn 06527. She was by
Mountain Silver Sheik out of Madonna by McAllister.
Sheik Star in turn sired the gray Missouri Queen 06662 in 1945. She was out of Belle
Rockwood
and bred by A.E. Swartz of Independence, Missouri. Dawn Star 06936 another grey was foaled in 1946 out
of Bar S Dawn. She was bred by O.E. Sutter, and owned by O.A. Sutton of Fall River, Kansas. 1947
saw
the birth of Annabelle Sheik 07277, a dark grey out of Bar S Rene bred by A.M. Griffith of Wichita, Kansas.
Also foaled that year was the grey mare Kama 07205 out of Adorable. 1948 was the year Sheik Star's
grey
son Bright Star 10039 was foaled. Bright Star was out of Delightful and John Tatlock of Wichita was the
breeder. The last grey get of Sheik Star I could find was the mare Sunny Star 10356, out of Precious,
she
to was bred by Mr. Tatlock.
Silver Princess, the grey daughter of Daisette produced the grey mare Frosty Princess 08574
by
King Mick in 1952 for Mr. T. Brunk.
Frosty Princess in turn produced the roan mare Frosty's Blue Bonnet 011617 in 1961. This
mare
was sired by Price de Jarnette and bred by Ray Searls of Medora, Illinois. Frosty's Blue Bonnet was
the
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The Golddust Family
Many years ago I wrote a short
article about this family, and I’ve always
wanted the chance to expand it. I have
included the short article as written, as
it is a good starting point to begin this
larger article, and it is accurate in so far
as it goes. The main focus of the short
article was breeding for racing speed
and not other areas of work. I hope to go
further into the Golddust family in this.

Where Have All The Golddusts Gone?
What are Golddusts and why should I care about where they have gone?
If you breed Morgans in hopes of racing them on the Trotting tracks you should care about the
Golddusts because they are the Woodbury family that achieved fame as very fast Trotters. Most of the
Woodbury family were noted as good Road Horses when they were used in harness. That branch of
Woodburys can be very easily found through descendents of Gifford such as Hale's Green Mountain
Interestingly, it was a son of Gifford Morgan that was the grandsire of Golddust. That son was Barnard
Morgan. Barnard Morgan's dam was sired by Bonaparte (Judevine Horse) who was said to be by the
Hawkins Horse by Justin Morgan. If true, that would have made Barnard Morgan very strong in the blood
of Justin Morgan himself. Gifford's dam carried the standard admixture blood of the times, Thoroughbred
and Arabian blood. This was the normal blood mix available in those days and it all contributed to speed.
So what about Golddust? Well, Golddust was as stated a grandson of Barnard Morgan, he was
sired by Vermont Morgan (Dorsey's) out of a mare named the Hoke mare. She was said to be by Zilcaadi,
an imported Arabian horse. The second dam was by imported Barefoot, son of Tramp an early TB.
Golddust was reputed to be very beautiful and he was known as one of the very great sires of the
country. Golddust had a race record of 2:43 minutes for the mile. He out-ranked the great Hambletonian
as a speed sire. Hambletonian sired more than thirteen hundred foals, only three colts made a 2:20 time.
Golddust on the other hand sired only three hundred and two foals, (according to information in Vol. I of
the Registry) of which two made the 2:20 list. The best of those was the mare Lucille Golddust who had
a time of 2:16 and 1/4. She in turn produced Lucille's Baby who had a time of 2:20 and 1/2 as well as
producing Sprague Golddust who had a time of 2:16 and 1/2 !
Golddust only lived to be sixteen years old. He was foaled in 1855 in Louisville, KY. and died in
1871 at L.L. Dorsey's Eden Stock Farm near Louisville. Mr. Dorsey had bought Golddust as a weanling
for $1,000.
Golddust was a pure gold in color, off hind rear fetlock white, sixteen hands high and weighed
twelve hundred pounds.
The Golddust sons known as sires were: Brilliant Golddust, Dorsey Golddust, Eden Golddust,
Emerson Golddust, Fancy Golddust, Forest Golddust, Glencoe Golddust, Golddust Jr., Golddust,
Highland Golddust, Lexington Golddust, Longfellow Golddust, Messenger Golddust, Milo, Raven
Golddust, and Zilcaadi Golddust.
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The get of these sons of Golddust went primarily to the mid-west, one grandson Eclipse Golddust
went to the Deer Lodge, Montana farm of C.X. Larabee. Most went to Illinois or Iowa or Wisconsin and
Ohio. Some stayed in Kentucky.
The line comes down to us today along a slender thread of one mare primarily. That mare was
Gold Floss 03150. Gold Floss was by Golddust Abdallah a great grandson of Golddust on his dam's side,
out of Flora by Goldsheen. Flora traces back to Golddust on both the top and bottom sides of her pedigree.
The heavy Golddust concentration behind Gold Floss explains why she was able to pass on the extreme
Golddust speed to her son Jack Sprat.
Jack Sprat had lots of daughters who bred on. Among them are
Lizzieayr out of Elma Belle RM; who produced Hazelayr and Liz Taylor
who in turn produced Lizzie McClure, Windcrest Playboy, Windcrest Benn
Beau, Windcrest Major, Windcrest Harmony, Alezan Victoria and Alezan
Ben Adhem; Nellayr, dam of Slower Nell who in turn produced Gay Nell,
Linell, Sammy Boy, and Lynden King; Cissyayr dam of Ann Bolin who
produced Major Bolin, Waer's Monte Gates, Lava Henry, Majorette Bolin,
and March Majesty; Bessayr dam of Fruita who was dam of Eethree
Sherilette and Aaron Jay among others. The list goes on and on.
For
example Lizzie McClure daughter of Liz Taylor produced her own family
including Fox Hollow's Gay, M-H Autumn Velvet, and M-H Coriliz who
LIZ
TAY L O R
has bred on. This is just a partial listing of Jack Sprat's daughters.
His sons include Allenayr, Benayr, Doctorayr, Franzayr, Jackayr,
Jacksenayr, Josephayr, Majorayr, Poplar Victory, Rileyayr, Romanayr, Spratayr and Victorayr. If you run
across a horse with an AYR as part of its name you have found another Jack Sprat descendent. You
have
found the legacy of the Golddusts and this is where they have gone.
Thus ended the original short piece on Golddust. Time and more research has given
me
additional information. The information I’ve gained comes from the AMHA CD and from personal
contact with owners of this family line. Speaking of the CD, it lists Golddust as being Palomino in color,
and as I wrote in the above article, he is not described as such in Vol. I of our Registry. Instead he
is
described as a solid gold in color and so far as I can determine, there is no reason to call him a palomino
based on his parentage. The CD also gives the number of progeny of Golddust as forty-five get. Fortytwo stallions, two mares, and one gelding, which seems to be in conflict with the Vol. I data. The period
in which Golddust lived was a tumultuous time to say the least, it encompassed both the beginning and
the end of The Civil War. That Golddust achieved the fame and recognition he did in such a time period
is remarkable.
As was written in the short article above, Liz Taylor, dam
of Windcrest Playboy and siblings was a Golddust
descendent through the stallion Jack Sprat. Liz Taylor was the
dam of thirteen foals. Six of whom were by Upwey Ben Don,
two by Pecos, three by Kingston, and one by Trophy’s Award.
Of the Ben Don get, Windcrest Playboy and his full sister
Windcrest Playgirl have the most progeny. Playgirl produced
seven foals, including the full siblings Windcrest Wonderboy
and Windcrest Sara Jewitt. Both were by Windcrest Showboy.
Among the produce of Playgirl was Windcrest Highlander by
WINDCREST
P L AY B O Y
Gladgay’s Pride. Windcrest Highlander was the sire of thirty
six get including among them foals carrying the Bay State
prefix, the Rum Brook prefix and the Kennebec prefix. As of
the production date of the AMHA CD ROM, he was listed as
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Windcrest Playboy sired fifty eight get - some of whom
carried the prefixes of Big Bend Farm, Shaker’s, Wind
Blu,
Milaca and Sugar Run. Big Bend June Morn by Windcrest
Playboy was a foundation mare for the Cedercrest Morgan Farm,
producing five Cedercrest prefixed foals. Later on, Big Bend
June Morn and her half-sister Fantasy’s Melodee (also
by
Windcrest Playboy) were foundation broodmares for Kerry
Morgans. Other Big Bend prefixed Morgans include Big Bend
Bay Rum, Big Bend Coquette, Big Bend Grand Dee, Big
Bend
Playmate, Big Bend Royal Flush, Big Bend Black Rose, Big
Bend
Mr. Success, as well as Big Bend Satin Doll and Big Bend
QT.
Many of these Big Bend Morgans made their name in the show
ring, as strong performing horses who had more than a
modicum of success. Milaca Bay Boy out of Milaca Kim Mor-Ayr
had the distinction of being a double Golddust family member.
Kim Mor-Ayr was out of Golden Jan out of Gold Pilot who was
out of Gold Fly by Golddust Abdallah. Among the Playboy get
who carried the Sugar Run prefix was Sugar Run Replica, and
Wind Blu was represented by Wind Blu Don Lee, and Wind Blu
First Lady who was the dam of six foals.
The Shaker’s horses by Playboy included Shaker’s HiTime, Shaker’s Arrow, and Shaker’s Playboy to name some. Also
carrying the Shaker prefix was a son of Fantasy’s Melodee
Shaker’s Sedona, sold as a stallion to Canada.
Alezan Chieftain by Pecos out of Liz Taylor was the sire
of forty nine get. Which included those with the Mar Jo prefix,
two with the Saddleback prefix, as well as the Gifford prefix and
that of Windrift Morgans.
I suspect that this branch of the family propagated as
well as it did not because of the Golddust blood, but rather
the popularity of Upwey Ben Don blood. None-the-less,
from Golddust, the family inherited speed, trot, strength,
and smoothness.
Meanwhile, out on the West Coast the blood of Golddust
was also producing and spreading. The predominant influence
here was not the daughters of Jack Sprat, but rather
the
daughters of Sun Dust, and the daughters of Big Rock. Sun Dust
(1944 - 1971) was by Gary Owen out of Adam’s Monterey. This
is a very interesting pedigree in terms of breeding patterns and
in the fact that Sun Dust was the product of what I would call a
very tight pedigree on his sire’s side. To explain, the sire of Gary
Owen - who was the sire of Sun Dust - was sired by Adam’s
Black Oak. Adam’s Black Oak had three crosses to
Golddust,
which he came by because his dam Night Bird was also the dam
of his (Adam’s Black Oak) sire - General Gibbons. In addition to
being the product of mother to son breeding, Adam’s Black
Oak’s mother and dam - the mare Night Bird - was also the
product of a father to daughter breeding. Night Bird was by Sea
Quail, and Sea Quail was bred to his own daughter Night Bird,

The line of descent from Golddust to Sea Quail is as follows: Golddust sired Billy Golddust, who
in turn sired the oddly named mare Lalla Rookh. Lalla Rookh was the dam of the mare Ingrain, sired by
Com, Belmont son of Belmont. Ingrain was the dam of the mare Belt who in turn was the dam of Sea Wan
03736. Sea Wan was the dam of Sea Quail 6852. Belt was bred by Amsden, Brookman & Co. in
Laurin,
Montana, and sold to C.X. Larrabee of Fairhaven, Washington. Lalla Rookh was bred by L.L. Dorsey of
Louisville, Kentucky - who owned Golddust. It is said that C.X. Larrabee was extremely interested in the
speed lines, and was breeding for speed. His ownership of the Golddust sons and granddaughters would
seem to bear this out.
When Sun Dust - who incidentally appears to be the last tail male descendent of Golddust 70 - was
bred to Missoula Belle, the concentrated blood of Sun Dust’s sire line was strengthened even further.
Missoula Belle was by Calgary out of Nora Hulbush. Calgary was by Sea Quail out of Alice Dean, and
Nora Hulbush was by Sea Gull by Sea Quail! The produce of the Sun Dust/Missoula Belle breeding was
Sassy Sue who was the dam of Classy Boy - a renown Cutting horse, and in turn the sire of Big Rock.
Before we leave Sun Dust’s family to begin on Big Rock, I would
like to mention another line of Sun Dust descent. Like so many in
this family, Sun Dust left daughters to carry the blood on. In this case
the of the seventy seven Sun Dust get, many of the forty
mares
carried the Skagit prefix. Others carried the Mon Heir prefix. Some
of the Skagit horses were Skagit Klale, Klaska, Tukwilla, Al-Ah, Ne
Chi, Tye, Novak, Solomie, Xa-Ticie, Shaudin, Hoola, Nah-Lin, and
Chuana. As one may surmise from the prefix Skagit, these horses
were found in the Pacific North West. The Mon Heir horses were
MON
HEIR
ROZELLE
from the North West as well. Some of them were Mon Heir Dust El,
MayElise, Rozelle, Suntana, Zoran, Jeep, Nu Dust, Sunwin,
and
Faith. The last foal sired by Sun Dust was a palomino born in 1971
out of Mon Heir Sundee.
As mentioned Sun Dust sired (according to the AMHA CD) seventy seven foals. Forty were
mares, twenty two were geldings, and the remaining fifteen were stallions. This is a change in pattern
from the original Golddust, and his immediate sons. But, regardless of that, and the fifteen sons of Sun
Dust, the line from him forward comes down through the mares, in this he was very much in keeping with
the pattern of the rest of the family.
Among the Skagit prefixed horses was a mare - Skagit Klale
07200. She was by Highwood L out of Lovely Lady. Lovely Lady
was by St. S Superb out of Jewel M. Jewell M. was sired by Captain
Jack and out of Cola. The names Captain Jack and Cola, may
be
familiar to the readers. Captain Jack was the sire of Winterset (who
was behind Red Correll). Winterset was featured in the August 1997
SKAGIT
K LA LE AT 2 8 Y.O .
issue of The M organ Horse, and therefore, being by Captain
Jack,
Jewel M. was a half sister to Winterset. Captain Jack was sired by
Morgan Jack, his dam Nellie is from whom the Golddust legacy
comes. Nellie was by Nick Morgan a son of Golden Forest who was
said to be a son of Indicator by Golddust. But back to Skagit Klale.
Skagit Klale produced fifteen foals. Her daughter Skagit Tukwilla bred on, in turn producing a family of
her own, one of whom Lucky Chauncela produced ten foals. Chauncela’s daughter PVR Mercedes
produced five foals all by Dia H prefixed stallions - Dia H Yanqui, Valiant, and Banjo, none of these as of
the release of the AMHA CD had bred on.
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The stallion Big Rock 14105, was owned by Gloria
Barnwell of Chalk Mt. Morgans in the very northern tip of
California. He was purchased from Chrisland Stables in
Utah. From her kitchen window, Mrs. Barnwell is able to
look out and see Larabee Butte and their property borders
on Larabee Creek. She doesn’t know if this Larabee
has
anything to do with C.X. Larrabee or not, but it is a
delightful coincidence. Mrs. Barnwell owned Big Rock for
eleven years and during that time he sired quite a few for
Chalk Mt. Big Rock carried the blood of Sun Dust through
his maternal grandmother - Sassy Sue (Sun Dust x Missoula
Belle) and through his dam Mon Heir Rozell. Mon Heir
BIG
ROCK
Rozell inherited her Golddust blood through the Adam’s
Traveler daughter Quadroon. Quadroon was by Justin’s
Silhouette by General Gibbons out of Night Bird, and
Adam’s Traveler was by Sea Quail out of Queen Beatrice.
This is rather heavy Golddust breeding, being both on the
top and bottom of the pedigree. Big Rock was Grand
Champion stallion at the first California Regional Show in
1965. He had quite a show record before that, gained while
under Chrisland ownership. Get of Big Rock carrying the
Chalk Mt. prefix include: Classy of Chalk Mt., Chalk Mt.
Rock Lily, Chalk Mt. Rock Candy, Harrison, Llewellyn,
Boulder, Abby, Citation, Serenade, Louise, Charm,
Dubonnet, Daphne, Debutante, Della Belle, Eloina, Famous,
Finnigan, Firefly, Flambeau, Flambe, Folly, Faddius and
Chalk Mt. Folly. Chalk Mt. Folly was retained by the
Barnwell’s and the plan was to breed her to a stallion of Sea
Quail breeding to further concentrate the Golddust blood.
Big Rock sired forty four foals, and well over half of them carry the Chalk Mt. prefix. Chalk Mt.
Flambe was bred last spring to Primavera Valdez by Mrs. Barnwell and the Big Rock grandson Chalk Mt.
Jolly Sprite, a made cutting horse is out on lease. The Big Rock line continues, some showing the cutting
talent of their grandsire, but all of them - where ever they are, are a faction of the Golddust legacy and as
such are of value for their genetic heritage and for the potential they possess to continue the bloodline.
Along with the daughters of Jack Sprat, the get of Windcrest Playboy, the sons and daughters of Red
Correll, the Skagits and the Mon Heirs - the Chalk Mt. horses represent an inheritance from a very unique
and beautiful individual whose blood truly deserves recognition and preservation.
Very recently, I was made aware of yet more Golddust descendents. These reside in Wisconsin
and represent different lines of descent from the others mentioned above.
The Hughes family’s Cougar Ridge Ranch has a young stallion - Cougar Ridge Tyke sired by
Lenawee Oddessy (recently gelded). Cougar Ridge Tyke carries the Golddust blood through a son of Sea
Gull named Chief Joseph 8078. Sea Gull is mentioned above in regard to Sun Dust. Sea Gull was a son
of
Sea Quail. At any rate Chief Joseph was bred to the mare Allen Dawn producing the mare Dakota Dawn.
Dakota Dawn was bred by the Ogala Community High School at Pine Ridge, South Dakota. Once again
we find a link to the Winterset family mentioned earlier. Dakota Dawn’s name may be familiar to readers
since when she was bred to the stallion Honor, she produced the mare Oak Acres Orchid. Oak Acres Orchid
brings yet another farm prefix into the group carrying Golddust blood. For Oak Acres is very well known
as a source of color for many Morgan breeders. From Oak Acres Orchid came Dawn Treader who when
bred to Casey Tibbs produced the son Lenawee Final Case. Final Case is the grandsire of Cougar
Ridge
Tyke. So the line has yet another viable son alive and at stud. It to descends through a mare line however.
The other group of Golddusts I have been made aware of also resides in Wisconsin. Mr. Bruce
Burton of GO Morgans has in his possession the mare Jonell Jubilee Ann 026108. Jubilee Ann is
somewhat

to the mare Alleen C 033 - who was a daughter of Goldsheen by Goldzil by Zilcaddi Goldust by Golddust
70. Jubilee Ann has had two or three foals, but her dam side line includes the mare Pendleton Gay
Bess
16060. This brings another well known prefix into the group carrying Golddust blood. The Pendleton
prefix is not unfamiliar to many.
While looking into the pedigree of Jubilee Ann, I encountered the mare Gold Pilot X-05593. A bell
went off in my head - Gold Pilot was the dam of Powerful 8415 by Chocolate by Linsley. Powerful was a
stallion found in many of today’s WWF (Working Western Family) pedigrees. Among those WWF
families are found the Teton and Tetonia prefix. Mr. Burton has the mare Teliza’s Black Beauty, she is sired
by Teton Black Beauty who carries his Golddust blood through a daughter of Domino Joe - Tetonia
Midnight. Midnight’s dam was Tetonia Suzanne, a daughter of Hylee’s Heir and Jenny Mac. Jenny Mac
is the carrier of Golddust blood. Jenny Mac was a daughter of King Rits 9796. King Rits was by Valley
View King who was sired by Upwey King Peavine, the dam of King Rits was Upwey Emerald Goldy, as
it happens, both Upwey King Peavine and Upwey Emerald Goldy carry a line to Golddust! Upwey King
Peavine’s line is through ASHA* Astral Jones - who carried it through his maternal side from Montrose a
son of Zilcaddi Golddust by Golddust 70. Upwey Emerald Goldy inherits through the mare ATR* Canary
Bird - a great granddaughter of Lexington Golddust by Golddust 70.
Burton Tal-Keet-na JB, a GO Morgan stallion, has multiple crosses to Golddust through Top T
Cavalier, Kingston, and Archie O. Since discovering that Upwey King Peavine carried the blood of
Golddust, that means all the descendants of Upwey Ben Don do as well, even in trace blood content.
Archie O carried his Golddust blood through his dam Byrrh Xó04481. Byrrh was by Handy Allen (Prince
Herod x Nellie). Nellie the dam of Handy Allen was by Nick (Nic) Morgan 4024. Nick Morgan was by
Golden Forrest by Indicator by Golddust 70. It would seem that all of the Morgans owned by the Burton’s
GO Morgans have lines of descent from Golddust. I found the varied lines to be of interest and it is good
to know that yet another group of living Morgans are breeding on and continuing the Golddust blood.
So, all and all, though I would not call this family one of extremely high impact, or one of great
popularity, it is never-the-less a family of wide distribution and still quite viable in many part of the
country. The lines may not be extremely concentrated, certainly not highly inbred, but it is good to know
that Golddust 70’s blood continues on today and will contribute to make a good contribution. What I have
found of interest especially was the number of horses I would never have, at first glance, guessed carried
the Golddust blood - yet they do. Powerful, Teton Black Beauty, Oak Acres Orchid, Dakota Dawn, Top T
Cavalier, Pendleton Gay Bess, but most of all Upwey King Peavine. This means the family is really much
more wide spread than I had assumed and that is good to know.
*ATR
*ASHA

American Trotting Registry
American Saddle Horse Association

Author’s note: I would like to thank all those who helped me with this article by sending pictures and information. And add, that in no way is this to be construed as a complete listing of ALL the Golddust family,
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The DeBoyd
For almost twenty years they were essentially pre-eminent in Georgia
and other parts of the South. They became the foundation and cornerstones
of well known breeding programs. They started and starred in the
Hilgenberg’s Great Oaks program; the Blackman’s Foxcroft program, the
Sollenberger’s Ponderosa Morgans, J. Marion Burke’s Turfwood Morgans,
and the Herzog’s Green Bay Morgans. They are found today in the
pedigrees of Carlton Huhn and Frank Calhune’s Battersea herd. There are others who used them and use
them still who are of less renown - but the blood still carries on.
Who then are ‘they’ and what are their names? To begin with the DeBoyd Morgans are the
product of Beamer and Mary Donahoe, currently of Huntington, West Virginia. They carry the suffix
DeBoyd because the Donahoe farm - DeBoyd Farm included DeBoyd Hill where the horses frequently
were pastured. The Donahoes were among the first in the Morgan world to use a suffix rather than a
prefix. In 1954 the Donahoe’s purchased Tarr of Keeneland 06521 by Congo out of Deliah. Deliah was
a
daughter of Jugo 7819 by Jubilee King out of Tifra 04840 - a Tiffany daughter. Tarr of Keeneland was lame
when purchased and was never used by the Donahoes except as a broodmare. And what a broodmare
she
was. Her sire Congo 8354 was by Tarron 7963 by Tiffany out of Black Dee 04833 by Herodon out of
Sentola
- full sister to Jubilee King. During the trip to see and purchase Tarr of Keeneland, the Donahoes visited
with Mr. Darl Hughes in Indiana to see his stallion Lamont 8497. Lamont was the younger full brother to
Squire Burger who was owned by Mabel Owen and was the cornerstone of her original breeding program.
Lamont and Squire Burger were by Juzan 7895 by Jubilee King, out of Nella 04235 by Allen King
7090.
Allen King and Penrod 6140 (the sire of Jubilee King) were full brothers. Nella’s dam was the Knox
Morgan daughter Liza Jane 03377 who was out of Double Daisy. Double Daisy was the daughter of Allen
Franklin who was also the sire of Penrod and Allen King, and out of Senata who was by Senator out of
Daisy by Billy Bodette.
Lamont, though not as well known or promoted as his older
brother, was not simply a rich source of Jubilee King and Knox
Morgan blood. In 1948, he was Reserve Champion Stallion at the
Illinois State Fair, and won the aged stallion class at the same show
over Lippitt Jeep and Congo. In 1949 Lamont won the breed championship and also the performance stake at the Columbus, Ohio show.
In the in-hand division Lamont won over Nuggett by Captor and
Lippitt Mandate by Mansfield. He won the Morgan Championship
Stake over Manitude and Fleetwing and the Stallions Under Western
Tack over Fleetwing, Nuggett, and Lippitt Mandate. At the same
show he also won the Morgan Shore Stake class. As a side note, in the
LAMONT
same year, his brother Squire Burger was a Trail Ride victor with
Mabel Owen in the Massachusetts Trail Ride. In 1950, Lamont won
the Aged Stallion Class at the Mid-West Horse Show over Quizkid
and Nuggett, as well as winning the Morgan Horse Stallion Class
under Western Tack and the Morgan Parade class. In addition he also,
at the same show, won the Morgan Horse Stake class. Despite these
three years of showing and winning, Lamont was primarily a farm
stallion with a total of 30 progeny. As so many of his family, Lamont
was a chestnut with light mane and tail, a smooth body, long neck,
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The decision to breed Tarr of Keeneland
to
Lamont was an extremely good one. It was one that
Beamer Donahoe repeated three times. For one
of
those breeding, Darl Hughes even brought Lamont to
West Virginia. The three Morgans who were the
result of those breedings were Tarrla 09253 a brown
mare foaled in 1955, Tarranne DeBoyd 09866 a
bay
mare foaled in 1957, and incidentally, the first
Morgan to carry the DeBoyd suffix, and Tarrmont
DeBoyd 12480 a brown gelding foaled in
1959.
Tarrmont DeBoyd did not leave any progeny and
was sold to Mr. William Egan Sr. of Newnan, GA after
being owned by the Brockways also of Newnan.

FOAL
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DEBOYD

Tarrla and Tarranne did indeed
have produce and they were the
heart of the DeBoyd family, just as
their sire and dam were the backbone
of the breeding program.
Tarrla was the dam of at least
five DeBoyd Morgans. The first was
Bonnie DeBoyd 010611 a
chestnut
mare foaled in 1959. Next
came
perhaps the most famous of all the
DeBoyd Morgans - Ashley DeBoyd
13049, a chestnut stallion foaled
in
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Knox Morgan was foaled in 1891, he was a bay stallion bred by Mr. Augustus Dunlap of
Brunswick, Maine and sold to George D. and John S. Chandler of Brunswick. He was later sold to and
registered by F.G. Chandler of Peacham, Vermont. He remained the property of F.G. Chandler until he
was 24 years old. During that time he sired 42 foals. The last 11 foals he sired were for J.C. Brunk of Illinois
during the remaining four years of his life. He stood at the Brunk’s Cotton Hill Farm until his death at 28
years of age.
Knox Morgan ‘made a circuit’ in Vermont and New Hampshire which was roughly a circle with
a 35 mile radius. It was typical of the times and located primarily in Caledonia County, Vermont.
At the World’s Fair in St. Louis in 1904 Joseph Brunk first saw Knox Morgan. Mr. Frank Chandler
brought Knox Morgan to the Fair and exhibited him in stiff competition. Knox Morgan was named Grand
Champion Stallion. Mr. Brunk had brought his incomparable mare Senata to the Fair where she was
Sweepstakes Champion Mare. The two men, Mr. Brunk and Mr. Chandler, met and became friends. That
friendship persisted over the years and when Mr. Chandler dispersed his Morgans, Knox Morgan was
sold to Mr. Brunk.
We know today, that Knox Morgan was bay, and extremely typy. He possessed excellent flat bone
with good depth of tendon, was a very balanced horse, very upheaded with beautiful lay back of shoulder,
fine wither and a good turn of speed. We do not know his height or weight. I have read various references to his size, some say he was 15 hands, some say he was at least 15.2. Others refer to him as
“Little
Knox Morgan”, we will not know for sure just how big he was, but we do know he repeatedly passed on
his conformation and type to his get. His get and grandget had a look all their own and aspects of that
appearance still come down to us today. A certain smoothness overall, a cleanness of leg, a set of neck,
a
wideness between the eyes - all say Knox Morgan.
As I began to research this article I became aware of how widespread the Knox Morgan influence
is. It is scarcely possible to find a Morgan horse of today without his blood. You have to look to Upwey
Ben Don (top and bottom) or Devan breeding to guarantee his absence! Then too, many of Ben Don’s
best
get came from mares carrying the Knox Morgan blood; such as Pavlova and Windcrest Nancy C.
The more I researched the more convinced I became that Knox Morgan was one of the most influential Morgan stallions ever foaled, if not the most influential. His family bred on in virtually every state
of the country and indeed in several foreign countries. He was the cornerstone of just about every modern
show Morgan’s family. Jubilee King, Flyhawk, Waseeka’s Nocturne, Pecos, Fleetwing, and even some
Lippitt Morgans all have Knox Morgan behind them. Indeed, I have been told that the original ‘Golden
Cross’ in Morgans is that of Jubilee King back onto Knox Morgan blood.
Little is known about his actual antecedents. Indeed, typesetting his pedigree was about the most
difficult one I have done. What is known is very impressive. Vermont Morgan Champion, great great
grandfather of Knox Morgan, sired by Sherman and out of Fanny Ann was of course a half brother to Black
Hawk 20, and like Black Hawk typified a new look to the breed. One of the first Morgans to be a black in
color and to be large - he stood over 15 hands, possibly as large as 15.2. In addition he had
considerable
knee and hock action and was considered to be a fine roadster with his powerful, square trot and the
attendant action. He was a thick crested horse, big fronted horse who appeared very imposing in harness
- to which he was beautifully trained. His head was not what we would consider beautiful but that was
of little consideration in terms of his use at stud. He was considered to be close to the ideal harness horse.
He and his get were kind, easily trained, and smooth gaited. He possessed and passed on a good turn of

The Shedd Horse by Vermont Morgan Champion was out of a grey mare of Morgan type. The
Shedd Horse can be considered the best and most successful son of Vermont Morgan Champion.
The
Shedd Horse stood a good 15 hands, was black but a little longer bodied than his sire, with a flatter wither.
He was deep bodied, and had a nice neck and head carriage. Like his sire, the get of The Shedd
Horse
were known for their good gaits, good temper and good looks. The Shedd Horse was also known as a
noted sire of fine producing mares.
The Vincent Horse was possibly the best son of the Shedd Horse. His dam was also of Morgan
type. She was said to be a granddaughter of the Norton Horse by Gifford Morgan. She may or may not
have been, but as Justin Morgan himself stood in the area where the mare was foaled it is not improbable
that she had his blood as well as his appearance. At any rate the Vincent Horse was held in very high
regard in his day. Mr. George D. Chandler of Peacham, VT was one of his admirers and he bred his
homebred bay mare by General Sherman to the Vincent Horse producing Mountaineer Morgan, the sire
of Knox Morgan.
Mountaineer Morgan was reputed to be one of the really good Vermont mountain stallions. He
was about 15 hands, up-headed and very strong going. Perhaps his chief claim to fame is as the sire
of
Knox Morgan. If that is indeed the case it is no little claim, nor little fame.
The documentation on the sire side of Knox Morgan is profuse compared to that of his dam. All
we know for certain is that she, a mare owned by Augustus Dunlap and called by that name, was sired by
Sagadahoc. Sagadahoc was sired by General Knox and was a half brother to General Sherman grandsire
of Mountaineer Morgan. General Knox was by Vermont Hero by Sherman Black Hawk by Black Hawk 20
out of a black mare by Smith’s Liberty. Smith’s Liberty was reputed to by a son of either Doolittle’s King
William or Smith’s Young Hamiltonian a son of Bishop’s Hamiltonian. In any case, General Knox was a
very fast horse who came from a family of fast horses having the blood of both Black Hawk and
Hamiltonian.
The dam of the Augustus Dunlap mare was said to be by Ethan Allen 50, another son of Black
Hawk 20, out of a grey mare who was said to be a great granddaughter of Justin Morgan. The entire
bottom line of the STB by Ethan Allen daughter is unknown. What is known from the documentation we
have is that Knox Morgan can be considered as primarily being a Sherman Morgan bred stallion carrying
a good turn of speed, good temper, good gaits, good looks and the ability to sire good stallions and even
better mares. Indeed, it is the Knox Morgan name that made the reputation of more than a few stallions
as sires.
As I said in the beginning of this article, Knox Morgan sired 53 Registered Morgans. That is by no
means all he sired. Many were not registered and are not traceable today, but they returned to the recognized breed through their offspring. A case in point is Lippitt Trixie X-04695, by Ethan Roberts out of a
mare by Knox Morgan. There is simply no way to find out more about that mare, just as there is no way
to find out more about the missing mares on Knox Morgan’s pedigree. Lippitt Trixie was used by Robert
Lippitt Knight for foundation stock. She and other X registered Knox Morgan descendants made
important contributions to the breed as a whole.
The earliest registered foal by Knox Morgan was the mare Julia foaled in 1897. She was a
brown
mare bred by Harvey Jennison of Peacham, VT. Her dam was Nellie by Eastern Boy. The next was a
black
stallion named Kenney’s Morgan 4982 foaled in 1902. He was out of Daisy by Euripides and bred by E.K.
Parker of Littleton, NH. I could find only one offspring of Kenney’s Morgan. That was Phylis X-04722,
out of a black mare by Clay Belle. Phylis was the dam of Janard Lass 05682.
The year 1903 saw the birth of three Knox Morgan foals. They were the bay stallion Sampson
5061
out of a black mare by Harry C. by Cobden, bred by Willis S. Smith of No. Monroe, NH; the brown mare
Princess C 02129, out of a brown mare by the Vincent Horse bred by Dana Hall of Danville, VT and the
chestnut stallion Peter Knox 5085, out of a bay mare by Pete by the Morse Horse, bred by Henry
W.
Howland of Littleton, NH. Both Princess C and Sampson bred on. Princess C. was bought by F.G.
Chandler who used her with her own sire to produce six foals. They are: Lady Princess 01414, Priscilla

Cabot, VT and sold to J.W. Clise of Seattle, WA. Another bay stallion, Fearless Green Mountain Morgan
5084 was foaled that year. He was bred by Mr. Chandler himself out of a bay mare by Newport Morgan
by Daniel Lambert. Katie Knox 03294 a bay mare was also foaled that year. She was out of the
Badger
Mare by the Coburn Horse and bred by Eli Stone of Cabot, VT. The last of the 1904 foals was the
chestnut
mare Della 0524, out of Lady by Jack. Della was bred by Charles Crane of Cabot, VT.
There was only one foal registered as a 1905 foal. That was the black stallion Vermont Prince
5806.
He was out of Kit by the Cross Horse by Goldfinder and bred by A.B. Somers of Barnet, VT.
In 1906 Knox Morgan sired two of his great ones. The bay mare Bell Marea 0189. She was out
of
the Underwood Mare by Ned Norton and bred by Charles Bell of Walden, VT. Her 3/4 sister, the bay Bell
Marca 0139 was also foaled in this year. Bell Marca’s dam was also by Ned Norton, Mr. Bell bred her as
well. The other mare of import foaled in 1906 was the chestnut mare My Lady Knox 01880. She was bred
by Willis Smith, of Monroe, NH and out of a black mare by the Hurd Horse. The only stallion foaled in
that year was the chestnut Star Morgan 5571 out of Estafana 0657 by Mark and bred by John Slayton
of
Calais, VT.
1907 saw the birth of two stallions: the chestnut Knox Champion 5773 out of a chestnut by
Mountaineer Morgan, bred by George N. Roberts of St. Johnsbury Center, VT, and the bay stallion
Excelsior Boy 5812 out of a bay by Sheanstone by Dean Sage bred by F.G. Chandler of Peacham, VT.
The
mares were Nancy Morgan 01900 a bay out of Bell 0135, by Sterling Boy bred by Fred M. Small
of
Morrisville, VT, Lonnie S. 01516 a bay out of Old Jennie 02024 by Billy Bodette, bred by Eugene
Shasteney
of E. St. Johnsbury, VT, and Dolly Knox 0572 a black mare out of the Williams Mare bred by George Swett
of St. Johnsbury.
Nina Groldon 02006 a bay and full sister to Nancy Morgan was foaled in 1908, as was Barbara
0107
a bay out of Roxy I. 02248 bred by James Allen of Barnett, VT. The Chestnut stallion Doctor 5786 out
of
Pearl by Harry C. and bred by W.S. Smith of N. Monroe, NH was also foaled that year.
In 1909 Mr. Allen’s mare Roxy I. foaled the full sister to Barbara, the bay mare Winona (Allen’s) 02621
and Mr. W.S. Smith’s mare the black by Harry C. produced the chestnut stallion Peerless Morgan 6020.
1910 saw the first of Princess C’s foals sired by her sire Knox Morgan. That was the brown Lady
Princess 01414. Star Morgan (Currier’s) 7122 a bay stallion out of Maud was foaled the same year as
was
the chestnut mare Star Morgan 02391, also out of a mare named Maud but she by Harlus. Both
Star
Morgans were bred by F.E. Currier of Cabot, VT.
In 1911 Mr. W.S. Smith’s mare Pearl produced the chestnut stallion I.X.L. 6825, and Mr.
James
Allen’s Roxy I produced the bay mare Juno 03283. Jennie S. 01105 out of a black mare by the Bolton
Horse
was foaled for F.J. Schmaling of Peacham, while F.E. Currier’s mare Maud by Harlus by Cobden produced
the bay stallion Gideon 6539. Princess C. produced her second daughter by Knox Morgan, the brown mare
Pricilla 02134 for F.G. Chandler.
1912 brought one foal for Knox Morgan, that one being Pauline 03609 out of his own daughter
Princess C. for their owner - F.G. Chandler.
1913 saw the birth of three foals: Dixie 02938 a brown mare out of Topsy Pillsbury by Dandy
Lambert bred by J.A. Roy of W. Barnett, VT, Princess C’s first stallion foal the brown Knoxie 6822, and
Pearl’s son the chestnut James Knox 5865 for Mr. W.S. Smith of No. Monroe, NH.
In 1914, Roxy I produced Henrietta Ford 03216 a chestnut for James Allen of Barnett, VT.
1915 saw the birth of Roxy I’s chestnut daughter Pollyanna 02910 for Mr. Allen, Genevieve
Belle 03115 a chestnut mare out of Belle B. and Alexander Knox 7259 a black stallion out of Princess
C.

Bell Marea was well known and respected in harness and in-hand at the Vermont shows. My Lady Knox
is the granddam of Glady.
1917 was the year Katie Hughes 03293 a brown mare out of Daisy Hughes was foaled. As was
Daisy Knox 02919 a bay out of Daisy De Jarnette and Benita 02772 a chestnut out of Ben’s Daisy.
1918 gave J.C. Brunk the bay stallion Knox Reade 7089 out of Mrs. Lewis by Charles Reade,
the
superb black mare Liza Jane 03377 out of Double Daisy, Frances Knox 03098 a bay out of Bess
Franklin,
Florence Chandler 03082 a bay out of Senata, and Ruby Knox 04322 a chestnut out of Red Ruby. It was
a
banner year and his last year at stud. There were no more Knox Morgan registered foals born.

This concludes the first of a series on Knox Morgan and his family. I will go into more depth and
more generations in the next article, but would like to say once again, this is not by any means a complete
listing of all the Knox Morgan family. It would be akin to producing a volume of the Registry to list all of
his family. Further, I would like to thank our editor Laura Algranti for her input to this series and Joanne
Curtis of La Serena Morgans in NY as well as Mary Jean Vasiloff for their input and for jogging my brain
and offering encouragement to proceed.
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Knox Morgan stood at stud from 1897 to 1918. To give a little historical perspective to those years
in terms of the Morgan breed it was a period of time when also standing at stud were: Donald, Headlight
Morgan, Jubilee De Jarnette, The Admiral, General Gates, Julien Morgan, Borden's Ethan Allen, Billy
Roberts, Pete Morgan, Bob Morgan, Troubador in Washington State and Goldsheen in Kentucky to name
a few. The above mentioned stallions are obviously not listed in any kind of order, I merely wanted to give
an idea of the breath and depth of the bloodlines being used during the period of time that Knox Morgan
was at stud. It was both rich and varied in terms of geography and influence. 1903 was the year Sampson
5061, a bay stallion out of an unknown black mare by Harry C. by Cobden was foaled. He was bred by
Willis Smith of North Monroe, NH. Sampson is the first get of Knox Morgan to be prolific, but it is not for
his registered get that he is of import to us. Of the sons and daughters who were registered there is only
a faint trace, we will never know how many he sired that were not registered, but one among them is
responsible for an enormous impact on the breed. She was Sentinal Lass the unregistered dam of
Sachem
X-7572, Ramona X-04552 and Gill X-04456. It is Gill who had the impact when she was bred to Cornwallis,
a Knox Morgan grandson, and produced Colonel's Boy 8185; then she produced Colonel Dygert
9484,
Dygert's King 9338, and Dygert's Beauty 010192 by the Cornwallis son - Allen's Seneca Chief 8303. This
is
a furtherance of the pattern of breeding the Knox Morgan blood back unto itself which was to be repeated
time and time again. It is still being done by those who value his blood.
Before we really get into the above mentioned line of Gill it is time to identify the other registered
get of Sampson. They were: Sonia 03756, Sapphire 03731, Saidee 03720 (all out of Ruby [Watson's]
and
bred by HRC Watson of Brandon, VT), Starlight 7603771 x Belle of Rochester, Sultana 03777 x
Watson's
Lucy by Bob Morgan, Sun Beam 03778 + Sunshine 03780 x Belle of Rochester, Suzanne 03788,
Suzette
03789, Succeed 6330, Success 6598,and Successor 6188 all out ofWatson's Ruby, Sultan and Surprise
6599 x
Watson's Lucy, Surplus 6808 x Mink [V.3, p. 562], Otter Creek 7274 x Watson's Ruby and owned by the
U.S.
Morgan Farm, Sidar 7223 also out of Ruby, Alphia X -04025 and Sophia 04058 out of Maud Root.
Success 6598 bred on, he was the sire of Opportunity 7278 bred by HRC Watson and also
owned
by the U.S. Morgan Farm, Daisy, Willamilla 04332, Willie Miller 04539 a gelded full brother to Willamilla,
both being out of Little Daisy.
The Knox Morgan son Kenney's Morgan 4982 sired the the mare Phylis X-04722 out of a
black
mare by the Stardardbred Clay Belle. Phylis was the dam of Janard Lass 05682. Princess C 02129
in
addition to producing the six produce mentioned in the first part of this series - all sired by her own father
Knox Morgan, produced one more daughter. She was Bonny Eloise 06777 by Nobbydon, in turn Bonny
Eloise produced Duchess Ann 06823 by Berry's Billy Boy in 1945.
1906 was a foal crop which had far reaching impact. In April of that year My Lady Knox 01880
was foaled. She was a chestnut mare out of a black by the Hurd Horse and bred by Willis Smith of
Monroe, NH. In 1920 she produced Mountain Lassie 04241 by Green Mountain, in 1921 she produced the
full sister Morina 04411. Morina and Mountain Lassie were bred by Charles A. Stone as
were

information on Glady, Ceres, and Hermina please refer to Classic M organ A dmirers Volume 3, No 2, Winter
1991 issue. They were all dams of importance and produced for such farms as Waseeka, Bay
State,
Applevale, Townshend and the Government itself. Pinup, Sterling Pamale, Sterling Velvet, Ophelia and
Promenade are key names in this mare family. Knickerbocker went on to become a sire known to produce
great motion, presence, and beauty and a winning show horse.
If April of 1906 was noteworthy for it's chestnut daughter of Knox Morgan, June of 1906 was even
more so for the bay mare Bell Marea 0189. Influential as My Lady Knox was for the Government farm,
and the Sampson granddaughter Gill was for her family, they both pale in comparison to the impact Bell
Marea's son Sealect was to have. Bell Marea had four produce. They were Dumbell 7211 by
Dude,
Sealect 7266 by Sir Ethan Allen - both bred by C.C. Stillman of Cornwall, NY; Belle Allen 04588 by Allen
H. and Lentil 04596 her full sister - both bred by Charles A. Stone. Not many in number, but one was
vast in influence.
Sealect 7266 a chestnut was foaled in 1921. In truth I was and
am
still a little daunted in regard to presenting the information on
Sealect's family - there are so many it is hard to know where to start!
So much has been written about Sealect and his influence is still so
strong today it truly gives one pause to think about him. He was an
extremely high couraged horse, known for his beauty, motion,
toughness, upheadedness, elegance and prepotence. He was
very
much stamped in the Knox Morgan mold and today his descendants
continue to pass on his attributes - from his unbounded energy to his
beautiful head. His early years as a sire gave us Seadon 04444,
SeaLass 04589, Sealina 04503, Sea Maid 04713 (out of Sea-Lass),
SEALECT
Selection
05049 - the dam of Colony Maid 08969 by Colonel Dygert, (Colony
Maid in turn was the dam of Upwey Ben Don's excellent daughters
Sawmill Attraction 010639 and Harmony Brook 010166) Delight
Marea X-05189 (bred by Frances Bryant out of Lucy by Troubador of
Willowmoor), Soda 7696, Sea-Lord 7649, Sealdon 7620,
Sealection
7600, Sea-Loon 7637, Seawind 7638, Sealectman 8350,
Tinkerbelle
05666 dam of Bald Mt. Black Cloud and his full brother Bald Mt.
Ebony Knight by Easter Twilight, Townshend Mac Arthur 8701, Townshend Donlecto 8271 to name a few.
Indeed Sealect and Townshend farm were synonymous for great Morgans in their years together. Delight
Marea and Frances Bryant were also well known and respected Delight Marea produced Jubilee's Kingdel
9438and Jubilee's Tobias 9144 by Jubilee King, Celeste Marea 0750 and Clinker by Jubilee's Courage,
Sally
Marea 05936 by Lippitt Saul Moro, and Springdel 9693 by Springfield for Frances Bryant. I will go into
specific farms and their breeding horses later.
And then there was Cornwallis 7698, foaled in 1930 and his full
sister Sealect Lass 04733. Sealect Lass gave us the Allen
King
daughter Bunting 04985. Cornwallis founded a dynasty that
C O R N WA L L I S
includes Allen's Aristocrat 8725 x Hepatica, Allen's Indian Boy X8184 x Betsy Ross by Sir Ethan Allen, Allen's Indian Chief 8183 x
Indian Maid, Allen's Major 8830 x Nubbin, Allen's Onadaga Chief X8304 x Betsy Ross, Allen's Seneca Chief 8303 x Hepatica,
Colonel's
Boy 8185 x Gill, Corben of Upwey 8761 x Arissa, Corisor of Upwey
8655 x Arissa, Dreamboy 8551 x Hepatica, Glen-Lily Chief 8305 (g) x
Indian Maid, Indian Brave 8186 x Hepatica, Parawallis 9439 x

Captain Stormalong by Babe's Delight (Canfield x Lippitt Trixie Ash also a Knox Morgan granddaughter
- which makes Captain Stormalong a triple Knox Morgan bred horse), Honey Bunch X-05206 x Betsy Ross,
Indian Girl 05205 x Indian Maid, Lady Dygert 06532 x Nubbin, Miss Chief 06024 x Indian Maid, Nubbin's
Pride 06020 x Nubbin, Ruthven's Beatrice Ann 05528 (dam of her own mini-dynasty) x Gill, Scarlett 05527
x Gill, Streamline 05524 x Indian Maid, Figurine 07735, Parade 10138 x Mansphyliss, Townshend Colonel
Ethan (g) 9572, Townshend Manwallis 10315 x Manzanita, Maier's Duke (g). I do not claim these are all
that Cornwallis sired, there are more.
The 1938 son of Cornwallis - Colonel's Boy out of Gill went on to spread the Knox Morgan blood
to the West. Colonel's Boy was a double Knox Morgan bred sire, he incorporated the blood of both Bell
Marea and her older half brother Sampson. Colonel's Boy though bred by Charles E. Allen stood at
Chilocco in Oklahoma where he sired: Lance Colonel, Larry Colonel, Annie Colonel, Bessie Colonel,
Annabelle Colonel, Nina Colonel, Rodney Colonel as well as siring Bartide, Bar Colonel, Anthony Colonel,
Brigade Commander, Colonel's Belle, Chilocco Chief, Jimmie Boy, Linsley's Colonel, Linwallis and
Cornwallis Pat (Stuart Hazard bred) to name some.
Allen's Major out of Nubbin sired Ginger Mildann 09754 who in turn bred on. Allen's Seneca
Chief out of Hepatica sired among others: Colonel Dygert 9484 out of Gill and his full siblings Dygert's
King 9338 and Dygert's Beauty 010192. Out of Nubbin, Allen's Seneca Chief also sired Little Girl
09189
(dam of Maybright 09436 and Wren 010628 by Dygert's King), Hesper 06935, Allen's Mohawk Chief 10872
(sire of Grand's Sealect Thor 12343 bred by Mary Arnold of NY and more), and Georgianna 09799.
Colonel Dygert in addition to siring Colony Maid (double Knox Morgan) out of Selection, sired
Sargeant Mac 11350 and Jimbo who was gelded. Dygert's King was the sire of: Billy The Kid (g), Bobolink
11868 who bred on, Aurora Leigh 010075, Pandy's Juanita 08951 out of Hesper 06935, and
Donna's
Revonah 09677 to represent his line.
Colonel's Lassie (Cornwallis x Gill) produced Laddie's Lucky Star 010543, Lassie's Gay Lady
09135
and Lassie's Silhouette 09864.
Sealect Lass (full sister to Cornwallis) also produced Sealect Lady Jane 08218 and Sealect
Miss
07875 in addition to Bunting.
Bunting in turn produced: Grenadier 9032 by Jubilee King, Gonfalon 8785 by Townshend West
River, Townshend John 8700 by John A. Darling, Monadnack Mountain Storm 9505 by Jubilee King,
Whippoorwill Dauntless 10821 by Squire Burger, Marea Bell 07764, Bunting's Brightlass 08982 and Bonnie
Bess 08494.
Seneca Sweetheart (Cornwallis x Hepatica) produced Just-A-Sweetheart 08542 by Upwey
Ben
Don and Sconadoa Chief 9317 by Mansfield. Sconadoa Chief in turn sired Chief's Autumn Queen 08684
out of Seneca Maid (Cornwallis x Betsy Ross), Coronation 08928 out of Oatka Dusky Lady, Iroquois King
10307, Misty Dawn 08402, Thunderbird 12229, Carolina Girl 010293, Indian Princess 010035 and
RR
Bouquet 010349 a double Knox Morgan being out of Ruthven's Nancy Ann. Seneca Maid also produced
Gallant Gayle 08924, while Seneca Lady Ester produced Donnie Mack 10172 and Brown Pepper 9736
by
Upwey Ben Don - a sire who still has influence today as well, being the sire of Little Miss Pepper - dam of
Trijas Mr. Peppertime and Trijas Mr. Pepperlect. Brown Pepper also sired Don Quixote Pepper, Max
Welton Pepper, Donna Mae Pepper, Lady Jezebel Pepper, Nera Bellezza Pepper, Cayenne Pepper
&
Sylvester out of Seneca Lady, Bell-O-Mine, and R.R. Sealect Benn out of Ruthven's Nancy Ann.
Chief's Autumn Queen produced Gallant Gypsy Rose 09095, Monarch's Red Fox 12289,
Lad's
Cornwall King 12224, Lad's Gold Buddy 11656, and Lad's Serenade 09863.
Gill's Babe produced Tiger Babe 12260 in addition to Captain Stormalong. Nubbin's Pride
produced Nubbin's Colonel 12460.
Ruthven's Beatrice Ann 05528 (Cornwallis x Gill) bred by Charles E. Allen of Indian Spring Stock
Farm in Baldwinsville, NY went to Alexander G. Ruthven of Ann Arbor, Michigan where she left her mark
on his breeding program and that part of the country. Beatrice Ann was the dam of John Geddes 9853,

Parade. While Ruthven's Nancy Ann in addition to R.R. Bouquet produced the very well known Trophy's
Cupid 010705 by Trophy and her full brother the reknown Trophy's Jade. John Geddes the Ruthven
Beatrice Ann son was the sire of Kane's Jon-Bar-K 11128, Kane's Dandy (g), Kane's Flying Gypsy
09201,
Kane's Sister Kay 09203 and Kane's Spring Delight 09202 among others. Kane's Jon-Bar-K was the
well
known sire of Kane's Jazz Man, Kane's Citation, Kane's Don Soucho, Kane's Patrick, Kane's Sonny
Boy,
Kane's Stardust, Kane's Victory Star, Succarde's Nino, Wylandwood Blue Chip, Kane's Anna Mae,Kane's
Dungaree Doll, Kane's Radiant Lady, Kane's Li'l Deb, and Kane's Suzanna. Walter and Rheda Kane lived
in Lyon, Michigan and took many of these horses to show ring fame and reknown.
Corisor of Upwey (Cornwallis x Arissa) is yet another important sire whose influence is still
strong. He was the sire of: the double Knox Morgan horse Cheshire Cadet 9795 out of Bunting, Cricket
10364 and Corlet 07057 out of Kinglet, Jamboree 10093, Meadowbrook Fantasy 10361 (a blue roan)
out of
Toy, Torisor 10822, Corene 07477 - bred by the Van Buskirk's and foundation mare for Bar-T Farms
and
dam of Bar-T Bermuda, Bar-T Coreder, Bar-T Colonel and Bar-T Intruder- Estrella 07980, Krinisor X-07417
out of Krinkle by Lippitt Ashbrook. For more on Corisor of Upwey see the February 1993 issue of The
M organ Horse M agazine.
Pecos (Cornwallis x Hepatica) warrants an entire issue to
himself, and indeed I refer you to The M organ Horse
M agazine, August 1980 Historical Issue for just that! I will
only list some of the lessor known Pecos get and
the
Pecos/Janee cross get in this segment. They are by
Pecos:
Pemo, Ledgewood Analect, R.R. Rusty-Nan out of Ruthven's
Nancy Ann and R.R. Tracy out of Little Miss Pepper. Both
R.R. Rusty-Nan and R.R. Tracy are double Knox Morgan
PECOS
bred horses and all of the following Pecos/Janee (Jubilee
King x Golite) cross are also double Knox Morgans. They
are: Ledgewood Rockett 10882, Ledgewood Comet
10680,
Sealect of Windcrest 10427, Ledgewood Laurel
09075,
Ledgewood Cora Jane 09299 and Ledgewood Pecora
09867
the dam of Applevale Boy King.
Sealect of Windcrest was the sire of: Adam of Edhobe 11880, Autumn Knight 11415, Bay State
Elect
11801, Beau Dare 11943, Broadwall Mansealect 11888, Broadwall Sealectman 11652, Casablanca Sealect
11694,
Danbury 12197, Jamestown 12507, Johnstown 12508, Midnight of Elm Hill 11765, Mischief of Wind-Crest
11843, Petalbrook Sigmalect 12391, Sir Sparkler Hawk 11687, Tarrytown 12118, Nancy Sealect 09996,
Sealect
Silhouette 010501, Wind-Crest Showgirl 09897 among others. His impact has been widespread and through
Petalbrook Sigmalect is wider yet. By no means is this a complete list of the Sealect of Windcrest get.
The Cornwallis x Mansphyllis son Parade 10138 also
founded a dynasty. He too was a double Knox Morgan bred
sire. Among others Parade sired: Broadwall Bonny Bell,
Broadwall Demioiselle, Broadwall Fancy Free, Bandmaster,
Broadwall Allyn, Broadwall Banner, Broadwall Beau,
Broadwall Breeze, Broadwall Brigadier, Broadwall Buglar,
Broadwall Sentinel, Broadwall Drum Major, Broadwall
Ringmaster, Broadwall Sentinel, Broadwall Sport, Broadwall
PA R A D E
St. Pat, Broadwall Talleyrand, El Capitan, Flicker, Irish
Parader, Ito, Panorama, Parade's Jubilee, Raindrop,

Dianthus, Easter Parade, Ebby Lyn, Gem of Bayfield, Merry Perdita, Miss Yankee, Nautical Nymph,
Patina, Poker Chip, Priscilla Alden, Syndicate's Anastasia, and still standing at stud Broadwall Paradeson.
Broadwall St. Pat was himself the sire of at least a dozen Morgans.
Following is a partial listing of farms that used horses from the families this article focuses on:
Townshend Farm used/bred the following Townshend prefixed horses: T. Flicka by Sealect, T. Gladalect
by Sealect, T. Harryet by Sealect, T. Sealecta by Sealect, T. Sealois, by Sealect, T. Sealselia by Sealect, T.
Lady
Sensation by Cornwallis, T. Challenge out of T. Sealecta, T. Chief out of T. Sealois, T. Stardust out
of
Sealecta, T. Vigalect out of Sealecta by Vigildon, T. Cornita out of Manzanita by Cornwallis, T. Fleetfoot out
of T. Sealois by Grenadier, T. Gladys out of Gladloss by Cornwallis, T. Grendalect out of T. Gladalect by
Grenadier, T. Lady Sealectafield out of T. Sealecta by Springfield, T. Sweetheart out of T. Sealecta,
T.
Senorita by Cornwallis x Manzanita, T. Starlet by Cornwallis, T. Melanthus out of T. Sealecta, T. Trickle out
of T. Starlet, T. Comanche by T. Chief x Manzanita, T. Chelecta by T. Chief x T. Sealecta, T. Melecta out
of
T. Sealecta, T. Melinda out of T. Sealecta, T. Selina by T. Chief x T. Sealecta, Townshend Manwallis out
of
T. Sweetheart.
Waseeka Farm bred Waseeka's Thisizit by Parade out of Upwey Benn Quietude.
Waseeka's
Thisizit is the dam of the full brothers Waseeka's Endeavor by Waseeka's Nocturne, Waseeka's Showtime,
and Waseeka's Tiz Tops.
Windcrest Farm bred the following Windcrest prefixed horses: W. Donfield out of Seneca
Sweetheart and his siblings W. Mister Roberts (g), W. Sensation, Just-A-Sweetheart out of
Seneca
Sweetheart and her sister W. Maytime, W. Lady Esther, W. Delight out of Seneca Sweetheart, W. Debutante
out of Seneca Lady Esther,and W. Sentimental Lady out of Seneca Sweetheart.
The Meeting Waters Farm of Frances Bryant bred Spring Hope, Spring Patience and Lucy Belle
out of Luselect X-05190 (Sealect x Lucy by Troubador of Willowmoor). Lusealect also produced TowneAye Rondo for Ruth Towne's Town-Aye Farm in Vermont, and her brother Towne-Aye Troubador as well.
Orcland Farm bred the Orcland prefixed horses O. Linda out of Townshend Lady Sensation, O.
Sealinda out of Townshend Sealselia, O. Sensation out of Townshend Lady Sensation.
O-At-Ka Farm bred O-At-Ka Sealect Lad (Allen's Major x Townshend Lady Sealectafield),
Nubbin's Colonel out of Nubbin's Pride, O-At-Ka Vigil Bob out of Nubbin's Pride, O-At-Ka Frosty Lady

This concludes the second part of the series on Knox Morgan. It is a fair sampling of the way the
families of just three of his get developed. It also begins to show how the family spread out over the country
and gained prominence nation-wide. It is by no means a complete listing of all of the get/produce of
Sampson, My Lady Knox or Bell Marea. I would like to take this opportunity to thank our Editor - Laura
Algranti, Joanne Curtis of La Serena Morgans, and Mary Jean Vasiloff of McCulloch Farm's Whippoorwill
Morgans for their input and for jogging my memory while I was researching this series.
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The entire middle spread of Knox Morgan’s years at stud went from 1911 to 1917. We will look at
the get sired from 1911 to 1916 in this segment.
Though there were a total of seventeen get in this period, many of them have faded into obscurity.
Five were the produce of the Knox Morgan daughter Princess C 02129. They were the brown
mare
Priscilla 02134, the brown mare Pauline 03609, the brown stallion Knoxie 06822, the black
stallion
Alexander Knox 7259, and the bay mare June 03280.
The chestnut stallion I.X.L. 6825, out of Pearl by Harry Cobden was foaled in 1911 and bred by
W.S. Smith of Monroe, NH. He is not to be confused with the dark chestnut stallion IXL by Fred Golddust
who appears in Volume I. 1911 also saw the birth of Juno 03283 out of Roxy I bred by James L. Allen
of
Barnet, VT; Jennie S. 01105 out of a black by Bolton Horse; Gideon 6539 out of Maud by Harlus by
Cobden;
and Priscilla (mentioned above). These horses were all the result of Knox Morgan’s Vermont and New
Hampshire circuit. Of interest to me was the date of foaling on this group, with the exception of Priscilla,
all had a birthdate of May 1st, 1911! Priscilla was foaled on June 1st.
Pauline 03609 out of Princess C was the only registered foal by Knox Morgan of 1912.
1913saw the arrival of the chestnut stallion James Knox 5865 out of Pearl and bred by W.S. Smith,
and Knoxie the brown stallion out of Princess C bred by F.G. Chandler - Knox Morgan’s owner at the time.
It was also the year of Dixie 02938, a brown mare by Dandy Lambert, bred by J.A. Roy of W. Barnett, VT.
1914gave us Henrietta Ford 03216 a chestnut mare out of Roxy I, a full sister to Juno foaled in
1911.
1915 was the year Pollyanna 03910, another full sister to Juno and Henrietta, was foaled. Also
foaled in that year was Genevieve Belle 03115 a chestnut mare out of Belle B. bred by F.G. Chandler
and
the Princess C son Alexander Knox.
1916 was the last year of Knox Morgan New England foaled and registered get. The last of them
was the bay mare June 03280 out of the good producing Princess C. The May 1st foal date shows
only
three get. There was June 03280 and then there was Bess Knox 02790 a chestnut mare bred by J. C.
Brunk
out of Bess Franklin, and a chestnut stallion Senator Knox 6132 also bred by J.C. Brunk and out of
Senata.
Things would never be the same again within the Morgan breed. Bess Knox and Senator Knox were the
very first of the Brunk bred Knox Morgan horses and they each have had a substantial impact.
1916 was also the year Lippitt Trixie X-04695 by Ethan Roberts was foaled. She was out of
an
unregistered Knox Morgan daughter. She was a chestnut mare with a light mane and tail, bred by Charles
Kent of Montpelier, VT and owned by Robert L. Knight of Providence, RI. Lippitt Trixie produced Lippitt
Trixie Ash 04696 by Ashbrook, who in turn produced: Babe’s Delight 9044 (sire of Captain Stormalong
10350 x Gill’s Babe - a triple Knox Morgan horse and Babe’s Beauty 08602 [dam of Gay Triskelion
010239])
by Canfield, Champlain Banner 8887 by Mansfield, Helen’s Glory 07061 by Canfield, Champlain Lady
05790 by Mansfield, Ashdaisy 05085 by Mansfield (dam of Pavlova), Mac Donough 8049 by Mansfield,
Diana Mansfield 05382 by Mansfield (dam of Whippoorwill Duke by Squire Burger). Lippitt Trixie also
produced Lippitt Beatrice Ash 04732 by Ashbrook, Lippitt Betty Ash 04784 by Ashbrook, Lippitt Trix 04693
by Ashbrook, Lippitt Thomas Moro 8022 by Lippitt Moro, Lippitt Traveller 7727 by Ashbrook, Lippitt

addition she produced Bald Mt. Ashglo 11311 by Easter Twilight, Bald Mt. Spring 12374 by Easter Twilight,
Bald Mt. Lisa Ash 09587 by Easter Twilight, and Bald Mt. Pixie 010109 also by Easter Twilight.
Ashdaisy (Mansfield x Lippitt Trixie Ash) was the dam of Pavlova 08685 by Silverfield, who in
turn was the dam of Windcrest Nancy C 09574 who was the dam of Empyrean Apollo 21565 - sire of
Apollo’s Reflection World Champion Stallion 1981. Pavlova also produced Syndicates Ballerina 09784 by
Upwey Ben Don and Windcrest Fashion 010455 also by Ben Don. Pavlova was in her later years
owned
by Arduns Farms in CT. She produced many other foals over the years becoming somewhat of a breed
legend for the quantity of her produce. Ashdaisy also produced: Menda 09059 by U.S. Menmar, Babe’s
Laddie 06679, Wales Farm Ambassador 12250 and Wales Farm Ashton 11716.
Lippitt Beatrice Ash (Ashbrook x Lippitt Trixie) was the dam of Lippitt Twinkle 09412 by Ethan
Eldon, Lippitt Victoria 09413 by Lippitt Victory and Royalton Tullar 11351 by Ethan Eldon.
Diana Mansfield (Mansfield x Lippitt Trixie Ash) in addition to producing Whippoorwill Duke by
Squire Burger - Duke was the sire of over 100 Morgans - produced: Manna 10298 by Mentor, Whippoorwill
Gay Song 08706 by Merry Master, Dana Mansfield 11318 by Merry Master, Mansfield Squire 12104
by
Squire Burger, who before he was gelded sired Lockman of Laurelmont 12234, Man-Bo of Laurelmont
124443 by Black Ran-Bo, and Phillip Mansfield 11989 (g) by Black Ran-Bo. Diana Mansfield also
produced
Bo-Ann of Laurelmont 010272 by Black Ran-Bo (formerly registered as Ranette of Laurelmont), and Stacia
010016 by Justin Jubilee.
As can be seen from the above produce of Lippitt Trixie even though Knox Morgan left New
England his legacy there (registered and unregistered) bred on and has come down to us today.
Having taken the above look at the produce of a Knox Morgan granddaughter foaled in 1916, we
will now look first at the produce of Bess Knox simply because of the sheer volume of the Senator Knox
descendents.
Bess Knox 02790 (Knox Morgan x Bess Franklin) produced Bronbel 7816 a brown by Jubilee
King,
Pennox 7546 a brown by Penrod, R.I.T. 04554 by Go Hawk. R.I.T. was a chestnut with a light mane
and
tail. In addition to Bronbel, Bess Knox produced Jubel 7709 a chestnut and Jubilee Knox 8123 also
a
chestnut by Jubilee King. Jubilee Knox went from J.C. Brunk to A.C. Scanlon in West Virginia. Jubel sired
Betty Lee 04951. It is through the Bess Knox daughter Noxa 04609, a bay by Go Hawk, that the
line
perhaps most strongly descends.
Jubel 7709 (Jubilee King x Bess Knox) was one of the lessor known Jubilee King sons and
though
hindsight is cheap, it does seem a terrible waste of good blood that he was not used or appreciated more.
Jubel was owned by Mr. C. W. Anderson, a noted author and illustrator. Mr. Anderson wrote the “Billy
and Blaze” books which are still popular children’s books. He was also a highly regarded artist of
Throughbreds, and a respected Judge of Hunter/Jumpers. Be that as it may be, his stallion Jubel sired:
Vagabond 8201 x Allestra, Jubel’s Gem 05482 x Allestra (Jubel’s Gem was owned and used by
Chilico
Agency - she bred on producing Red Knox Allen 9876 for the Hiebert Brothers in KS.) Jubel also sired
Golita 05110 x Golite, Estrabel 05215 x Allestra, Estrabel bred on, producing Day Break 9629, Lobo 8116
x
Jumina, and Nebraska Dawn 7941 also out of Jumina. Nebraska Dawn was appearently leased to
R.N.
Swiggart of Whitman, NE. He was used on many unregistered and grade mares as well as on registered
Morgan mares. Nebraska Dawn sired: Flossie Dix 07245, Fanny Dawn 07247, Donaldseen 07568,
Baby
Dean, Carmen x-06892, Barr Billie 9778, Chocolate Joe 10061, Petty Billie, Fairy R. 06032, Red Bird
Boy
10313, Gay Maid 05483, Rose Bud Dawn 10232, Roxy Dawn 10197, Sluggo 10430, Snipsy Dawn 10060,
Ann
Vinton 07569 - who bred on, Dawn Varley 9777, Red Bird Gal 07916, and Red Wonder 07246.
Noxa 04609 (Go Hawk x Bess Knox) produced black Jubilee Dinah 07082 by Cotton Hill’s Choice,

Linsley’s Lynella 05278 (Harris Linsley x Paula Clifford) produced Col. Wilson 9558 light chestnut
by Rosevelt, Linsley’s Jubilee 9812 dark chestnut by Rosevelt, Black Beauty Clifford 07993 black by
Squire
Gates, and her full sister Elena Linsley Clifford a dark bay.
Wyntoon 05663 (Jubilee King x Noxa) produced mainly for G.F. Taft of Northville, Michigan, her
produce were: dark bay Springbrook Laddie 9228 by Justa, chestnut Springbrook Justwin 10230 by
Justa,
black Springbrook Midnight 9566 by Justa, chestnut Springbrook Kathleen 08916 by Quizkid, chestnut
Springbrook Wynette 07843 by Lippitt Moro Ash who bred on producing Buckeye Archie 11449 in Ohio,
and dark chestnut Springbrook Quizon 12064 by Quizkid.
Wyntoon also produced Springbrook Roxy Ann 06300, chestnut bred by Owen Moon, but owned
by Mr. Taft.
Springbrook Laddie 9228 (Justa x Wyntoon) sired Springbrook Goladdy out of Golly, in turn
Springbrook Goladdy sired Approse Top Hat 11359 and Cap’s Bimbo 12284 who was known and
shown successfully.
Springbrook Midnight 9566 (Justa x Wyntoon) sired Dean’s Star 12382 who was owned by Dr. Al
Lucine, Elderlane Lady 09869, Goldfield’s Star 010232, Milaca Springstar 09146 who in turn produced
Mora’s Simsek 010523. Springbrook Midnight also sired Springfield Dawn 010055, Springnight 09963,
Starfire Majesty 09964, and Sugar Baby 010061. Out of seven get, only one colt as in keeping with
the
family tendency to be broodmare sires.
Senator Knox 6132 (Knox Morgan x Senata) chestnut stallion foaled in 1916, bred by J.C.
Brunk.
Senator Knox began his career at stud in 1920. His first foal crop was born in 1921, and his last in
1940.
He sired Nebur 7283 x Red Ruby, Radiau 7373 x Black Bess, Whitten 7443 [flaxen m&t] x Mrs.
Lewis,
Daisette 04264 x Daisy De Jarnette, Deura 04361 [silver m&t] x Penala, Senette 04139 x Daisy De
Jarnette,
Brown Knox 8360 x Myrabell RM, Neta Knox 05607 x Viola Linsley, Meta Knox 05602 x Marget L. Mr.
Elmer Brown bred the last five named Senator Knox get. The earlier get were bred by J.C. Brunk. It is told
that after Senator Knox went to Mr. Brown’s care, (I believe the stallion became part of the
U.S.
Government Remount program) some years passed and the Brunk family wished to regain the old stallion
Senator Knox. With the help of a man who was named Graham, they did get the stallion back, after
arranging for the mare Fanita to be bred to him. The rest is history for the resulting foal, named in honor
and appreciation of Mr. Graham’s efforts, was Senator Graham 8361, bred by Elmer Brown. Fanita was a
granddaughter of Knox Morgan through the mare Benita 02772 which in turn made Senator Graham both
a grandson and a great grandson of Knox Morgan.
Daisette 04264 (Senator Knox x Daisy De Jarnette) produced: Red-Top 7985 by Raragraph, a
dark
chestnut, Gosette 04611 by Go Hawk, a bay, Sentola 04555 by Penrod, a chestnut with F M&T, Danny
De
Jarnette 9110 by King Mick, a dk chestnut, Jubilee King 7570, a chestnut, Cotton Hill Daisy 09167 by Amigo
Mick, a golden chestnut, Debbenaire 05702 by Doctor Sutter, a dark chestnut, Silver Princess 05989
by
Mountain Silver Sheik, a grey who bred on and produced her color down to Saycrest Frosty Miss, and
Dennette 04737 by Tiffany, a dark chestnut.
Cotton Hill Daisy 09167 (Amigo Mick x Daisette) though not a prolific mare did breed on
producing Daisanna 09475 by Ricardo and Daisy Jo 023537 a buckskin by Funquest Ben Brown. Daisy
Jo
is currently alive and well in the Mid-West.
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In the interest of space and the poor reader wandering among the begats, we will take up the produce and
get of Sentola, Jubilee King, Gosette, and King De Jarnette in the next of the series.
Brown Knox 8360 (Senator Knox x Myrabelle RM) was the sire of Addington Knox 9302 x Addy
B., Black Knox 9292 x Angel D., Dante 9085 x Blossom C., Gio Knox 9299 x Luetta A., Sheriff Morgan
9436
x Anita Bell Gift, Sparbeau Knox 9080 x Lula A., Betty Knox 06712 x Dan’s Betty - Betty Knox was the dam
of Indio Morgan one of the few get by the Squire Burger son Senor Morgan; Brown Knox Lu 06471 x Red
Oak Lu, Golden Oak Lu 06717 x Red Oak Lu, Knoxette 06997 x Rosetta, Proba 06468 x Addy B.,
Brown
Bomber Gift 9508. Most of these horses were bred by Roland Hill and the Horseshoe Cattle Co
in
California, once again keeping the family presence known all throughout the country.
Brown Knox Lu 06471 (Brown Knox x Red Oak Lu) was the dam of Linn’s Danox 11939 in
California, Linn’s Knox 11442 who started out in CA and went to Salem, Oregon where he bred on, Bonnie
of Bo’Dot 01036 who went to Snohomish, WA and also bred on, Danknox 11276 in CA, Sonden 10366,
The
Fielder 10663, Lulin 07968 - all in CA.
Lulin 07968 (Linden Sonfield x Brown Knox Lu) was the dam of Linn’s Lu 09280 - who bred on,
Big Bend Baby Doe 010398, Linn’s Baby Lu 09535, Dannie Lu 11277 who was the sire of Linn’s
Babelindy
010669, Linn’s Dan Lindy 09894, and Linell 010312.
Senator Graham 8361 (Senator Knox x Fanita) - To say Senator Graham was a prolific stallion
is
almost an understatement. He stood at stud at the LU Sheep Company for quite a period of time and
while there sired almost too many to list. He also sired for the Antler’s Ranch, and Robert Tynan of Stella,
NE. His son Senator Bain 9167 out of Monty, had the distinction of being sold to China as foundation
breeding stock. Before he left this country Senator Bain sired Senator Flash 9956 out of Black Dee
and
Bain’s Polly Primm 07456 out of Rhosen. Truly that Knox Morgan descendent spread the blood farther
than any other! Senator Graham himself was both a working cow/ranch horse and in his later years after
being repurchased by Helen Greenwalt, he went on to be a winning show horse. His name appears most
frequently today behind all the Nocturne family - as Nocturne was a grandson of Senator Graham through
Starfire 10170 out of Wanda bred at the LU. To begin then with a partial listing of the Senator Graham get.
L.U. Senor 10958, Ebony Girl 07973, Duke B.K. 9462, Gay Hawk 9447, Meadow Lark
9316,
Phantom 9191, Senator Allen 8816, Technicolor 9168, Milestone 10977, Ailsa 06294, Flashena 08194,
Aster
06293, Senator Dickie 9511, Belle of Wyoming 06739, Sioux Mac 10967, Bittersweet 06920, Carrie Nation
X06672, Cherie 06742, Cherokee 06648, Major Graham 10706, Chyane 06965, Crepe Suzette 06966, Lula
Belle
06400, Lusena 06397, Lujack 9513, LU Rep 10966, Grovont’s Graham 06434, Helen Herod 06137,
Morganna
La Fee 06962, Jenny Lake 06961, Knora Knox 06135, Lassie Knox 06599, Nylon 06960, Quanta
06989,
Antler’s Black Hawk 10407, Bayberry 9843, Bonfire 9512, Cappy Smith 10996, Senator Star, Torchfire
11184,
Arnica 08307, Belmuir 08219, Cayenne 07428, Cedar Fal 07163, Cerice 07427, Charmaine 07580,
Cheryl
07311, Chikeeta 07821, Chintz 07685, Denise 07895, Frontier Gal 07314, Glow Girl 08647, Grace
Graham
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Bonfire 9512 (Senator Graham x Luscious by Plains King) Brookfield Counsellor 10682
in
Wisconsin, Kaki Bon 089612, Celebration 10786 out of Jubilee Joy and sire of Chiquita 010432
and
Fascination 010433, Firebrand 10602 out of Julara, Foxfire 10601 out of Jubilee Joy, Rocky Bon 10269
out of
Pikaki in Illinois, Senator Bonfire 10349 out of Julara, Whitetopper 10710 out of Bernice Sentney,
Bonette
08834 out of Jean’s Jennette, Flaette 07974, Schoolmarm 08363 and Bonny Ellen 09703. Rocky Bon
was a
well known sire and show horse, he sired Willow Glen Rockett - sire of the very fast Willow Glen Sir Pan.
Flaette was a very well known mare who was a dam of repute.
Starfire 10170 (Senator Graham x Wanda) Best known as the sire of Waseeka’s Nocturne,
Starfire
also sired Johnny Starfire 10792 in Maine, and Jubilee’s Star 12497 who in turn was a well used sire,
though
blind for many years at stud.
Senator Allen 8816, out of Rozel, bred by Robert Tynan Jr. was a sire for the Rosebud
Boarding
School. He sired Senator King 10082 among others.
Knora Knox 06135 (Senator Graham x Velvet R.M.) was also bred by Robert Tynan Jr. She was
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CHAPTER FOUR

K N O X

M O R G A N :

A

P R E M I E R E

S I R E

The Produce of Sentola, Jubilee
King,
Before beginning the get of Knox Morgan sired during part of 1916 and all of 1917, as promised the
reader in Part III, I will discuss the get and produce of Sentola, Jubilee King, Gosette, and King De Jarnette.
SENTOLA 04555 (Penrod x Daisette) a chestnut mare with flaxen mane and tail foaled in 1928,
bred by J. C. Brunk. Sentola was a full sister to Jubilee King and had a great deal of influence in her own
right. She was the dam of mares who were worth their weight in gold as dynastic producers. Her sons
were fewer in number, but also had broad impact. Her produce were: Black Dee 04833 by Herodon foaled
in 1933 who was the dam of the excellent Justin Dart 8496 by Squire Burger, Monty Dee 9125 by
Squire
Burger's full brother Lamont, and most prolific of all Congo 8354 by Tarron. Congo is discussed in another
article of this series. She also produced Josie C 08491 and the double Knox Morgan Rocky Roll 12046
by
Mango. Through Black Dee alone, Sentola is responsible for a goodly chunk of fine Morgan Horses many
of whom are at least double Knox Morgans. In 1940 Sentola produced the double Knox Morgan stallion
chestnut Highview King 8339 by King De Jarnette. The chestnut King Copper 8101 by Hiro was foaled in
1936, chestnut Plainsman 8268 by Plains King was foaled in 1939, dark chestnut Ann Royal 05322
by
Raragraph was foaled in 1935. Ann Royal made a name for herself both in show and production.
Chestnut Jubilee Joy 05767 (nicknamed Joybells) by Flyhawk was the 1941 foal. For more on Joybells
I
refer the reader to Classic M organ A dmirers Autumn 1991 Issue, Vol. 4 No. 1. The Flyhawk Issue. Likewise
Sentana 06535, and Stetson 9039, Warhawk 8605, The Airacobra 10386 and Top Flight 9963 - the other
full
siblings to Jubilee Joy are in that issue. This cross also produced Sun Up 9371. The Flyhawk/Sentola
cross
is and was a golden one with virtually all of the progeny becoming noted producers and show horses on
their own. Chestnut Sentide 05265 by Night Tide was foaled in 1938 and was the dam of Sentilee
06297.
Truly, Sentola has left her mark and her legacy to the Morgan breed.
HIGHVIEW KING 8339 (King De Jarnette x Sentola) was the sire of Cherokee Gilmore 9040 x
Mallow foaled in 1944 bred by the L.U. Sheep Co who bred the majority of the Highview King get.
Cherokee Gilmore sired Cherokee Lyle 10655, Cherokee Judy 07116 (who bred on), Ilawana Marie
07734,
Ilawana Pride 08323, and Marybelle 09187 - who went to NY state. Mallow also produced Munda 8941 by
Highview King. Other of his get are: Highview Prince 9054 x Birdseye, Kelton 8939 x Spruce, Lurex 9041
x Luxury, Washakie 9104 x Cascade, Yellowstone 9226 x Luxury, Bambino 06744 x Dusky, Browns
Velvet
06649 x Grovont, Crocus 06743 x Lucienne, Kandy K. 06647 x Kanda, Kitty Mohawk 06395 x
Dusky,
Moonrose 06104, Pinedrop 06741, Princess Marie 06919, La Reina 06435, Midnight 06401, Quita
06295,
Russet 06292, Valencia Jane 06436, Varga Girl 06597, Vivian La Sorciere 06963, Wanda 06745, Glen
King
10428, Fleurette 07157 who produced the L.U. bred dark palomino stallion King Bob 11787 for the Mosher
Brothers in Utah, and Billee de Jarnette 10861. The majority of the Highview King get were mares, many
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JUSTIN DART 8496 (Squire Burger x Black Dee) black with no markings, foaled in 1941 and bred
by Joseph R. Brunk was sold as a three year old to E.W. Jones of Brandon, Wisconsin and from him
to
Hylee Farms Cambria, Wisconsin in 1959. For Hylee Farms Justin Dart sired: Hylee's Honey Dee
07748,
Hylee's Lady Justin 07502, Hylee's Lady Maudeen 08955, Hylee's M. E.L. 010273 and Hylee's Lyn
010782.
GOSETTE 04611 (Go Hawk x Daisette) was a bay mare foaled in 1929 and bred by J.C. Brunk.
She
was purchased from the J.C. Brunk Estate by Richard Taylor of Hanna City, Illinois in 1935. From Richard
Taylor she was transferred to Allen Taylor and then to John Cowles of Woodhull, IL in 1944. Mr. Richard
Taylor used the Ilawana prefix and while owned by him Gosette produced six foals, the best known and
available today being Ilawana Bess 05276 by Ken Carmen. Ilawana Bess is the dark bay grandmother
of
Serenity Marchtime. She was also the dam of Cinnamon Queen 06181 who in turn was the dam
of
Cinnamon King sire of King Creator 11863, King Kookie 12524, Plain and Fancy 12015, Stormy
Weather
11352, Abbie R. 010495, Approse Cinnamon Rex 010058, and Big Bend Cinnamon Velvet 010396
among
others. Ilawana Bess also produced the double Knox Morgan mare Amberina 09033 by Tritoni, Lilita 09034
by Gallant Tex, and Belle Bonnie 09216 - also by Gallant Tex. Gosette's other Ilawana foals were:
Ilawana
Charlotte 05806 by Dan Dee, Ilawana Ruban 7994 by Juban and Ilawana Toby 8080 by Ken
Carmen,
Ilawana Dan 8674 by Dan Dee, and Ilawana Liza 05428 by Ken Carmen - a dark chestnut mare.
KING DE JARNETTE 7818 (Jubilee King x Deura [out of
Penala by Senator Knox]) was a chestnut foaled in 1932, bred
by J.C. Brunk and originally registered as King D. 7818. He
was sold to W.W. Chatterton of Wapello, Iowa in 1933. From
Chatterton he went to Helen Greenwalt in 1939. She transferred him to the Padlock Ranch of Thermopolis, WY in
KING
DE JARNETTE
December of '39. Padlock Ranch transferred him to the
Antlers Ranch of Meeteetse, WY in 1942. It was the Antler's
prefix that appears most frequently on King De Jarnette's get.
Some are Antler's Anne X-06958 a bay out of a Plains King
daughter (unreg), Antlers Bess X-06671 a bay out of
an
unreg. Linspar daughter, Antlers Biggy X-06708 bay out of
an unreg. Linspar daughter, Antlers Cotton 06957 chestnut
out of Old Lace, Antlers Jenny X-06675 bay out an unreg.
Linspar daugher, Antlers Rose 06956 chestnut out of Gypsy
Rose Lee, Antlers Ruth X-06959 chestnut out of an unreg. Linspar daughter, Antlers Sueanne X-06707
bay,
x an unreg. Plains King daughter, Antlers Syble X-06673 bay out of an unreg. Night Tide daughter. There
was also Antlers Gypsy 07381 chestnut x Gypsy Rose Lee, Antlers Princess 07382 chestnut x Old
Lace.
Other King De Jarnette get include Sandra Kay 07329, Prince Dandy 9749 out of Box K Scarlett, owned
by
Ramul Dvarishkis and his full sister Cotton Top 07328; Bonnie Sensation X-05866 out of
unregistered
Bonnie Highland, a Highland Lad daughter bred by Chatterton. Bonnie Sensation bred on, being the dam
of Anna Rose, Bonnie Ann, and Bonnie Jarnette.
JUBILEE KING 7570 (Penrod x Daisette) a chestnut
foaled in 1927, bred by J.C. Brunk. How simple to write
those words and how intimidating to try and begin this
JUBILEE
KING
section of my series when so much has been written by so
many folk more knowledgeable than I am! I would like to

produce and get of some of Jubilee King's better known and lessor known get. I will say that in addition
to J.C. Brunk who bred most of the Jubilee King get, Frances H. Bryant of Springfield, VT was a breeder
of numerous of his get. Anna Ela, A.L. Spencer, Marion Keach, Keynith Knapp, F.H. Trumbull, F.O. Davis,
Martha Van Buskirk and the U.S. Government Morgan Horse Farm all used him on their mares.
Most of the Jubilee King get were chestnut in color, a few were bay, even fewer were black, one
was a gold palomino, and one was grey. The reader will find ample detail of some Jubilee King get already
discussed in other sections of this series,and indeed in this part as well. i.e. King De Jarnette. So we will
begin with the 1933 chestnut stallion Juban 7855 out of Jeanne, bred by J.C. Brunk. Juban sired
Judelle
05188 a chestnut out of Allana, and Parader 8102 chestnut out of Madonna - who bred on sired Ladybel
X-07284, Mitsie Wells 07281, Supreme Girl 07433, Vevalee Allen X-07351, Tony Parader, Beth Allen,
Hardy
Dixie, Honey Child, Zetta Allen, Chocolate Queen 07282, Parader's Queen 06979, Easter Parade,
Shell
Allen 9807, Kilroy 9506, Lucky Allen 9808, Mack Parader 9806, and Ninnescah 9598. Easter Parade in
turn
sired Arizona 9657 and Royalayr 9789, and Glidden 9658 who in turn sired Glidden's Heir 10425. Easter
Parade also sired: Gov. Comer 9656, Mountayr 9729, Lindie 9661, Nova Scotia 9660, Mister Morgan
9659,
Idea 9654, Senator Taft 9655, Oklahoma 9653, Cissy Loftus 07130, Angel Kim 07131, High Step X
07304,
Annie Sprat 07129, Nanayr 08053, Rosayr 08320. Juban also sired Polly Prim 05670 a chestnut out
of
Glenalla who was quite prolific. Polly Primm was the dam of Sugar Run Fox 11045 by Nugget - owned
by John Junk of Mt. Sterling, Ohio; Nugget's Jubilee 10724 by Nugget, Justin Eagle 10116 by Nugget,
Pixie
Hawk 05882 by Flyhawk who bred on, Nugget's Pride 08652, Primm Lady 08913, Rogen 07990,
Dan
Patrick 12404, Nugget's Prince John 12122, Nugget's Jubilee Ann 09607, Polly's Dark Magic 09431,
&
Rebecca of Sugar Run 010900. Juban's sons also included Captain Red, Cotton's Hill's Choice,
and
Illawana Ruban. Captain Red was known as a sire of both broodmares and sires. His get include Dolly
Mae, Kathleen C., Man of Destiny, Illawana Peggy and Illawana Jean Ann, Illawana Don (sire of
Barbadon), Illawana Jerry - (sire of Ko-Chea 10993, Illawana Bay Belle 08317, Illawana Satin 08316,
Jerry
Be 11148, Jerrawana 11830, Jerrabelle 09188, Jubilee's Pride 09423, bred on siring Oatka Moro King
and
Oatka Wendee who also bred on; Kanestio Suzette 010530 & Merrily 09489) - and Illawana Ben.
Illawana
Ben was the sire of Shane 11122, Captain Ben 11121, Kickapoo Chief 11259, Bonnie's Belle 081130,
Bonnie's
Ding Dong 08742, Bonnie Toot 08939, Dahabeal 09022, and Bonita Elsabrina 09406. Cotton Hill's
Choice
was the sire of another whole family. He sired Kenney's King Cotton 9927, Knox Dandy 9967, Major
Cotton 10840, Jubilee Dinah 07082, Rex Major 9608, Teresa Choice 08264, Cotton Hill's Danny Boy
10657.
Major Cotton sired Lady Cotton 09225, Major's Starlette 010556, Miss Cotton 09434. Kenney's King
Cotton
was the sire of Windy Hill's Choice 11711, Ken-Ny's Spring Fantasy 08588, Ken-Ny's May Cotton
08277,
Macanjo's Cotton Lass 08520, Macanjo's Merrylegs 08805, Mar Lo's Cotton Blossom 08514, Boney's
Boy
12424, Cotton Eye Joe Geddes 10997 - owned by Dr. Ruthven, Ken-Ny's King 11644, Maple Ridge
T.J.
12314, Viscount 12198, Cotton Starlet 09509 (formerly Maple Ridge Starlet). Ethan's Jubilee , also
by
Cotton Hill's Choice, sired: Jubilee's Daisy, Jubilee Jody, Jubilee's Belle, Independence Jubilee,
Missouri
Chippee, Jubilee's Golden Lass, Missouri's Jubilee Queen, Missouri's Miss Jubilee and Missouri's

who was not as deep in body as Juzan, not as flashy as
Juban,
nor as tall as Ken Carmen was the most elegant of the Jubilee
King sons, making a name for himself both on the east coast
and the west as a successful show horse. He was
an
extremely smooth individual, chestnut with mixed tail, good
wither, very upheaded with tiny ears and good eyes, strong
muscular loin, nearly level croup and the image of a true
Daniel Lambert horse. Were I to fault Red Vermont, it would
have to be on his hind leg. To this writer's eye, he could have
used more breadth of gaskin, and perhaps a touch more
width of stifle though what he had was perfectly adequate
and never created any weakness in the rear. As a sire,
his
RED VERMONT
daughters became prized broodmares on the west coast and
currently their blood is highly prized and sought on the east
coast. His sons quietly sired doing horses such as the cutting
horse Dee Dee Chocolate by the Red Vermont
son
Homestake and also by Homestake - Casey Tibbs the stallion used by
Irish Lane Farms. I will begin the listing of Red Vermont get with
Sireson 9704 - himself a sire of note, Mickey Vermont 10521 (a
double
Jubilee King bred horse - being out of the McAllister daughter Mc
Donna), C Breeze Vermont 9829, Adriann 06250, Domino Vermont
GINGER
VERMONT
11179, Easter Vermont 9804, Fairland's Red Vermont 10932, Idaho
Ace
9734, Janzu 10006, Red Windsor 8468, Lucky Vermont 9533,
Morgan's
Jubilee Vermont 10603, Ara Vermont 07023, Belle of Vermont
06513,
Shron Vermont 06265, Cresta Blanca 08593, Sunny Vermont 8705,
Dixie
Vermont 07250, Bricktop 8592, Ester Vermont 08001, Fairland's
Trixie
08943, Georgette Vermont 08005, Ginger Vermont 08004, Holly Vermont
DANDY
VERMONT
08175, Jo-Ann Vermont 07662, Rosy Vermont 010414, Junzu Lady
07780,
Mardy Vermont 07076, Penny Vermont 07721, Redonna Vermont 08933,
Red Rascal 07992, Bonnie Heather 010351, Diana Vermont
09471,
Verdonna Vermont 09154, Red Chief Girl 09621 (foaled in
1957)
Starlight Vermont 07321, Vicki Vermont 010377, Allen Vermont 8944,
Victor Vermont 11827, Red Heather 09144 (changed to Belle
Heather
09144) and Belle of Vermont 06513. No doubt I have missed some of
the
Red Vermont get, but this listing is complete enough to give some idea
of his success at stud.
Easter Vermont bred on successfully, Sunny Vermont bred on, Domino Vermont sired Little
Varagraph 11720, Shron Vermont produced Shasta Rose 08895, Tono Vermont 08981, Veto Vermont
11669,
& Serena Vermont 010584. Georgette Vermont produced Keystone's George 12519 , Keystone's
Georgiana
09912, & Keystone's Gorgeous 010288. Belle of Vermont produced Redwood 11682 and Eco Jubilo
13056 sire of note for La Serena Morgans. Redonna Vermont produced Dapper Dolly 09773, Dapper Donna

stallions of the line all bear a very strong resemblence to Red Vermont himself, even today they are easily
identified as Red Vermont horses.
JUVINA 04974 (Jubilee King x Jeanne) foaled in 1933, chestnut bred by J.C. Brunk was the dam
of
a number of get by Flyhawk including Flying Jubilee (included in another part of this series) and Dorset's
Foxfire. Jeanne the dam of Juvina was by Knox Reade which made Juvina yet another successful
double
Knox Morgan breeding animal.
JANEE 05202 (Jubilee King x Golite) f. 1933, bay bred by J.C. Brunk was the dam of Sealect
of
Windcrest, Ledgewood Pecora, Ledgewood Cora Jane and Ledgewood Jancos. All by Pecos and listed
in
another part of this series.
KEN CARMEN 7815 (Jubilee King x Heroda) foaled in
1932, chestnut bred by J.C. Brunk. Ken Carmen stood at stud
in Illinois, Michigan, California and Montana. The Mosher
Brosthers of Utah used him, as did Dr. Ina Richter of
California, and J.C. Jackson in Montana. He produced for
Dr. Richter the basis of her Kedron prefixed breeding
program. Many of Ken Carmen's get have faded into
obscurity, but the dark bay mare Illawana Bess 05276
has
more than kept his line alive by being the granddam of
KEN
CARMEN
Serenity Marchtime by Vigilmarch. Illawana Bess's daughter
Triwana (Marchtime's dam) was known for her size and she
came by it honestly in that Ken Carmen was one of Jubilee
King's tallest sons. Triwana produced in addition Tas-tee's
Colt 45 12181, Gay Sue 09757, Tas-tee's Gay Gal 010533.
Ken
Carmen also sired: Caytetana 07675, Carmenita 05683, Esterzine 08158, Carmela 06450, Felicity 07670,
Flo
07674 (from the names of these mares and it can be deduced they were the producing ranch mares for
J.C.
Jackson's ranch). Others by Ken Carmen include: Illawana Hawk 7815, Diana Bird 07951, Dixie Ann
07530,
Kid Carmen 8797, Kedron King (g), Kedron Nicholas 8724, Oakley 10835, Katy Did 07904, Kay
Carma
08187, Kentha 08477, Lenida 08150, Leucille 07898, Lita 08157, Martha Brown 07671, Martha
Carmen
07906, Silver Bonnet 07668, Tereska 17803, Ken's Car-A-Mel 11452 (bred on), Tip Top Topsy 08151,
Trixie
Carmen 07901.
VARAGRAPH 7758 (full brother to Ken Carmen) chestnut foaled in 1931 was not used as much
as stud but sired El Oro Graph 11558 who bred on and Varuna 8109 who also bred on.
MCALLISTER 7896 (Jubilee King x Mrs. Lewis) 1934 chestnut, bred by J.C. Brunk. McAllister's
dam Mrs. Lewis was by Charles Reade, a triple registered Morgan known for his extreme speed at the trot.
So it is not surprizing that McAllister's line should be known for both style and speed at the trot, with
grand get and great grand get being known as famous roadsters. McAllister was sold to Dr. Ina Richter
after being used at stud by Thomas Brunk. Interestingly, one of the few grey Morgan lines that has come
down to us was one that involved McAllister - that being Frosty Princess by the McAllister son King Mick.
Reputedly, Thomas Brunk put himself through school on the race winnings of Frosty Princess! She was
the dam of Frosty's Blue Bonnet who was the dam of Saycrest Frosty Miss. King Mick was perhaps the
best known son of McAllister, he was another double Knox Morgan horse. Before getting into the sons
and daughters of King Mick, let's look at those sired by McAllister. His get includes: Sandy Boy 8506,
Kedron Gates (g), Kedron Knox(g), Kedron Betsey Ross 07000 - the dam of Kedron Cutty Hunk (bred on),
Kedron Julia Ward (bred on), Kedron Louisa Alcott, Kedron Cottontail, Kedron Beatrice (bred on), Kedron
Red Starlight and Shepherd's Pandora. McAllister also sired Kedron Polly Aubrey 08308, and McDonna
05659 (bred on). McDonna was bred to her uncle Red Vermont to produce Dina Vermont 011511, dam of

include: the double Knox Morgan Red Clover 9339 x Dennette - a Daisette daughter, Highland Missy
07112, Jean Reade 08221, Justin Jubilee 10160 - another double out of Jubilee Joy who in turn
sired
Justinson 11261, Justin's Pride 11961 and Larita's Lorrie 01003, Mickey Finn 10387 - who sired a family
for
Mar-Lo Morgans including Anna-Marie Mar-Lo 09980 (a noted Roadster mare) who bred on and her sister
Jane B. Mar-Lo 010247 who also bred on. King Mick also sired: Lee Bird 07065, Miss Juneaus 07455 out
of
Junnette, Rainbo Reade 11538 out of Stareda, the Roaster Sonny Akers 12041 out of Patty Lewis, Tim
Tam
Cotton 12039, Enita 010336, Micky Reades King 10429, Question Mark 09168 out of Madonna,
Spook
09266,and Starbeam 010334 out of Jusista.
KATETTE (Jubilee King x Katie Hughes) 04798 foaled in 1932, a chestnut bred by Joseph C.
Brunk
was another dynastic mare. She gave the breed a daughter named Polly Forrest X-05304 by the
ASHR
stallion Forrest Whirlwind. In turn Polly Forrest produced Johnny Mac 10593, Congo Melody 07716 by
Congo, June Melody 07459 by Flyhawk, Maytime Melody 07984 by Congo, Tas-Tee's Melody Man
112179
by Great Hawk, Reata's Sweet Rhythm12455, Reata's Goddess 09923 by Mango by Congo,
Midwest
Melody 08934 and Lovely Melody 09181 by the Congo son Trinango 9958. Those last three daughters all
great granddaughters of Jubilee King have put the Black River prefix on the Morgan map. They were all
three TRIPLE Knox Morgan mares and when crossed with stallions such as Trophy, and Fleetwing they
made Morgan history.
RARETTE (Jubilee King x Nella) 04885, foaled in 1934 has been mentioned before elsewhere
but
her dark bay son Pride of King 8514 by King Shenandoah 7898 was a sire who has kept her name
coming
down to us through his get - Cynthia 07359 x Cinnamon Doll - who was crossed with Congo at least four
times; May Blossom 07920 x Madell, Misty Morn 08142 and her full sister Kasey's Countess 09589
x
Cinnamon Queen - an Illawana Bess daughter, Duke of Lebanon 11535 (full brother to the previous two
mares), Dusky Star 11909, Rusty Ray 11658, Sand man 11894, and Cin Dee 09399.
JUBILEE'S COURAGE 8983 (Jubilee King x Townshend
Lass) foaled in 1944 a chestnut bred by Frances H.
Bryant
JUBILEE’ S
COURAGE
was obviously a foal of the later years. His sons became sires
of note for farms all across the country from his native
Vermont to North Carolina, West Virginia, Georgia, and
California. To list all of his grand get is almost impossible.
His sons include: The full brothers - Clement 11852,
Courtney 12875, Criterion 13371, Crosby's Courage
12090,
and their full sister Cathy Serenity 09518 all out of Lippitt
Robrita, Cavendish out of the Jubilee King daughter
Paragraph, the mare Circe 08330 out of Belldale, and
others
of equal quality. Circe produced Hanover Super Charger
and Don Again of Hanover - both very well regarded show
horses. Clement went to North Carolina with Barbara Cole
of October Farm and from there to Tara Farm in Raleigh, NC
K AT I E
BENNFIELD
where he made his name as both a broodmare sire and
a
show horse of repute. He sired sons as well, the best known
among them is Turfwood Royal Flush 20251 out of Tarranne
De Boyd - another Knox Morgan descendent. Turfwood

9940. Criterion, 33 years old in 1994 has been the Lambert line foundation stallion of Susan and Shannon
Hanley's Quietude Stud in West Virginia. His progeny are almost without number and in addition to the
eight or nine breeding sons at Quietude there are many other sons spread all over the country. Including
our Editor's own Clarion of Quietude. Cavendish 10200 went west to California with Eve Oakley and was
her herd sire. He sired many fine double Knox Morgans for her including Legend of Caven Glo 12490 out
of the Jubilee King daughter Jubilee's Gloria (who was a full sister to Jubilee's Courage) and his full sister
Caven Glo Rebel Gold 09521, also Caven-Glo Challenger and his full sister Caven Glo Topaz - out of
Caven
Glo Pandora a daughter of Caven Glo Red Sails out of Jubilee's Gloria. Topaz, and Challenger reside
at
Quietude currently.
There are many more sons and daughters of Jubilee King who I have not touched on, but it is not
my intention to write a book on Jubilee King, on the contrary this is part of a series on Jubilee King’s
ancester Knox Morgan and I will continue on with his remaining get of 1917.
BESSIE BELLE 02780 (Knox Morgan x Anita) chestnut mare, foaled 1916, bred by J.C. Brunk.
This
mare and her history are a bit of a puzzle to me. Her dam Anita was by Chas. Reade 3953 out of Ruby
(registered in Vol. III) by Jubilee de Jarnette. Anita was not herself registered, who can say why. In turn
Bessie Belle had only one son I can find record of. That was the oddly named stallion Trivit 7445 by Allen
King. Trivit was bred by J.C. Brunk and foaled in May of 1922. In December of 1922 Bessie Belle was
transferred to Samuel L. Ellis of Dana, Indiana and I can find no record of her from that time on. Trivit was not
apparently transferred/sold/or gelded, but I have not come across any get of his. So, the life and
production record of this Knox Morgan daughter will have to remain obscure for this article.
KATIE HUGHES 03293 (Knox Morgan x Daisy Hughes) brown mare foaled 1917 bred by J.C.
Brunk. Daisy Hughes the dam of Katie Hughes was by Jupitor 4902 by Jubilee de Jarnette x a daughter of
Senator. Katie Hughes was the dam of Flaxen Morgan 7348 by Senator Knox, JuHu 7708 a bay by
Jubilee
King, JuJu 7894 a dark brown by Jubilee King, Maxima 7435 a chestnut by Allen King, Tyone 7664
a
chestnut by Tiffany, Bronza 04450 a brown by Karzan, Kalara 04557 brown by Go Hawk (the dam of Julara
04972 by Jubilee King), Kalene 04606 brown by Allen King and Katette 04798 brown by Jubilee King who
was the dam of Polly Forrest X-05304 - discussed earlier in the series.
DAISY KNOX 02919 (Knox Morgan x Daisy De Jarnette) bay
mare foaled 1917, bred by J.C. Brunk. She was a powerful mare, with
excellent bone, up-headed, smooth topline,well let down hocks and
a long stride. She had a very clearly defined wither and a large
DAISY
KNOX
prominent eye. In addition to being the dam of Red Vermont 7893
by Jubilee King and discussed earlier in this article, Daisy Knox was
the dam of Jubal 7527 by Allen King, Sheridan 7428 by Senator Knox,
Betty Barr 05103 by Penrod, Jarnetta 04735 by Jubilee King,
Susette
04975 by Raragraph who in turn was the dam of Julie de Jarnette
06055 and June de Jarnette 05789 by Glendale, Romanette 05613
by
Romax Light (dam of Roscoe's Romance 06557 by Roscoe
Morgan),
Susette Jarnette 06437 by Whimpy by Jubilee King, Grand Jarnette (g) by Haven,and his full sister
Princess
Jarnette 07782. Princess Jarnette bred on and was known as a superb reining and cutting horse in her
day.
Susette Jarnette's produce were discussed elsewhere in this series.
BETTY BARR 05103 (Penrod x Daisy Knox) was the mare who gave us Jane Abby 05104
by
Raragraph - who was the dam of Anthony Eden 8260 by Roscoe Morgan - discussed in another part of this
series as were the other produce of Jane Abbey. Betty Barr also gave us Babarr 8340 by King de
Jarnette,
Beau Barr 9370, Barbette 06178, and Fort Knox (g) all by Flyhawk. By Night Tide Betty Barr produced

Kulla 7363 by Allen King, Rarben 8026 by Raragraph, Fanita 04736 by Tiffany, Gildia 04614 by Go Hawk,
Karnite 04451 by Karzan, Nira 04884 by Jubilee King, Pongay 04486 by Pongee Morgan and
Virginia
DuBois 06247 by Night Tide. Tillie Corbin 06531 by Colonel Lee and out of Virginia DuBois returned east
to Samas, VA. Nira the Jubilee King daughter of Benita was the dam of Jubilee Redwing 10109 by
Red
Pepper in Vermont and Bonnie Lassie X-05639 a red roan by a grey imported Barb. Nira was also the dam
of Oatka Red Pennie 08030 by Red Pepper. Red Pennie though bred in Vermont was sold to Frederick
H.
Eisenhard, Oattka Farms Warsaw, NY. Red Pennie was the dam of My Copper Penny 11506,
Birchstone
Muffet 010567 and My Joan K. 09920.
FANITA 04736 (Tiffany x Benita) a chestnut mare foaled
in 1931 had an impressive family. They were: Toyia 05034 by
Jubilee King, Brunkey 8131 by Juzan, Felix Lee 9183 by
Allen
Lee (Chilocco Agricultural School bred), Frances T.H. 8643
by Tehachapie Allen - also Chilocco bred), Tartar Morgan
8110 by Juzan, bred by Helen Greenwalt, Senator Graham
8361 by Senator Knox - Elmer Brown bred (discussed in an
earlier part of the series), Fancy Colonel 06164 by
Colonel's
FA N I TA
Boy - Chilocco bred as was Fern Jekyll 06312 by Jekyll,
Nell
R.F. 05737 by Royce - Elmer Brown bred, Fern C. 07344
by
Colonel's Boy and Fleta Lee 07605 by Allen Lee - the
two
latter both Chilocco bred.
GILDIA 04614 (Go Hawk x Benita) a black mare foaled
in 1929 had twelve produce. Some of them well known in
their time as show horses, some equally well known as good breeding stock. Her produce were: Illawana
Don 8381 by Captain Red. Illawana Don was the sire of The Duchess 06661, Barbadon 06651 - a very
well
known and regarded mare, Fanny Dell 06432, Midnight Dream 06431, Radonna 06339. Other
Gildia
produce were: Junita 04882 by Jubilee King, Illawana Jane 05807 by Captain Red, Illawana Jet 05426 by
Ken
Carmen, Illawana Patsy Red 06458 by Captain Red - she was the dam of Fudge Royale 9840 by
Tarman;
Illawana Ben 9573 by Captain Red, Illawana Jerry 10128 by Captain Red, Illawana Jubilee Bob 10318
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FLORENCE CHANDLER 03082 By Knox Morgan out of Senata f. 1918, bay mare.
Florence Chandler was accidently killed as a young mare, having produced only the following
three foals. By all accounts I’ve read of her, she was a beautiful mare and though Big Indian and Flodel
seem to have become obscure the last foal - Florette more then made up for them.
Big Indian 7362 by Allen King bred by JC Brunk
Flodel 04455 by Allen King
Florette 04233 by Allen King
Florette bred on, dam of: Flyhawk by Go Hawk, Cooper, Damsel and Baldwin by Bennington,
McClellan by Hudson, Annadale by Monterey, Nabob by Canfield; Jemina, Goldette, Verda, Fawn, &
Inwood by Mansfield.
Annadale produce: Conniedale, Belldale who bred on, plus Betsy, Espy, and Aristides by Hudson.
Belldale and Conniedale became foundation mares for several farms including Mabel Owen’s Merrylegs
Farm and the late Mrs. Bryant’s Meeting Waters Farm.
Belldale produced Circe and Courelle by Jubilee’s Courage; Merry Belstar by Merry Knox, who
was the dam of Whippoorwill Telstar, by Whippoorwill Duke. Whippoorwill Telstar was Canadian
Versatility Champion and stood as herd sire at McCulloch Farm (Whippoorwill Morgans) before returning
to Canada. Belldale was also the dam of Broadwall Bonny Bell (a double Knox Morgan mare) by Parade.
Conniedale was the more prolific of the two sisters, she produced: Gwendale, Allendale,
Merridale, Merry Mist, Easter Twilight, Katie Twilight, Twilight Dandy, Twilight Florette, Ann Twilight,
Merridona, Merry Mia, Merry Chandler, Merry Forester, Merry Ethan, Merry Warlock, Merry Marea,
Merry Countess, Merry Corwin, and Merry Cornishman. All the Merry prefixed horses were bred by
Mabel Owen of Merrylegs Farm.
Damsel retained by the Gov’t farm until 1950, then loaned to University of Mass, she produced
Lakewood, Meadowlark, Olivia, Quotient, Triumph, Bay State Warrior, Bay State Admiral, Bay State
Bounty, Bay State Damsette, Bay State Estrelita, Bay State Flintlock and Narcissa. Narcissa by Canfield,
in
turn produced: Redland, Bay State Sue, Bay State Wardissa, Bay State Annette, Bay State Becky, Bay
State
Elect, Bay State Gallant, Bay State Instructor, Bay State Jasper, Bay State Lanissa, Bay State
Matchmaker
Fawn, (Mansfield x Florette) was retained by the Gov’t farm until 1945 and then sold to K. Knapp
of Arlington, VT. She produced: Lana by Goldfield, one of the Waer Farm’s foundation mares; Madison,
Naive by Canfield, Oriole, Gaydawn, Yankee Man, and Jubilee’s Ginger by Jubilee’s Lightning. Oriole
bred on, producing Rhea, Bay State Torrence and Valiant Lass.
Naive produced: Roselyn, Sharron, Talura, Milaca Major, Win-Eve, UVM Blazing Star, UVM
Deborah, UVM Elloise, UVM Felicity, UVM Harmony, UVM Joan, UVM Kurt, UVM Lyric, UVM Jim
Dandy, Ledgemere Cindy, Ledgemere Bounty, Ledgemere Ethan. Ledgemere Ethan was foaled when
Naive was 27 years old, he was her 20th foal!
Talura the Naive daughter by Panfield was the dam of UVM Allura, UVM Calli-Mar, UVM
Charm, UVM Eldorado, UVM Flame, UVM Headwind, UVM Junetide, The Barnstormer, Chuckie B., K’s
Tinkerbell, Paramount’s Glofield, Paramount’s Hifield and Paramount’s Judfield.
Jemima (Mansfield x Florette) produced Nash, Doctor Bill, Sutton Lass and Ethanson Morgan.
She is behind many of the Royalton Morgans.
Florette’s most famous son Flyhawk by Go Hawk was an extremely prolific sire. He sired:
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Warhawk, Barbette, BellePepper, Royal Ann, Dare Devil, Dorset’s Foxfire, Jersey King, Jubilee Hawk,
Florian, Flyhawk’s Black Star, Flying Flag, Flying Jubilee, Gallant King, Chief Red Hawk, The Brown
Falcon, The Airacobra, Shadow Hawk, Skyhawk, Betsy Ross 08131, Top Flight, Bette Belle, Cherokee
Maid,
Flyella, Fancy B., Flyhawk’s Fancy, Dottie Irene, Flavia’s Bess, Flying Indian, Flyola, Mississauga, Morning
Mist, Neltala, Patty Pratt, Flyhawk’s Red Star, Illiniwek, Linsley De Jarnette, Flying Betty (changed to Fair
Lady of Wenlock), Modelette, Ozark Firefly, Starfly, Velvet Brown, Gontola another Waer’s foundation
mare, Grace, Robin Red, Waseeka Nighthawk, Billy Black, King Jester, Timmagaume, Fort Knox, Illini
Flyhawk, Pirate King, June Melody, Flyita, Dottie Irene, Raviola, Sentana, Walkalong, Black Winter,
Flavita, Major Glines, Black Jig, Jubilee Alexandra, Juliette, Barbette, Pixy Hawk, Kitty Hawk, Glendo,
Jubilee Joy, Birdseye, Teepee, Spruce, Ethete, Shoshone, Lynna, Black Dinah Tas-Tee Heiress, and
Kaycee.
Flyhawk sired a total of 103 get. He was used by Helen Greenwalt, Stuart Hazard, Sam Doak, the
LU Sheep Company, and others. Quite a few of his sons were very prolific sires as well and many of his
daughters were prolific as well. Flyhawk sired a dynasty that bred on and on and is still breeding on. It
would be impossible in terms of time or space to list all the Flyhawk grandget, but I will go into progeny
listings of some of the Flyhawk get. You will note that many of the horses named carry two or three
crosses back to Knox Morgan. It rapidly became very difficult to keep the lines of descent simple listings
because many of the breeders quite deliberately doubled up on Knox Morgan. The Brunk family
frequently did doubling up on Knox Morgan as did many others who used his blood.
Royal Ann (Flyhawk x Ann Royal) produced Royal Kellogg C.K., Senator Kellogg C. K., Baranetto,
Ann Kellogg C.K., Daisette Kellogg C.K.
The Airacobra (Flyhawk x Sentola) sired: Mr. Breezy Cobra (sire of Irish Velvet, Irish Breeze and
Breezilee); Hurricane Lake, The Airhawk, and Frosty Gale among others. Frosty Gale was a double Knox
Morgan being out of Triconga.
Flying Jubilee (Flyhawk x Juvina by Jubilee King) was a stallion whose name is associated with
the LU Sheep Co., The Mosher Bros. in Utah, and the late Ern Pedlar, well known author often featured in
The M organ Horse M agazine. He sired get in Ohio as well as the west. His get include: Dickie’s Pride, a
palomino, who bred on. Atomic Maid, Babetta, Champagne, Chaska, Cassie, Chile, Dorset’s Sue, Hopi
Kachina, Jubilee’s Princess, K-Lee Jubilee, Lisa Lynne, Music Maid, Tonette, Jubilee’s Quicksilver,
Sandy’s
Butterscotch, Desert Hawk, Flying Jet, Little Fly, Little Thumb Jubilee, The Outcast (bred by Ern Pedlar),
Lilibet, and Wingo, OMR Flying Beam, OMR Lady Jubilee, OMR Magic Jubilee, OMR May Moraine. The
OMR prefix belonged to Calvin Olson of Vernon, Utah.
Jubilee’s Quicksilver sired: Copperesque, Dede Royal, Jubilee Mist, Lightfoot Sue, Miss Lightfoot,
Mist Morning, Misty Quicksilver, Princess Copperesque, Snookie Boy, Starglo, Queen Jubilee
and
Quicktan.
Barbette (Flyhawk x Betty Barr) produced the double Knox Morgan cross Kane’s Jon-Bar-K by
John Geddes for the Kane family in Michigan. His family became very well known in the showring.
Kane’s Jon-Bar-K sired: Kane’s Jazz Man, Kane’s Citation, Kane’s Don Soncho, Kane’s Patrick,
Kane’s
Sonny Boy, Kane’s Stardust, Kane’s Victory Star, Succarde’s Nino, Wylandwood Blue Chip, Kane’s Anna
Mae, Kane’s Dungaree Doll, Kane’s Radiant Lady, Kane’s Li’l Deb, Kane’s Suzanna.
Jubilee Joy (Flyhawk x Sentola)Produced: Flight Admiral by Top Flight, the well known Mickey
Finn by King Mick and his full brother - Justin Jubilee, Highview Honey, Sweet Talk by Senator Bain,
Foxfire, Celebration, Torchfire, Belefina, La Joya, The Daisy Chain. A most impressive family.
Cherokee Maid (Flyhawk x Rose O Day) Produced Cherridate by Lippitt Mandate for Marilyn
Carlson’s Farm who in turn produced Portledge Dionis 09940, Quaker Cherilect and Double J. Shady Lady.
Warhawk (Flyhawk x Sentola) A full brother to Jubilee Joy, was owned and used rather frequently
on unregistered and registered daughters of the Jubilee King son Glider, by George Cross. Warhawk sired:
El Lobo, Gaucho, Fainting Star, Joe Lewis (the sire of Ketchum), Oro, Black Charmer, Haager,
Warlite,
Diamond Nell, Comanchero, Wyoming Hawk, Dunce, Dunn Lady, Breezy, Cinder, Du Noir Strip, Brown
Lil, Cross Honey, Lil’s Brown, Lil’s June, Painted Girl, Paly, Racey, Rams Horn Queen, Sadie Hawk, Sara,
Scamp, Smokie Brown, Warhawk’s Starlet, Squaw, Devil, Little Punk, Cinna, Flax, Lava, Lily Black, Lovely

Mickey Finn (King Mick x Jubilee Joy by Flyhawk)
Mickey Finn sired: C. Fred Austin for Milo Dugan of Mar-Lo
Farm in Northville, MI; Mar-Lo’s Major, Mickey Mackinac,
Rickey Mar-Lo, Rocky Mackinac, Wylandwood Mickiejon,
Anna-Marie Mar-Lo, Jane B. Mar-Lo, Mackinac Princess,
Maple Ridge Candy, Mapleridge Ruita, Mariett Mar-Lo,
Michelle Mar-Lo and Mickey’s Pixy Ann. A few of the MarLo bred horses sired by Mickey Finn were out of the Knox
Morgan bred mare Verran’s Lassie, they were Mar-Lo’s
Major, Rickey Mar-Lo, and Michelle Mar-Lo. Mickey’s Pixy
Ann was out of the Knox Morgan bred mare Ruthven’s
Barbara Ann.
FoxFire (Bonfire x Jubilee Joy) Foxfire sired: Foxy Don
Juan, Foxy Jubilee, Foxy Regal Aire, Flicka’s Foxy
Queen,
Foxfire’s Baby, Foxfire’s Pixy, Foxfire’s Suzay, Foxy Ann, Foxy
MICKEY
FINN
Jean, Foxy June, Foxy Rose Marie, Foxy Sentora, and
Green
Hill’s Ru-Lyn. Foxfire’s Suzay, Foxy Sentora and Green Hill’s
Ru-Lyn were all well known mares who bred on.
Torchfire (Senator Graham x Jubilee Joy) A double Knox Morgan bred stallion, Torchfire was used
by Hylee Morgans and sired: Hylee’s Glory Be, Hylee’s High Barbaree, Hylee’s Deb, and Hylee’s
Torchsong among others.
Dorset’s Foxfire (Flyhawk x Juvina) Another double Knox Morgan stallion sired Starfire De
Jarnette, Dorset’s Autumn Flame, Dorset’s Lippitt Joy, Shy FoxieBee, and Sunnyside Celebration. Dorset’s
Autumn Flame and Lippitt Joy bred on.
I have not, by any means listed all the Flyhawk descendants; Chief Red Hawk most definitely bred
on not just for Stuart Hazard and Whippoorwill Morgans but for Betty Welles of Vermont who uses his
son Whipporwill Tsuki-Hawk at stud and for Competitive Trail. Gallant King sired an entire family for
Everett Reed in Colorado. At Funquest Farm, Mr. Hazard used The Brown Falcon, Flyhawk’s Black Star
and Chief Red Hawk. A sample of Funquest bred horses includes: Funquest Falcon, Funquest Gold Hawk,
Funquest Pat Lee, Funquest Red Sun, Funquest Sheik, Black Patch, Star Of Cornwall, Stelleta, Pazizz,
and
many, many more. The Neely’s in Idaho used Stetson extensively and carry on the line with the blood of
his son Domino Joe.
FRANCES KNOX 03098 By Knox Morgan out of Bess Franklin, f. 1918 bay mare.
Frances Knox is not quite as well known as her sister Florence Chandler, but she made her mark
on the Morgan breed by being the dam of African Maid 04234, a black mare by Allen King. African Maid
in turn produced the black Raban 8198 by Juzan, chestnut May Burger 05782 by Squire Burger, black
Gobe
7610 by Go Hawk, bay Tifra 04840 by Tiffany, her full sister bay Timai 04615 who was the dam of Sorrley
8825by Shenandoah in Kansas; bay Easter Lass 05600 by Juzan, and Sweet Nell 05884 by Tiny Tim; as
well
as the bay full brother to Tifra and Timai-Tarron 7963. Tifra bred on producing Sherimill Lodestar 11109
by Sherimill Sunrise, Tifra’s Memory 010722, Shadrack 10139 by Lamont, Star Of Keeneland 06520
by
Jugo, and others.
Tarron 7963 was the sire of Bay Ann 07578, Larna 06180, Mau Dee 06455 a double Knox
Morgan
being out of Black Dee, the double Knox Morgan stallion Tarman 8867 out of DeAnn, Gloria Jean
07497,
Red Patrick 10002, Roukette 08141 (another double Knox Morgan) out of Junette, Cadet Morgan
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Fudge Royal sired: Peter Morgan 11134, Royal de Jarnette 11108, Fanny de Jarnette 09062,
Larruby
King Royal 10886, Larruby Colonel Royale 10664, Larruby Lolita 08835, Larruby Royalanna
04808,
Illawana Joy Royale 09410, and Lizza’s Black Beauty 010650 foaled in 1959. The Larruby horses were
from
Illinois bred by Lawrence T. Olsen, the de Jarnette horses were bred in Iowa by Ernest McElhinney, Peter
Morgan also came from Iowa, as did Illawana Joy Royale, she being bred by Warren Hohmbraker of
Sperry, Iowa as was Lizza’s Black Beauty.
Larruby King Royale in turn was the sire of: King’s Chico 12570, King’s Haven Lancer 12016 - both
bred by Mr. & Mrs. Nelson King’s King’s Haven Farm in Kirksville, Missouri; Prince De Jarnette 11476 in
Iowa & Sky Chief 11366 also in Iowa and also bred by Mr. McElhinney, Betty De Jarnette 09733 was
also
his breeding, as was Pear Ann 010032; Jeanita Vedette 09615 was bred by Mr. Burgess of Wapello,
Iowa,and
King’s Mona Lisa 010360 was bred by King’s Haven.
Congo 8354 Sired: Tritaron 9342, Conargo 11003, Confield 10490, Mango 10938, Trinango 9958
(sire
of Midwest Melody x Polly Forrest), Patty’s Sweetheart 08249, Tribella 07093, Mago 06545, Chango
10937,
Condo 10604, Conoco 10243, Chesty 10217, Black Velvet 10244, Tongo 11004, Sue of Keeneland 06827,
Tarr
of Keeneland 06521, Congo King 10628, Congo’s Pride 9630, Contaro 10159, Jody 07724, Anne Dee
010042,
Dando 11235, Bickel’s Black Night 11165, Jubilee Dare 10384, Ink Spot 10383, Mapleridge Bar Go
11382,
Squire Skimp 9631, Bright Star 08504, Chestnut Dee 07490, Coanne 08268, Conella 07987, Conette
08711,
Congo Lilly 07485, Congo Melody 07716, Con-Nette 07152, Consent 07763, Corlen 08492, Corrine
08140,
Cyanna 07836, Cynnettee 08793, Fancy Fay 07462, Funia 08721, Glamour Girl 07466, Nelda
08505,
Congodon 11834, Conga’s Pride 12012, Cingo 010658, Debra Dee 09466, Congo’s Delight 06810,
Ebony C
09728, Larnette 09185, Maytime Melody 07984. The Mosher Brothers of Utah used Congo at stud, as
did
the Keene’s in Indianapolis, Indiana; he is one of the Knox Morgan family who helped spread the family
all over the country. Congo’s line is known for it’s extreme action and overall body type, not neccessarily
the best of heads, but almost always with incredible height of motion and hocks to match.
Squire Skimp was used at stud at the Hylee Farm in Wisconsin, he sired: Hylee’s Ambush 10649,
Hylee’s Pan American 11151, Diablito 10378, Hylee’s Lady Quad 08956, Hylee’s Replica 10818, and
Hylee’s
Bit O Ginger 08502.
Tango sired Miss Holliday 09484, while Chango & Mago also bred on, as did Mapleridge Bar Go.
Tarr of Keeneland produced Tar Hawk by Flyhawk, Trinango sired in addition to Midwest Melody x Polly
Forrest, Lovely Melody, her full sister, Trimando 10936 - sire of Miss Fox 010659, Triandee 11069, Tripenny
010078, Ferncrest Bonnie Bay 010558, Tribelle 01062, Trinango’s Abbenette 010077, Ferncrest
Christy
010559, and Ferncrest Dot 010561.
Mango sired: Alando 12351 and his full brother Demando 12045 out of Mau Dee, April King 11578
x Black Dee, Captain Gallant 11790 x Julara, Cochise 11791 out of his half sister Coanne, Lord
Rochester
11792 x Nellanne, Jomando 12047, Del-Emma 09467, Gloria C 09470, Jo Jean 09469, Juiquetta
09729,
Mardell 09731, Reata Goddess 09923 (formerly Tas-Tee’s Goddess) x Polly Forrest, Red Velvet
09468,
Sunette 09732, Syntrella 09730 x Black Dee. Here again we see the pattern of breeding Knox Morgan
blood
back onto itself. Brother to sister, nephew to aunt, close cousin to cousin - the pattern took it’s beginning
back in Vermont and continued on.

KNOX READE 7089 By Knox Morgan out of Mrs. Lewis by Charles Reade f. 1918, bay stallion.
The Registry up to Volume Nine, does not give the impression that Knox Reade was a prolific sire.
The two listings I have noted are bay Jean Reade 7339 out of Jean Ann 03250 and Jeanne 04140, his
sister,
who bred on, being the dam of the Go Hawk daughter Gojea 04610. Jeanne also was the dam of
McJoy
05660 by McAllister and the Jubilee King sons Juban 7855, and Ju De Barj 7757 McJoy was
another
example of doubling up on Knox Morgan that many breeders favored. J.C. Brunk especially favored that
formula and used it most often.

LIZA JANE 03377 By Knox Morgan out of Double Daisy by Allen Franklin f. 1918, black mare.
If Knox Reade didn’t sire many nor Frances Knox produce many, Liza Jane made up for both of
them. She was a black mare, as noted, who had a grey tail and she is the basis of another Knox
Morgan
descended dynasty. Her dam Double Daisy was sired by Allen Franklin and out of Senata. That made
Double Daisy, Florence Chandler, and Senator Knox all half siblings. The cross of Knox Morgan onto
Senata made for greatness, add to that the Daniel Lambert blood of Allen Franklin and you really have
something. Liza Jane produced: The black full sisters Gizea 04612 and Gi-Za-Ne 04797 by Go
Hawk,
chestnut Nella 04235 by Allen King, black Penwin 7258 by Penrod, chestnut Dawn 7749, dark
bay
Victorian 7756, chestnut Zajou 7817, and chestnut Juzan 7895 all by Jubilee King, her 1936 foal was
the
black mare Black Satin 05066 by the Jubilee King son Juban. Black Satin was the dam of Red
Ribbon
Vermont 06821 by Red Vermont, a four time Knox Morgan mare.
Gizea was the dam of Agazizz 7700 by Juzan, Glider 7964 by Jubilee King, Blackstone 8139
by
Night Tide, Dark Orchid 05580 by King De Jarnette, Zorina 05443 by Romax Light, Lockerbie Morgan
Dancer 10100 by Skippack and Yankee Clipper 8477 by Mountain Silver Sheik., Captain Red 8088
by
Juban, Merry Melody 08026 by Squire Burger, Merry Music 07858 by Skippack. Gi-Za-Ne produced
Varuna 7758 by Varagraph, Juza 05095 by Jubilee King and her brothers Whimpy 7409 and Jugo
7819.
Whimpy sired Bay Comet 9514, Bonnie Flash 07958 and Edna Jarnette 07005 (see Susette). Jugo was
the
sire of: Deliah 05465, Seal of Keeneland 06828, Star of Keeneland 06520, Riley Clipper 9721, Chief
Manitau
9715.
Glider sired Geegee X-07368, Secora X-07366, Smokie X-07369, and Yellow Girl X-07370 all
for
George Cross.
Nella foaled in 1922, was the basis of another huge family of Knox Morgan descendants.
She
produced: Nella’s Dobbin 9375 , Nellanne 05957 (the dam of Congo’s Delight 06810 by Congo),
Lamont
8497, and Squire Burger 8282, Ruann 06547 & King Tut 8865 by the Jubilee King son Juzan; by Jubilee
King
she produced Paragraph 04027, Rarette 04885, Raragraph 7759, Neliza 04973; bay Neltalia 05335 foaled
in
1937 by Tarron, was the dam of Netana 05781 and Natan 8662 by Juzan, Tarron’s Rendezvous 10382
by
Tarron, Nelda 08505 by Congo, Neltola 07458 by Flyhawk among others. Nella’s first foal Raragraph was
born in 1931 and Nella’s Dobbin in 1946.
Neliza was the dam of Neal Colonel 8859 by Colonel’s Boy, bred at Chilocco, Nellie Jekyll 06317
& Norman Jekyll 119864 by Jekyll also bred at Chilocco, Nelda L.J. 07603 by Lester Jekyll, Chief Berry
8503

(palomino) by Morgan Gold, Yellow King 11086 a black by Yellow Gold, Lucky Shenandoah 8614 by
Cinnamon Lad, and Shenandoah Swanee 12258 by Swanee. Shenandoah Red sired in turn
Shenandoah
Prince (g) out of Gipsey Princess and bred by U.S. Dept of Interior, National Park Service, Washington,
D.C. and Miss Shenandoah 08470 for Ogala High School at Pine Ridge. She bred on producing Miss
Red
Tide 010184 by Red Correll. Shenandoah Sue was the dam of Shenandoah Shadrack 10492 and Bonnie
of
Hillstone 010226.
Paragraph, a golden chestnut mare with silver mane and
tail, was a producer of note. She produced: Parasam 8307 &
Supersam 10426 by Lippit Sam, Mansphyllis 06076
and
Manzanita 05937 by Mansfield, Cavendish 10200 by Jubilee’s
Courage, Rusty Moro 9694 by Lippitt Saul Moro, Anthony
Ashmore 11851 by Lippitt Ashmore, Edward Ash 10660 by
Lippitt Ethan Ash, and Parawallis 9439 by Cornwallis.
Mansphyllis was the dam of Parade and Junestar among
others, Supersam appears on the pedigrees of many of
the
horses bred at Quietude and elsewhere, Cavendish was a
PA R A G R A P H
sire for Eve Oakley’s Caven-Glo farm in California,
Parawallis bred on, and Manzanita was a broodmare for the
Ela’s of Townshend Farm. This particular family has had a
strong influence on many breeding programs, very much in
the tradition of Paragraph’s grandsire - Knox Morgan.
Raragraph 7759 was the sire of Rarben 8026 out of Benita who sired King Rarben 8728,
Torreya
Rose 05867, and Whinny 06771. Raragraph also sired Red-Top 7985 out of Daisette, Jane Abbey
05104 x
Betty Barr, and Susette 04975 x Daisy Knox. Jane Abbey was a producer in turn. She produced Bob
Abbey
8399 by Rapinier bred in Illinois and who went to California, Anthony Eden 8260 by Roscoe Morgan also
bred by George Livingston in Illinois who went to CA, the South West and then back to the North East.
Jane Abbey was also the dam of Mont Abbey Gift 9440 by Montabell, San Fernando Gift 8759 a full brother,
and a third full brother Belmont Gift 9994. Jane Abbey’s daughter Dorothy Abbey 05783 by the silver
mane & tailed Ormandy produced in turn Justina Morgan 06795, Roy Roberts 10550, Harold Roberts
10328, Dr. Sherril 10150 by Blackman and Myrlena 06748 by Redman. Harold Roberts bred on and
was
the sire of Ringo 11927, Cal of Windcrest 09575 and Ramona Princess 010026. She also produced
Vic
Pinnell 9645 by Monterey and Peedy 08458 by Red Gates.
Anthony Eden was the sire of Hel’s prefixed horses bred by Mr. Logan of Glendale, CA. They
were: Hel’s Altona 07495, Hel’s Evelyna 06380, Hel’s Chino 9667, Hel’s Pajaro 9681, Hel’s Pico 9680,
Hel’s
Bub 9385, Hel’s Calceta 06560, Hel’s Windy 9386, Hel’s Loretta 07812, Hel’s Starlight B. 08245, Hel’s
Vicki
08062, in addition he sired Sir Anthony 10439, Nirez, Tony N. Morgan 9724, Mimmi F. 07155, Patty
Sue
07572, Antonia 06382 & Castana 07573. Hel’s Evelyna bred on, producing Evelyna G. 07470.
Antonia
produced Robert I 10513 by Stetson. Hel’s Altona was the dam of Antonette Morman 08591.
Susette bred on, producing Princess Jarnette 07282 and Susette Jarnette 06437, both of
whom I
believe bred on. Susette Jarnette produced Mor-Ayr Royal Lass 08655 (dam of Milaca Kim Mor-Ayr 08562
and Milstan’s Pat a Chou 010036), and Mor-Ayr Supreme 11341 who in turn sired Tamarack 12038.
Susette
and Princess were bred by W.W Chatterton of Wapello, Iowa. Princess Jarnette went from her breeder in
Iowa to Minneapolis, MN and then to Key West, Florida! Susette Jarnette only went as far as St. Cloud,

The photo was an old black and white, so his exact color was not shown, he was a chestnut with a star and
light mane and tail. Juzan was foaled in 1934 and bred by J.C. Brunk in Springfield, Illinois. He was used
by J.B. Baird in Texas, by J.C. Jackson of the Jackson Ranch in Montana, WM. Woodall in Idaho,
R.S.
Sentney in KS, and The Pine Ridge Agency. He sired a dynasty. Among his get are: Agazizz 7700 x
Gizea
foaled in 1936, Allen Daire 9380 x Patty, Allen Royal 8498 x Patty, Tartar Morgan 8110 x Fanita,
Brunkey
8131 x Fanita, Raban 8198 x Frances Knox, Nellanne 05957 x Neliza, Ruann 06547 x Neliza, Squire
Burger
8282 x Neliza, Lamont 8497 x Neliza, De Ann 05414 x Black Dee, Dee Dee 05334 x Black Dee, Dee
Nette
06227 x Black Dee, Donna Dee 06812 x Black Dee, Pawnee Lady (grey) X-06843, Easter Lass 05600 x
African
Maid, Jean Marie 05956 x Black Dee, Netana 05781 x Netalia, Carol S. Sentney 07825, Cherokee Lady
07553,
Dude S. Sentney 10049, Duke S. Sentney 10048, Floyd Sentney 10051, Chocolate S. Sentney 10047,
Crita
08862, Bevin 11279, Marlene 08863, Nell S. Sentney 07807, Posyan 09045, Babe S. Sentney 10050,
Butterman
11280, Bubbles 05413, Chocolate Mona, Dixie S. Sentney 07806, Dotzan 08162, Fudge 08174,
Gracie S.
Sentney 07810, Gussie S. Sentney 08070, Idaho Girl 08163, Juzanna 06778 (bred in Texas), Jane S.
Sentney
07808, Jayean 09046, Jezebelle Juzan 08764, Herod S. Sentney 10207, Nate S. Sentney 10371, Ned S.
Sentney
10236, Red S. Sentney 10046, Sinbad 11110, Texas S. Sentney 10222, Tommie S. Sentney 10432, VO
Stepper
10847, Lady S. Sentney 08068, Leola 09048, Princess Mine 08545, Rondo 08164, Tawny 08727, Zelpha
09049,
Mozan 12270, Delzan 12268, Half Moon 11522, Luzan 11952, Martica 11648, Shufly 11533, Zanbird
11650,
Zanson 12273 (foaled in 1958), Churann 010371, Felzan 010310, Jubird 11111, Midnight S. Sentney
10052,
Orange Suzette 09548, Springhill Flicka 09439, Suzay 09438, Zanetta 010677. I am sure I missed more
than
a few of Juzan’s sons and daughters, but the above listing gives more than a fair idea of how he did as a
sire. Juzan’s get range from a high number of double Knox Morgans to some X registered ones. Many
were working ranch horses, many went on to become the foundation stock of breeders who showed. In
either case the Juzan legacy consists of excellent temperament, good solid bone, balanced body
and
motion, a big, free trot, the classic Lambert color for the most part ,and usually a 50/50 body to leg ratio.
Agazizz 7700 (Juzan x Gizea) was a good-sized horse, approximately 15 or 15.1 hands. He
was
very flashy, being chestnut with a striking light mane and tail. He was an incredibly good show horse as
well as being a good sire and sire of show horses from Rozella in MI to Gayette in New England. He had
beautifully balanced motion and very good hock action, he passed on to his get a big, wide open trot. He
was not as heavily built a horse as his sire possessing a longer leg in proportion to body depth. He was
used by Robert Tynon Jr. of Stella, NE who bought him from Helen Greenwalt in 1938. Also owned by
Herman J. Speck of Cleveland, Ohio and later by Joe H. Noble of Goshen, Indiana as well as
Camille
Centers of Portland, Indiana. He was used by Stuart Hazard as well. He sired: Chief Wabaunsee 8501, his
full brother Silver Rockwood 8617, Blossom Gates 06909, Crown Point’s Jewel 08575, Belle Linsley
06134,
Glenna Herod 06698, Gayette 08718, Glorita 08165, Rex Allen 10895, Roxy Richardson 9836, Thomas
Hawk
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Rozela Knox bred on, she produced (to name a couple) Cinnamon Duke 12193, and the
better
known Carmelita Knox 09155.
Sanborn (Agazizz x Donbelle Allan) Stood at the LU Sheep Company and quite a few of his get
went to Oregon. He sired: Scottish Down 12362, Big Bend’s Chippewa 09796, Dawn Debbie 010384,
Genie
010352 (a creme out of Quita), Gwen 010353 (another creme), Ferncrest Robinette 010345, Heather
of
Dickie 010685, Helen of Dickie 010684, Holly of Dickie 010686, Oregon Rust 010253 (roan), Pixie
De
Onnalee 010260 & Shawina 010778.
Pine Ridge Edna bred on, she was the dam of Skiparee Clipper 12537 and Skiparee Edna
Ash
010338 both of whom were bred in N. Powenal, Vermont.
Chief Wabaunsee (Agazizz x May Rockwood) bred by Robert Tynan Jr. of Stella, NE was as typical
of the family a chestnut, but with no markings. Chief Wabaunsee was like his sire in that he too was a
good bodied, good legged of good temperament. He got the handsome horse King Pine 10644 who ran
wild in Wyoming canyons for years before he was discovered and from that beginning he went on to be
a top stock horse and sire. He was also known for his part in the re-inactment of the 1000 mile horse race
bet of Buffalo Bill Cody. In addition to King Pine, Chief Wabaunsee sired: Sioux Duke (g), Sioux Princess
07537, Battle Axe 12252, Chief Tobadoy 11387, Silver Penrod 11660, Betty-Lew 010191, Dot Ann 09560,
and
Rose Lady 09833.
Silver Rockwood, full brother to Chief Wabaunsee, went from the Oglala Indian School, to Kansas
and then to Clarence and Bess Shaw’s Shawalla Morgan Farm in Washington state. He was a top sire
for
them as well as winning championships, being a Parade Horse, and rodeo bulldogging mount. His get
were producing daughters and winning sons and include Rockfield 11472, Shawalla Prince 12581 and later
the very typy Shawalla Divide 12143, also a top sire in Oregon.
Brunkey 8131 (Juzan x Fanita) a double Knox Morgan was used almost entirely it seems
by
various Indian Agencys or schools. He sired for the Wind River Indian Agency: Shoshone Fine 06759,
Shoshone Julia 06761, Shoshone Lizzie 06758, Chief Justin Morgan 9329, Shoshone Boy 9328,
Shoshone St.
Clair 9331, & Shoshone Jewel 9330. For the Ogala Community High School in Pine Ridge, SD he
sired:
Pine Rdge Beauty 05710, Cheyennesque 010092, Pine Ridge Allen 8435, Silver Bob 8438, and Silver
Chief
8436. For The Rosebud Indian School he sired: Silver Sue 06252, and for the North Cheyene Agency
he
sired Roman Calypso 010091.
Chief Justin Morgan (Brunkey x Mylynda) came to be used by George Cross. He sired: Thoro
11966, Colored Gal 09933, Chief’s Black Lady 010409, Evening 09832, Little Sheild 12264, Ink Pot
010547,
De Jarnette Ebony Imp 010258, Stormy Weather 010328, De Jarnette Sweet Sue 010257, Yellowstone
Peggy
010546, Easter Mae 010544, Nancy’s Honey 010302.
Lamont 8497 (Juzan x Nella) One of two full brothers (Squire Burger being the other) who were
among Juzan’s show winning sons. Lamont was owned by Darl Hughes of Indiana where he was a many
times show champion, as well as being Illinois State Fair Champion. Not as frequently used as his brother,
he never-the-less was a sire who passed on the family’s deep bodies, correct conformation, good temperaments and trainability. Lamont sired: Shadrack 10139, Sir Del Danzer 10360, Lady of Leisure 08681
(who
bred on producing Captivator 12403 for Mildred Junk), La Jean 07073, Lamona 08549, Laroann
08548,
Larolee 07465, Larolinn 07104, Larosa 07465, Apache 9982, Nipagon 08094, Cum Lad 12316, Hycrest
Storm
King 12188 (bred by Milo Measel), Lamont Chestnut 11643, (he is the sire of Dawn of Wilshire
010693),

Squire Burger 8282 (Juzan x Nella) Perhaps the
better
known of the two brothers, Squire Burger was 14.3 1/2
hands, a very deep bodied horse of superb disposition and
temperament. He was Arizona State Roping Champion, a
working stock horse, winning show horse - he was Illinois
State Champion and also Champion at the Waterloo Stallion
Show (Illinois), ridden on several of the Vistadorres rides in
California, ridden as a hunter, won as a jumper, shown and
ridden sidesaddle and shown and won in Pairs classes with
his daughter April Showers at The New England Nationals
SQUIRE
BURGER
Show. He was also a many time winner in Competitive Trail
Rides. Squire Burger was accurately timed for a quarter mile
in just under 23 seconds, without any advanced training for
timed speed events. He was one of the few modern Morgans to have that kind of speed as well as passing
it on and passing on his correct conformation, clean legs, solid feet, deep body, and excellence of
disposition and ease of trainability. Squire Burger was sold as a yearling to Justin Dart who used him to head
a breeding program in Arizona. After the breakup of the Arizona operation he was sold to New England
and there became the property of Mabel Owen’s Merrylegs Farm in MA. He sired quite a few horses well
known and winners in a number of disciplines. Among them are: Justin Dart 8496, Bright Star 9441,
Connecticut Arrow 11719, Whippoorwill Duke 10820, Merry Magic 10268, Merryman 10076, Junestar
07994, Kennett 08011, Merridale 07618, Merry Bells 08538, Merry Melody 08026, Squire’s Dinah
07977,
Woodland Lullaby 09055, Whippoorwill Melody 08705, Whippoorwill Merrilad 10819, Whippoorwill
Merrily 08298, Whippoorwill Trinket 08521, Whippoorwill Dauntless 10821, Merry Magistrate 12103,
Merridona 09356, Merrinetta 09355, Senor Morgan 8647, and April Showers 06589. By no means is this
a
complete listing of the Squire Burger get. Almost all of his get bred on and there is neither time nor space
to list all of the family here. I will touch upon some briefly.
Justin Dart 8496 out of Black Dee, was black, foaled in 1941 and bred by J.R. Brunk sired
many
champions in Wisconsin. He sired Hylee’s Honey Dee 07748, Hylee’s Lady Justin 07502, Hylee’s
Lady
Maudeen 08955, Hylee’s Lady M. E.L. 010273, & Hylee’s Lady Lyn 010782 to name just some from
Hylee
Morgans. Sadly it is very hard to find his blood today, despite his popularity in his own time.
Merry Magic 10268 out of Easter Maid and a full brother to April Showers, bred on and sired
winning horses in Connecticut. He sired: April Magic 09404, Magic Melody 09402, Magic Sonata 010286,
and Midsummer Magic 09629. As did his half brother Bright Star 9441. Bright Star was a working hunter
and stock horse and sired Merry Mia 09804 x Conniedale. Who in turn is the dam of Kirshon’s prefixed
horses, including Kirshon’s Conniedale 018351, noted producer for Green Bay Morgans and Kirshon’s
Misty who in turn produced Prince Welcome, October Twilight and Welcome Ranger.
Senor Morgan 8647 out of Bonnie Sue, was one of
the
Morgans bred by Justin Dart in Arizona. He was a very flashy,
very handsome horse who was purchased by Merle H. Little of
Monrovia, CA. Mr. Little used Senor Morgan as a Parade Horse
and with his striking markings and color, he was most
impresssive. Not as heavy bodied a horse as his sire, but beautifully balanced and correct. He sired Indio Morgan 10056,
SENOR

MORGAN
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Whippoorwill Duke 10820 out of Diana Mansfield was the
premier sire for McCulloch Farms Whippoorwill Morgans. He sired
between 80 and 100 registered get. His best known sons were
The
Yankee 12717, out of Jenney Lake, bred by Helen Greenwalt
and
owned by Ethel Gardner of PA, then Florida, and Whippoorwill
Telstar 15779 out of Merry Bellstar, bred by McCulloch Farm, sold to
a party in CA, and then on to a party in Nova Scotia, Canada. While
in Nova Scotia Telstar became Canadian Versatility Champion. He
returned to McCulloch Farm in his later years and stood as a
DIANA
MANSFIELD
replacement stallion for his father - Whippoorwill Duke. The Yankee
likewise was a many time winner at shows and sired some to breed
on. Yankee’s Anhingo 26360 out of Lippitt Dulcie is continuing his
line in Florida. Whippoorwill Duke was himself shown many times
to ribbons at the New England Nationals and became known as a
premier broodmare sire. He was frequently bred to the daughters of
his half sister Whippoorwill Melody, thereby producing some of the
best of the Whippoorwill Morgan families. Outside mares were
purchased to be bred to Duke, thus creating more of
the
Whippoorwill families. Some of the outside blood used was that of
Knox Morgan’s line. Duke sired Whippoorwill Juliet, Juliana, Duet
and Flying out of Funquest Juzette, an Agazizz granddaughter.
T H E YA N K E E
Whippoorwill Locket is a Whippoorwill Melody granddaughter and
actively producing for McCulloch Farm. Whippoorwill Theme by
Duke out of Merry Lyric a Merry Melody Daughter produced
Whippoorwill Samuzan who when bred back to Whippoorwill Telstar
produced Whippoorwill Telsa and Whippoorwill Starzan, Whippoorwill Pazazz out of Piankeshaw
Juzana was an excellent producer for Whippoorwill. Her daughter Whippoorwill Thalia by Bennfield’s
Ace has just produced for The Quietude Stud in WV. Duke sired the beautiful Mighty Marquise, a Corisor
of Upwey granddaughter and good producer for Whippoorwill. Whippoorwill Carol, a Duke daughter
out of Broadwall Mayfield is in her 23rd year still producing, currently for La Serena Morgans in NY state.
Likewise Whippoorwill Juliet has produced her 12th foal, the last four for Gold Cross Morgans in PA. It
is not possible to list all of Duke’s sons and daughters, but it should be noted that he like his sire, and his
sire before him passed on good legs, deep bodies, correct conformation, good disposition
and
temperament as well as trainability and elegant action.
Bubbles 05413 (Juzan x Aleada) This chestnut daughter of Juzan with the uninspired name
of
Bubbles was bred by Joseph R. Brunk and in turn produced several produce, of whom a few were double
Knox Morgan. They were Hel’s Calceta, & Hel’s Evelyna by Anthony Eden. Bubbles herself was sold to
James W. Brunk in Springfield, IL, then back to Joseph R. Brunk, then to J.W. Dart of Chicago and then to
Hugh Logan of Glendale, CA, which is where she was bred to Anthony Eden. From Mr. Logan she went
to Mrs. H.F. Spencer of Arroyo Grande, CA. Bubbles also produced Hel’s Chinquapina 06061 by Sun
Down Morgan, and Beautiful Belle 08567 by Antman. Hel’s Chinquapina bred on, producing Bo-Peep
09270, and others.
This is a semi-inclusive look at the results of the last foal crop by Knox Morgan, it is by no means
complete, but I think it is more than fair to say that his last year was indeed a ‘bumper crop’ in terms of
quality, overall influence and geographic spread. There are indeed Knox Morgan bred Morgans from
coast to coast and the last year’s foal crop did a great deal to encourage that spread throughout the country
and internationally. They all continued in the tradition of their sire and grand-sire, good horses with
motion aplenty, kindness, trainability, correct conformation and lots of Morgan attributes. They continue
to breed on and keep the tradition alive - from coast to coast - all over America.
Reference material includes The Morgan Horse Register, Volumes 1 through 9, and Mabel
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Having looked at the influence of Knox Morgan in some depth it is perhaps worthwhile to review
some of farms that used his blood and some that still today seek to keep his heritage alive and viable. In
some regards it is easier to find Knox Morgan blood today than it is to find Morgans without any. For
example, I went through a recent edition of The M organ Breeder’s Guide and out of a total one hundred forty
four stallions only SIX did not have Knox Morgan blood!
Here then is a brief listing of farms that availed themselves of Knox Morgan:
Alexander Ruthven, MI
Antler’s Ranch,
Broadwall Morgans
C.W. Anderson, NE
Cavendish Morgans, CA
Charles A. Stone, NH
Chilocco Agricultural School
Davis Farm, CA
Dot S Morgans
Elmer Brown, KS
Ernest McElhenney, IA
F.G. Chandler, VT
Frances Bryant, VT
Funquest Morgans, KS
George Dygert, NY
Horseshoe Cattle Co
Hylee Farm, WI
Illawana Morgans, IL

J.C. Jackson, MT
Kane’s Morgans,
Kedron Morgans, CA
Keeneland Morgans, IN
Keynith Knapp, VT
Keystone Morgans
LU Sheep Co
Mabel Owens, NH
Maple Ridge Morgans
Mar-Lo Farm
Merle Little, CA
Mosher Brothers, UT
North Cheyene Agency, WY
O-At-Ka Morgans
O.J. Neely, ID
O.M.R. Morgans
Ogala Community H.S.,
Pine Ridge, SD

Or-Ayr Morgans
Orcland Farm
Pine Ridge Agency, SD
R.S. Sentney, KS
Ramul Dvarishkis, WY
Robert Tynan, NE
Roland Hill, CA
Springbrook Morgans
Tas-Tee Morgans
Tom Burnett, TX
Towne-Ayr Morgans
Townshend Farm, MA
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
Waer’s Morgans, CA
Waseeka Farm
Whippoorwill Morgans, CT
Wind River Indian Agency, WY
Windcrest Farm

That is a partial listing of who and where Knox Morgan blood was used in the past. In the present
his blood may be found in concentration at La Serena Morgans in NY, at Whippoorwill Morgans in CT, at
Longstreet Morgans in NC, at Quietude Stud in WV, as well as at other newer farms, and in various
families we tend to call Lippitt. To be more specific, in those lines which are strongly bred to Sealect.
Strongly bred Flyhawk horses, Senator Graham horses, Jubilee King horses - they are all still a good
source
of Knox Morgan blood. But, in regard to the Senator Graham line, to achieve the least dilution of Knox
Morgan blood, it is best to seek horses without the Ben Don influence.
Having said that, why should anyone still bother with Knox Morgan? A breeder seeking to
produce Morgans with good balance of quarters, flat bone, clean necks and throatlatchs, good depth of
barrel, sound feet and short backs would do well to seek out this old blood. Those were Knox Morgan
traits, and that in part was his legacy to us today. Knox Morgan blood is a strong base for just about any
line, it never failed to enhance the good qualities and has done more then it’s fair share to improve the less
then perfect.
For all the above reasons and more, I say and maintain that old Knox Morgan was as influential a
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